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We hope that the spirit or the book will
bring back the lost love-luster and bring
forth peace and harmony to the egocentric world, conflagrating in the flames of
duality and communalism.
Sikhism delivers the message of love
and faith to the humanity. It proclaims
that the love of God is the base of
i

religion. It also like Budhism and Bhakti
cult denounces caste and rituals and
emphasizes submission to the God's Will
as final means of realisation. Its entire
view is based on the unity of God and
His worship. It. basically, forbids
immage-making and idolatory worship.
In its view religion is a matter of heart
and not of outward formalities. It gives
priority to the moral conduct from any
thing else. Equality, justice and selfless
service are its foremost essentialities
and the priceless values. In short we can
say that social equality, justice, faith,
love, harmony and selfless humanitarian service are the beauteous, ornamen*
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tal and lustrous qualities of its meritorious conduct.
In sum. we can say that there is a great
emphasis on the worship, no intermediacy of any priest, no superstition, no
nature worship, no fetish, no sham, no
humbug. Mere study of dogmas is futile.
One has to establish a direct rapport with
God through love and recitation of the
Holy Name.
The biographic sketches of the great
saints sketched in this book are the vivia
illustrative depictions and descriptions
of the Sikh way of living.
*
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FOREWORD
The birth and growth of Sikhism, as the history reveals, took place
in the dark age and in the alarming religio-political conditions that the
Sikh Gurus and their followers were faced with many odd and difficult
situations.
Although,it is the youngest of the major religions of the humankind
yet it holds a distinguished and interesting position from historical,
theological and sociological points of view. Every tiling great and small,
is a result of socio-economic,religio-political and cultural milieu.
Traditionally,there are about a dozen of Sikh sub-sects of which
Sewa Panthi Sect has attained a considerable eminence for its meritorious and selfless humanitarian service.
Humanitarian service is based on complimentary virtue
of service and love,for through love only you can conquer die minds of
the others. The man without love is nothing but a mere heep of ash and
dust. The love based on the exchange of selfish advantages is not love.
It must be distinguished clearly from the coincidence of self interests.
In facUove is the genuine shifting of the centre of our life from the
individual self, which happens to be us, to the self which is all
pervading.This love expresses itself in characteristics such as sweetness
to others in daily life, forgiveness, compassion and service. Hence,
humanitarian service is based on love as defined above and is the
hallmark of a true and devoted sikh.
Bhai Kanhiya, the founder of the Sewa Panthi Sect of Sikhism,
was, virtually, the incarnation of the above mentioned qualities.In thick
of the battle waged by the imperial Army and its allies against Guru
Gobind Singh at Anadpur,within the period from 1702 to 1704 A.D.,Bhai
Kanhiya served water andfirst-aidto the sick and casualties of both the
waging armies without any discrimination and,thus,in a way,pioneered
the modern Red Cross Society founded by Henry Dunant which even to
this date is enjoying privileges under the convention of Geneva (1864)
for tending sick and casualties of waging armies without any discrimination.
The book brings forth Bhai Kanhiya and some other pioneers of
his founded Sewa Panthi Sect of Sikhism,especially, Pertaining to
2
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Tikana Bhai Jagta Ji Sahib (Nurpur Thall now in Pakistan) and presently
re-established in Goniana Mandi (Distt Bathinda-Punjab). All of these
supreme personages were the virtual perspective of love.
I have perused the manuscript of the book in hand (The Great Sikh
saints) penned by S.Bhagat Singh 'Hira'. S. Bhagat Singh is a veteran
writer who is, continually, contributing to the sphere
of Sikh Studies and has already written about two dozen books
on historical,theosophical and philosophical aspects of Sikhism.Writing
in the domain is really a tough and monotonousjob.lt is,in fact, a slippery
subject and certainly difficult to unfold its abstractions.lt requires a lot
of insight,experience and courage to write the various aspects of the
unmanifested Reality.Never the less,his attempt in metaphysical sphere
has been aptly appreciated by the scholars and as such he is considered
amongst the best writers in the field of metaphysics.
The book in hand is, however.of a different nature and deals with
the biographic sketches of certain renown humanitarians and gnostic
saints of Sikhism who saw only God and realised the inner image of His
creation as One in all and all in one.In fact,they owned admirable and
unparalleled personalities and were, indeed, love, devotion and service
incarnates. Truly, it inspires and enkindles in the heart of the readers
love,devotion and the spirit of hunanitarian service and eradicates the
very sense of duality and separation from their minds.
I belive that such an attempt is the necessity of the day
and is the best way to preach amity,integrity,unity,communal harmony
and mutual love among the people and ultimately, to uproot the very
cause of turmoils and communal riots from the nation.
In the end, I would like to say that if the spirit of the book prevails
upon the ailing world and is helpful in bringing about peace and harmony
amongst its dwellers the writer's ambition and purpose is,indeed,served.
Lastly, I congratulate the author and cordially appreciate his
earnest attempt; rather I feel such a valuable attempt could be expected
of a writer of his calibre only and pray for his long life and the Divine
grace so that he may serve the nation and the community with his pen
and spirit more and more.
I

Bhai Asa Singh Girls College
Goniana Mandi
Bhatinda, Punjab

GURDIP KAUR BRAR
M.A., Ph.D
Principal
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PREFACE

Sikhism is the most modern and yet the most misunderstood.Its era
is no more remote than five centuries ago and as such from its very brilh
is nourished and developed in the full view of the history but even then
it could not be promoted properly. There are reasons for its misapprehension.
No body can deny that religion,inspite of divisions and conflicts
which stain certain periods of its history,has been the most significant
humanising in the civilization of man but this also cannot be denied that
in this age of scientific discovery and invention and technological
virtuosity man's religious faith is facing severe challenges.The absence
of religion from our studies can eventually lead to the absence of religion
from life and society. A proper understanding of religion is the surest way
of curing the lacerated 'Psyche' of man.It ought to be an aid to a richer
and fuller life,leading to the absence of hatred and violence towards
others.
What we are withnessing today is the crisis of affluence and the
crisis of values.Infact,each generation considers itself singularly unhappy or unlucky.And yet some periods,reIatively speaking,are more
vulnerable to erosion of values than others.This phenomenon is not
necessarily confined to one or two countries. Today, it is a worldwide
trend. The revolt of the younger generation against the older generation
can well be understood and appreciated,because it is through such
processes that mankind makes progress.
In the history of every country a time comes when its spiritual,
intellectual and socio-economic order gets a setback and becomes
stagnant thus and a common man becomes indifferent to the values of
the True Religion.
It is a fact that the man by nature is in the quest of attaining the
internal peace,but allured by the passions of the senses he gropes in
darkness and bewilderness of ignorance and has thus gone astray from
the path ofrighteousness.Charmedby the fascination of the illusory
world and victimised by the infatuation he falls into obiivion wherein he
gets himself entiirely enmeshed in the intriguant tentacles of egoism.In
fact,he is now in the firm grips of ignorance and has little thought for
4
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the eternal values of life.
In this modern age,the modern man,verily,is endowed with various
worldly comforts, luxuries and amenities but even then he is full of
wants, worries and discontentment.Inspite of uncountable riches he is
absolutely unhappy.He has,indeed,lost completely the tranquility, peace
and poise of his mind and is being tormented frequently by melanoholy
and disaster. Awfully disappointed he writhes in anguish because of his
spiritual bankruptcy. In fact, he is torn asunder by I-am-ness, individuality, abhorance, ill-will, unhealthy prejudices and strifes.The fertility of
infinite bliss in him has now come to naught.
Enmeshed in die deadly economic struggle the common man is
carried away by a dreadly stream of monotony and is being physically
spent up by the incessant grinders of eating, sleeping,labouring, and
ultimately exhausting.
To what then shall we turn to emancipate out of this miserable
plight? Where shall we than knock at to achieve this lost tranquility?
What priciples shall we invoke to end this endless, basicimportant and
right quest of Eternal Bliss? How is it then that one could remedy these
gnawing ills of life and liberate oneself from these psychic anxieties,
emotional conflicts,economic insecurites, political doubts and universal
cynicism?
It is not only that one has to face the grim realities of life such as
unemployment,labour,wages,etc.,or one has primarily the problems
before him of hunger,thirst and procreation.There is something important lacking in him and that is absence of inner urge for the basic quest
of the metaphysical entity, the divinity or in the other words a desire to
be religious.
This complex problem has a key in the religion to which the
average man of today seems to be wholly indifferent.
The true religion is neither an ism,a code ofritualisticceremonies,
creeds, doctrines nor it is a mere theory.lt is,indeed,an essentiality
without which one can never exist.In fact, there is an eternal yearning
for God, lying dormant in the core of the man,but on the contrary,
illusioned by 'Maya' with adiverged vision he identifies himself entirely
with die body and Uius drifts into a state of egoism which consequently
pushes him astray from the path ofrighteousnessand therein lies his
bewilderment. He is then totally lost or forlorn.
Selfhood, I-am-ness or ego is a deep rooted disease and the main
cause of duality In fact, it is the mother of one's adversity,distraction and
distortion.lt is, indeed, the root of evil and cause of pain.This selfhood
•
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or individuality in the shadow of illusory 'Maya' and under interplay of
its three modes or gunus (Rajas, Tamas and Salwa) creates Karma
(action) and moves the individual on the whirling wheel of transmigration. According to Guru Nanak "Good and evil are not mere verbosity
but are the real facts. Whatever one Jose one carries its record along. Man
reaps what he sows."Wim no Vedantic hocus-pocus can we get rid of our
responsibility for what we do.Thus our mode of existence in the present
life is determined from our deeds and previous births.The destiny so
formed cannot be changed in die ordinary course but still they are not
so powerful that they should be taken as indestructible.We can counteract the effect of our past sins by constant efforts for good acuons,ceaseless
rememberence and contemplation of Naam.Grace is also a vital and
unavoidable requisite. In brief we may say that grace follows honest
efforts, truthful living and constant loving remembrance of the Divine
and sacred Naam.According to Sikh belief there is an interesting
blending of effort and grace. These are interwined. Thus by prayer
invoking grace Uie destiny can be changed or effected.
According to Sikh conception Guru is a pre-requisite for
awakening in human mind the consciousness of God and through this
awakening and illumination to inspire and lift up the erring humanity
back to God.
The term Guru,according to Uie sikh faith applies only to ten
Masters (Guru Nanak and his nine successors) and lastly to Sri Guru
Grantli Sahib, Uie embodiment of Divine Word (Shabada).The Sikh
conception is Uiat Uie Guru impersonally (in spirit) is resting in God and
I lis Wisdom was a perfect channel for Uie expression of the Divine Will
for Uie understanding of human intellect and through him, God poured
forUi into Uie world Divine Word (Shabada) pregnant with sweet love
and light (Prem and Gyan) veritable Elixir of life.
When Uie Guru sun rises in the firmament of our soul,spiritual
regeneration becomes possible.
Guru, in fact, is Uie impersonal personality above time and space,
hence, his physical presence or absence is immaterial. The real Guru is
Uie Word (Gur-shabad) or his teachings.One who moulds one's life in
accordance wiUi Uie Gur-shabad one's soul is kindled with the spark of
life. Hence forUi Uiat individual lives by its inspiration and struggles to
keep Uie flame burning in his soul round Uie clock. In other words he
constantly remains absorbed in Uie Naam-Simran and ultimately his
attitude undergoes a complete transformation.
In sum, we may say Uiat Uie Sikh Thought and practice is not a mere*
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theory on God or a system of dogmas,but a spirtual insight and
consciousness. As a matter of fact, it is an aspiration of love.a life of light,
a life of self surrender and emotion and an aspiration towards service to
humanity. It ignites the life with the Divine fire and fervour of God.lt
is a life immensely practical, pure, wonderous, beautiful, vigorous, vital
and valorous.lt uncurtains the latent inner self and enables the individual
to visualise the metaphysical world and verifies the super-physical
energy pervading the wole universe.This insight into the Supreme
Radiancy draws the truth-seeker to the domain of Eternal Reality. So to
say it is the music of the soul and the balm of wounded sensibilities and
wipes every tear from erery eye and surely results in increased social and
moral awareness.
Having such a view of the religion,the Sikh Thought has deep
impact on the lives,thinking and the conduct of countless number of
people in the field of spirituality and ethics and without weaving a
cobweb of intricate philosophical theories it has transformed the
humanity as a whole with love, peace, devotion, social justice, tolerance,
universal fraternity and brotherhood. In our view the above qualities are
the heart of a True Religion and especially, the significance of sikh
Religion.
According to die Sikh point of view, the Guru is the master-piece
of God's creativity.He is the peak of humanity and the bridge between
God and man.Thus, the Guru is saviour of humanity in whose hands God
has given all things.Resting in deep humility,he considers himself the
servent of Lord but even then, virtually, he is like the Lord Himself for
he has the same attributes and having his tiny selfhood totally disolved
in Him, he is now, perfectly, in tune with His Will.Hence he is God-like
and there is not a least difference between the Blessed soul and the
Supreme Soul.Likewise, When a sikh completely surrenders his selfhood
to the Guru and has total mergence in him, he also becomes one with him
and acquires the same attributes.Hence, the blessed and the blesser
become on a par widi each other.Sikh merges into Guru and Guru
*

mingles into God, thus, God remains alone.
The true Guru instils the sacred Naam in the core of a disciple
(sikh). By its conscious and loving repetition and constant association
with die life, he purifies his mind.In fact, The Naam endows the mind
with Divine Light and,therefore,the power to turn from unreality fo
Reality. It dispersses the mist of self and enables man to surrender
himself to the Divine Will.Thus, inspired hy true devotion, with
passionate longing for God, a man holds himself as naught,the Beloved
7 •
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becomes the heart and locus of this lilfe and no thought or action can
be performed except in relation to Him.
By complete surrender to the Divine Will and through loving
repetition of Naam (Simran) the individual's tiny ego merges in the super
f£go.the passions and cravings like lust, anger, greed, attachment and
pride are wiped out.Hence the pure and stainless Divine Light illuminates and,spontaneously, the darkening shadows disappear. There is no
more delusion, no more sin.The sense of duality entirely vanishes.The
spark of fire merges in fire, the wave mingles in the expanse of sea.In
brief, we mav sav Uiat man flows out of himself into the Supreme Being.
He perceives now none except One.He sees God in all.Sri Guru Amar
Dass, thus, avers:0' my eyes, the God infused light in ye.
So see only God and see else none.
Yea look at Him and Him only in view.
See not another,as onlx He exists alone.
The world you behold is verily His image.
It is His manifestat ion,His real reflection.
By the Guru's grace this mystery is unveiled.
Saith Nanak: My eyes were blind before I met Guru.
He gave me the light, to see One-in-all and all in One. 36
(Ramkati Anand M.3.P.922)
Such a sikh was Bhai Kanhiya,the founder of Sewa Panthi Sect of
Sikhism,who saw only God.
The Sikh history reveals that in the thick of the battle Bhai Kanhiya
had gone forth serving water and furnishing aid to the wounded without
making any distinction between friend and foe.Complaint against him
was brought before the tenth Gum (Guru Gobind Singh) that he served
the friends and foes alike without any discrimination.The Guru called
him in his presence and brought him to book about the charge.Bhai
Kanhiya bowed to the Master and submissively said, "Divine Master!
eversince I touched your lotus feet, I do not differentiate between man
and man as all are equal in the sight of God. By thy special grace my
eyes are so enlightened that I see no other but your Divine Spirit
pervading erery where and in all. Hance, I serve none else but Thee alone.
I give water to none but to thee, my Lord.**
The Guru was intensely pleased with this spirit of all embracing
love and service exhibited by Bhai Kanhiya.He also gave him a box of
ointment for giving first-aid to the wounded.He also blessed him
furdiermore with the endowment of Naam-Simran and service.These
8
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gifts of Naam.simran and service-of-love are preserved and practiced
even upto Uiis day by bis people called Sewa Panthies.
It would not be out of point to say that it was Bhai Kanhiya who,
actually, gave birth to a society similar to that of the Red Cross (an
organisation for tending sick and wounded in the war,enjoying privileges
under the convention of Geneva—1864A.D) about one hundred and
sixty years ahead of the said society.
It was an auspicious day when Guru Gobind Singh in his glory
called him in his presence and in appreciation of his love-saturated and
selfless humanitarian service granted him his handkerchief with a boon
to flourish and accomplish his noble mission,*
Bhai Kanhiya before his corporeal end transfused his light to his
devoted disciple Bhai Sewa Ram.Bhai Sewa Ram, eventually transmitted the same to Bhai Addan Shah.The tradition went on and the same
light then glittered in Bhai Bhalla ram who, traditionally, passed on to
Bhai Jagta.
Bhai Jagta Kept the torch illuminated at Noorpur for about
eighteen years. He became so popular for his devotional and humanitarian service that the Tikana was passed by the name of Bhai JagtaUltimately,
he handed over the torch to Bhai Hazari. Traditionally and sequentially,
the holy spirit of Bhai Kanhiya passed through Bhai Hazari, Bhai Sahaai
Ram, Bhai Ralia Ram, Bhai Lakhmi Das and in the manner remained
lighted throughout. In the year 1907 A.D.Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh
became the torch bearer. It was Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh who foresaw
the future and made a prophecy in 1942 A.D, about the establishment
of Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib, somewhere in the Malva zone of Punjab and
ultimately, the prophecy was materialised in 1947 AD. after the partition
of India. The present Tikana in Goniana Mandi is, actually, an unrefuted
and perspicuous proof of the prophecy becoming true.
Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh left for his heavenly abode in 1950
A.D.Thereafter, his successor Mahant Bhai Asa Singh modified the
Tikana into a palatial building. He, too, breathed his last on the 1st day
of January 1974. He appointed Mahant Bhai Tirath Singh his successor,
a year ahead of his renouncing the mortal clay.
Mahant Tirath Singh's spiritual, metaphysical and social faculty
speaks for itself. He is high minded, high spirit ted and a man of light and
leading. In short be is an equalitarian humanitarian and a saint in the real
sense. He leads an absorbed and love saturated life. The Tikana in his
•
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time hasflourishedand is progressing by leaps and bounds and to our
expectations it will touch its high peaks.
This book deals with the history of the establishment of this esteem
institution, that is, Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib, the brief biographic sketches
of its assignees and their equalitarian, humanitarian and metaphysical
sagacity. It also brings to light the yeoman's service rendered by them
in the social and riigious fields and also to the sikh mission and Khalsa
Panth.
I hope that the book would present a fairly comprehensive study
of Gurmat and would prove palatable to the seekers of Truth.
Bhagat Singh 'Hira'
22/21 B Tilak Nagar
New Delhi 110 018
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Bhai Kanhaiya
Birth and Childhood
Wazirabad (Now in Pakistan) is an important railway junction, on
the main line running from Lahore to Peshawar. In its vicinity there flows
arivercalled Chander Bhaga. A populous townlet known as Sohdara lies
on its banks. It was here that the hero of our episode, was born in the year
1648 A.D. (Samat Bikrami 1705).
It was a luminous and auspicious night when a heavenly soul
descended on the earth and illumined a human frame. This heaven-born
child was named Kanhaiya by his opulent and fortunate parents. On this
auspicious occasion foretellers were consulted who prophesied that the
child would be a gnostic and would cast off all worldly attachments. He
would score off all mammonish entanglements and would also achieve
victory over the five vices. This heaven-sent child would surely be a
heavenly-minded man and popular like the heavenly host. This gave the
parents enormous mirth and glory and they enjoyed the occasion with
great festivity.
Kanhaiya's father was a well-to-do Kshtriya, belonging to the
Badbvan Clan. He was a government supplier who supplied commodities
to the Royal Army. He proved himself sincere, honest and loyal to the
government and his superiors and acquired a parliamentary status in the
Royal Court. Often he accompained the Royal entourage on its
administrative tours. So the child Kanhaiya was brought up and educated
in such environment as was prevalent in the aristocratic Kshatriya
families of that time. Though from his early childhood he was unattached
to the household life and remained absorbed in the quest of the highest
spiritual knowledge yet he did not wish to hurt the feelings of his parents
by renouncing his home. In fact, this cannot be denied that inwardly, he
remained indifferent to all worldly affairs, and spent most of his time in
saintly communions.
Having a sympathetic and philanthropic nature, he kept his pockets
filled with shell-money and small coins for distribution amongst the poor
and the needy. Forced labour was unbearable for him and so often he
volunteered himself to undertake the forced labour to get the poor man
relieved from the cumbersome labour he was entailed for.
12
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Occasionally, he absented himself from his home during nights and
spent most of his time in the service of the Divine people. So often hi*
bed laid vacant for his absence but the parents had to forbear. His was
an indulgent father and with cooperative spirit he always coincided with
him pleasantly. However, his this way of living was undesirable for him.
Inwardly he wanted to mould his nature into his own mould. But
whenever he made an attempt to mend him, he simply replied, "Dear
Father! there are in a family sons wise as well as unwise. I am one who
is insane. So please take me as such and be contented."
The years passed on and mendicity, in time, put down roots in his
habit and it is a proverb that habit is a second nature. Even persuation
for the marriage had no effect upon him.
A Contact With Nanua Bhakata
*

Bhai Kanhaiya would have hardly stepped in his teens that he,
fortuitously, came across saint Nanua, an eminent gnostic and a
heavenly-minded man. His company and precepts had lasting effect on
his delicate mind. In fact, his sermons had divinised him. To his mind
he appeared to be a true preceptor.
It will not be out of place to give a short introduction of Nanua,
the gnostic saint.
Nanua means a small structured man. He was named Nanua by his
parents for he was just like a dwarf with shortish hump in his spine. He
had also a prematured birth (birth after seven months pregnancy).
He generally travelled in a palanquin from one place to the other
and enjoyed associatin of the divine people. When the fountain of Divine
love sprang within his core he had a strong urge and earnest fascination
to achieve the highest spirtual goal. As guidence from a true and prefect
preceptor is a prerequisite for attaining spiritual sublimity, he had to
journey far and wide in his palanquin in search of a true saint and
consequently, came across various saints. Atlast, fortuitously, he had a
good fortune to see Guru Tegh Bahadur, the ninth incarnation of Guru
Nanak, who blessed him. He became a close associate of the Guru and
often the Guru invited him for a game of dice. Both Guru and the Nanua
had mutual liking for each other. They met daily for a game and then
departed. The Guru appreciated him in all respects but remarked nothing
more but bravo O 'Nanua' bravo, he applauded.
The close intimates of the Guru took their courage to ask
him, "Reverend Satguru! You always appreciate Nanua in all respects
and seem to be much pleased with him. Then why d'ont you appoint him
13

a missionary (Masand) in any of your domains or absorb him in your
administrative staff? The Guru's simple reply was, "You do not know
his worth, he is above all these posts".
The time passed on. The Guru, after a lapse of three months, asked
Nanua to proceed to Lahore. Neither the Guru Nor Bhai Nanua asked for
any details. Bhai Nanua had a firm belief that the guru was all-knowing.
He also had a faith that he is a prototype of the Almighty in His
manifested form. He also was confident that he was surely his well
wisher. He then lost no time to carry on his instructions and after paying
his reverence he bowed his head on his lotus feet and begged to bid his
adieu.
He journied as usual in his palanquin. On reaching Lahore he
encamped himself in a garden. From his very look he appeared to be a
rich man. People thought him a merchant. Hence the brokers from
Lahore approached him and presented their cards to him. They thought
that he would be a rich trader. They had their mutual introduction. The
brokers said respectfully, "Dear Sir, we are the renowned brokers of the
city and can help in the purchase and disposal of your merchandise. We
can procure Tor you anything of your choice at reasonable rates. "I am
H
much pleased to see you, My dear ones" Said saint Nanua, but my
merchandise is quite of a different type. I shall rather be grateful to you
if you could Kindly procure that for me "And what is that sir?" asked
the brokers. Bbai Nanua spoke from the core of his heart and said,"I am
in search of a true and absorbed heavenly-man who had an easy approach
to God. I shall dedicate my whole self to him and also be a sacrifice to
the man who takes me to any such person."
The brokers then submitted, "Reverend sir". We know of many in
the past namely Bhakta Chhaju, Shah Hussain, and kahna, etc. but for
the present we know of only one who to our knowledge is a perfectly
heavenly-minded saint, a divine and charmingly absorbed in the Most
High. He is called by the name of Gadha Naraini. Gadha Naraini is only
his surname. He is called so, for he has an ass and passes most of his time
in massaging, brushing and feeding that animal. Whosoever asks him the
cause of his dedication to an ass,he simply replies,~it is better to get
pleasure of an animal than to please one's self, as serving one's self
makes one selfish. One becomes egocentric by self-service and is hunted
by the ugliest vice,the vanity. This vanity or the blunt ego is the mother
of ail malign and evil actions. Hence I prefer to gain the pleasure of this
dumb animal. "That is why people call him Gadha Naraini and he is here
in the city now-a-days." said the brokers.
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Nanua approached him and felt that his mere glimpse had
bestowed upon him a state of beatitude. He was lucky enough to enjoy
his angelic society for some days. That too is worth mentioning thai
having passed two days in his company an evil thought disturbed his
mind for a short while. The thought that flashed in his mind was that the
saint with whom he had come across was a Muslim Pir. How it would
be possible for him to carry on his gracious company for a long. It was
not possible for him to go without food for a longer period. But that ill
thought did not last long and was abruptly washed out. It struck to him
at the very moment that it was a folly to think as such for a man whose
mere glimpse had proved for him a sight of gods.
It was no less than a miracle that the same very day the saint
arranged for him a Hindu cook to cater his meals. That telepathic vision
and fore-knowledge of the saint completely disrooted the mal idea that
momentarily blurred his mind.
Bhakta Nanua enjoyed the blessed company of the said gnostic.
One day in his pleasance he called Nanua in his presence and said, "Bhai
Nanua you have now cashed the cheque of your financier. It is, therefore,
advisible for you to return to your financier. Bhai Nanua made no
argument,paid his obiesance and in obedience to his command took over
his backward journey. In a few days he reached home at Wazirabad.
Bhai Kanhaiya passed his early days in his holy company, He
listened to his sermons with keen interest, enjoyed his charming
communions with eagerness and moulded his character accordingly. His
devotion for Nanua advanced every day. As a true devotee he adopted
his every advice.
He had a glorious time in his pleasant company. The time has its
own wings. It passed against time. The Divine love had deep impressions
in Bhai Kanhaiya's core. His mind throbbed and writhed passionately to
have a vision of God. He could not withstand the pangs of His separation
and stood in supplication before saint Nanua for his guidence for an early
union with God.
Indeed,Bhai Kanhaiya's sincere affinity for God gave intense
pleasure to Saint Nanua. He respectfully honoured him with a seat close
to him. He gave him this closeness for he knew that such impulses of
Divine love thrill in very few love-sick persons and he is one of those
lovelorn lovers. He consoled him by relating to him a myth, an episode
of Dharuva Bhakta and said.
"There was a raja named Uttanpad. He married two queens. The
first he married was Sunita by name and the second one was Saruchi. She
•
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was the most beautiful lady and the raja was, in fact, fascinated with her
charm and actually became a slave of her passion.
Sunita had a son named Dharuva. Perchance one day he visited his
father's court. Perhaps,being a genius child,he could gather the due
information about his parentage in the very childhood.Raja in his
affection took Dharuva in his lap. That was too much for Saruchi and
she fiercefully snatched the child from his father's lap and chided the
child not to enter the court again or she would do away with him. Raja
although witnessed the misbehaviour but bewitched by the blind passion
of Saruchi,he could not dare to utter a word. Dharuva could hardly bear
his insult. He ran to his modier and sobbingly related to her the story of
his sad plight and the misbehaviour of his step-mother.
Sunita, his real mother heaved a sigh,gave her ears to her son and
then patiently said,"My dear son! it is the law of nature and the wise
people say,"As you sow so shall you reap. This proverb is actually a fact
and can never be belied. Do not lament, all that happend was for my own
fault. I, the forgetful,had altogether missed the esteemed Name of the
main Provider, who bestowed upon me all the comforts of the world and
the status of the queen consort. So we are paid for my negligence and
forgetfulness. As you are born of my womb you too are insulted and
misbehaved for my folly".
Dharuva then asked his mother about God,-Who is He,what are
the means that can win his favour and how is He worshipped, prayed and
pleased?"
Sunita,his mother then advised him that God is the only provider
who fosters everybody. He is the protector and nourisher of all beings.
He is the Supreme Entity and the Ultimate Truth. Whosoever worships
Him and recites His Name from the core of his heart, lives in peace and
attains the Divine Bliss. One should, therefore,eulogize Him wim love
and devotion, He then comes Himself to meet one to fulfil his desires.
This sermon of Dhruva's mother had a touching effect on the
delicate mind of the child and he after paying due respect to his mother
departed from her and became an ascetic.
Narad, son of Brabman,an eminent ancient muni,met him during
his reclusion and tried to discourage him in many ways. But ultimatly
he was pleased with his firm determination and faith, blessed him as his
disciple and passed on to him the Divine Word. He accompanied
Dharuva for about four miles and after that he mysteriously disappeared.
Dharuva repeatedly recited the Gurmantra (the Divine Word)
again and again from the core of his heart and ultimately attained the
*
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desired goal. God graced him an ever-lasting Divine status and till today
he is remembered as the model of truth in the history.
It is laid down in the history that God graced him beatitude and
then advised him to join his family and inherit his father's kingdom who
was dead by that timeNDharuva submitted to His Divine Command and
acted accordingly.
On his return to his kingdom even his step-mother for her folly
begged his parden. She, indeed, had repercussions for her heinous act and
welcomed him to acquire the throne of his father.
This myth was related to him in persuation and propagation of
Naam. The theme of the episode is, if a\man with confidence,
determination and faith recites the Divine Name regularly again and
again, he surely wins the favour of the Ultimate Reality,the Supreme
God. If one like Dharuva's determination and faith is firm in his
determination he surely wins His favour and crosses the unfathomable
ocean of mammonish world comfortably. The mammon attends such
godly people as a waiter. It also says that it is not very essential for a Goddevotee to forsake the house-holder's duties and to become a recluse.
One can be a true devotee even as a house-holder if one inwardly remains
detached like the lotus in the water. After Bhakta Nanua's death he
rejoined his family.
Back To Home
\

I

Soon after Bhai Kanhaiya' s return from his reclusion, his father left
for his heavenly abode. The village Panchait resolved to entrust the
responsibilities of the father to Bhai Kanhaiya. He being the eldest son
was legally bound to undertake that. Morally too, he was the only heir
who was entitled to attain that duty. Bhai Kanhaiya, however, reluctant
he was, had to bow before the elders and had to accept the responsibility
He then took over, reluctantly, the arduous charge of his father's
business.
The muslim ruler, under whose administration his father was
working, annually used to go to kabul on an administrative tour along
with his army. That year too he had to move for the purpose and as it
was in practice, Bhai Kanhaiya at the place of his father had to
accompany him with his staff as supply contractor. However, reluctant
he was, he had to abide by the Royal command and was bound to
undertake the job and with a huge staff he had to accompany the Royal
entourage.
One night during the journey he heard some one charmingly
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incarnation of Sri Guru Nanak
'£>"*£>
the version in such a melodious tune and pathetic voice that Bhai
Kanhaiya under its spell, cast off all his mammonish tangles and
mysteriously slipped away from there into deep jungles.
The news of Bhai Kanhaiya's surprising disappearance spread in
the camp like the wild fire. It reached even to the Subedar (die
commander of the camp). He tried his level best and made several efforts
to locate him, but to his dismay, all went in vain. The members of his
entourage asked the Subedar why he was so much dismayed for his
absence. He simply replied, "We can engage some one else for the
purpose but none like Bhai Kanhaiya we can have. He was virtually a
saint, one who had not a least attachment with the mmmon. Doubtlessly,
he was a real faquir in the garb of a worldly man.
In The Forest
#

-

Bhai Kanhaiya, in his ardent passion and affinity for God,
wandered in forests. He roamed about deep in die jungles in search of
his beloved. WriUiing in his pangs of separation he had to fast for many
days. Once when he was in about twentieth day of starvation, someone
from a marriage party caught a casual sight of him and offered him a thick
sweet bread well fried in ghee. He gladly accepted the offer and
swallowed it then and there in his presence. He then presented him
another and he gulped that too in the same manner. Similarly he gave
him one by one five more rolls of bread but he ate those all in no time,
The other visitors who witnessed the sight said, "What a hungry man he
is! we can hardly take one and digest it while the mean fellow has taken
seven and still appears to be unappeased." Then they tauntingly
addressed Bhai Kanhaiya and said, "O, young man! have you ever seen
some food. You appears to be a young fellow with a stout body, why don' t
you lobour hard and earn your living? If at all you have no capacity for
labour then do not starve but be a mendicant and beg your food from door
to door. There is no fun in dying of starvation."
Bhai kanhaiya had a patient hearing, then said, "When you too will
flutter in love-sickness of God and endure the unbearable pangs of
separation, then, you too will experience same as I and you will neglect
the needs of your mortal body. May God grace you with His true love
and an experience of self mortification. You will then prefer to starve
and to be lovelorn than to be enticed and charmed by the farciai
entanglements of the bewitching mammon.
This humble and rational reply of Bhai Kanhaiya made the
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members of the party realise that the man was a true devotee of God and
a recluse in the real sense and in the right spirit. They paid tlieir earnest
respect to him and apologetically begged his pardon.
Bhai Kanhaiya in response to their request said, "Dear ones! God
is the only pardoner who overlooks our several misdeeds and forgives
us for a thousand times." He then made a move in the deep forests.
Perchance, he came across a self-possessed and selfless saint. He had a
heart to heart talk with him and beseeched from him the manner by which
he could meet, his only beloved God. That heavenly minded man gave
him a genuine advice and said, "Dear one! you need guidance of a true
saint who had illumined his mind by merging himself in the Supreme
Source of Light. Such illuminators generally live in the populous towns
where you seldom have any approach. Forests are generally barren of
such gnostics. If you earnestly desire to get union with such illumined
souls then go to the towns and search them from amongst the people
living therein. You know ash taken from the furnace of a goldsmith
contains in it the particles of gold. If one lavishly throws off the ash, he
throws also the gold it cantains. Or, he said, "The philosopher's stone
also lies in the ordinary stones but we have to search for that. If we ignore
the heaps of stones, it means we have also ignored the philosopher's stone
that those contained. As the gold in the ashes or the philosopher's stone
in the heaps of stones cannot be made available if their containers are
ignored. Similarily we miss the illumined people also when we refuse
to enter towns.
So it would be better if you go in towns and get away with your
holy mission. In case you fortunately come across any of such illumined
divine soul, surrender yourself completely to him. If he is once pleased
with you, then believe it that you have made your fortune, because he
will then surely annex you with the Most High.
Virtually, the advice of that sublimated and illumined soul had
an everlasting impact on Bhai Kanhaiya and thereafter he paid his
frequent visits to the towns.
Forgive, Forget and Forbear
-

*

*

Bhai Kanhaiya had thoughtful mind. Innately, he gave thought to
the precepts of the heavenly man he met in the near past and
countermanded his idea of reclusion set in his determination theretofore.
He then regenerated his Interest in the towns.
One day he had a casual chance to visit an inn in a town. The innkeeper was an ill-tempered man. Some time in the past the townees of
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the townlet in which the inn was located offended him. To avenge them
he insulted each and every man who entered the inn and used abusive
language for all the visitors. He did not even spare Bhai Kanhaiya and
asked him to get out of the inn. Bhai Kanhaiya did not take it ill and
humbly asked him. "Dear one! I have no objection to leave the inn, but
I feel thirsty, therefore, request you to kindly give me some water to
quench my thirst and thereafter I shall quit." The nasty fellow disagreed
with Bhai Kanhaiya and commanded him to leave the inn at once. Bhai
Kanhaiya even then insisted upon having "water but the obstinate innkeeper rebuked him in response. The inn-keeper's mother was a wise
lady. She in order to avoid any further trouble brought a tumbler full of
water for Bhai Kanhaiya and lovingly gave that to him. Bhai Kanhaiya
drank die water and without any further delay, left the inn.
A saint who had witnessed all that happened there asked Bhai
Kanhaiya, why he had at all accepted water from a man of such villainous
nature. Bhai Kanhaiya politicly replied, "Reverend Sir! You are
perfectly right, there is no dearth or scarcity of water here. I could have
got water from anywhere. Doubtlessly, there are many wells in the
vicinity. Moreover, a stream is also flowing nearby and there is
absolutely no shortage of water. But the inn-keeper has not caused insult
only to me, he was insultant to every body who entered the inn. There
were many who could not bear their insult and had left the inn in a bad
temper. God curses such acts of the inn-keeper and He would punish him
for his aggression. He has then to suffer the consequences. Forgiveness
is, therefore, preferred to conviction. Never think of paying one in the
same coin. Ever think of Goodness. Forgive even the wickeds. Ever
remember tl>at forgive, forget and forbear are the three golden principles
of life."
Such nice was the temperament of Bhai Kanhaiya.
A Novel Communion
Bhai Kanhaiya roamed about in various towns and forests to catch
a glimpse of some holy men. Once he saw a huge army under
Aurangzab's Imperial command encamped in its way to the southern
India. Perchance, he cast his glance on a congregation assembled in the
corner of the camp. It was being addressed by a heavenly man who had
magnetic affinity for the audience. He was an eloquent orator. The
audience was charmed with his sermons.
Bhai Kanhaiya also had a magic effect of his oration on his mind.
He thought that it was blooming in ecstacy. In the meanwhile someone
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from the audience came with a query. The question was "One who
abnigatcs a house holder's life and becomes a recluscpeople say, he is
now a liberated man. Would you please elucidate if they in tlieir
presumption are right?*' The saint replied, "There are two types of
monkery. One is the real while the other is a mockery. In case one adopts
monkhood or life of a recluse but remains away and astray from its real
ideology, he is really a mocker. In other words, one who is internally a
mammonite but garbs himself in the guise of a recluse or a saint is,
virtually, a dodger, a deceptive, a cheat. Asserts Bhakta Kabir:"Vain is the head-shaving, when the mind,
the committer of all actions,
reamains unshaved." 101 (Page 1369)

^fu m tffew 7^Sf 3H t&g wfe 11
(H^WB&Zl^tftrlfaTISgt?)
One who remains absolutely absorbed in the Most High, Heartfully
recites the Divine Name, discards all vice, malice and the evil thought,
becomes egoless and makes away with the mammonish tangles is a true
monk. He scores off all worldly fetters and liberates himself from the
cycle of birth and death."
The discourse was a sort of solace, consolation and a sight of
gods for Bhai Kanhaiya. He thought that the holy man was a godhead.
He thus resolved within himself to remain in his good company and
sercive for a longer period. He then, stepped and placed his head on his
lotus feet.
Bhai Kanhaiya casually caught sight of an empty pitcher lying by
his side. Without any pause,he picked that up, went to the stream flowing
afar, fetched it water-filled and placed it near the saint just close at his
hand.
The saint then lifted that pitcher. He drank some water out of it,
washed his hands and face, spilt the remaining water on the ground and
placed the empty pitcher aside.
Bhai Kanhaiya lost no time to pick that up again,ran to the stream
and soon returned with the filled pitcher. He placed that again by his side.
The saint acted as before. This practice was repeated time and again until
it was night. The same action was put into practice the other day regularly
for a considerable period. By performing his tedious job during night
time Bhai Kanhaiya was so often suspected to be a thief and was held
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by the Police but on investigation was honourably acquitted. The
devotees fed him from their kitchen for his loyal incumbency. The
practice of filling and spilling the pitcher continued for over three
months. The saint was ultimately pleased v/ith Bhai Kanhaiya for his
selfless service and graciously asked him to express his passionate desire.
discourse
Corporal existence is time bound. One has to depart
Saint :
from one another, ultimately, sooner or later. One
should therefore, profitably avail oneself of the
opportunity provided to one by the Divine Providence.
God has placed in you his light and to me, you seem
to be an enlighted soul. The time has come when we
would physically depart from each other. So it would
be better if you frankly disclose yourself and say
9
what service I may render to you
Kanhaiya : Benign Master! I am your humble servent. I have no
ambition
i
pleasure, My Lord
Saint:
O'gentle lad! The physical frames are liable to
perish and ultimately they would expire. The best
bargain is to gain the eternal bliss and share that with
others. Give pleasure and to take pleasure is the real
divinity. God has placed in you the seed of goodness.
Therefore, you should deal in goodness and trade in
physical separation
goodness. As the time
has come apace, I again suggest you to ask for
anything for which you have an inner impulse.
Bhai Kanhaiya I have the only urge in mind that I should enjoy your
gracious company for the whole of my life for I feel
in it my real pleasure. It is my keen desire to be in
your service and your benign self may sermonize me
the whole life. The rest depends upon you. You are
my benign master and I, on the other hand, your
humble servant
Saint
Listen to me my lad! God is the only entity w!
provides everybody. May that be I or you. It is He only
who fructifies oar all actions and solves our every
problem.
Bhai Kanhai
guide me my Master! The place I shall move.
Saint :
All places are alike my lad! Feelings df misery and
22
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pleasure abide in our imagination and realisation.
When one has the right understanding he perceives
God in all and all in God. He then shuns off duality in
toto and serves humanity without any discrimination.
He actually gains the real pleasure.
Bhai Kanhaiya : Dear Master! tell me if the universe is the real abode
of God or it is somewhere apart from the universe, in
the seventh heaven or in the underworld.
Saint:
God is Transcendental and also Immanent.
Transcendence of God means He is supreme in
excellence, He transpasses and transcends all
limitations. He is beyond human knowledge. He
is independent of experience. While Immanence
means the creative principle of Universe. He
creates and also pervades in every atom of the
universe. He is transcendent as well as Immanent.
He is called Nirakar or unmanifested in his pervasive
ness. Though He permeats every where and in each and
every body yet is unattached. He is not confined in
nature alone, He is beyond it as well. So in the universe
of names and forms, though invisible, He manifests
Himself. The universe is thus His manifestation. Yet
He is Supemature and as such He crowns the nature.
That is the transcendental God who covers the
immanent. So God is within as well as without.
His existence in the human body is known as
soul or Jiv-Atma. Its attachment with the body causes
it a cycle of birth and death. This cycle terminates only
when it realizes its originality or in other words it
realizes itself.
The development of nature arises by means of
three constituent forces in it and these forces are also
called three Gunas (Satva, Rajas and Tamsa). The
respective functions of these modes (Gunnas) are
manifestation, restraint and activity respectively, it is
the creative principle of the universe or in other words
God with the modes is immanent, Nirakar or God
manifested. The realization of the unmanitested is the
fourth and the ultimate stage. This stage is crowned by
the Supemature and is above the so called three
23
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Gunnas. Hence it is the realization of the Nirgunna or
Nirakar, the Unmanifested. One who attains this stage
(the Turia Padd) is a saint in the real sense. This is the
highest peak of spirituality wherein the entire duality
ends and the attainer merges in Brahman. He, at this
stage, perceives Brahman all round. Now for him there
is nothing apart from the Ultimate Reality, the Brahman.
Bhai Kanhaiya : Benign Master! When attachment of the body
causes calamities and miseries to an attached
person, why Brahman who is ail pleasure has
taken His seat in that soul. Kindly enlighten me on
the issue.
Saint:
Listen to me my dear lad! Immanent or Manifested
God is also the creation of Unmanifested or
Transcendent God. You know that a son is born of a
father but by earnest experience the son too turns to
be a prototype of his father. Similarly, Nirgunna
(unmanifested) Brahman and in it he hasgulfed the
individual soul, which too is the part and parcel of it,
even in miseries and calamities. By the grace of
Brahman and its earnest personal experience it
would realize itself and attain originality. How to
get earnest experience and attain originality and union
of a perfect preceptor?
Lastly, in his graciousness he said,"When the
spring season dawns, the gloom changes into
glory,without watering the plants, odour perfumes
everywhere by itself. So one should experience earnestly and pray for His grace, the spring would dawn
by itself.
This satisfied Bhai Kanhaiya and he raised no more issues. With
contentment he noded respectfully. All of his worldly ambitions and
anxieties were altogether subsided. He felt that the unmanifested God in
His manifested form and in His full glamour and splendour had appeared
to him. He fancied that Brahman, Vishnu and Mahesha or the three
modes (Gunnas) viz Sattva, Rajsa and Tamasa, His creative constituents
were standing in His presence with their hands folded and awaiting for
His benign command.
By that time the day dawned and the saint said,"Well, Divine lad!
24
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we both had a good time. It was the union of minds Comparatively,
physical union appears just a trifle when placed against the union of
minds".
Saying that, he rode his chariot and was soon out of sight. Bhai
Kanhaiya stood stunned on the spot, staring, amazingly, towards the fast
running chariot.
His Name Was Bans
Bhai Kanhaiya stood fast on the spot wherefrom the
saint rode his chariot. He stared at him till he was out of sight.
Long after, he returned to his place of abode. In fact, he was not inclined
to part with him but he was helpless. He could not dare to defy him. So
he kept quiet and consoled himself with the understanding that he was
not destined to be in his company for a longer period.
He believed that the saint was a dedicated person, free from the
memmonish entanglements, sans anxiety and worldly passions and a soul
absolutely absorbed in God. He had a complete control over his senses
and generative organs. In fact, he was sober as a judge and a man of poise.
Bhai Kanhaiya said within himself,"I had been in his good company for
over about three months. In fact, I saw God in him. Doubtlessly, he was
a humanitarian, most humble and above all discrimination of caste,
colour and creed. He was truly a man having all virtues of a true saint.
To me he was an incarnation of God."
Being a devotee, he loved him. The more pensive he became,the
more he loved him. The more he loved him, the more he writhed in the
pangs of his separation. So unbearable were these pangs for him that he
had to leave his abode in pursuit of his beloved, the holy master. He
sought him from the camp where from he was fortuned to have his first
alliance. But he could not find him there too. The people saidV'Once he
was taking his bath in the stream running nearby, when we requested him
to delight us with his fascinating sermons, he gracefully agreed to our
request, joined us and graced us with his valuable, pathetic and alluring
sermons." They said that he was a heavenly man, He seemed to be a
simple, unassuming and informal man but, virtually, he was so majestic
that none could dare to say or argue with him. He, indeed, had a telepathic
vision and was actually a clairvoyant sadhu. Doubtlessly, he was truthful,
an examplary and upright man. Wherever he went there was chanting
and eulogizing of the Divine hymnody. His vision was so fascinating that
whosoever came across him was magnetized, illuminated and enlightened at his very glance. People longed for his kind glimpse. He had such
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a charm in his glance that once a man was fortuned to have his glimpse,
he yearned to see him again.
Bhai Kanhaiya agreed with them as he too was badly experiencing
his separation. He said,"! too was lucky enough to enjoy his magnificent
association. It was the God's grace that I could get the glory of his kind
look. His meeting with me was a Divine boon for me. He really consoled
my conflagrating mind", He then doted in love and became emotional.
The pangs of his separation made him restless. The urge was so much
impulsive and thrilling that it inspired in him the excitement of Divine
love.
People shared with him his pang and said,"He on our request joined
us in our camp. We asked him if he had any utensils with him for having
some meals but he replied in the negative and added that he too was a
Kshatria and we should not hesitate to bring the food in our own utensils.
We then asked him his name. He said,"people call me Bans". That was
all that we could know of him. On hearing that, Bhai Kanhaiya became
ecstatic and left the camp.
Absorbed in Divine love and in his absorption he passed in sobs
and sighs a good deal of time.
A Voice From The Heaven
*

*

Bhai Kanhaiya firmly believed that Sant Bans was not an ordinary
man In his eyes he was a supreme human being. He thought,he was a
prototype of God in human frame. In his view he came in human form
only to sermonize him and having done his job he had disappeared. Just
as the water is drawn from the earth and is again sprayed on it. It,
ultimately, reabsorbs in the earth, but in the time mid-between the fields
are fertilized, reaped and fructified. Similarly, God had incarnated
Himself as saint Bans, became unmanifested again and in the midbetween He had performed the act of sermonizing him.
Bhai Kanhaiya was now completely love-torn and love-sick. He
had no other desire or passion but to have another glimpse of him.
He in this pursuit roamed about in the wilderness. He had a strong
urge to meet him once again and to clear all doubts and misunderstandings existing in his mind, so that he could enable himself to cross
the complicated ocean of the memmonish world. In his childish
obstinacy, he pledged to undertake an indefinite fast till his request was
accepted.
During his fast he denied even water. On the twentyfifth day of his
fast, a voice from the heaven revealed unto him that he sould go to
*
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Anandpur. He became conscious and thought that some thing had been
revealed to him but in his swoom he could not make out what exactly
that was.
Soon after, it flashed in his mind that it was only a misapprehension
of his insensibilty. He decided within himself to keep the fast continued
till he attained his goal. A week more passed on and on the thiitysecond
day of his fast the same revelation was repeated to him. Then he
heard explicitly a voice from the heaven which said, "Proceed to
Anandpur/'
This revelation was, indeed, a consolation for Bhai Kanhaiya. With
content, he enquired from the people if there was any place known as
Anandpur. He was told that certainly there existed a town called
Anandpur where Guru Tegh Bahadur, the ninth incarnation of Guru
Nanak, had erected a Divine seat and that is a renowned holy place, a
place of pilgrimage. They said, "Daily, the people in bands go there to
have a holy glimpse of the Guru. You may also join any of such bands
and reach there without any difficulty. This was a matter of solace for
Bhai Kanhaiya. He acted upon the advice and comfortably reached his
destination.
•

At The Feet Of The Master
Arriving at Anandpur Bhai Kanhaiya saw a mammoth gathering
assembled in a holy congregation. From afar, he saw that the Guru was
seated on a high terrace and was encircled by his numerous devotees. The
Guru Too caught sight of Bhai Kanhaiya and cast ail eyes on him, Bhai
Kanhaiya also gave him his eyes and at the first sight he felt that his kind
glance for him was a sight for the gods.
Bhai Kanhaiya's inner man cursed him for his austerity. He said
to himself, "Why at all he penanced so austerity when in the good
company of Saint Bans he had attained the inner propensity, intuition and
the poise of mind?" But some couplets from Gurbani poised his wavering
mind and he was convinced that it proved helpful to him to cast off his
pride and efface egoism. One must look ahead and should not turn his
face backwards. The verses which flashed in his mind were :One by the Lord Himself granted perfection,
Never in mind is wavering (Tliat is, does not fall in doubt as to
Divine Providence and grace).
Day after day his glory ascendant declining never.
(Gauri Thitti M. I. Page 300)
I
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Listen my mad self! lest thou be conceited that the Lord
thou hast attained,
Listen my mad self! those meditating on the Lord turn
humble as dust.
Those meditating on the Lord joy have attained
By great good fortune is His sight obtained.
Casting off pride ever in mood of dedication
Should one efface egoism entire.
Blessed, fortunate is one that to the Lord has attained
To such have I sold myself.
Oceam of Bliss! the humble Nanak to Tfie shelter has come
Save Thy servaVs honour
(Rag Suhi Chhant M. 5 p. 777)
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Look thou ahead, turn not thy face backwards.
Saith Nanak: make life fruitful this timeNevermore shall thou see birth. 1.7.
(Rag Maru, Var Dakhne M. 5. P. 1096)
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Thus he was convinced that one who attains the
Divine knowledge looks ahead and attempts more to achieve
the Ultimate Reality. After attaining liberation during his life
time he becomes a benefactor and serves the humanity indiscriminately.
At Anandpur he was under the benign umbrella of the Guru. He
felt that he was living in the Paradise and wished to enjoy the company
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of the gracious Guru for the rest of his life. He then went in the stable
and undertook the voluntary service of serving water to the Guru's horses
stabled therein. The Guru also began to make surprise visits to the stable
and enquired about the state and condition of the horses which he never
did theretofore. Once when the Guru was in the stable on his surprise visit
Bhai Kanhaiya had a solitary chance to see him. He emotionaiy fell on
his lotus feet and washed them with his tears of love. He eulogised the
Guru and said:Thou knowest all about the past, present and future,
hence thou art omniscient.
Thou art about the three modes of mammon (Satva,
Rajsa and Tamsa) hence thou art immaculate and
transcendent. Thou enjoyeth every pleasure and remain equipoised in gloom and glory hence thou art the
beatitude, the bliss. As God incarnates in the human
form to give protection to the devotees so you too are
the incarnation of God and have appeared to turn over
the minds of the people from the vices and have
appeared to turn over the minds of the people from the
vices and ugly passions.
In glory or gloom, in profit or loss thou never loseth
you poise and equilibrium of mind. No power in the
world can compete thee. Thou art omnipotent and
victor ludorum. Thou art the financier, thou art the
draft and thou art the cashier too. Thou pervadeth
everywhere. Else thee I recongnise none, somewhere
thou appeareth as Sant Bans and here thou seemeth
Guru Tegh Bahadur. Countless art thy names and
forms. Thou art, indeed, the God manifested. It is thine
mercy and grace thou hast summoned thy humble
servant in your benign presence and hath conferred
upon thy humble servant the honour of a monarch.
The Guru appreciated his cordial and heartful eulogy and smilinglycast his look in him and said, "You have proved yourself very earnest
and sincere in your efforts and endeavours to attain the state of poise and
beatitude. I appreciate your every action and say you bravo". After these
words of appreciation he made his departure.
After a lapse of four months Bhai Kanhaiya again had a lonely
chance to meet the Guru in the stable. Tlie Guru then instructed the macebearer on the gate of the stable, not to admit anybody in, until he
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permitted him to do so. Then he exchanged glances with Bhai Kanhaiya
and cast his kind and generous look on him.
It was a jubilant occasion for Bhai Kanhaiya. It was a
sight of gods for him. He then eulogized the Guru and said, "My Lord!
thou art the holiest of the holies, pious and the pure. Thou fulfilest the
earnest desires of thy devotees and beatify them. The Guru then
graciously addressed him and said", Dear lad! to whom the benign God
looks on with favour and grants the nectar of Naam, they share that with
the others. Yoo too have been gifted with die same nectar of Divine
Name. The responsiblity, tlierefore, equally rests upon you to share that
gift with me others.
Bhai Kanhaiya then supplicated, " My dearest dear Satguru, my
benign Master! I pray to allow me some more time in your sublime
service. I have no shelter other Uian your lotus feet. As a baby has his
dependency on his mother so I look upon thee to give me refuge under
your gracious umbrella. Thou art the only support of my distracted mind.
But even then I cannot dare to deny your esteemed command.
The Guru then reiterated, " You have been granted perfection by
the Divine Providence, so it is desirable that you should now share your
attainment with others who too are desirous for the Divine Bliss.
But Bhai Kanhaiya was not inclined to part with him, thus he
resubmitted," I long to have your godly glances for sometime more.
Though your command is supreme and I dare not deny it yet I have the
right to appeal and pray for some further extension to enjoy your kind
association The Guru then advised him", Guru substantially is an object
of Divine Knowledge and to digest that knowledge, one has to bring it
into practice. To impart the attained Divine Knowledge to others and to
win the pleasure of those yearning souls, is the application and recitation
of Gurmantra in the real sense. You should, tlierefore, leave Anandpur
for the place of your choise and establish therein a Dharamsala (alms
house). Serve and sound the people the Divine Name and Impart to them
the Divine Knowledge you have gained by the grace of God. Be happy
yourself and make others happy. This,in fact, is the real service to
humanity.
Bhai Kanhaiya then paid his respectful obeisance to die Guru, fell
on his lotus feet and wiUh tears of love he bade him good-bye.
Dharamsala At Kawa-His First Installation
Bhai Kanhaiya left Anandpur and proceeded towards the Northwestern frontier of punjab. He reached Kawa, a village on a hilly track
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in district Attock of Punjab. It was situated on the Grand Trunk Road,
the main highway, between Lahore and Peshawar. Bhai Kanhaiya
noticed that the people of the area were experiencing amiserable scarcity
of water. The villagers had to descend and ascend a long dreary and
mountaneous track to fetch water from a streamflowingat a distance of
about two miles down afar.
He then decided to install a Dharamsala there and with
the help of the inhabitants of the area he succeeded in its
erection. Therein, he establised a rest house for the comfort of the
travellers. The people in the vicinity joined hands with him and provided
all sort of financial and physical assistance. They cordially, offered him
their full cooperation for future also and asked him to utilise their
services whenever and in whatever manner he liked.
The Dharamsala was completed in no time with the
joint efforts of die public and the grace of the Satguru. It was
open to all communities and the people belonging to any faith were
welcomed at all the year round and round-the-clock. Hindus and
Muslims passed their nights like real brothers and enjoyed equally all the
available facilities and amenities provided therein.
People in faith attended daily the traditional religious congregations, devotionally and lovingly. Bhai Kanhaiya's routine and practical
life attracted people from far and wide. All who attended the congregation were fascinated with his selfless humanitarian service and practical
spiritual living. As a lamp lights several other lamps without losing its
OWL light, Bhai Kanhaiya enlightened several other devotees who were
turned to be his perspective.
In a short time, the Dharamsala gained a remarkable appreciation
among the people in the area and they liberally offered their services and
donations for the generous cause. All the accrued fund was utilized for
the welfare of the humanity. The selfless service rendered by Bhai
Kanhaiya at the Dharmasala and elsewhere impressed the general public
and the institution became famous for its humanitarian service, far and
wide in the country. There was no scarcity of water then as Bhai
Kanhaiya kept ready for use about two hundred pitchers filled with water
and stored in the Dharmsala, for all the twentyfour hours. There was also
provision for several cots and beds. Travellers of all religions and castes
who desired to pass their night in the Dharmsala were indisciminately
provided with free boarding and lodging. Bhai Kanhaiya preached to all,
"We all are of a common fraternity. God is the only father of us all and
we are His sons. So live like brothers without any sort of discrimination
•

•
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in a Hindu or a Muslim and be humanitarian. Believe in die fatherhood
of God and the brotherhood of man."
In this way die people were attracted towards Gurmat (Sikh
ideology) and the mutual affininty and love for each other was promoted
day to day.
There was a great flow of donations from every side. Some offered
clothes, the others food commodities and the rest money in cash. All of
these offerings were spent for die welfare of die humanity. Even die land
lords and the rich, offered Uieir services and donations in material and
cash. No one was denied acceptance but whole of the collection was
spent for die common cause of the humanity.
There were people who filled the pitchers with water and there
were also die people who utilized it for badiing and drinking.There were
die people who donated commodities for the free Kitchen and there were
the people who appeased their appetite from there. Hence, diere was a
splendour and elegance all the day.
Everybody who came in Dharamsala was provided with free
boarding and lodging. There were about two hundred beds and cots
including cushions, pillows and quilts. These all were stored for die
comfort of the incomers and lodgers. Every day was a gala day. There
were holy congregations, extolling, eulogizing and recitation of the
Divine hymnody fron Gurbani every morning and evening. In short, It
was die heaven descended on the earth.
In Anandpur Again
-

GUPJ Tegh

Bahadur, the ninth incarnation of Guru Nanak had to
suffer martydom for achieving the freedom of faith, not of his own but
of every individual. Although he was not used to wear on himself the
sacred diread yet to protect therightof Hindus to wear their caste marks
and sacred thread, he in the dark age performed the supreme sacrifice.
He was sentenced to deaUi and executed on November 11, 1675.
That happened soon after Bhai Kanhaiya left Anandpur for his job
at me new post. The news of his execution and his bursting the bonds
of mortal clay reached Bhai Kanhaiya, shortly after, the sad occurence.
He was also informed that his only son, Guru Gobind Singh had
succeeded him as the tenth Guru. Indeed, this made him unbearably
impulsive. Ills heart throbbed and thrilled for the glorious glimpse of die
succeeding Guru and under the inspiration he left Kawa for Anandpur.
Under emotional susceptibility and affinity he loverly reached Anandpur
and lovingly had a sight of the Guru. Indeed, be was over-delighted to
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see that the new guru was meritoriously the same as his predecessor. He
had tlie same light and the same ways. Although he had a firm belief in
the identity of tlie guru with his predecessor yet he desired to expel from
his mind the least suspense of his being another perspective and for this
purpose, he had to wait for another chance. He thought he was allknowing and the supreme spirit. He must have read his mind and would
himself expel the minor doubt swelled in him.
The time came when the tenth guru ordered his sikhs to wear
Kirpan (Sword) and be armed. The sikhs forthwith obeyed tlie order and
the same order was also conveyed to Bhai Kanhaiya by some sikhs. Bhai
Kanhaiya unhesitatingly obeyed that order and armed himself with a
Kirpan. Wearing the sword, he continued his service of providing water
to the thirsty without any discrimination between a friend and a foe. If
some one asked him his function with the sword, he simply replied, "I
will offer my sword and avoid tlie trouble of drawing your sword out of
its sheath. "The fact also reached the guru and he ordered for his presence
in his court.
Bhai Kanhaiya was brought before the guru immediately after his
order. The Guru asked him how he would deal with the sword he was
wearing. Bhai Kanhaiya unhesitatingly replied. "My Lord I will request
the killer to behead me with the sword I am wearing, as it is the symbol
of the guru, my godhead." The guru then ordered the Sikhs to remove
the sword from his body and disarm him. "Let him perform the duty
allotted to him by my reverend father, the ninth guru.
That was enough for Bhai Kanhaiya. He then blotted out his all
doubts and suspicions and believed that the tenth guru was an exact
perspecitive of the ninth guru and eulogized him from the very core of
his heart. He extolled," My Lord! excuse me for my folly for suspecting
you to be other than Guru Tegh Bahadur. Thou hast vary kindly
awakened my insight and now I have realized that thou art exactly the
same in personification, spirit and design, with no dissimilarity whatsoever. I feel myself fortunate enough to get your kind glimpse.
Guru then generously embraced him and said," Be happy O Bhai
Kanhaiya, the Almighty has bestowed His grace and bliss upon you.**
Bhai Kanhaiya had a happy time. He thought that he had been
favoured with the beatitude. He felt that he had been granted the
monarchy of all the world and the seventh heaven.
*

*
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Anandpur Besieged
their mischievous
vindictive to die guru for his teachings of equality, worship of one
formless God and his administering Amrit to the Khalsa as these tenets
were against their creed and established customs. The Guru's men in all
their skirmishes had defeated them not once but repeatedly for many
times. It, thus, became evident to them that their armies of even over a
score of hill chiefs, would not be able to withstand the guru's might. They
then called in the help of the Imperial Army through the Govermor of
Sirhind who immediately got the Emperor's sanction.
Soon after an army of ten thousand was despatched to Anandpur
under command of Dina Beg and Painde Khan. They joined forces with
the hill-chiefs at Rupar and jointly made a forcible attack on Anandpur.
There ensued a bloody battle.
Painde Khan challenged the guru for a dual fight. The guru
accepted the challenge and asked Painde Khan to take the first turn. He
made his attack on the guru with his sword and also shot two arrows at
him in succession but he missed his all the three attempts and could not
even hurt a least to the guru. Although Painde Khan's body was totally
protected with an armour of steel, except his ears. The Guru had yet his
chance and he shot his gold-tipped arrow through Painde Khan's ears.
Insatantly, he fell dead on the ground. The hill-chiefs and their soldiers
lost their nerves and fled from the battle-field. Dina Beg too was severely
inj ured. Finding himself deserted and singled, he too had to beat the
retreat.
The news that the Guru was attacked, spread all around like the
wild fire and it brought to Anandpur thousand and one armed sikh hrosemen from far and wide.
The enemy was determined to extirpate the Gum. The Hill chiefs
and the imperial forces soom had their reinforcements and made several
offensives to break the defence lines of the Guru but miserably failed in
their evil determination. They were then convinced that it was beyond
their power to defeat the Sikhs in open warfare, hence, they decided upon
a blockade. In vain they besieged the fortress for two months.
* After that the Hill chiefs played many evil tactics to betray the
Guru but miserably tailed in their malpractices.
Raja Kesari Chand got an elephant intoxicated with liquor and
protected its body with steel and eqipment of serveral spears on his
forehead. It was then directed towards the gate and they would enter the
fort. But on the Guru's command Bhai Bachitar Singh (son of Bhai Mani
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Singh) after having been blessed by the Guru, dashed out on a steed to
face the animal. He fell upon the beast like a lion and thrust his lance
through the elephant's armour. The furious animal turned his tail and
bolted round causing a stampede, crushing and treading upon the soldiers
who had relied on it for their victory.
Raja Kesari Chand who was seated on an elephant's back
was also not spared. Bhai Udhe Singh (brother of Bhai Mani Singh)
pounced upon and beheaded him with a lightning and finishing stroke
of his sword. Thus this mischievous attack was also repulsed and the
allied army of the Hill chiefs was totally routed.
This disastrous defeat of the Hill chiefs could not sink their
differences with the Guru. Not-withstanding the shameful retreat they
again appraoched to the governor of Sirhind for help. The governor in
question had already been ordered by the Emperor (Aurangzeb) to march
against the Guru in conjunction with the Hill-chiefs, So Wazir Khan, the
governor of Sirhind made another assault on Anandpur in October 1702.
The Sikhs though were out-numbered by the enemy, fought with their
usual pluck and courage and amazed the said governor by their heroic
and persistent resistance. The governor saw the allied army falling and
succumbing rapidly and lost all hopes of getting victory over the Guru.
The trouble was not over even with this victory. The Hill Chiefs
expressed their inability to suppress the Guru unless the Imperial Army
took up the field. Hence, General Saiyed Khan the then commander-inchief of Imperial forces of General was deputed to deploy the army at
Anandpur and to extirpate the Guru but he could not even bear the
glamour of the Guru and ultimately entered the path of his discipleship.
The battle was still being, raged the trumpets remained continuously blowing and the cannons persistently continued thundering, but
General Saiyed Khan was seen nowhere in the hilly range of Kangra.
After the mysterious desertion of General Saiyed Khan the
Imperial Army was placed under the command of General Ramzan
Khan. Reinforcements were deployedfromSirhind and Lahore and thus
the Guru was faced with the heavy odds. Long and fierce battles were
raged. There was heavy onslaught on both sides. The Imperial Poises
could not withstand the repulsive attacks launched by the Gum's selfless
forces.
As a last resort the Imperial Command resolved for a prolonged
blockade in order to cut off the line of communication, supplies, and
reinforcements of the Guru from the outside.
Thus the Fort of Anandpur was besieged and the Guru's approach
was entirely cut off from all sides.
' 3 5

A Scene of Equity

At this climacteric stage and in this time of disaster, Bhai Kanhaiya
sought good opportunity of serving water to the casualties in the thick
of battle, with absolute impartiality. He fearlessly entered the battle field
and went forth serving water and giving first aid to the friend and the foe,
indiscriminately. A complaint aginst him to that effect was lodged to the
Guru who called him, immediately, in his presence and asked for his
explanation against the charge. Bhai Kanhaiya bowed and submitted,
"My lord! ever since I touched your lotus feet, I do not differentiate
between man and man. I see thy image in every one. Thou hast so
enlightened my eyes that I see no one else other than thee. I see thy all
pervading Divine spirit everywhere and in all. I serve none else but thee
my lord! and to thee only I served. It is thee who taught me>
"Listen my eyes! to you has the Lord granted light,
Nothing beside him behold,
Beside the Lord, nothing behold,
By His grace Him 1 beheld,
This poison-laden world that you behold,
In it is beheld the divine image,
By the Master's grace has this realization come,
wherever I look, God alone I see,
Nothing but God is visibleSaith Nanak, blind of sight were my eyes,
By the holy preceptor's touch
Have they found illuminated vision. (36)
(Anand Ramkali M, 3, P. 922)
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From the time I had the Guru's company
All the jealousy I have forgotton,
None to me is my foe or alien
Friendly to all I am.
(Kanra M. 5, P. 1299)
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The Guru was extremely pleased with the spirit of all embracing
love and selfless service exhibited by Bhai Kanhaiya. He applauded him
for his humanitarian service. Not only he appreciated him, he also offered
him a box of ointment for providing first aid to the wounded and made
him the founder of a society similar to that, called now-a-days, the Red
Cross Society (an organization for tending sick and wounded in war,
enjoying privileges under the convention of Geneva-1864). Thus Bhai
Kanhaiya founded a society of selfless and indiscriminate service in the
year 1704 A.D. about one hundred and Sixty years ahead of the society
named above.
The society founded by Bhai Kanhaiya is familiar by the name of
'Sawa Panthis' and is one of the sub-sects of Sikhism.
Applauded and blessed by the Guru, he returned to Kawa and with
all his ability and devotion laboured hard to augment his Divine mission
of love and service.
Sewa Ram his First and the Chief Disciple
P

Bhai Sewa Ram from the very birth appeared to be a saintly man
of dedicated nature, as if, for him piety was a prerecorded Divine Writ.
Instinctly, he was fond of union and communion of the high-minded
spirited people. Always absorbed in the Divine love, he wandered in
wilderness, with an object to have union with some Divine personalities.
Once a dodger in the garb of an Udasi Sadhu came in Sodhra and
cheated people out of their money. On a pretext to change their silver
coins into gold. He collected the coins and was looking forward to give
the people a slip. The people conceived his treachery and kept a keen
vigil upon him. Riddlingly, he tried to get away from there but could get
no chance to get a hide from them. For his good luck Bhai Sewa Ram,
perchance, turned up there. He was also claded in die same Udasi garb.
f
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The dodger got a fair chance to give people a dodge. He said,"Lo! my
disciple has now come for my assistance. Indeed, I was only waiting for
him. As he has now come, there would be no further delay now to
accomplish my promise."
The people believed him and slackened their vigilance. By the time
Bhai Sewa Ram reached there, the treacherous dodger disappeared and
was almost out of sight.
The people rounded up Bhai Sewa Ram and asked him to produce
his guru, the dodger, who had robbed them of their money. Bhai Sewa
Ram did his most to assure them that he had no acquaintance with the
man. He was an ascetic roaming about there and had perchance entered
the garden. But no one believed him. His all pleas were discarded and
fell flat. At last he was brought in the presence of the City chief who
ordered that he should be fettered and handcuffed. Order was obeyed and
as a prisoner he was placed behind the bars in the ante-room of the city
chiefs mansion. ,
Marvellous are the ways of God and miraculous are His methods
and means to mend one's destiny. Amazingly, He unravels His mysteries
and unerring are His actions.
What a surprise it was! Bhai Kanhaiya in those days was there at
Sodhra and the chief had invited him to dinner at his residence.
Perchance, that was the same evening when Bhai Sewa Ram was brought
at his house as a captive in fetters.
As soon as Bhai Kanhaiya entered the ante-room of the chief, he
cast his eyes on the prisoner. He addressed him as if they were acquainted
with each other. Bhai Kanhaiya said to the prisoner, "O dear! What had
brought you here in this state?" "In your search I have come here, My
Lord! my destiny had brought me here in this state", Bhai Sewa Ram
replied politely.
Bhai Kanhaiya immediately ascertained the fact and asked the
chief to set him free at his assurance. The chief unhesitatingly obeyed
the saint and released him forthwith. He then remained with the master
for a considerable time and lastly, at his behest, took over the assignment
of the Dharamsala at kawa. He is said to be his first disciple.
Bhai Noori Shah
*
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Bhai Noori Shah was an Afghan Muslim. He was a soidier in
Imperial Army who fought in the battles of Anandpur waged againsr
Guru Gobind Singh. He was seriously injured in the battle and was at
death point when Bhai Kanhaiya came to his help. He was miserably
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wounded and was at death door when Bhai Kanhaiya poured water in his
sobbing throat, dressed his wounds and attended him till he recouped
his strength. When Noori Shah was fully recovered, he enquried about
the angelic person but to his dismay, he could not trace him anywhere
in that region. He did not lose hope and with determination he continued
his efforts to locate him. He was, in fact intensely attracted towards him
and was in a mood to pay him. He had a piece of Philosopher's stone
(an invaluable piece of diamond) with him and he wanted to present that
to him as a token of his gratitude. Ultimately, he succeeded in his sincere
attempt and located him at kawa.
When he reached kawa, he was told that Bhai Kanhaiya was on the
bank of Haro (Name of a stream). He was intensely pleased to see the
master there, sitting in a deep meditation. He could not dare to disturb
him in that state. No sooner, he arose from his meditation and stretched
his body. Noori Shah presented his gift to him. Bhai Kanhaiya was
reluctant to accept it. He said that the diamond was of no use to him.
Noori Shah persistently requested him to accept the offer. Regarding for
his childish obstinacy, he, finally, accepted his present but at the same
moment threw that in the flowing Haro,
Bhai Noori Shah was startled to see that but he soon collected his
wits and said, "What Master! It was not an ordinary stone. You have
lavishly thrown it in the stream.
Bhai Kanhaiya : I know it is an invaluable piece of diamond but gentle
Noori Shah! it is of no use to me.
Noori Shah :
But it was not worth throwing, my master! It has run
to waste. If at all it was purposeless for you then it was
better you would have returned that to me.
Bhai Kanhaiya : Weil! I have accepted your offer. That is my option
now to treat it in any way. It is my choice now. You
have given it to me thus you have lost your claim over
it.
Noori Shah :
I have given it to you to make much of it. Not to throw
it in waste.
Bhai Kanhaiya : When you have once given it to me. You have lost your
concern, it concerns me now to make any use of it or
to waste it.
Drawing his sword out of the sheath and placing that on his throat,
Noori Shah said, "Keep my offer with you or return it to me lest I should
die.
Bhai Kanhaiya : My dear! you, indeed, have no claim over the stone you
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have donated that to me, but vou still claim vour
authority over it. It would be better if vou restrain
yourself from committing this heinous act. If at all you
have lost your poise, I shall then ask Haro to return it
to you, your stone.
Noori Shah :
I have lost my patience master! I cannot withstand the
loss. Kindly keep it with you and make best use of it,
or return it to me or I shall be dying.
Bhai Kanhaiya then asked Haro to return that stone to Noori Shall
lest the poor fellow should die.
Instantly, Haro was spiitted into two parts and from its centre arose
a high mound covered with countless precious stones. Bhai Kanhaiya
then asked Noori Shall to pick up his stone from there and be contented.
That miraculous act of Bhai Kanhaiya in a moment scored off the
curtain of egoism from his mind and he realized his folly all at once. He
then Kissed the lotus feet of the master. Placed his head on his feet and
washed them with the tears of repentance. He begged his pardon and did
not let them loose until he lifted him up and embraced him.
His kind embrace was no less than a gift of seven heavens for Noori
Shah. He was now relieved of lovelorn pangs of separation. Bhai
Kanhaiya bestowed upon him the gift of Divine Naam, and asked him
to share that with the other starving souls.
He entered into his discipleship and built his hut in kawa on the
opposite side of the Dharamsala. His hut was there even upto the date
when India was partitioned in 1947 A.D. and people say that his
generation uptil then was in his discipleship and preached his mission
of Naam Simran (recitation of Divine Name) and Sewa
(humanitarian service).
Be Compassionate
Once Bhai Sewa Ram enquired of the master, "If an individual is
being tortured by some other beings, will it be advisible to get him
liberated from his tortures or to let him suffer for his prerecorded Divine
Writ for his actions in the past birth"?
Bhai Kanhaiya thus replied, "There are many episodes prevalent
relating to compassion but we must abide by the code of the Guru
(Gurmat). Guru asserts:Merit of bathing at sixty eight holy spots,
And all kinds of charities and compassion to living beings:
Truly enlightened is one to whom the Lord.
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This in his grace grants (12)
(Baran Mahan Majh M. 5, P. 132)
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So compassion is approved by the Guru and that who practises
compassion would surely be duly rewarded. It is a fact that every c
reaps the fruit of his own past actions but even then, the Divine peopl
lead a life of campassion which is inculcated in their nature. They alw;
pray and seek prosperity for others. The prayer of the sikhs ends with i
demand:Through Nanak, Max Thx Name '0' God! be exalted,
And all (people of the world) should prosper and be in
high spirits by Thy grace '0' Lord.
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A Sikh is compassionate by nature. He is eveready to share
sufferings of other fellows and makes sincere efforts to liberate the
sufferers from the calamities and aggressions caused to them by the
aggressors. God is ever merciful, gracious and invigorator. He adoms
such selfless sikhs with beauty of compassion and they see God
pervading eveiy soul. In Divine love they selflessly serve the sufferers,
without any sort of mammonish attachment, and relieve them of their
pain and grief by sharing their miseries.
In case a sikh passes through a miserable plight, he
preferably may get his prayer for his emancipation made
through another sikh. To pray for another man for bait of monetary
benefit is merely a bondage for him. But in Divine love, if one realizes
die Omnipresent God prevalent everywhere and in each man, takes
mercy on a man and campassionately, prays for his emancipation, it is
for the goodnees of the both and is admirable.
Such were the sublime teachings of Bhai Kanhaiya.
On A Missionary Tour
Once Bhai Kanhaiya decided to go on a missionary tour. Bhai Sewa
Ram in some way or other came to know of his decision. An idea flashed
in his mind that he needed some more practical knowledge of life and
it would be better if he should accompany the master during his planned
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tour. He thought, during a tour, one comes across different types of men.
There are some who honour and there are others who dishonour a person
on tour. He wanted to see how the master would deal with such persons.
Guru Tegh Bahadur asserts:He who grieves not in grief,
From avarice, pleasure and fear is free
And considers gold as good as dust
Who indulges not in slander or flattery.
(SorathM.9,P.633)
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He was keen to learn from his practical life a factual annotation
and demonstration of the above postulation.
Bhai Kanhaiya was all knowing gnostic. Clairvoyantly, he read
Bhai Sewa Ram's mind and ordered, instantly, that only Sewa Ram
would accompany him during his contemplated tour.
Before commencing his tour he gave some instructions to Bhai
Sewa Ram. Some of them are briefed hereunder:1.
If some one asks you, "Have you made meal of?
Reply it then in positive. There is no lie in that, because
you have maintained and sustained yourself till that
day by taking your meals.
2.
In case one asks you, "Will you take meals?"
Reply this question in negative. Because by saying
4
Yes' you will express your desire, A desire emerges
from the mind and to express your desire is to follow
the instructions of the mind. Such desires go to your
account for which you have to account for.
v
3.
If a person comes to you and says, "Come O' gentleman
and take your meals, "Make no objection and follow
him. There is no harm in accepting such invitations as
that is according to your destiny. Guru Nanak
postulates: In each creature's nose is passed the helter.
that the master wields;
Vie creature's former deeds impel him along.
Wherever lies his sustenance,
» >
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the creature feeds.
Saith Nanak : This is the sure truth.2.28
(VarSorathM.4,P.653)
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Bhai Sewa Ram bowed in obedience and there-after they commenced tlieir journey. They took their way towards tlie mountaneous
forestry. In tlie first ten days of their tour they could have nothing to put
in their belly. No one offered them any thing to eat. There they had
absolutely no base for having a parcel of food. Bhai Kanhaiya guessed
some signs of enervation in Bhai Sewa Ram and said, "Bhai Sewa Ram!
A sadhu never intends to beg. Begging is also of two types. One begs
openly and the other symbolically. A sadhu is forbidden to apply any of
the two types. Whatever one receives through begging is accountable.
Guru Amar Dass avers :Should I turn Yogi, wander the world over
And beg alms at each doorWhen at the portal my reckoning is called,
What answer shall I make? 1.9.
(Var Rag Mam M. 3, P. 1089)
»
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Thus they passed odd days. Rarely they were offered some meals.
Generally, they had to go without food for many days. Bhai Sewa Ram
strictly adhered to tlie instructions passed on to him by his master. They
only accepted the meals when someone directly asked them to heve their
meals. They never begged tlie meals openly or symbolically and bore the
starvation pleasantly. They said 'yes' to them who asked, "Have you
taken your meals?" and 'No' to those who said, "Will you take the
meals?". They only accepted the invitation of those who said, "The meal
is ready for you,kindly have it", and that was a rare chance.
One day a gentleman invited them and prayed respectfully, 'Come
dear Sadhus, relish the food I have prepared for you. Be kind enough and
come along me at my residence and purify it by your holy and sacred
enterance. "Postively" they replied and accompanied him to his
residence. The host had cooked kheer (rice pudding with milk) for them.
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His wife mistook salt for sugar and mixed that lavishly in the pudding.
They ate all that without any murmur or complaint, rinsed their mouth
and went ahead.
After their departure when the host tasted the same pudding he
came to know of their folly. Compunctiously, he approached them and
apologised for his misdemeanour.
Bhai Kanhaiya for his consolation said, "Dear one ! why are you
so much disgusted. Indeed, that was not done wilfully. You intended to
give us the sugar mixed pudding. Hence, you have in your account the
sugar. But it was not possible for you to change our destiny. We were
destined to take salt and it was the divine Providence which caused that
change.
The host said, "why did not you tell us that the pudding was oversalted?". "It meant condemnation of salt. Condemnation of anything is
accountable and one has to account for the thing one has condemned.
The Divine pepole, therefore, avoid such condemnation. They niether
condemn nor complain.They remain contented with their destiny and
pay their thanks to the Main Provider, God. A godly man never goes after
the dictations of his mind and will always bow before the Divine Will."
Bhai Sewa Ram who was quietly listening the discourse was
deeply impressed. The conversation left an ever-lasting impact on his
mind. It was a factual annotation and demonstration of the under
mentioned version of Guru Arjan, for him : One that the Lord's command in mind cherishes
Is truly to be called 'Jiwan Mukta \
To such a one are joy and sorrow alike,
Ever in joy, never feels he sorrow.
Gold and a clod of earth to htm are alike;
As also amrita and foul-tasting poision.
To him are honour and dishonour alike;
Alike are also pauper and prince.
One that such a way practises,
4
Saith Nanak, a Jiwan Mukta * may be called. 7.9
(Gauri Sukhmani M.S.275)
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They spent about six months in that missionary tour and on the
request of Bhai Sewa Ram terminated that at Kawa, his first installed
dharamsala. Bhai Sewa Ram had a good time there to serve the master
and earn his grace.
One day in his pleasure Bhai Kanhaiya patted Bhai Sewa Ram and
said, "Bhai Sewa Ram! always have compassion upon all beings you
come across. Give them as much relief and comfort as you, possibly, can
give. Preach the mission of the Guru with your full confidence. Abide
by the sikh tenets, recite from the core of your heart the Divine Naam
and render selflessly the humanitarian service. This was the holy advice
Guru Tegh Bahadur, My Divine Master, had imparted and cultivated in
me and the same I pass on to you
It is not an Idol Worship
p

Bhai Kanhaiyafirmlybelieved in Gurbani and had his full faith
in the Guruship of Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
Once an idol worshiper asked him whether or not bowing the head
before Guru Granth Sahib is an idol worship. They had a rational
discussion on this topic, the extract of which is given hereunder:Idol worshipper: Guru Granth is a book, a lifeless pack of some papers,
bound in a strong cover and remains wrapped in the
preciousfineclothing. We bow our heads to the idols
made of stone, copper, gold or some other metals.
Guru Granth and the idols both are lifeless. Then how
is it that Guru Granth is said to be ever living I and the
idol a lifeless thing?
In my consideration both are alike and bowing head before any of tbe two is, therefore, the idol
worship.
Bhai Kanhaiya : Doubtlessly, physicial structure of a human being is
also an idol. If one simply bows his head to a human
being and gives no audience to him or the fellow keeps
•
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mum and numb, it is equally an idol worship. As idol
itself utters not a word and we know it has no life and
yet we bow before it and consider it the image of God.
That too is the idol worship. Guru Granth is a book of
Knowledge and not merely a pack of papers. We do not
bow before any book or the pack of papers. It certainly
imparts Divine knowledge and to that knowledge we
bow our head. The knowledge it imparts is audible as
well as readable.
If one neither reads nor listens to its version
saturated with Divine wisdom and simply bows his
head before it, one is equally an idol worshipper. But
one who either reads the version full of Divine
Wisdom or gives audience to that knowledge is ever
living and inspiring. It inspires in one's self the
emotions of Divine love, hence, to call it idol worship
is quite irrational and a fallacy.
We have to learn from the above discourse that a sikh must give
audience to Gurbani inserted in the Guru Granth and abide by the
precepts revealed through the Guru in its hymnody. Giving no audience
to the Gurshabad (the revealed version or Gurbani) and mere bowing
head to the outer stucture of Sri Guru Granth Sahib is idolatry.
Passing Away of Bhai Kanhaiya
-

One who is born would die. It is the law of nature and this law is
never amendable. It is the physical structure which faces destruction.
The real being, the soul, never dies, it even does not ever take birth. This
is the Divine Ordinance. Kabir avers:Be one yogi, celibate, ascetic, sanyasi,
Or wander over numerous bathing-spots;
Be one jaina monk with hair plucked or Bairagi with
girdle of straw,
Wear matted hair or observe woes of silenceAll ultimately must meet death. (I)
Serve you therefore, God
He whose tongue loves to utter the Name Divine,
What can Yama to him do ? (1 Pause)
Be a man learned in Vedas and shastras, astrology and
grammar.
Know all spells, incantations and drug formulas•
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At the last must he meet death. (2)
Should a man wield royal power with umbrella and throne,
And enjoy beauteous females;
Enjoy betel-leaf, fragrance ofcomphor,
aloe and sandalwoodUltimately must he die (3)
Vedas, puranas and simritis have we studiedBy none of these comes liberation.
Saith Kabir: As the Lord I contemplate,
Effaced shall be birth and death. (4) (5)
(Raga Asa Kabir P. 476)
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So the Divine Name washes out all egoism and the soul or the self
becomes clear of all ego. It now effaces the cycle of birth.
Bhai Kanhaiya was one of those saints who had practically
eradicated the chief vice of egoism and his self was crystal clear with
the lustre of God. He was above the attachment of body or in other words
he was bodiless in the body. Relinquishing of his body, was for him, just
as a snake casting off his slough.
One bright morning he was sitting in the congregation of saints.
He asked his collegues, "What is therightdisposal of a dead body. He
elaborated his query in the manner."Kindly explain to me, If anyone
us expires, how shall we deal with his relinquished bodyT They then
replied, "Reverend Master! who else is a better elucidator then your
goodself? Kindly do a favour and enlighten us on the topic
Bhai Kanhaiya then began his explanation and said, "Godly people
%
always live in the transcendent state (the state of Turia, above the three
qualities'. It also stands for enlightement, serenity, and spontaneous
»
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devotion.) They in the body become bodiless and keep no concern with
it. They keep no dealings with it whether in life or otherwise and are ever
pleased with their destiny. I elucidate it with an anecdote.
He added, "A godly man who was above his body in
the transcendent state, once had the same topic before him. He in his
society asked his comrades if he died then how would they
deal with his body. On hearing this one of his associates said, "We shall
erect a mausoleum and decorate it with flowers. Thereupon we shall
daily light a lamp." He repeated his question to one of his other
colleagues and he replied, "I truly tell you the dictations of my mind, my
reverend master. When your soul will leave this mortal clay, I shall tie
a string in your feet and shall drag you in the forest where the crows and
kites would have a free approach and could pinch your flesh to their
contentment We know that you are a heavenly man above this mortal
frame and have surely no concern with it. Then why shall we ruminate
much
The heavenly man then laughingly said, "Dear ones ! Please
yourself and do not postpone your notions. Both of you may function to
your choice all to soon and all at once. Process it accordingly without
losing any time and clear your minds. Keeping something in mind is a
malice which causes trouble. Present your flowers to the body at this very
moment and tie a rope in its feet anon. One who believes in the prerecorded Divine Writ and takes it as one's special Providence crosses
easily this disastrous ocean of the mammonish world. The man who
ignores the Divine Ordinance and acts according to his own will goes
astray and misses the bus
Bhai Kanhaiya then expressed further, "Well! that is not the all.
Beyond that there is another process also. Though comparatively it is
below the above level yet in my view it is a better process for the poor.
We poor people are mostly short of money and cannot afford to spend
for the fule for cremation and the clothing for the funeral. It is better then
to let the dead body flown or submerged in the running water of a stream
or a river. It would be a good victual of the aquatic creatures. Hence it
would be advisible, if any one of us receives a call from on high and on
high he goes, we should then submerge his body in theriverruning close
M
by
The audience who heard this talk could not catch the reality of the
topic. They thought it was a general topic. They did not pay much heed
to that and dispersed.
The same evening, the congregation as usual assembled again.
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Bhai Kanhaiya as a routinist joined the assembly of the Divine people
but, unusually, he seated himself with the support of the hind wall. The
minstrels commenced extolling the Divine hymnody from Gurbani and
continued singing until they were completely exhasuted. That was
unusal. Theretofore, Bhai Kanhaiya used to signal them to stop, but that
day, he did not point out or gave any hint to them for keeping the singing
continued or to stop it. The minstrels also noticed that he was sitting with
the support of the hind wall and was quite motionless. This created doubt
in their mind and they suspected some misfortune, The other audience
too suspected some tragedy. They then tried to arouse him but were
surprised to realize that the inner Bhai Kanhaiya was off on the High.
It was his mortal body only which he had left behind.
The sadhus who heard his discourse that morning then realized that
he had foretold them of that event but they were a failure to understand
his guesture. Then they discussed among themselves and resolved to
comply with his hinted instructions concerning his body and after due
consideration submerged his mortal clay in Chander Bhaga, the river
flowing close by.
The sadhus knew about hisrichparentage and afraid of their fury
and curse. They then left Sodhra for kawa.
When the relatives of Bhai Kanhaiya came to know of his sad
demise, they lamented to their full extent of grief. They were actually
upset when they got the information about the disposal of his dead body.
They had an intention to cremate his body in the sandal-wood and
perform all other ceremonies related to a dead person in accordance with
the Hindu rites but they were helpless. They with the help of
divers resorted to locate the body and dispose that off in the manner it
was in vogue, but to their dismay they failed to get it traced from within
the distance of about eighteen miles of the river.
The Sadhus by that time had reached Kawa. They discolsed the sad
news to Bhai Sewa Ram. Bhai Sewa Ram became dumb and remained
stunned with the shock for a short while but soon-after he collected his
wits. The whole night he passed in sobs and sighs. Then he got his musical
tamburine (Tambura) and began singing the hymnody from Gurbani. He
continued singing, without any break, for about fortyeight hours (two
days and two nights). Many a times, during his singing he repeated the
under mentioned version of Guru Arjan in Divine love and in deep
absorption:"Of pride, attachment, avarice or evil tendencies,
Other than the Lord, to mind has God's servant not brought.
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Trading in the jewels of the Name Divine meritsSuch is the merchandize that he carries with him. (I)
The love of God's sevant till the last has remained constant.
While living, the Lord he served; at departure in mind kept him.
(1 Pause)
As came the Lord 's command, from that his face he turned not
away;
Maintaining in his self joy with poise,
To carry out the Master's command he ever rushed. (2)
In obeying the Lord's command, even in hunger he felt joy.
Between sorrow and joy never he discriminated;
The Lord's command with great reverence he obeyed. (3)
As the Lord to the servant was gracious,
Was his life in this world and the next exalted.
Saith Nanak : Blessed, fruitful is coming into the World of
servant, Who the Lord's will has realized. (4)-(5).
(Maru M. 5,P. 1000)
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He repeated this version again and again. Several times he said,"
I had profited much from his physical entity and still I desire some more
gain. But alas, I have lost him for ever. He said he would take another
birth and would once again suck the mother's milk. May I get another
chance to see him in a body and make some more gains.
In this mental state he passed many days, counted years of his
death, examined many new-born babies. Astrologically counted Sudhis
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and v/adhis (halves of the lunar months), dates and days of the new-born
children and Kanhaiya's death but it was all in vain. He could not make
out any thing out of that. But even then he could not getridof the concept
cf iiaving his prototypical glimpse, once again. Perhaps the idea would
go with him until he would merge in the Most High.
*
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Bhai Sewa

Bhai Sewa Ram ji
Bhai Sewa Ram was born in the year 1658 A.D. (Samat 1715 A.D.)
in the rural zone of Western Punjab. His father was well- known for his
chastity and saintliness. Sewa Ram would have hardly stepped in his
teenage that his father,thus,advised him, " My son! the life of a householder is no less than a dungeon or a labryinth. It is, therefore, better that
one should avoid this mazy way of living." This was, indeed, the very
first and the last advice to him from his benign father. This preceptorial
advice had an everlasting effect on his delicate mind which kept him alert
throughout his career.
Verily, it is a mystery even upto this date where his father, after
sermonising his son in the manner stated above, did go but this too is a
fact that Sewa Ram strictly adhered to his father's advice and accordingly, liberated himself entirely from the worldly involvements. Thus,
he spent most of his time in search of a perfect preceptor.
He wandered for years in wilderness and came across many farcial
sadhus and mendicants but was dismayed to see that their actions did not
suit their words. He found them mere imposters. Even then he did not
lose his heart and continued his genuine quest. Eventually, during his
search for a Divine preceptor, he was incidently involved in a criminal
case,
The episode, as to his involvement in a criminal case has already
been mentioned in the chapter relating to Bhai Kanhaiya, under the
heading 'Sewa Ram his first desciple*.
After being brought under the fold of Bhai Kanhaiya's mission,
Bhai Sewa Ram as his faithful disciple accompanied him in his
itineracies for a considerable time and gained practical experience for
the advancement of his mission. Ultimately, as per his Master's advice,
he itinerated, indipendently.
Bhai Sewa Ram's First Installation
*

Once, during his missionary itinerancies, Bhai Sewa Ram was
chanced to spend a night at Nurpur (Thall),a prominet town in District
Sargodha of Punjab (Shahpur - now in Pakistan). He witnessed there an
acute shortage of water. He realized that there was, absolutely, no source
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of water in the town and in its vicinity. The residents of the locality were
facing, badly, its shortage and had to labour hard to procure it from afar.
Bhai Sewa Ram was pained to sec the people, terribly, struggling for the
procurement of the water. He gave a deep thought to their problem.
Spontaneously, itflashedinto his mind, if a monestry (Dharamsala) with
a well in its campus might be instituted in that town, that would certainly
facilitate them and to a great extent ease the situation. *
The idea was effectively brought into practice and the project was
accomplished in 1688 A.D. It was, indeed, a yeoman's service rendered
to the humanity and was highly appreciated by the people of the locality.
In the course of the construction of the project, there happened to
serve a teenaged and nascent young man rendering honorary service with
faith and devotion. One day Bhai Sewa Ram was enjoying a recess that
the boy entered his retiring room and paid his obeisance to him. Bhai
Sewa Ram cast his graceful glance at him and said, "Dear lad: I feel a
bit tired. Will you please massage me for a while?" "Surely my master"
replied the lad and he, cordially, massaged him to his entire satisfaction.
Bhai Sewa Ram was profoundly pleased on him for his selfless and
devotional service and courteously, asked him," Dear lad; what is your
good name?" " People call me sehja, my most reverend Master" replied
the boy. Bhai Sewa Ram was pleased to know his name and said, "what
a pretty name it is, my lad. If you forsake your wordly ambitions,
involvements and intricacies and daily attend the holy congregations
with devotion, you will, surely, suit to your name and attain, exactly and
certainly, the equipoised state of your mind. It would be better if you act
upon my advice, adjure to abnegate your false attachment with the
worldly affairs and pledge to enjoy, regularly, the hilarity of the holy
congregations, daily.
The Divine precept surmonised by Bhai Sewa Ram had an
embracing effect on the soring mind of the young lad and he could gain
courage to expose himself of his moral failings. He exposed himself
daringly and said, "I must not hide from you my moral shortcomings,
my Lord! I am badly afflicated by the sexual cupidity and for that very
reason I shirk from joining the holy congregations. I am, really, affraid
of the vice and very often remain pensive, that the nasty passion if has
over-powered me in my this tender age, it will,surely be catastrophic and
ruinous in my adolescency."
Bhai Sewa Ram gave proper ears to his earnest utterance and
appreciated his outright exposition and, thus, said, "O Sehja! if this
ruffian carnality leaves your pursuit at the root, will youtoenpledge to
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enjoy the benefit of daily holy congregations?" "Surely, my Master!
surely. I shall entirely, dedicate myself to thee my lord. I shall then be
wholly yours and shall devote my life solely to the service of humanity."
Bhai Sewa Ram was much pleased on his expiicitness and
compassionately cast a gracious glance at him reciting the following
verse from Gurbani:Flee you sins, the Creator to my home has come.
(Asa MSP.460)
tt^PolMr^&ttJTiufetyTfewii
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That had a remedial effect and the sense of lust,thence- forth was
entirely uprooted from his person, that is:"The mischievous foes by the Master are restrained.
Free from their grip are we,
Now that they have left us. (1 Pause)
(Rag Asa M. 5, P. 400)
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This calmed the sinful emotions of Sehia who later on came abroad
Bhai Sehj Ram, a great chanter of Divine hymnody (Gurbani and Divine
Laudations) and expositor of Gurbani. Verily, he was a scholiastic
scholar and a spiritual star in the Sewa Panthi Sect of Sikhism.
During one of his itinerancies Bhai Sewa Ram had a chance to visit
Dera-Ismail-Khan, a prominent town of North Western Province of India
(Now in Pakistan). There he lodged himself somewhere, in the corner
of an orchard of a hermitage. In the town there lived a Bhakta (devotee)
Known by the name of Gwaai. He held holy congregations daily at his
residence. Bhai Sewa Ram too attended them daily without disclosing
himself to any-one. He quietly sat among the gathering and attentively
gave his audience to the exegesis. On the dismissal of the gathering he
dispersed silently and returned to his lodge. He was not even particular
about his meals. If some-one offered bim, he gladly accepted the offer,
otherwise he will simply boil some sort of spinich and appeased his
appetite but did never expose himself to anyone.
Once a congregational accompanist enquired from the thinkers
present in the congregation about the spirit of the undermentioned verse
of Gurbani:I
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"Machhli Vichhuni Nain runi Jaal Badhak Paaxia"
"Like the fish separated from water shalt thou wail,
as the fisherman casts the net."
H^ fe&ft %E jffi W& Vfazr irfew 11
He wanted to know about the subtle truth underlying latent in the
verse. Does it mean that an individual wails for his separation from the
Brahman? Apparently, one feels glory in his worldly affairs, but the verse
says that one wails for one's separation from the Brahman. "Kindly
enlighten rne on the subject." said the seeker.
The thinkers then expressed their ruminations on the subject but
they could neither appease the Bhakta nor could pacify the seeker.
Lastly, from among the congregation Bhai Sewa Ram spoke loudly.
"Listen you learned fellows! firstly, afishwhen separates itself from the
sea and flows into ariveror stream fears of a fisherman's net. She then
wails for its folly for deserting sea. Similarly, an individual soul when
separates himself from its source, the Brahman and joins the fake stream
of world, he too wails for its egoistic involvements." The rumination
satisfied the whole audience and they ail applauded for its excellence.
In his appeasment and pleasure Bhakta Gwaal also appreciated the
annotation and enquired from his near and dear the where abouts of the
gentleman. He was then told that the man was Bhai Sewa Ram, a well
known itinerant saint, a celebrated missionary of Sikhism. "Yea, I have
also heard much of him but to my good luck have seen him only today."
said Bhakta Gwaal and with great reverence he presented him a seat by
his side. He then, with best of regards invited him for the dinner saying,"
I never thought you are a gem in a begger's blanket."
Bhai Sewa Ram accepted his invitation for dinner but when he
turned up for the dine, he was respectfully, offered a seat and a platter,
containing varieties of delicious victuals. He accepted out of the platter
a simple loaf of bread (Chapati) and some spinich and ate it desirably.
Witnessing that the Bhakta said respectfully," I have made no show,this
all is for you Reverent Bhai Sahib, kindly taste all the dishes." "Dear
Bhakta!" replied Bhai Sewa Ram, "When an invader beseiges a fort, he
disallows and stops all sorts of eatables to enter the fort. In this manner
he wins the battle and as a conquerer when he enters the fort the rations
to all are provided in abundance, at their own accord and everyone then
satiates himself to his capacity. So dear Bhakta! You have conquered the
fort but I have still to conquer it. I have simply beseiged it but have yet
to become a comquerer". That appropriate reply satisfied the Bhakta. He
*

*
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had no other words to say but to applaud. After a little pause he spoke
again "O cherisher of the humble! verily, you have conquered the fort
since long, but are setting examples for the innocent people like us.
Blessed are you and blessed is your accomplishment.
Bhakta Gwaal stressed upon Bhai Scwa Ram to take a little more
from the platter but he strictly maintained his sobriety and had nothing
more, his reply was, "My dear! we have to fuel the oven, we have Sandal
wood as well as the wood of acacia. There is no wisdom in burning Sandal
wood when acacia can serve the same purpose." At last Bhakta Gwaal
had, rationally to keep quiet. It was an admitted foot that Bhai sewa
Ram's abstinence and abnegation had considerably impressed upon him
and, consequently, he had his full and unshaken faith in him. His
eulogising of Bhai Sewa Ram was innate and natural. Whosoever, heard
of his glory, splendour and elegance ran to pay obeisance to him. The
people in flocks gathered around him. Everyone of them beseeched to
serve him in one way or the other and there remained a mass gathering
around him round-the-clock.
When the sadhus (medicants) living close by him saw such a vast
grandeur of Bhai Sewa Ram, they became envious of him. They had
secret counsels amongst them. They were affraid of losing their
recognition if Bhai Sewa Ram had his stay there for good. The possibility
of their discirples running to him, they thought,could not be ruled out.
However,they thought,that would be advisible that we make him move
from there, anyhow by hook or by crook, Bhai Sewa Ram overheard their
negotiations and mysteriously took his hook from there. What the
simpltons could know that:The swan decends on a Barley-farm,
and the people go to scare off the swan:
But the unwise ones know not
That the swan eats not the coarse grain. (65)
(Slok Baba Farid, P. 1381)
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When people heard of his mysterious disappearance they simply
regretted. The jealous sadhus were ashamed of their ill thought, and were
ill at ease. But what use was the crying after the milk was spilt.
In the celebrated town of Dera Ismail Khan there lived a state
official. He was the revenue officer and, accordingly, was used to go
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annually, to Nurpur (Thall), a town under his jurisidiction, for the
collection of the state revenue. In a particular year, he due to some
reasons could not, personally, visit the town. He, instead, deputed his son
Rana to represent him. Before assigning duty to his son he called him
in and, thus, instruted him," Firstly, you have to perform your duty very
cautiously and honestly. Secondly, there lives a perfect saint known by
the name of Bhai Sewa Ram. He is a man of his words and also he suits
the action to his word. He is an examplary humanitarian and
renders selfless service to the humanity with love and devotion. He
had also a well dug in his Dharamsala. You must not forget to pay
your obeisance to him and also pay homage to him on my behalf." Rana,
his son respectfully, nodded and assured him of his obedience and
sincerity.
After complimenting all formalities and his respects to his father,
Rana took himself off and straightway strated his journey for Nurpur. On
reaching his destination, he enquired about the whereabouts of Bhai
Sewa Ram. Whoever came across him, he praised Bhai Sewa Ram and
admiringly said, "He is a perfect Sadhu, a real gnostic and a man of equity
and equanimity. He remains equable and equipoised in pain and
pleasure. For him gold and dross are alike, and so on. He was also told
an episode related to him. The episode goes on that a man once offered
him a tumbler full of syrup with a deadly poison dissolved into it, under
a pretext of a holy offering. He guessed the ropes and, knowingly, drank
that in a sip. According to him, it was a holy offering and, thus, a Divine
Command could in no case be denied. Thus, he accepted the offer and
sipped it knowingly but what a wonder it was that the fatal poisonous
syrup had no effect upon him,
Such like eulogy of the saint caused him a great affinity for him.
He became love-sick and impulsive. Writhed with the pangs of
separation he innately longed for having his holy glimpse. So he set aside
everything and without losing any time, straightaway called on him to
have his genial blessings. At sight he thought that it was a sight for the
gods. He spontaneously made an obeisance. The mere touch of his feet
was for him a sight for his sore eyes. He felt that he was unburdened
of a heavy load from his mind and he was then light and cosy. Verily,
this is the only the diagnostic feature of a saint. Thus avers Guru
Arjan:In holy company arises not need for hard praxis;
By the very sight of the holy is mind blessed. (6) (7)
(Gauri Sukhmani M.5,P.272)
*
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In view of Ranas selflessness and devotion Bhai Sewa Ram
enquired from him about the welfare of his whole family and then the
cause of his calling on him. Rana replied, "Dear Master! your mere sight
has proved the sight for the gods or sight for the sore eyes. I thank God,
a thousand times for favouring me with your generous glimpse. I have
attained everything. He then acquainted him of his whereabouts and then
on behalf of his father prostrated before him and conveyed him his
salutations.
Bhai Sewa Ram invited him for the dinner and Rana accepted the
invitation with pleasure. But when he made a meal out of his platter, he
ate a little of it. Seeing all that Bhai Sewa Ram said, "When'one has to
eat a little,then, why one should strive for the mammon of unrighteousness
and shoot one's neck out. The wise say that the mammonish acquirement
is a bad headache. Indeed, there is nothing wrong in it. The struggle and
striving for the worldly and mammonish achievements is a self-acquired
headache." These words of the saint acted as an acuminous pointed arrow
in an inquisitive mind and pierced deep into his core. Bhakta Kabira,
thus, avers:Kabir,when my Guru, the chivalrous Hero,
aimed his arrow at me,
It pierced my heart instantaeously,
and I fell to the ground (in ecstasy).(194)
(SlokKabirJi.P.1374)
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Rana, then, could hot hold himself and said, "My lord! Is there a
saint who can save man from the blind well of the materialistic world
and bestow upon him the Eternal Bliss?" "Listen my dear Rana" Replied
Bhai Sewa Ram, "There is no lateness in one's acquital if one throws his
turban off (throws the meaningless worldly conventions). On hearing this
he, instantly, put off his turban and threw that down, saying, "If turban
is the only hitch, here lies the turban" and he threw it off. It was Bhai
Sewa Ram' s confession that a man is mingled with the mamonish world
to such an extant that he has absolutely lost his spiritual vision. How can
one attain the Divine Bliss from the worthless pursuits of the fraudulent
i

mammon which in the mass is agony, distress and affliction. Satguru (the
true Preceptor) lays stress on tins ir-revocable truth but the blockish rustic
man turns a deaf ear to his genuine advice. That is:Those that in involvement with Maya
have exhausted themselves
Never does weal enter their homes. (28)
(Gauri Bawan Akhri M. 5,P. 256)
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Maya-intoxicated blockheads,involved in family intrigues are
inebriated to such an extent that they in vanity have altogether forgotten
the Formless God;Man beholding progeny, wife, expanse of home,
In these is involved.
Testing of Maya-intoxication is he inebriated.
Divine Laudation singing never.(2) (3).
(Maru M. 5, P. 999)
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The old age has come, the man's speech has also begun faltering,his
limbs have denied to cooperate with him but the rustic is yet involved
in the worthless pursuits of the mammonish world.Satguru, thus, avers: In worthless pursuits involved,has old age come.
Thy speech faltering, thy limbs weakenedAs by the attraction of the youthful enchantress
Nor for instant thy involvement decrease.(3) (6.127)
(Gauri M.5,P.206)
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Lo! Bhai Sewa Ram viewedV'Bhai Rana is the son of a well known
and well-to-do father who is a prominent figure in the Royal Court and
also holds arichtreasure. He, too, has gained respect and honour from
his far and near relatives but look at his modesty,how humble he is in
his nature that he at one word threw away his turban and absolutely, did
away with his worldly attachment.So,in my opinion he is worthy of
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attaining spiritual heights."
Gratified by his conduct and action,Bhai Sewa Ram cast an
ambrocial and gracious look on him.He was, instantly,transformed as if
mere glass had been transformed into gold. He entirely gave up his vanity
and physical attachment. As a snake sloughs its alcove he sloughed his
allurement with the mammon.A snake does never shed its venom but,
surely,he abnegated his toxin of voluptuousness. Concordantly,he
corresponded to the instructions imparted by Bhai Sewa Ram and
became his earnest disciple. He rejected all of his projects as if God had
only sent him there to be the disciple of Bhai Sewa Ram.
He asked his courtiers and officials who came along with him to
pay his best regards to his father and convey to him his resolution that
he should not wait for him anymore as his attachment with the worldly
affairs had altogether been lost and he had absolutely no affinity and
interest with the mammonish achievements. Thenceforth, his mind was
entirely dedicated to the Divine Love and his mind slept amidst Mayaexpanse had awakened to God by the contemplation of the Holy word
through the grace of the true preceptor. Just so, as the Guru aversO Mind from the world turned:
The self that to the world was living,
to it died and awakened.
By contemplation of the Holy Word
the Lord attached. (3) (1)
(Gauri Gwareri M. L P. 221)
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The Courtiers and the officials advised him to the most but false
consolation could bear no stand against the true incentive. The word of
the saint had abided and inculcated in his mind for good. His mind
realised the Ultimate Truth, reposed at its real abode and had become
steady. There was then no deviation in his mind and he determinately
resolved within himself to remain, upto his last, in the service of the holy
saint, Bhai Sewa Ram.
All advices of the said courtiers and offical fellflaton him. It was
but natural, because, in the company of the real chandan (Sandal
wood)he too was transformed into chandan. In other words we can
say that having a touch with the touchstone he too was converted into
gold62
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The saints shed not their holiness if they
meet with myriads of unholy cefeatures.
*

For, behold, the Chandan Tree is girt all round
by the snakes, but it leaves not its fragrance.
(Slok Kabir, P. 1373)
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Bhai Sewa Ram was an itinerant missionary and by his nature, he
could not remain static at any one station. He had always been moving
from one place to an other and was never sticky to any one place. During
his itinerancies he reunited many separated souls with their real source,
that is, God. To many he guided to the path of righteousness and to the
uncountable individuals he freed from the entaglement of whimsical
frantasies. He dedicated his whole life in the service of humanity.
Contemplation of the Holy word (Namm) was the pivotal axel of his life.
We shall now mention of a few of his disciples in the following
paragraphs.
Bhai Sewa Ram came across Bhai Santokha in 1710 A.D. (Samat
1767) at village Khahi. He annulled of his vices and mis-conducts by
blessing him with the ambrosial word, the contemplation of Divine
Name (Naam). Thus, he united his writhing soul with the compassionate
Lord.
Thereafter he (Bhai Sewa Ram) proceeded onward from the village
Khahi. He then had a little pause at Jammu the town was dominated by
Dogras. He propagated therein the tennets of Gurmat (Gurbani) and
encouraged people to contemplate on the Divine Name (Naam).
Therefrom, he made his way to Muzaffar Garh. There at Muzaffar Garh,
in its suburb about two kilometers afar from the town, he installed a
dharamsala. He sat there by the road-side with a basket full of chapaties
(loaves) and shouted at his hoarse, "Lai lo tukra, Lai lo tukra" (have the
bread, have the bread). For that very shouting the name of the village
was passed by the name of Laitukra and upto this date, the village is
known by the same name. After the partition of India it has gone in
Pakistan.
As already mentioned the uproarious or tumultuous places did not
compromise with Bhai Sewa Ram's nature and listening to his own
eulogy was also against his temperament. As the visitors began to pour
in there to pay their homage to him and the flow was at its increase day
I
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by day. The time had come when the visitors came to call at him in flocks
and the place remained over-crowded round the clock. He was vexed and
consequently, assigned the Dharamsala to Bhai Kishan Chand and gave
himself a slip. He, then settled at a place nearly three kilo meters afar
from the present day Muzaffar Garh Railway Station. He raised a hut
there for himself to live in. He also got a well dug over there and in
solitude, as a recluse he remained their in his deep meditation. Save the
contemplation of the Divine Name he had, then, no other choice.
The well caused to gather crowds again and one day in his
annoyance he said, "My seclusion has once again been interrupted. This
tumultuousness is, in fact, impedimental to my meditation and devotion
to the Eternal. It would be better if the water of the well turns saltish.
"Instantly, the water became saltish. The people begged from the saint
to restitute the former sweetness of the water but that was then not
possible as the words vouched by the saint are ire vocable. But to pacify
them he replied, "All is for the best. Let us abide by the Divine
Command. It must have happened for some betterment and benevolence.
Now listen! whosoever will broom the well and drink its water will be
cured of all sorts of diseases. It will prcve a panacea for him.
The boon turned up entire truth. Many a patient were totally cured
from there for brooming this and drinking the water of the well. Even
the deadly and uncurable diseases were rooted out. That contrivance
remained effective upto the date the country was partitioned. As the place
is now in Pakistan, it cannot be exactly said whether or not it is still in
practice. The place was known by the name of Mohanpura.
There are in all three monumental dharamsalas personally installed by Bhai Sewa Ram. The main of these Dharamsalas is, Tikana
Bhai Jagta Sahib, Nurpur (Thall) in District Sargodha of Pakistan. The
second and the third are at 'Laitukra' and Mohanpura, respectively, and
are in the suburbs of Muzaffar Garh (Now in Pakistan).
He passed on last fourteen years of his life at Mohanpura. There
in deep devotion and meditation he contemplated the Divine name
throughout and remained absolutely absorbed till atlast he meged into
the Eternity in the year 1828 A.D. (Samat 1885).
»
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Bhai Addan Shah ji

Bhai Addan Shah Ji
It is a belief in Sikhism that the current and the latest birth of a
spiritually supreme human being is not his first birth. He had his previous
births too and his current life may be considered his latest and the final
birth.
f

History tells us that Gautam Budha had mentioned of his sixteen
previous births. Similarly, Guru Nanak the founder of Sikhism, according to Janam Sakhis spoke of his previous births to bebe Nanaki (his noly
sister). "Dear sister I shall obey whatever you will ask me to do. Thou
art my sister in the current life and you had the same relation with me
also in my previous birth. In that birth too you gave me best of your
affection and attention. How can I deny you then? I am always at your
disposal, sister! and shall obey whatever you will utter from your mouth.
Similarly, Guru Gobind Singh also mentions of his previous birth in his
apodictic composition 'Bachitar Natak'.
Such like supreme beings are of two types. The first type pertains
to the persons who had attained perfection. Their attainment is the zenith
of the spiritual life. This is the state of their oneness with God, the
Ultimate Reality. The stage wherein remains not the least tinge of
duality. In other words, their souls have completed the whole spiritual
course and, ultimately, have entirely ended there separate individuality
and have become one with God by completely merging into him.
Now, if at all they come again in this perishable world, it is not
for some evolutionary purpose. Neither they are reborn to balance their
accounts with the Dharamraja for their committed actions. They come
in the world under the command to reform and guide the sinning world
towards the path of righteousness. They come only for the evolution of
others by directing them to the right path and to attain their zenith, that
is. to cause them reunite with the source from which they were emanated
and then separated. Such perfect souls in the language of Swami
Shankrachariya are called 'Sidh Atmas'. Such souls according to him are
reborn under the Divine Command only to evolve others to their zenith,
that is, the state of oneness with God. Guru Arjan avers :Such are benefactors of mankind, exempt from birh and death,
Bestowing gift of true life, to devotion they inspire the self,
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And with the Lord grant union. (2) (7.4)
(Rag Suhi M. 5, P. 749)
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According to Gurmat (Sikhism) we may say that God Himself is
Causa Sui and Eternal and never involves himself in the cycle of birtli
and death. He sends on the earth any of the perfect souls. Such a perfect
soul takes its birth in the normal and natural way but after it takes the
birth, God when thinks proper, illuminates His light into him and
manifests Himself through his person. Such supreme beings are called
Gurus and come in the catagory of the first type of supreme beings.
According to Sikh belief, they are only ten in number and are known as
ten Gurus.
Guru Gobind Singh in his apodictic composition 'Bachitar Natak'
speaks of his former life :'Where situated the mountain ofHemkunt,
There stands the Sapt-Sringha,
Sapt-Sringha is the nme of that mountain,
Where the Pandu Raja (fatherofthe Pandwas)
had penanced Yoga.
There I performed very great austerities
And for the time undetermined I worshipped God.
I penanced to such an extent
That I became blended with Him.
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In the narration he staes :/ did not desire to depart from Him,
As my attention was fixed on His feet,
Ttie Lord, remonstrated earnestly with me,
And sent me in this world.
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Me adds further :/ have cherished thee as Mx son,
And created thee to extend the religion of righteousness
Go and spread the true religion there,
And restrain the world from the senseless acts.
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He adds further :On this account God sent me.
Then I took birth and came into the world.
As He spoke to me so I speak unto men :
I bear no enmity to anyone.
All who call me the supreme Entity Shall fall in the pit of hell.
Recognise me as God's servant only :
Have no doubt whatever of this.
I am only the slave of God,
And have come to behold the wonders of the world.
I tell the world what God told me,
And will not remain silent through fear of the mortals.
*
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• From the above it is quite evident that the ten Gurus were the souls
which had attained perfection and union with God but were commanded
by Him to overt them selves and evolve the ailing humanity to its zenith
by attaining union with the Lord.
Though physically, the ten Gurus appear different persons but in
spirit they were one. Guru Granth Sahib, the eleventh or the Eternal Guru,
is looked upon, by the followers of the sikh faith, as the embodiment in
the visible form, the essence of the person of the ten holy Gurus.
The ten Gurus are the supreme human beings who had completed
the course of evolution in their previous births and attained perfection
by blending into God and becoming one into Him. They did not take
rebirth for accounting for their previously committed actions. They had
cleared off meir accounts in former lives. They have entered the world
again under his benign command as the representative of the Lord to
reform the erring people of the world and to pave for them the path of
righteousness.
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The second category pertains to those supreme beings who were
successfully progressing on tlie path of their evolution but had yet to
attain tlie state of perfection. They had yet to lose dieir separate
individuality and evolve to their zenith by merging into the Ultimate
Reality and becoming one with him. As a last resort they have again taken
their birth to attain perfection. In tlieir current life they have brought
forward tlie account of thieir past deeds and are in the need of a perfect
preceptor (Guru) who may guide them to achieve tlie real goal of their
life and evolve them to perfection.
The author of 'Sant Rattan Maal' ratifies the above mentioned
conception in tlie episode of Bhai Sehj Ram as under :"Once some one amongst the saints asked in the most modest
manner, "Benign Master! Bhai Sehj Ram bears a brilliant career. Firstly,
an established celibatarian. Moreover, he is an adept anecdotist and
eulogist. Secondly, he is cool minded, peace loving and selfless
humanittarion. Being so much talented and having natural,theological
and cardinal virtues he is still tender minded and prideless. What good
has he done that he is destined to the holy saintly congregation and has
abnegated tlie life of a house-holder of his own accord. Moreover by his
saintly activities he has attained his peace of mind. Bhai Ram Dayal
attended to his request and replied, " In his previous birth he was a flagman of Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib and served him with utmost devotion.
Thus, in this birth he is destined to attain the holy congregation and peace
of mind in no time. Such persons are met by good fortune that they had
acquried in their previous births, when the shoots of the deeds committed
in the previous births burst forth, one meets a person yearning after God.
Thus the one under his proper guidence reach the zenith of one's
evolution. Gum Arjan in this connection avers:As shoots of deeds of previous births burst forth,
Appeared a person yearning after God,
thirsting for joy in Him.
At touch of Lord was Nanak's darkness dispelled;
After sleep of multiple birth was my
understanding awarkened.(2) (2.19)
(Gauri Purbi' M.5.P.204)
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Just so, Bhai Addail Shah was also an elegant and brilliant soul of
bright destiny. Mis parents too were benevolent and virtuous and persons
of high dignity. We can simply say:Blessed be the mother that bore the Master,
Blessed be the noble sireBlessed the Master through devotion to whom
the holy Preceptor found bliss and banished egoism.
At his portal stand in reverence groups of devotees.
Acquiring the treasure of spiritual merit.(l) (16.49)
(SriRagaM.3,P.32)
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Blessed was the village where on a luminous and auspicious day,
a heavenly soul descended on the earth and illumined a human frame.
That holy spirited newly born boy was named Addan Shah by his saintly
parents. He was born in the year 1688 A.D.(Samat 1745). The blessed
village was called Laouu which comes under the jurisdiction of Distrct
Jhang (now in Pakistan).Laouu is situated in the vicinity of Shah Jiwana
town and is just close to the village Chhatta.Bhai Addan Shah got his
primary education from his village. Baba Gurdas Ram, a saint yearning
after God and a benefactor personage.had his dwelling in Laouu. He
was used to teach Gurmukhi,Gurbani and divinity to the young boys. He
paid his best attention to teach Gurmukhi and Gurbani to Bhai Addan
Shah.
In fact, the traces of knowledge do exist in such genius personalities
but are lying under a weak curtain,in their sub-consciousness. The saintly
personages or the true preceptorstsimply, remove that curtain from their
consciousness and the knowledge that is lying latent sprouts up by itself.
Justly, in the same manner, it happened with Bhai Addan Shah. It were
the kind efforts and endevours of Baba Gurdas that he generously,
removed that curtain under which the true knowledge was lying latent
and, thus, his cognition was awakened. According to the people he picked
up the knowledge, spontaneously. Baba Gurdas himself was a spiritual
man. His aim for imparting Gurmukhi knowledge was not for achieving
pecuniary benefits but an act of benefaction. It is said that someone
•
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enquired of him, "Baba Ji! You are a seltless, desireless and a cool
tempered saintly personage. Then why have you adopted this profession
of self-acquired headache of teaching others?" "So that genius like Bhai
Addan Shall or Bhai Prem Dass may crop up" was his sobber reply.
Whereat Bhai Addan Shall attained the knowledge of the word,
therein he experienced Truth, compassion, chastity, discrimination and
conceptional rationality also. He also practically adopted these
virtues.Exposition and chanting of Gurbani were the bassic essentialities
of his life. Gradually, these virtues became his instinctive talents and
excellence of his life.
When the parents came to know of his tendency distracted from
the materialistic world,they tried their best to disuade him from his
abnegative attitude and ultimately, they married him to shackle, the
young man, in the bonds of a householder. But that too could not bring
any change in his renunciative spirit. When their all efforts to distract
him from the path ofrighteousnessfell flat on his face, they realised that
Bhai Addan Shah had a different type of appetite.
Despite fathomless water of sea,rivers,streams, ponds and pools,
etc., thirsty is the Chatrik's (cuckoo or rainbird) heart,bearing wonderous
desire for a drop from the thundering clouds. Just, in the same manner,
Bhai Addan Shah's appetite could have only appeased by the rain drop
of Divine Name. Worthless was all mammonish or worldly expansion
for him.
There was all round mention of his secluded nature and it prevailed
all over in the vicinity. Whosoever, heard of it rushed to pay a homage
to him. The people from far and near rushed to his house and the village
Laouu had a flow of people every now and then. Round the clock it
remained over crowded.
*
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There Appeared a Person Yearning After God
It is said that kinds beget kinds. On hearing the splandour of Bhai
Addan Shah, Bhai Sewa Ram also paid a visit to the village Laouu and
reached his residence. Accidendy, Bhai Addan Shah was then out of his
residential village. His accompanists gave him a warm welcome and
entertained him nicely. They gained his pleasure by continuous laudation
of the Lord and chanting of Gurbani. Divine discourse and the laudation
of the Lord was the sustenance in which he found his life. Why should
not he be pleased when he had attained the desired victuals to his taste?
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beautifully dyed in the love of Divine Name (Hari Naam) he himself
would be a man beyond comparison and a surpreme human being. It
would not be appropriate to go without paying him homage. He then
asked from his accompanyists about his where abouts and he was told
that he had gone in the village named Shah Yusaf which lies in the
vicinity of Shahpur and was expected to return at any moment.
Though Bhai Addan Shah's parents and accompanyists made their
earnest efforts to retain Bhai Sewa Ram until the return of Bhai Addan
Shah but he quietly slipped away from there and had his contact with him
at Shah Yuaf. Their's was an ecstatic union. It so appeared that long
separated dear hearts had their reunion. Their glamouring countenances,
vividly, indicated that they were in the seventh heaven of delight.
Bhai Addan Shah down-right witnessed the reflection of Providential brilliance on the glaring face of Bhai Sewa Ram and intrinsically,
confessed that he was a supreme personage, godly and providential, and
his mere casting a glance had a transforming effect. In fact, he felt
fascinating affinity in his Divine personality and accordingly, he in his
devotion, surrendered himself completely to him. Verily, with dedication, he embraced his discipleship and returned to his fold. This happened
in the year 1713 A.D.(Samat 1770).
As long as Bhai Kanhaiya and Bhai Sewa Ram remained in this
perishable world Bhai Addan Shah attended them with profound
devotion but when they denied their physical frames and their souls
blended perfectly with the Ultimate Reality, he was the best man to the
job, having all their authorities invested with him.
Firstly, his activities were centred in his village Laouu but soon
after he shifted his centre to the village Mundhe Sharin. Throughout his
life he remained above affection and attachment or the mammonish
allurement, just as the lotus flower in the water or the water-fowl in a
stream or lake.
His unitarian nature and equity illuminated a good many with the
Divine Light. A great many seekers of Truth became his disciples. There
are many miraculous and astounding episodes linked with his pious and
saintly Divine life on which we shall try to throw some light in the
forthcoming pages.
The locality in which Bhai Addan Shah had his abode was
administered by a kshatriya Diwan. He drafted a lease deed for ten
persian wheeled wells in the name of Bhai Addan Shah and got that
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approved by the chief Administrator (Chaudhery) of the area.
The deed was duly signed and stamped by the said chief. That
lease-deed of the feu he presented to Bhai Addan Shall with utmost
modesty and a request, "Gracious Master! there remains a great come
and go of the vistors, at your abbey. You have to entertain and serve them
victuals and, especially, in the summer season you have to meet a great
expense. I offer you, therefore, this lease-dead of ten persian wheeled
wells, so that you may conveniently, meet the expense of your daily
entertainments.
Bhai Addan Shah responsed, "Respected Diwan Ji! It is very kind
of you that you have in your mind so much regard for me. You are, in
deed, very correct in your estimation. I thank you from the core of my
heart for your this act of benevolence and have in my mind a great regard
for it. Take it granted that I have accepted your offer, but I regret to deny
it as I need it not. I truly, appreciate your sentimental approach and it
is the devotional inspiration that counts for in the God's Supreme Court,
wherein any earthly material, irrespective of its cost, has no value and
is unapprovable. Believe me, I have full regard for your sentiments, but
this lease-deed will surely cause for me difficulties and distresses.
Therefore, I do not wish to impose upon me self adopted afflictions by
accepting this agonising presentation.
The Diwan was rather astonished to hear that explanation of his
most reverend Master and soberly said, "Master! It was my view that the
deed in question might ease your certain problems but in its contradiction
you say that it might be a cause of distress for you. Will you please do
not mind to aquaint me the sort of miseries the said deed would cause
you and even so, how ?"
"Diwan ji" replied Bhai Addan Shah, "Now listen my dear, I tell
you in detail and, sequentially, the miseries this deed will create for me:(i) The acceptance of this deed will become a folk talk and from
house to house people will whisper and bruit that I have been
granted a feu of ten persian wheels. You may realise that there
reside a great many sayyeds, Quraishiesand Maulanas. When they
will hear of this grant, they will surely, become jealous and make
a protest that they are denied even the grant of one but a Hindu
has been granted ten They will curse the Chief for being a Hindu
favourite. It is also but natural that we shall also know of their
regretful move and consequently, be afraid of its withdrawal.
Naturally, this will create in our mind a sence of hatred for the
protestors and, thus, awaken in our minds the sentiments of enmity
I
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for them Which may further cause for us the self imposed mental
woni.es. So, Diwan Ji! would that not be better for us to deny the
offer.
(2) Presently, the sadhus pay their best regards to me and accept even
the dry and hard crust of bread. I, too, do entertain them equally
without any differentiation. In case I accept the deed the sense of
equality will take wings. Naturely, then there will be a suspense
in our minds that the guest being entertained by us, may not be
a man of the Chief. In case he is not entertained in the manner a
chief is entertained, he will talk ill of us in the Chiefs presence.
The spirit of godhood will disappear and the sense of discrimimating
against man and man will take its place. Such anxieties will ever
be a cause of affliction to us. Will it not be better then to deny the
offer and preserve our peace of mind.
(3) We live in the wilderness. Everybody loves us and is sympathatic
for our secluded life. People bring for us delicious repasts.
Someone brings the cooked delicacies. There are others who bring
milk and curd. There are still others who donate to us the uncooked
provisions and still others who present sugar-canes and ears of
corn. We in this wilderness enjoy and satiate ourselves with
cooked and uncooked delicacies. When we shall accept the deed
for the feu of these ten pcrsian wheels then our devotees will seek
from us their worship. There will be some to say, " Bhai Sahib!
Cause us to suck a few sugar-canes from your fields. The others
will reproach us for not satiating them with the yield of the gifted
fields. Whereat we were the recipients without these persian
wheels therein we shall be debtors instead.
(4) For the doting devotion of beloved God we have despondently,
renounced the destructive world and, thus, have abnegated our
household, have, totally, ignored and forgotten them. When we
shall accept the lease-deed, they will again gather around us and
will claim, "We laft you only for your being good for nothing.
How can we neglect you now when you are master of so much
land and ten persian wheels. We shall never leave you alone even
if you disdainfully oust us from here. So dear Diwan Ji! It will
prove nothing but to call into play the distressing reminiscences
and to throw the chains of mammonish affection and attachment
round our neck. Why shall we then entangle ourselves by willfully
accepting the Lease-deed.
(5) Look! We are dwelling in a wilderness. Sadhus as well as thieves
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come over here and we welcome them without any sort of
discrimination and distinction. We keep our premises lighted
throughout the night to keep everything open to the sight of
everyone and keep a friendly look even on the thieves. There will
be a cosiderable expansion of the mammon and thieves will cast
sheep's eye on our property for the spread of our belongings due
to the acceptance of the lease-deed under discussion. We shall
then appoint armed watch-men for the fear of a dacoity or
burglary. Armed combats with the raiders also cannot be ruled out.
Hence, weapons and maintaining of some weaponeers will
become an essentiality. There may be some encounters and,
consequently, some casualties and deaths on both sides. Casualties on either side will cause distress and affliction for us, If the
deed in question may be the cause of so many tragedies to us, then,
my diwan Sahib! We wish, we shall be well to be out of it.
So far, whosoever comes to us whether he may be a Biragi or
sanyasi considers us secluse and poor. He prefers to remain aside
or away from us but when such seclusionists will come to know
of our mastership of ten persian wheels, they may come in flocks
and scramble with us for the delicious delicacies. If one will get
appeased the other will come and claim for the same and, thus,
there will be an incessant and endless series of such claimants. We
shall waste all our allotted days in these squabbles. Then tell me
Diwan Ji! Why for nothing we shall invite all these wranglings,
This troublesome deed will simply be a bone of contention,
When the seed-time will come, the concerning peasants will
approach us with their devices and shall cause us to submit to their
demands. One will say that he is short of seeds and we shall have
to meet them with their requirements. The other will come and
express about his shortage of oxen. He will expect from us a yoke
of bullocks. There will be still others who will complain of their
meagre yield and a greater return. Apart from this the cattle will
pasture in our fields, the peasants will tether them and their
masters as complainants will approach us for getting them
released. If we, accordingly, order for their release the peasants
will get annoyed and on the contrary if we in any case avoid to
meet their request they will then turn out to be the protestors. Who
shall then conduct such a troublesome business? Hence, it is better
to deny the offer of the said deed.
Everyone on the earth has to face death. It is but deffinite that a
i
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day will come to every creature of the world when the angel of
death will appear to him with his death warrent. Therefore, the
Chaudharies will also have to face death sooner or later and
someothers will replace them and would be the Diwan. The
tennats and the land-holders will make misuse of the crops. The
sadhus by nature will come slack and will shirk to undertake hard
work. They will simply produce the lease-deed to the Chief and
make complaints agaist the offenders. The new Chiefs will hardly
bear the grant often persian wheels and will sarcastically, remark,
" Look at these worthless sadhus, they wear caps on their heads
and girdle loincloths and are hovering round with lease-deeds in
their hands. They pretend to be saints but like low class worldly
persons are after the lease deeds. Let them not to enter our
premises." So it is better to be without this apple of discord and
at all forget it.
(9) The men of our congregation come here only to learn and practise
the tennets and ideology of Gurmat (Sikhism). In case we accept
the deed in question, they will then remain occupied in the
business of peasantry and will not be able to spare any time for
attaining the Divine Knowledge. In the manner they will spoil the
whole life allotted to them by the Most High.
So, this deed will certainly, impede our spiritual development. It
is our good luck that God has endowed us with the human birth. This is
a noble chance for us to realise ourselves and blend into the Ultimate
Reality, the real source of our origin. In case we accept this deed this
noble and holy cosideration will, certainly, take its wings and instead
useless wrangles will enchain our neck. Presently, we hold regularly the
holy congregations every day and confer among ourselves regarding our
spiritual uplift and also undertake some labour to earn our livings. We
are free from all sorts of obligation and subjugation. This deed will
involve us in countless worldly conflictions and rightly be a bone of
contention. For certain intricacies caused by the said deed we shall have
to wander around the court of the chief, their courtiers and their
subordinates. Such like mental worries will create various problems,
calamities, distresses and afflictions for us. Indeed, this feu or the leasedeed will in the long run prove much expansive and harmful for us. In
view of the above, the denial of it is much better than its acceptance. So
Diwan Ji! We, indeed, thank you for the trouble you have undertaken for
us but I hope you will excuse me for its non-acceptance."
The generous Diwan gave his good ears to what Bhai Addan Shah
f
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had explained to him and after giving it a good thought he responded,"
I am a sacrifice to you a hundred times, my Master! for your sublime
assumption and renunciation. You aie exactly, a true recluse. Your Guru
(Preceptor) is also a. real embodiment of truth. A good number of Faqirs
(Sadhus) wander about our doors but we pay little attention to those
imposters. Let the grant of lease-deed be set aside, we do not even attend
to them. We, in this case have offered the lease-deed to you at our own
accord but you have, wilfully and strictly denied it. Doubtlessly, the men
of your type are the real renunciators. In fact, they have practically
discarded the mommon. Your observations and pleas are quite rational
and are cent per cent based on truth. There is absolutely no omission or
flaw in what you have said. It is an admitted fact that mammon in its
nature have no temporal blessings and, certainly, it canot induce these
blessings to its worshippers.
The Diwan had his lease-deed back and offered some money, but
Bhai Addan Shah refused to accept even that offer. Diwan insisted upon
repeatedly and stressed upon the acceptance of his humble offer. In view
of the Diwan's devotion and sincere beseechment Bhai Addan Shah
encouraged him and said, "Ailright,if you so insist" and, thus, accepted
the offer. He received the amount but spent it on the spot for a good cause
without keeping a penny for himself.
*

Supere Era
Once, during a discourse, a devotee asked Bhai Addan Shah,
"Reverend Master! Sat Yuga was superb aeon in which people were
pious, chaste and virtuous by nature. Everyone was just, truthful and kept
his word as if his word was his bond."
Bhai Sahib then replied, "O God oriented gentleman!
My view is some-what different from you. In my opinion the
present era, the Kalyuga is the same as satyuga to us for round the clock
we pass our time amidst the holy congregation and inchanting therein
the Divine laudations. There is no discrimination of any sort which may
tempt our minds towards duality. By the grace of die true preceptor (SatGuru) our minds ever remain in the state of peace and poise.
The Kalyuga means the aeon of scrimmage, vexation and operession.
Whereat exists the sense of scrimmage and vexation therein dwells the
Kalyuga on the contrary whereat appears the truth, peace and contentment the Kalyuga takes its wings and therein prevales the sat-Yuga.
Hence for us die Kalyuga is excellant because the Sat Guru (the true
Preceptor)by his grace has absolutely effaced the sense of discrimation
*
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from our minds and has established instead an atmosphere of peace and I
tranquilty.
\
Thus, O lover of God! that only is the superb era in which by grace
of God people come by the Sat Guru. By the grace of the Satguru the
sense of duality, discrimination and disparity disappears from one's
nature and one constantly remembers the God's Word, enjoys the hilarity
of the holy congregation and accordingly, remains absolutely absorbed
in the True Name (Naaoi) of the Eternal Entity. Such a fortunate one
enjoys actually, the temporal as well as the Divine Bliss.
[
All the audience attending this discourse were immensely pleased
to listen the gnostic and knowledgeful sermon of Bhai Addan Shah.
Divine Vision Alone is to The God's Devotees Visible
Once, Bhai Addan Shah was in Laouu, his native village, when
some of his devotees, with devotion, offered him some cows with a
request, "O cherisher of the poor! we have brought these cows to you and
pray that you may very kindly accept these domestics and serve the milk
and its products to the sadhus and others to their appeasement. We have
also brought their attendents with us to look after the cattle lest you
should have any batheration."
Bhai Addan Shah gave his sympathetic ears to their request and
replied,"0 God oriented fellows! I have full regard for your devotional
sentiments. I know that the cattle will not be of much relief to us but for
your devotional regard for me, I will glandly accept your offering."
Thus, afrer assigning their donative to Bhai Sahib, they delightfully, left for their homes.
On one ominous night some theives raided the dharamsala and
made away with the cows, leaving behind their pining calves, tethered
close to their mangers. Bhai Addan Shah could not bear the pitiable
yowling of the calves and instructed to his fellow sadhus,"Dear people!
Let you go and deliver these calves to their mothers. The sadhus made
no excuse and, immediately, untethered the calves and followed the foot
prints of the cattle and the thieves and, ultimately, tracked down the place
where the cows were tethered. They delivered the calves to the thieves
and said,"0 dear fellows! Bhai Addan Shah has sent you these calves for
they are yowling without their mothers and it is but natural that their
mothers too will be in the same miserable plight. Their mutual meet shall
surely lessen the pangs from the either side and by the union of the
mothers and their progeny their restlessness will end and they will regain
their peace and pleasure. So, bold dear the cattle and be happy."
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After handing over the cattle to the thieves the sadhus left their
place and returned but the thieves became impensive and surprised to
experience such an extra-ordinary behaviour of the sadhus. In fact, that
vss an astounding experience for them. They were surprised to note that
the saints instead of demanding the stolen cows from them had quietly
assigned them their progeny without any murmur or using abusive
language. That was a new and astonishing experience for them. They
said/They had so often stolen the cattle, even from the cattle yard of
several sadhus, but Uiey had wrangles with us. In protest they collected
crowds and squatted around our quarters until they had their cattle back
from us. But what a strange type of sadhus were they who even made
over the progeny of the cows to us with no curse or abuse."
The thieves had stored sufficient cotten with them. Accidently,
some sparks of fire ignited the cotton and the conflagrations of fire
reduced many adjoining houses to ashes. Though all that happened was
quite accidental but their house wives rebuked them severely and said,
"You are the culprits. You have stolen the cows of those saintly people
who instead of getting you arrested and sentenced by the authorities have
very politely assigned and blessed you with the progeny of the stolen
cows. How can you assimilate the cattle of such selfless and modest
people. Now Listen! they added, You have suffered only a little by this
time but sooner or later you will have to face some severe calamities and
unbearable miseries. The deaths of your near and dear or your progenies
too yvill not be ruled out. You will then weep but it will be nothing more
than crying over die spilt milk. Think over it twice and then tell us of
what benefit these few cattle will be to you after losing so much."
The thieves all atonce realised of their folly and resolved to follow
the foot steps of the sadhus and deliver their cattle to them. After covering
a short distance they got at them. They made no plea but fell on the feet
of the sadhus and begged forgiveness for their self manipulated fault.
They prayed. "Kindly forgive us for our sins. We are the accustomed
sinners and you are instinctly, the pardoners. Be merciful and get hold
of your cows. We really repent for our ill-actions and are awfully sorry
for the inconvenience we have caused to you."
The sadhus modestly expressed their inability but the thieves
insisted on the acceptance of their request and begged pardon for Bhai
Addan shall's sake, therefore, ultimately, they had to agree.
The thieves after handing over the cattle to the sadhus returned
with consolation but tlie sadhus had yet to cover a long way. Ultimately,
they reached their destination and narrated tlie whole story to the master
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who simply smiled and said, "Dear ones! all is for the best."
It will not be out of place to mention here another similar
phenomenon which may prove the sense of equity Bhai Addan Shah had,
Providentially, acquired and inculcated in his nature. The episode
occured when Bhai Addan Shah was sojourned at Mundha Shareen. The
sadhus in his company were rather disconsolated for the shortage of their
corporeal necessities. They had scarcity even of the clothing to cover
their bodies. Bhai Addan Shah could manage some cotton, ai.y how, and
got a warp stretched out of it. Moreover, he obtained some cotton for the
woof too and safe-guarded it somewhere there in the lodge.
One night the thieves failed to burgle any booty and in their dismay
they thought of making an attempt to burgle the sadhus' camp and
appease themselves with whatever meagre spoliation they could appropriate from there as something would be better than nothing.
Bhai Addan Shah was not in the habit of closing entry to the lodge
round the clock and, thus,kept the doors of the lodge open for all the
twenty four hours and also the lights on throughout the night so that even
the thieves might capture the sight of their choice. The thieves stole their
entry into the lodge but could find nothing from there but the warp and
satisfied themselves simply with that trifle achievement and made away
with the only booty.
Gradually, the night waned and consequently, it dawned. Bhai
Addan Shah became aware of the theft. He directed the sadhus to ensure
it the woof was safe. It was soon realised that the woof had missed their
sight and was, then, lying there, safe, unseen by the thieves. As to his
nature, Bhai Addan Shah advised his fellow sadhus to track the thieves
and deliver the woof also to them lest they should attempt tc burgle that
from somewhere else.
The sadhus, thus, obeyed and immediately, followed the master's
command. They got them, before they could cross theriver.The thieves
could hardly embark the boat that the sadhus presented them, the woof.
They said,"Dear ones! have this cotton which you have unconsciously,
forgotton to lift from the lodge." The sadhus did not care to hear from
them and stepped back forthwith. Their strange behaviour, thus, left the
thieves in suspense and they whisperred among themselves," What a nice
c
people these adhus are. They have not even evinced whose, actually,
the cotton is? Moreover, they say that we have, mistakenly, left our
cotton behind, so we shall make it safe with us. The cotton is our's and
they have no concern with it. They have not blamed us even of the theft.
They are in fact, the true sadhus who possess a godly nature and the sense
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of equity. Friends and foes are equal to them. In fact, they never
differenciate between man and man, gold and dross, pain and pleasure.
Look! they addressed us as sadhus and not thieves as if sadhus and thieves
are at a par with them. Miraculous people, in deed, these sadhus are. We
have committed an ugly sin and have stolen their hard earned cotton. It
would be better to return their property to them and beg for a quarter.
They, then all atonce, disembarked from the boat, appraoched Bhai
Addan Shah and prostrated before him. From heart and soul they
appologised for their misdeed and immorality.
"Dear ones! Said Bhai Addan Shah/This cotton is of no use to us.
Kindly keep it with you and make the best use of it. We, atleast, have
no need for it and it will be a matter of pleasure for us if this could serve
your any purpose. Have no misconception for it." \
The thieves were penitently rueiful. They became more humble
and modest and said,"You are the sincere devotee of God, and the true
saint. Be merciful and take pity on us. Kindly pardon us for our sins and
grace us the boon of leading a devoted and moral life."
Convinced by their earnest repentance, the generous Bhai Addan
Shah, cordially, forgave them and they after handing over the stolen
cotton to the sadhus, peasefully returned for their homes.
Pride Pleases Not The Lord
Once, when Bhai Addan Shah was sojourned in Mudhe-Sharin, it
so happened, that a disciple of the Faqir of Kirhana, called at him. He
had a good time in the gladsome company of Bhai Addan Shah. His
deviated mind was in the due course reposed and dyed in the Divine
Love. He was so much enamoured by the charm of that God devoted
association that he could not even dream of deserting the Divine lure.
Consequently, he broke all the ties of this mammonish world and became
a devoted disciple of Bhai Addan Shah.
In time, his father called at the Faqir of kirhana and provokingly
he addressed him,"Reverent Master! My son was your disciple but under
the spell of Bhai Addan Shah he has now accepted his discipleship. He
has denied all of us. He is now out of our control and might. It is only
you who can, possibly, break his spell and win him back.
The Feqir of Kirhana became excited under the impact of his
instigation. He lost his temper and under the influence of his uncontrolable
anger he shouted,"Well, let you accompany me and guide me to the
residence of Bhai Addan Shall so that I may pay off old scores with him
and cause him to taste the fruit of his folly and the blunt, vexation he has
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caused to me. Let me see how the culprit dared to misguide and delude
my disciple."
Consequently,the faqir a accompanied .by the father of the said
disciple called on Bhai Addan Shah. On reaching there at his residence,
he witnessed that Bhai Addan Shah was supervising the manual labour
of troweling performed volunrerily by the sadhus, in the dharamsala and
he himself was also engaged in moulding the plaster with a trowel on
a wall.
The irritated Faqir abruptly, lost his temper and in his deep jealousy
showered fire from his eyes, Rushed with anger he became abusive and
superfluously called names. In false vanity like a wanton egoisj he forgot
all the civility and humanity. The embittered, fussy and the viperous faqir
in his insanity and fury went on fulminating his wrath.
It is the natural disposition of anger that who-so-ever comes under
its impulse, it deprives him of his* senses and in insanity it causes strifes
and clashes. Guru Arjan thus avers: Wrath thou art root ofstife,
With thee rises compassion never;
Beings passion-gripped by thee are subdued,
And dance like apes.
(Slok Sahskriti M.5, P. 1358)
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He roared in rage, "O Addan Shah! the most torturing and dreadfui
hell is awaiting you. Say, how will you account for the funeral pyre you
have ignited at the door of this miserable Kshatriya? Have you ever given
a thought to the fact that his son is married and his young and beautiful
bride is bewailing at his door?"
Bhai Addan Shah listened him quite patiently and then sobberly
replied, "Saain Ji! You should have advised this to Sidha Gorakh, your
progenitor. You remained mum before him. He also had brought into his
fold Rajas Bhartri and Gopi Chand. Did not they abnegate their three
hundred and sixteen hundred queens respectively, who had to immolate
themselves for their separation. If I have to suffer in the hell for one, then
what will happen to Gorakh? He must then would suffer in the hell for
myriad of years and transmigrate in the unending cycle of birth and
deaths."
The faqir of Kirhana felt much ashamed of his action and left the
place without any answer.
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From Shah Jiwana to Jammu

The tendency of a sadhu is, generally, distinct from a mammonish
worldly man. A worldly man, in general, is pleased with his mere flattery.
On the contrary a saint disallows even his true praise or eulogy. As and
as a sadhu gains his popularity and reputation so and so there becomes
an increase in the number of his visiters and consequently his followers.
In this wanting world everyone is needy, in one way or an other, and
intrinsically, a begger. There are some who beseech for the wealth, the
others for progeny and health. There are still a few who request for a
sound body and even many who urge for a sound mind. Countless are
those who simply beg for a pompuous, delightful and luxurious life. In
sum we can say that everyone in this wanting and waning world is
egocentric, mammonish and selfish in nature. For the very reason, there
remain always Uie multitude of the needy on the door of the perfect saints.
Everyone comes and calls at a sadhu with a demand and seeks its
fulfilment. The sadhus, generally, feel loredom and become indifferent
to such visitors.
Too much of flattery causes one to be self-conceited and eager of
hearing self-aggrandizement. Thie self-praise impedes one's spiritual
ascent. Many's the time it sinks one's spiritual tendency low to the
bottom. Hence, the ninth incarnation of Guru Nanak, alerts a sadhu and,
thus, avers:"Who indifferently receives praise and calumny,
And seeks alone the state sublime of transcendence."
(Gauri M.9, P.219)
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or:- Who by the slander and praise is not affected,
Nor by avarice, attachment or pride,
Who to joy and sorrow keep unattached,
Nor by honour or dishonour is swayed.(l)
(Sorath M.9, P.639)
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Bhai Addan Shah was also tired of such massive visits. He could
not even tolerate his self-aggrandizement. He, therefore, stealthly, left
Shah Jiwana and shifted his domicile somewhere in the vicinity of
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Jammu. He was not even spared there. There too he found some wealthy
acquaintances who well knew of his abnegative, devoted and Divine
nature. Many of them, therefore, had lucky occasions to be in his holy
company. As soon as they heard of him and his camp, they, one after
another, single or in groups, came continuously to attain his blesseings
and the gracious glance. Gradually, they came to know of his absolute
desertion from Deccan (lehanda-Punjab) and also of his declination to
return there. They were, in fact, intensely, pleased to learn that he was
intended to institute a permanent missionary centre somewhere in the
vicinity of Jammu. They took it as a boon, good luck and a golden
opportunity for themselves and the people of the area. They conveyed
that happy news to the Governer of the state and induced him to make
a supplication to the saint that he may be good enough to settle down
in Jammu.
They also informed to his ministerial staff that he was, previously,
offered by the chowdhery of a certain place a lease-deed for ten persian
wheels through his Diwan but the saint had frankly denied that offer. In
the past he had a good time in district Jhang but he had deserted for good
even that place and now even he had no option or inclination to settle
down there any more in the coming future. In any way if you could
succeed to make him agree to settle down in your town, lacs of people
will be benefitted and you will also be lauded and applauded.
The raja and his ministers were convinced and said inspirationally,
"Gentlemen! it is a matter of pleasure for us that such a God oriented man
of high Divine proficiency settles in our town. We are ever ready to
construct a dharamsala for him in Jammu. You should go and invite the
Divine man on our behalf and request him that we with folded hands
supplicate before him and request him to establish his missionary centre
in Jammu and oblige us by his kind approval to our request. Go
gentlemen, and bring him here with best regards and reverence so that
we should also be fortunate to have his kind blessings and gracious
glimpse. We shall be lucky if could get the opportunity to give audience
to his Divine sermons and accordingly amend ourselves. So do the people
of our state."
They then called on Bbai Addan Shah and conveyed him
accordingly, with hearty reverence and profound impulse the Raja's
cordial invitation . Bhai Addan Shah was reluctant to accept the
in vi tation. He did not wish to procure affliction of any sort. He was rather
reluctant to live in the multitude. Therefore, he simply denied. But the
beseechers were his companions of the holy congregation. They,
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lovingly, protested with determination against his refusal and squatted
before him. They made repeated requests with their full determination
and stressed upon him to give his concord and acceptance. Ultimately,
Bhai Addan Shah had to yield and under the influence of their modesty,
true affection and earnestness agreed with them.
Saints by their nature are fond of true devotion and devoutness and
the supplicants possessed the both of these qualities. Instinctly, he had
no other escape but to concord with their inner urge and accompany them
to Jammu.
It took no time to reach Jammu and lo! Bhai Addan Shah was there
in the Dharamsala to enshrine it.
The fortune dawned at Jammu. The holy congregations were used
to assemble every day even there. Jammu for the presence of the true
saint was tinted in the Divine complesxion. The Divine laudations were
constantly chanted there round the clock. The whole atmosphere had a
heavenly look. The Raja and his ministers said, "Luck has favoured us
that God-directed Bhai Addan Shah has blessed us with his gracious
presence and has, indeed, transformed the Kaliyuga into Satiyuga.
f
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No Hard Praxis Needed in Holy Congration
Bhai Addan Shah passed a long time in Jammu. During his stay
there, he had a considerabble increase in the number of his followers.
Every day there was an increase of his devotees. The atmosphere, all
round was incensed with the fragrance of of the Divine Laudation,
recitation of Divine Name and the exegetic version of the scriptures.
Bhai Rochi Ram was one of the sincere and devouted disciples of
Bhai Addan Shah who had been serving his reverent master with
profound devotion, reliance and faith. He was used to fetch the drinking
water for him from Tawi, a rivulet flowing in the vicinity of Jammu. The
water did not suit the master's health. He gathered from the local
inhabitants that the water suitable to themaster's health could be attained
from chak Kahnan a village situated about fourteen miles afar from there.
Bhai Rochi Ram concealed this fact from the master and in his own time
began fetching water from chak Kahnan. He had to execute his routine
duties also in the Dharamsala. Being heedless of his comfort, in his own
time during night, he stealthly used to walk upto chak Kahnan and
managed to bring him the water from there. This practice he carried on
for a long. He fetched water from chak Kahnan during night, sprinkled
water on the ground as well as on the first floor of the Dharamsala and
also attended regularly the morning and the evening holy congregations.
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He never used to miss even to give audience to the Kirtan (Chanting
of the Divine Laudations) and the katha (exegetic version of the
scriptures).
It was the master's advice to his disciples that one who once
hearkens the Katha, sermonised in the Dharamsala would have a good
tirne for whole of the year. Bhai Rochi Ram strictly adhered to that. He
preferred to miss his sleep but would never ignore to neglect to fetch
water for the master from chak Kahnan and the hearkening of the Katha
as
. Bhai Rochi Ram once asked Bhai Addan Shah, "Dear Master! It
is avered by the Sat-Garur that:"ln holy company arises not need for hard praxis;
By the sight of the holy is the mind blessed..... (6. 7)
(Gauri Sukhmani M. 5, P. 272)
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Kindly elucidate J explanation and the gist of the above version.
The following is the sum of the discourse on the subject:Bhai Sahib :You know, you render a tiresome service. You miss
your sleep every night and from the miles afar you
fetch me the drinking water. You also sprinkle water
in the Dharamsala on thefloorand the roof. Apart from
that you execute many other hard duties. Now tell me,
Do you ever feel tired or dejected?
Bhai Rochi Ram:-No, never, My Master! I, moreover, feel profound
delight and from the core of my mind thank God for
the favour He has bestowed upon me by granting this
holy service.
Bhai Sahib :Bhai Rochi Ram! that's that, when there lies love and
devotion in an individual's mind there remains nothing
hard or soft for him. He considers such service as the
Divine award, God's grace or a boon and from the core
of his heart executes it. This consideration nullifies his
pride and causes in his mind avidity and pleasure. He,
then, Spontaneously, is graced with the Lord's sight of
unfailing effect and his endeavour earns merit.
Bhai Rochi Ram on hearing this elucidation was ecstasized and in
his ecstasy he sang :86
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"Such behold the Lord pervasive in all spots whose sight of
unfailing effect is,
Who on tongues of the holy abides.
(Slok Sahskriti, M. 5, P. 1354)
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And then uttered :As is the beauty of the light, limitless,
Loved and of unfailing effect,
Such are the holy keeping Thy company,
By utterance ofthe Name is crossed the ocean of existence. (2)
(1.23)
(Malar M. 5 Partaal (2) (1. 23) P. 1272)
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There, too, in Jammu, the people from far and wide began to
assemble in massive groups and a multitude of visitors went on
increasing day by day. There, too, the people began to laud and praise
Bhai Addan Shah in the manner similar to Shah Jiwana, Mundhe-Sharin,
etc. By nature, it was hard for Bhai Addan Shah to tolerate his selfaggrandisement. He was, thus, dejected and one day stole away from
there.
A Sinking Ship He Caused to Float
Bhai Addan Shah after his stealing away from Jammu itinerated
from place to place, once again, as an itinerant ascetic. Contemplating
himself on the Divine Name, he inspired others for concentrating
themselves on the same, and roved about without evincing his person.
Many a true and inquisitive sadhus (seekers of Divine Name) accompanied him during his such missionary tours. In the mean while, a
businessman who also traded abroad in foreign trades was caught on the
horns of dilemma. He had transacted from abroad a good business and
loaded his ship to its capacity with the foreign merchandise. In the course
of the sail towards his mother land, his ship clogged somewhere in the
ocean. He applied all the available devices and made his best efforts to
get the ship disentangled from the grip of the clog but his all efforts went
in vain. His ship remained clogged and could not break its way in any
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way. The chief sailor then loudly raised an alarm and at his hoarse
evoked, "Gentlemen! pray to you spiritual heads for your safety and thai
of the ship. The ship is under the danger of wreckage. Possibly, it is
obstructed by a sea rock or is repressed by a crocodile, milter or a sea
monster." This alarming announcement shocked the owner of the ship
who was a devoted disciple of Bhai Addan Shah. It was a tradition and
common belief that there exist in the sea huge fishes, milters and many
other sea monsters, two to three kilo meters long in size. These well-sized
and demon-like creatures, it was said, could not only overturn the ship
but can even wreck it to pieces. The aghasted disciple prayed and vowed,
"O Bhai Addan Shah! save me and my ship in this critical juncture and
disaster. In case you gracefully, break a way by breaking through the jaws
of this dreadful sea monster, my ship, I vow to call at you and shall, most
modestly,present you an amount of five hundred rupees as my humble
offering."
The prayer emanated from a sincere core echoed as a wireless
message in the ears of Bhai Addan Shah and he, instantaneously, reached
the spot and caused the ship to break a way. So long the ship had a
thorough break through, the Sikh passengers including the owner
withnessed Bhai Addan Shah. The owner of the ship was intensely
delighted and, thus, resolved in his mind to approach the saviour
immediately and offer him there and then, the vowed amount on the spot.
But to his dismay, he disappeared in an instant and no body could say,
how did he come and where did he go.
The ship reached its destination and whole of the merchandise
laden on the ship was deported and properly stored. The master of
the ship them tried to trace the whereabouts of Bhai Addan Shah
and atlast succeeded in tracing him out. Ultimately, he approached
him and with utmost modesty he kissed his lotus-like holy feet.
After praying obeisance he presented him the vowed amount. Before
accepting that offer they had a chat. The gist of the discourse is given
hereunder :Bhai Sahib :
Why and what far this sum?
Disciple : It is my vowed amount, My Master.
Bhai Sahib :Vowed for which purpose?
Dissciple :
Reverent Master! What are you talking about? You are
the intuitive and all knowing Baba Ti. It is well Known
to you that My ship laden with precious foreign
merchandise was clogged by the sea monsters and was
almost near wreckage that I meditated on and vowed
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to offer the amount to you in case the ship was saved
from that wreckage. You immediately attended to mv
prayer, instantaneously, reached the spot in person and
liberated my ship from the paws of the monster. I
personally saw you fighting with the monsteruntill she
had a tiiorogh break through, I saw you in person with
my naked eyes but to my surprise, you disappeared in
an instance, miraculously, inspite of my keen vigil.
After disembarkation I made a search for you and to
my best luck succeeded in locating your address. It is
today only that I, fortunately could have your graceful
glance but am rather astounded to note that you are
hiding yourself by denying any knowledge of the
incidence. Moreover, you ask me about the vow and
the purpose for which it was vowed.
Bhai Sahib :
My dear, disciple of the Guru, You are, indeed,
mistaken. There must be some misundeistanding. If
you disbelieve me, then, enquire from these sadhus
whether or not I had been with them diroughout. I had
never left them alone even for a moment and then
laughingly said, "I will not accept the amount of your
vow, have it back please Go and deliver it to trie right
person who had actually saved you from the disaster."
Disciple :
It is yours. Be gracious and accept it, My Lord! I shall
not lift it from here, whatsoever it may be. I have
vowed it only for you.
Bhai Sahib :
The master of this vow is Guru Nanak. 1 am one of his
humble servants, rather servitor of servitors. It was he
only who broke a way for your ship and saved you from
all the disasters. It was he who disembarked you safely
on the shore. You, therefore, should spend this vowed
amount on the construction of a Dharamsala in his
name.
Disciple:
All right reverent Baba Ji! I shall act, accordingly, as
per you directions. Kindly, grace me with the courage
to abide by your convictions and that a practical shape
could be given to your proposal.
Accordingly, the said disciple got a magnificient Dharamsala
constracted in Shahdara and requested Bhai Addan Shah to establish his
missionary centre therein. Bhai Addan Shah agreed with his suggestion
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and,' accordingly, assumed its assignment in the year A. D. 1734 (Samat
Bikrmi 1791).
There, too, he adopted the same Divine procedure, saintly routine
and humanitarian service. Therein, also, as theretofore, the holy
congregations were assembled daily. The Katha (exegetic version of
Gurbani) was sermonised every day and, constantly, The Divine
Laudations were chanted round the clock. There, too, the whole
atmosphere had a Divine tinge and heavely look.
Bhai Addan Shah was a chosen devotee of the Almighty who may
be considered, the one among many who maintained the Divine qualities
as per the following version of Baba Farid :"One who is wise and yet innocent as a child:
Mighty yet forbearing as though without might,
He who shares with others his store though slander
Rare is a devotee with such qualities. (128)
(Slok Sheikh Farid, P. 1384)
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The Sayyads Of Shah Jiwana
Bhai Addan Shah was steering a regularflowof holy congregations
in Shahdara. A constant chanting of Divine Laudation, gurbani and the
Katha gave the whole region a paradisaical look. He had his abode in
dharamsala erected on a mound situated on the back side of the
dharamsala belonging to the Khalsa. The popularity of Bhai Addan Shah
prevatiled all over in the region. The Sayyeds of Shah Jiwana also heard
of his eminence, glory and celebrity. Conseqauently, they came to pay
a visit to him. Besides having his kind and gracious look they had also
another distinctive motive.
It has already been said that Bhai Addan Shah after Laouu and
Mundh Sharin had his residence for a short while in Shah Jiwana also.
In the dharamsala at Shah Jiwna, a certain devotee was reciting Gurbani
from the holy Guru Granth Sahib. A sepoy of the Governer summoned
him. One of the sadhus requested him to wait for a while until he finishes
with his recitation of the Holy Granth Sahib. You might, then, employ
him at your choice. But the haughty and the stubborn fellow gave deaf
ears to his request and forcibly dragged the poor sadhu out of the
dharamsala. Bhai Addan Shah could not bear his disgraceful behaviour,
haughtiness, injustice and official tyrenny. He was entirely disgusted and
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dejected, lit thought, "It is rather unbecoming to stay any more in the
state where no distinction is made between right and wrong, justice and
injustice, good and evil, religious and non-religious or virtuous and nonvirtuous and all are behaved alike, The righteous man therein, should,
naturally, feel sullen, disconsolated and dejected. Someone had rightly
avered :"Where lies no distinction between good and evil,
A fool and an intellectual or a noble and wicked;
All are treated and taken as one;
In such a town of injustice, it is becoming
not to reside therein.
f
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Bhai Addan Shah Had his firm faith in Gurbani and a he was a
staunch follower of his True Preceptor, the Holy Guru Granth Sahib. It
was impossible for him to stay at a place where a reciter of the Holy
Scripture had met with such an insulting and humiliating behaviour that
the poor fellow was dragged brutally while he was engaged in his
religious performances and worship. Hence, he left Shah Jiwana almost
empty handed with only a gourd in his possession. After roving about
many places he, atlast sojourned at Shahdara.
When the Sayyeds of Shah Jiwana learnt about the tregedy, Bhai
Addan Shall was then gone. They were miserably perturbed. In fact, they
were shocked and in deep regression and repentence they, actually, wept
for the stupid sepoy's ill action but the time had bygone and they were
entirely helpless. It was, then, just as to cry after the spilt milk.
The days passed on and after a short while they learnt about his
camp in Jammu. They thought of approaching him but being occupied
in their administrative occupation, failed to avail the opportunity. But,
then, they heard of his arrival at Shahdara. They, then, in the the form
of a deputation called on him and earnestly supplicated, "Reverent Baba
Ji! we are, indeed, very sorry for the folly of the foolish sepoy. In fact,
we could know of the misdoing of the nitwit, only after you made your
sudden, and unexpected move. We sorely, writhed and repented for the
brute's misdeed, but to our dismay you were gone beyond our approach.
When we heard of your camp at Jammu, then even we could not avail
of the oportunity to call at you for our domestic and adminstrative
entanglements. We have now come in your benign presence with humble
request that your reverence may, compassionately, forgive us for our
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folly and the misdoings of our stupid fellow and accompany us to Shah
Jiwana."
Bhai Addan Shah gave them a cordial welcome and reception but
regretted to accompany them to Shah Jiwana. With utmost modesty and
respect he said, "Shah masters! Your coming over here is a matter of great
pleasure to me. I have best of my regards for you. My departure from
Shah Jiwana was ordained by the Providence. It is upto the Most high
to keep one anywhere according to his sweet will. We have simply to
abide by his ordinanaces. We were lodging there at Shah Jiwana in the
clay built walls but now he has provided us the cemented mansions to
live in. So, presently, it will be beyond my capability to accompany you
to Shah Jiwana. However, I shall come there whenever 1 may,
providentially be permitted to do so. They, persistently, urged and
earnestly supplicated but failed to prevail upon him to accompany ihem,
Bhai Addan Shah assured them and said, "1 have taken nothing to my
mind and am at heart pleased with you. You are, in fact, decendents of
saintly personaliies and mendicant friars. It is, therefore, your noble duty
to hurt none, pray to the Almighty and conceive him in every person. In
fact, man is the image of God. God dwells in every soul. Every body is
the Almighty's lodge. It is, therefore, imperative for you to love all and
see all in one, and one in all. if you adhere to the above mentioned tennets,
God will surely grace you with His goodness, goodwill and His good
wishes.
Sermonising, thus, most respectfully, he bade his good-bye to
them.
The Relation of A Gursikh with The Holy Congregation
#

Bhai Addan Shah was, indeed, a devoted servitor of Sadh-Sangat
(the holy congrigation). How much affinity and self-dedication he had
for it can best be imagined by the following context:
A certain Sadhu, once, joined the congrgation just at its closing
hours. He by stealth and humility paid his cordial respects and avoiding
the sight of Bhai Addan Shah, he sat at a secluded spot amidst the
congregation. However, Bhai Addan Shah had, vividly, caught his sight
and watched him coming, paying obeisance and occupying his seat. He,
on the dispersion of the holy congregation summoned him in his presence
and called for his explanation for being late. He modestly prayed "My
Master! I was just going to start for joining the congregation that a barber
had, by chance, appeared and I thought of availing myself of the
opportunity to get myself shaved. That caused me to be late. "Bhai Addan
i
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ah severly reproached him and said, 'Tell me, O Sant Ji! Were you
join a marriage procession or to attend a marriage party that you missed
the valuable chance of attending the holy congregation? Katha and
Kirtan, in fact, gives die congregation a heavenly tinge and the Divine
Tint. One who absents oneself from the holy congregation missed the
both Katha and Kirtan. It is, therefore, quite imparative for a sadhu to
set aside everydiing and give preference to the hearkening of Katha and
Kirtan. The True Gums, thus, aver :Master's teaching and company of the holy is shattered all
agony.
friend and foe with equal gaze beholds,
terence is as repition of holy texts. (1)
(46. 69) (Sarong M. 5, P. 1217)
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God's servants may be called pre-eminent in the world.
By whose touch are even stones (with devotion) penetrated. (3.2)
(Kanra M. 5., P. 1295)
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The holy Congregation is the Holy Preceptor's school,
Wherethrough may be learnt the Lord's merits. (8)
(VarKanraM.4,P.1316)
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It is, therefore, the Gum's advice (Gurmat) that we should not even
miss, mistakenly, the holy congregation. For no other relation is so
sublime for a sikh (disciple) as the holy congregation is for him.
The holy congregation has also got some limitations. All congregations are not considered holy in Sikhism. According to it the holy
congregation is confined to the Divine Name (the Naam). No other item
other than the Holy Divine Name can be expounded therein. Gum Nanak
avers :What Qualities has
Name of the Lord is expounded.
r known the ordinance (Hukam)
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of which the Preceptor, realization has granted (5) (I).
(Sri Rag M. 1, P. 72)
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Hence, it is a must for a Sikh to attend the Holy congregation.
Chanting and hearkening of the Divine Laudation in the holy company
is the supreme act of piety. It is therefore, advisible for a Sikh never to
omit, even by chance, his presence in the holy congregation.
Adoption of A Settled Guise
l

There were the sadhus who were sojourned in the Dharamshala for
a long while but mere, too, were a few new arrivals. Because of no settled
guise they were free to clad themselves in any manner they liked. Most
of them claded themselves with whatever clothing they had with them.
Some of them had white dresses, but there were also a few who
were short of the required clothing and accordingly, dressed themselves
in wearing apparels, the worse for wear. They covered their heads with
their towels. Oft-times when they were victimised for the forced labour
by the government officials. Being the men of saintly nature, instinctly,
they could not object or deny them and lifted the load on their heads upto
their desired destinations. Though for a sadhu honour and dishonour had
no consideration but the gentry did not like their high-handedness.
At a time when Bhai Addan Shah was there in dharamsala at
Shahdara, some sadhus along with some visitors, that is, high officials
of the Royal ministery (Diwans & Chiefs) took best advantage of the
opportunity of his presence and conveyed to him about the aggressive
attitude of the government officials. They requested him to settle a guise
or a symbol for the sadhus for they could have a distinct recognition and
save themselves from the official aggression.
Bhai Addan Shah gave them a patient hearing and then said, "Dear
ones! I am not in the favour of settling any guise. Ostentation and
pretence of all kinds is dissimulation and fraud. The Master is adept
considerate. We cannot be gratified by mere pretensions and guises. It
is just to curtain the truth. The True Preceptor (Satguru) condemns such
ostentations. The Tenth Master avers :The pretenders who show to the world dissimulations and
entice people.
They will be scissored to pieces and will be destined to the Hell.
(Dasatft&ranth)
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It would, therefore, be better to lift burden than to adopt a settled
guise. After all, lifting burden is also a service to the others. This
sermonet could not set the hearts of the listeners at rest. Thus, they
supplicated, "O benevolent and gracious Master! it is a fact that the
sadhus are above the sense of honour and dishonour and do not
differenciate between gold and dross but officials under misconception
take a sadhu for a menial and forces him to undertake the hard labour
and afflict him. They will be then saved from the misconception and,
certainly, from their spiritual annihilation. We, therefore, beseech from
thee that you may, graciously, give your sympathetic thought to oui
humble request and save the both, the sadhus and the officaials. In this
way sadhus wil be set free from the forced labour and affliction and the
officials from the transgression of forcing afflictions to them.
Though Bhai Addan Shall, intently, was not in the favour of settling
a guise yet for the repeated requests of the companions of the holy
congregation, he had to yield before them, submitted to their request and
atlast, ordained that sadhus should in future might cowl their heads with
a sehli topi (a cap worn by the saints which covers the head, the two ears
and the nape of the neck) and should wrap around their waste, a white
cloth measuring one or one and a half yards in length. Moreover, a sadhu
should store, at the most, with him as capital investment the munj (a kind
of long reed used in making ropes) worth five rupees and also the grain
of an equal worth, He should avoid maceration and pounding of munj
in the rainy season, that is, in the months of July and August because it
carries and causes disease and death. He should, therefore, crush and
store it long before the rainy season so that he could save himself from
the hard labour in those days.
"~ In the manner and under the unavoidable circumstances, he,
unintentionally, settled the guise for a sadhu.
Tradition Established for The Sale of Production
Whenever we are chanced to go for shoping in the big and
celebrated shopping centres we find that every article exposed there for
sale bears a chit with it. The chit denotes its price. It is annexed with the
article to avoid bargaining. If the price noted on the chit suits the
customer, it is well and good. He may pay for it and purchase it,
accordingly.
Bhai Addan Shah had always in his company two hundred and
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fifity sadhus. Each of them had to earn his living by macerating and
pounding munj and twisting it into twine. Bhai Addan Shah disciplined
a decorum for them that they should annex a chit bearing its price with
their lot just to avoid useless bargaining and waste of time. Let the
customer purchase it if the quoted price suits him or otherwise close the
topic. One should neither vex a sahdu in bargaining nor should he
consume himself.
In the manner each of the sadhus could easily attend to his
occupation and also the holy congregation. And as such for the quiet
transaction of his laboured stuff, they could save ample time for the
whole device of their twisting twine, attending the holy congregation and
the recitation of the Divine Name.
It is rather remarkable and worth appreciation that the above stated
tradition was initiated by Bhai Addan Shah in the first or the second
decade of the eighteenth century. Whereas the so called civilised traders
of today had very recently adopted this device mostly in the second half
of the twentieth century.
In Contentment Alone Lies Satisfaction
*

A well-known high ranking officer of the Royal ministerial staff
called at Bhai Addan Shah to get his blessings and a kind look. He
witnessed that each of the sadhus in his camp was occupied in his selfdetermined labour to earn his living and was also holding a brown blanket
with him. This created a suspense in his mind. He thought what sort of
sadhus they were who pretend to be abnegators but were labouring for
their livelihood and were also holding brown blankets? He could not
withhold himself and put in his doubt to Bhai Addan Shah, who for his
satisfation said, "O God oriented gentleman! Say, whether I shall reply
you in theory or illustrate it practically." "nothing is better than a
practical demonstration." replied the said officer.
Bhai Addan Shah lost no time and called for a sadhu. Immediately,
a sadhu reported to him hearing the call. He then asked him, "Go, dear
one and call in the boy who had recently joined us and is now pounding
munji. The boy was, immediately, brought into his presence. He then
addressed to the said boy and said, "Dear Child! the officer who is
standing here by your side intends to proceed on two months leave. You
may take over his charge and officiate for him during his leave period.
You shall be allowed to utilize the privileges and command authorised
to him in the same manner as he was entrusted to. You during you tenure
of duty may eat and clothe yourself according to your choice and incur
the intended expenditure at your leasure. You will not be asked to
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account for the expenditure incurred by you. On the expiry of his leave
he will relieve you and you may then return to me and join the holy
company. You will have to do nothing there during your duty but to
command only over your subordinates. Go and avail yourself of the
golden opportunity for a short while/*
The innocent child, could not bear the advice imparted to him by
the Master. He began to weep bitterly, and said, "O cherisher of the
humble! Do not be so harsh to send me in such a hell. After bearing many
hardships I had been lucky to find a shelter under your generous
umbrella. I have no other ambition but to find emancipation from the
enticement of the delusive and illusory world and to attain the final
beatitude. I am affraid of the said command and worldly indulgences,
I am a humble servant of God and according to Guru Arjan:To the servant of God is assigned His service:
Thus realising His Ordinance, the supreme state
He may attain. (4.22)
(Gauri Sukhmani M. 5, P. 292)
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Pray, let me be a servitor of the holy congregation and humamity.
I care not a pin for the command."
Bhai Addan Shah scolded him and said, "O simpleton! people
yearn for such an opportunity. They extend many approaches and
recommendations to attain such power of command but you are foolishly
denying it. Go and do not miss the golden chance, you are being offered.
Avail yourself of the privelege."
The boy replied, " O cherisher of the poor! I am not a fool. Fools
are those who purchase falsehood for the truth. The True Preceptor
avers:Royal display of glory, the pomp of kingship I had,
And exercised absolute authority;
Lay on elegant couch, applied to my limbs
Sandalwood and attar
All these are gateway to the terrible hell (7)
(Sorath Ashtpadi M. 5, P. 642)
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or Whoever of his royal authority is proud
In hell fallen, a dog becomes. (I) (12)
(Gauri Sukhmani M.5, P. 278)
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If one abandens your blessed and benedictory company and attains
instead the royal pomp of kingship, then tell me, my Lord! who will be
more absurd than that silly block-head? Therefore, my Master! Do not
be so-harsh. I am a supplicant of your compassionate and gracious look.
Keep me under your kind shelter and benevolent umbrella. Kindly, do
not keep me in suspense and give me your protection under your
auspices. I am looking forward to your approval."
The reply of the boy gave full consolation to the said officer and
he fell in devotion on Bhai Addan Shah's feet. He fell back upon him
and said, "This is all your splendour. The boy has very recently joined
your benign association. If the Divine knowledge has dawned upon him
in such a short period then what to say of those sadhus who are enjoying
your heavenly company for a long. Surely, they would have attained the
Zenith of the Divinity."
Myself! Raise Not Contentions Born of Envy
Once, a kshatriya of Khushab was destined to approach Bhai
Addan Shah for his blessings and a compassionate look. He in his
reverence paid obeisance and placed before him his devotional offerings.
It appeared to Bhai Addan Shah from his mere countenance that he was
wistful and mentally worried. He then asked the gentleman with
compassion, "Dear one! It appears from your countenance that you have
some anxiety in your mind and for that you are wistful. If you think that
my guess is correct, then please hide no fact and open your heart to me
so that it may be given a thought."
Those sympethatic words of the Master consoled him and he
frankly said, "I have, recently, purchased a log of wood. The transaction
was completed in cash payment. The greedy salesman on receiving a
payment higher than I had resold it to some-one else. As such he had
conducted an illegal transaction. Thus, high-handedness and offensive
behaviour of the salesman has irritated me and I am thinking of going
to the court to file a criminal case against the offender. What will be the
consequence of that suit has caused me an anxiety and for that very
reason I am worried."
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Bhai Addan Shah gave him a patient hearing and then said, "Dear
Seth Ji! It would be appreciated if you frankly disclose to me about the
monetary capacity and expansion of your business." Say, between fifty
to sixty thousand or at the most seventy thousand my Lord." replied the
seth. On hearing from him said Bhai Addan Shah. "O Seth Ji! the justice
now-a-days has taken its wings and, in fact, close to the wind. The judges
are corrupt. They accept huge bribes both from the plantiffs and
respondents. One who pays more justice is declared in his favour.Now
just think over, if your respondent bribed more than that you bribed, then,
tell me, in whose favour the judgment will be declared ?" You are right,
my Master! the judgment will then be declared in his favour." was the
reply of the seth. It was against the nature of Bhai Addan Shah to indulge
in the monetary and worldly affairs, controversies or contentions but
contrary to his nature, it appeared in this case, that he had become muchly
accommodating. He compassionately, said," Shah ji! Will you agree to
me whatever I may say to you ?" Yes Master ! by all means. How can
I dare to deny you ?" was his reply.
Bhai Addan Shah in his ecstasy thought about the wonders of God
and his surprising play. What an allusory mammon (Maya) has he created
? It creates differences, distinctions and tensions in human minds and one
under the spell of anger burns himself in his own ignitedfire.In the very
state of ecstasy he asked the Seth, "I am going to relate to you an anecdote
which exactly corresponds with your case.
A raja was roaming about in his territory. Casually he caught sight
of a mendicant in his meditation. Modestly, he approached him and
reverentially paid his obeisance. The kind look of the Divine magnate
infatuated the delicate mind of the raja. He felt a good deal of affinity
, in his actions and that affinity shot-forth faith and devotion in him.
Occasionally, he called on him after that accidental occasion.
Once, he was involved in a trouble. A powerful Raja invaded his
state to usurp his territory. The Raja in his wistful plight called on the
mendicant, the Divine man seeing his woeful countenance asked him,
! What has caused so much desolation to you ?" They had the
ing discource between them,
You are intutive and all knowing, My ,Master ! but as
Raj
you have enquired me of the cause of my anxiety, I
must disclose to you my heart.
A powerful Raja, in order to usurp my territory intends
to invade my state with heavy armoured army up in
arms. What would be the consequence of this intended
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invasion has worried me and I am in a woeful state for
the expected disaster.
Divine man:
Dear Raja Ji! When a call from the Most High would
come to you and abiding with the call you would have
to go on High. Will this pomp and show be of any use
to you at that undeniable moment ?
Raja:
Certainly of no use, My Lord !
Divine Man
You have multitude of elephants and horses under your
service. Are all af these for yourridealone?
Raja:
My Lord ! How can it be possible for me torideon all
these elephants and horses ? These are used by my
ministerial staff and service men.
Divine Man:
This is rather surprising that you have to bear the
sufferings of this world as well as of the next world but
your minsesters and the service men should enjoy the
benefit and the comfoit of the property for which you
have to account for and bear afflictions.
Then, tell me o Raj a! What have you gained
out of it ? Look my dear! The ego is the root - cause
of ail agonies and pains. The anxiety of the next world
and the worries of this world are all the creations of this
villain ego. So, if you adhere to my advice, you may
at the most keep five of each elephants and horses for
your goodself but for the waste breath do not procure
contentions for yourself because of the enjoyment and
the glory of your paid servants.
The marvelous advice of the Divine Man apealed to his mind and
with an appeased mind he noded, acceeded to the sermonised advice and
took his adieu.
On reaching his capital, he wrote a letter to his invader saying
therein !," O Raja ! it will be simply the waste of potency, man power
and state property in waging a war. Send your represlatives to me so that
I may hand over to them my all state. Let you appease your volition and
leave us at the mercy of God. We shall gladly abide by His sweet will.
When the letter reached the invader, he deeply thought over the
matter and atlast expressed himself in the words, "My opponent was a
chivalrous warrior. He, by nature was a persistant fighter. How did he
write this letter against his nature ?"
His councillors made him conversant about his meeting and
*
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discourse held with the Divine Man and also related to him the detail
of his sermon imparted to him.They informed him that all the change
was caused in his mind by theDivine Man's true and sound advice.He
inculcated in his mind that after the penanace one attains statehood but
the kingship follows the hell.
The gist of the sermon as explainesd by his councillors, touched
even die invader's core and he took it as a Divine boon ans said."If
the penance follows statehood and kingship follows hell then better
it is to forsake its very ambition."He ,then,directed to his coucillors to
send him a robe of honour from my side and convey him in black and
white that henceforth they shall live as true friends and this
understanding will lost till the dooms-day.
On the receipt of the robe of honour and the letter from the so
called invader ,the Raja, felt, verily , in his mind a state of poise and
tranquility .The sense of enmity and envy was totally effaced from his
mind and both of the opponents, in the manner, became at peace with
each other,
After narrating that anecdote Bhai Addan Shah advised the seth
to act likewise and siad,"So dear Seth Ji! You shall also eradicate the
sense of enmity from your mind and raise no contentions born of envy.If
someone asks you about the log,tell him,that it was an article of sale
and someone had purchased it .It matters little to me, I shall buy another,
if at all I needed."
The seth was satisfied by the advice and acted accordingly.
The rival business man got wind of the change, so caused, in
the mind of the said seth.
The rival Timber merchant also had known of the change in the
mind of his plaintiff and repented for his aggression with the man having
no rancour for anyone. He , then, sent an apologetic message for his
regretful behaviour and requested him to take over the disputed log of
wood.
He acknowledged the letter with thanks and, thus, responded," My
friend !there is nothing to worry now. All that happened was just
according to God's sweet will .So, all is for the best. You may retain the
disputed log with you.If it is so desired by the Almighty, 1 shall, then,
purchase a better one." But the rival Timber merchant had also a
simmilar change in his mind. He has also been divinised to some extent
and had lost his sense of vanity and jealousy. Consequently,he sent the
log in question to the seth through his own labour and at his ov/n
expense.
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Such an examplary peace -maker was Bhai Addan Shah.
Supreme Over All is The Preceptor Guru Nanak
At a time Bhai Addan Shah, spontaneously, called on the Divine
man, Faqir Bulak Shah of Lahore.At the time he was sojourned at
Shahdara and was holding regularly the daily holy congregations where
into there was a constant flow of chanting Gurbami and recitattion of
Naam.ln his pleasure he reached Lahore.The said Faqir gave him a
respectful and hearty reception and offered him a seat by his side.They
had among themselves a pleasant chat on several issues. During the
discourse, the Faqir requested Bhai Addan Shah to elucidate on your
religious slogan,He said," There are some Divine magnates who
utter' Ahang Brahman Asmi', there are some others who utter'Anal
Haq'.Will you please be kind enough to throw some light about the
slogan of Guru Nanak."
Bhai Addan Shah, sobberly, replied, "You know, Adina Beg
(governer of Lahore) pays his visits to the city riding on an elephant.
The residents of the city salute him with one hand but in response to
their salutation, he salutes them with both the hands folded
togethcr.People admire him for his modesty. He may arrest whole of the
city population and plunder it in toto but even then people laud him for
his humbleness.Similarly, though Guru Nanak possesses the power to
create and desolate the whole world and is capable of mending and
dismentling it yet he never evinced himself of his ability and vigour.
Moreover he avers:At the feet of those unerring Viy Name is placed Nanak's head
in reverence.
To all the names am I a sacrifice.(4)(2).
(BasantM.l,P.I168)
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My dear Shah Sahib! Look at the humbleness of Guru Nanak.He
is ever ready to sacrifice himself for all the Divine Names and places
his head in reverrence on the feet of all those who utter His Name. Still
more see to another verse of his postulations:102

Neither am I continent, norvirtuousorwith learning endowed
-In foolish thoughtless ways is my life passed.
Prayeth Nanak.May I be granted shelter with such, As of Thee
are not forgetful
(Rag Asa M.l,P.12}
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Thus Guru Nanak, the true preceptor, being all powerful is yet
modest and evinces himself meagre and powerless. In fact,this is the real
greatness. Guru Arjan avers: Pre-eminent among men is the person
whose egoism in holy company is effaced.
Whoever reckons himself lowest of all,
Over all must be considered supreme . (6)(3).
I (Gauri Sukhmani M. 5, P. 266)
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Hence, Guru Nanak is supreme over all.
Decoration and Ornamentation of A Sadhu
One day, Bhai Addan Shah was sitting in his auditorium and his
devotees from far and wide were hearkening the Katha (exegesis of the
scriptures). Bhai Addan Shah felt tthe need of a tooth-pick. That was
lying in an alcove facing him. He himself got up from his seat and after
lifting the desired tooth-pick from there returned to his seat.
His devotees sitting there beside, on witnessing that got up from
their seats and prayed, "What Master! We all are here at your disposal,
could not we do for you a trifle ? Did it suit you to bather for a trifle ?
We all were at your command why did not you ask us to fetch the toothpick? We would have instantaneously complied with your benign order
"Bhai Addan Shah , sobberly, repliedd, " Dear friends! One should set
straight one's affair by one's own hands. It does not suit a man to depend
upon others for trifles.For a sadhu to beg
a
chaff
or
a
lac
is
alike.
If
we
£>
beg for a lac of rupees now, surely, we shall get the amount by the grace
of the Satguru (the True Preceptor) in no time."
Hardly, he had finished his reply that many wealthy and well to
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do devotees got up from their seats and with folded hands prayed,"
Kindly give this golden chance to us so that our surplus money may
usefully be utilized by your goodself. It will really be a Divine boon for
us." Bhai Addan Shah made mem quiet and requested them to take their
respective seats.For the moment he had no such requirement so ,1 need
no monetary help. He advised ,'To be desireless is the real decoration
.and ornamentation of a sadhu."
The Simple Physician Knows Not
*

Once Bhai Addan Shah physically ,became indisposed.When
Bhai.Rochi Ram guessed that the disease is on its increase , he begged
his permission to send for a physician. Bhai Addan Shah patiently
replied, "Bhai Rochi Ram; Let the body suffer and settle for its fate."Bhai
Rochi Ram was an obedient devotee so he obeyed his master without
a murmur but there were some other devotees too from Lahore, who
werre used to attend the holy congregation daily. They called on the
Diwan and made him conversant with the illness and agonizing state of
Bhai Addan Shah.They also requested him to arrange for some high
ranking diagnosticians and physicians to pay their visits to him and
accordingly perscribe the required medicines They would bear all the
expense and also pay their visiting fees. They further added that Bhai
Addan Shah himself was a gnostic saint and was above all sorts of pains
and pleasures of the body. He would go on enduring the affliction but
it was hard for them to telerate this increasing anguish .
The Diwan lost no time to send for the physicians and
they too reported to him without any loss of time. He directed them,"
Respected phycians! You shall immediately go and call at Bhai Addan
Shah's residence in Shahdara.He is on the bed from a few days. Give him
the treatment according to your diagnoses. You will, indeed, oblige me
by doing so. He is, in fact, a true God devotee. If you will, mindfully,
treat him, surely, you will please God and win His favour. By doing so
you will be honoured in both of the worlds, that is, this world as well
as the next world."
The physicians responsed, "Honourable Diwan Sahib! Your order
is, verily, a great favour to us. We too are interested in the service of
God devotees and especially, in this case we shall do our best. Be rest
assured our respected sir! ".
Each of the physicians one after the other ,took their turn. Firstly,
one of them paid his visit to him, examind his pulse and accordingly
perscribed the required medicine and said, "Take the medicine as per
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perscription and I assure you it will have its good and immediate effect
and the disease will be rooted out." Bhai Addan Shall thanked him and
offered him some prsad. Similarly the other three physicians called at
him, one after another, and wrote their perscriptions according to their
understandings and diagnoses. All of them varied in their diagnoses and
perscribed differently. They could not coincide with each other in their
opinions.
After the departure of (he physiains, Bhai Rochi Ram read to Bhai
Addan Shah Descriptions perscribed by each of them. Bhai Addan Shah,
laughinngly, said, "O Bhai Rochi Ram; all of the physicians have
diagnosed and perscribed differently, There opinions are at varience.
None of them could pick up the actual disease." "Dear Master! I wonder,
they all are the Royal physicians but they are utterly a failure to diagnose
the actual disease. It is not understood why people call them at all and
apply their perscriptions. " remarked Bhai Roachi Ram. Then spoke Bhai
Addan Shah," Bhai Rochi Ram; God has ordained their living in that
very manner. It is not always the case that they fail to diagnose or treat
unsuccessfully. There may be many who are cured by them. To cure or
not cure is, actually,not in the hands of a physician. The real physician
is only God ,A physician gives the treatment. It is God only who cures.
Now let us drop the topic. Bring me a pomegranate (Annar) if, possibly,
you can get from any where/That was not the season for pomegranates.
He sent his men all over and all round but the fruit could not be made
available. Approach was made upto Amritsar but the result was in the
negative. Everyone was over anxious to get the fruit but was dismayed.
There in the dharamsala lived an ecstatic mendicant. He was a doted
devotee of Bhai Addan Shah who was mad of his love and constantly
stared at him as an Indian red legged partridge, the enamourer of moon,
stares the moon. On seeing a considerable commotion in the dharamasala,
he asked, "What for is this hurry- scurry today, dear sadbus ?"The
sadhus thus replied, "Bhai Addan Shah is in need of a pomegranate but
it is availble from no where." The ecstatic sadhu then stretched his hands
towards the sky and got from the heaven the plentiful of pomegranates
and presented before Bhai Addan Shah. Bhai Addan Shah was extremely
shocked by his this act and, reproachingly, said to him,"What is this fun
0 crazy fellow; could not you sustain your accomplishment ? Why are
you exhausting your spitual achievements for meagre purposes and are
displaying miracles? Take your pomegranates awayfrommy sight. I do
not need them. Tell me what is short in Guru Nanak's house? Should
1 need them I shall manage to get from him. "That reprobation and
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reproachment of Bhai Addan Shah aroused a sense of attrition in his mind
and he in his penitence fell on the master's feet saying," O cherisher of "\
the poor and pardener! forgive me of my transgression. I pledge for not I
repeating it. Kindly accept these pomegranates now. "Bhai Addan Shah
took his pledge as true and sincere. Therefore , he accepted the fruit
and ate one out of the lot. Instantaneously he was cured. Then he
addressed Bhai Rochi Ram and said, " Bhai Ji ! this exactly, was the
remedy of my disease."
Later on, when people asked that ecstatic mendicant from where
had he procured those pomegranates ? "From heaven" was his simple
reply. It is rather commendable, whereat disciples of Bhai Addan Shah
were of so much spiritual capability that they possessed supernatural
powers , therein imagine, how much miraculous and perfect be the
Master.
•

•

*

Vedas Even know Not The Greatness of The Sadhus
Once, Bhai Addan Shah was hearkening the Katha in his auditonum. A scholiast asked him, "Gracious Master! All good actions are
deliberately dilated and depicted in the Vedas. Moreover, all traditions,
. that is, Karam-Kanda (Chapter of actions and religious rites), adoration,
devotion, Yoga, true knowledge, etc., are all dependent on the Vedas.
All the Divine magnates, whosoever, they may be, attained salvation
through the knowledge imparted by the Vedas. Hence, the Vadas have
the highest adoration. But Satguru avers, "The greatness of a sadhu is
even unknown to Vedas. "Kindly, elucidate the intrinsic and emotive
meanings of this verse.
Bhai Addan Shah replied, "O God-oriented man! I am going to
narrate you an anecdote which I think will solve your problem. The
anecdote goes on as follows: Long ago there was a king who was issueless. He performed many
cordinal virtuous deeds and yajnas according to the. vedic rites with a
hope for being blessed with a son. He worshipped gods and his ancestors,
adored several rishies (seers) and also consulted some renowned
astrologers and pandits (Brahman scholars) and acted according to their
imparted advices. He served them to their choice and pleasure,
intimately, the fortune dawned at him and he was blessed with a son.
The Raj a clebrated that felicitous and auspicious occasion, pom puously,
and in his zeal of eagerness, bounteously, donated cows, clothing, gold
and wealth.
According to the horoscope of the new born child the pandits said
*
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that he had at his credit only twelve years to live on the earth and on the
expiry of the twelth year he was bound to go on High. He would also be
provided with no chance to marry himself. He would keep his sound
health for seven years and after that he would remain ailing throughout.
No medicine what-so-ever would have its curable effect on him and
ultimately, he would die on the expiry of his twelth year.
The Raja took all precautions to save His life. He bounteously,
distributed alms and donations but all were of no avail The ill-fated boy
fell sick after his stepping in the eighth year. Inspite of the best treatment
given to him the disease continued to be at its increase day by day. All
medical treatment given to him was of no avail.
When the boy passed ten years of his age and all efforts failed to
cause any improvement in his health, moreover, it went on deteriorating
day by day, the Raja thought in himself that the boy s death, in the near
future, is certain. It would, therefore, be advisible to shun his affection
and break with him all other wordly ties and entanglements. So, he
thought of renouncing him altogether and accordingly, he sent him off
with some attendents and other necessaries. He transported the boy and
his entourage on a chariot with instructions to encamp themselves on the
banks of the holyriverGanges.
The boy also well-knew of his death. He was certain that his end
was coming apace and for the reason his parents had verily, renounced
him. Indeed, he was, entirely, desporated and disgusted. He thought that
he was an ill-fated and helpless man or rather an unwanted creature. He,
miserablyv felt that the merciless death was dancing on his head.
Luckily, a news flashed to his ears that a convention of holy
personalities and the renowned saints was going to be held, shortly, in
his vicinity. The idea stuck to his mind that his days were numbered and
he should spend those in a, spiritually, useful manner. It would, therefore
be better to avail himself of the golden opportunity the providence had
provided to him. Therighteousand spiritual magnates will come to
attend the holy convention. Better it would be to serve them, selflessly,
to their satiffaction and attain their pleasure. He was confident that the
heartful service of the Divine people would help him in the next world.
Thus, he directed his attendents to take him there at the venue of the
convention. His servitors obeyed him and, immediately, carried him
away at his desired place.
The mere glance of the saints caused consolation and contentment
to the mind of the ailing boy and their very look inspired in him the zeal
and aspiration for their service. Thus, he indulged himself in their service
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from his heart. He safe guarded their shoes and sandles, brushed them
with all his care and devotion. After hearkening the Divine programme
of Katha and Shabad-Kirtan (Chanting of Divine Laudations) when they
dispersed on the close of the function, he, reverentially, and modestly,
presented their respective pairs to each of them. As such he passed a good
many days in their service.
One day the saints had a chat about the young boy. They talked
among themselves, "The boy seems to be of a good birth but remains
miserably ailing and physically afflicted". They called him in their
presence and said, "Dear lad! It is beyond doubt that you rendered a
willful and heartily service to us. We have also noticed that you are not
keeping a good health and remain physically down, afflicted and grieved.
May we get you medically tested and treated? If, possibly., we can know
the root-cause of your illness diagnosed by the medical specialists, we
hope that can be treated and cured."
The dejected prince replied/'Reverent and gracious Divine men!
I am very thankful to you for your sympethetic enquiry, but I shall,
frankly, admit before you that my disease is remediless and incurable.
I hardly have two years more at my credit. My parents had forsaken me
during my life for my non-mendable state of health. All medical
treatment had totally failed to recover me. You are, undoubtedly, the
holy and Divine magnates, all powerful and all knowing. You can
understand my plight very well. What shall I then tell you when I know
that you are all-knowing?
The saints by nature are sympethetic and have, mostly, delicate
minds. No one can deny that butter melts in heat but this too is a fact
that delicate mind of a saint is softer and pliant than butter. It even melts
when others are heated. When the said saints with clairvoyance looked
into the life of the prince, they were aghasted to see his end coming apace.
They conferred among theselves that the days of the boy prince are
numbered but he had rendered at heart a commendable service to us,
therefore, it befits us to do something to compensate him in any manner,
"I, therefore, have decided to donate five years out of my age to him said
one of the saints, "Similarly, another saint followed his suit and said/T
shall donate him my four years." Like-wise many others declared some
years out of their ages. The total of donated years was quite adequate,
enocouraging and promising. It added, sufficiently, to the age of the
prince. The prince, naturally, became profoundly happy. His anxiety had
taken wings and, thus, vanished the dread of death from his mind.
He had then bursted his bonds from the fatal disease. Paying
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obeisance to the benevolent and holy saints he modestly begged his adieu
from them. He, then returned home to his father and related to him the
whole story of the incidence. It was but natural that the raja, his father,
when heard, the whole story of his recovery became ecstatic and
profoundly happy. The incidence inspired in him an undying devotional
faith for the saints and consequently, he turned up a devout devotee of
the holy sadhus. He, personally massaged them, scrubbed and cleansed
their utensils and worshipped the intermitant Divine Visitors.
After narrating the whole anecdote Bhai Addan Shah addressed the
questioner and said, "It was in this sense that Guru Arjan had avered:Even to the Vedas is not Known
the greatness of the Holy Saints. (8.7)
(Gauri Sukhmani M. 5, P. 272)
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This emotive explanation of the verse appeased and pleased
everyone who hearkened it.
#

Who is the Supreme Being
*

At a time Bhai Addan Shah was sitting in his auditorium at
Shahdara, there was mention of a wealthy seth. That seth had a purchased
slave at his service.
Bhai Addan shah was told that the said wealthy seth, one day
became annoyed with the slave for some reason and provokingly he said
to the slave, "What an idiot you are?" The slave also replied in the same
tone and said," I am not an idiot, Master ! It is you the silly who even
know not how to twist the turbon on your head." The seth patiently
listened to his abusive and irritative remarks but uttered no words from
his mouth, We can say he remained absolutely mum. He even did not
think to punish him for his rude and impertinent behaviour.
Bhai Addan Shah was much pleased to listen about that incident
and remarked, "The seth appears to be a supreme being because of his
control over the ugly vice of anger. Generally, everyone in this beurtding
world lacks in the merit of controlling over his anger. Such control over
one's wrath is favoured only to a blessed soul.
The vices like anger, averice, lust, etc., are the armies of ignorance.
One cannot overcome these vices without the grace and favour of the
True Preceptor, God himself or a perfect saint. The man to whom the God
had sorichlygraced with consolation, endurance and tranquility cannot
be taken as an oridinary man.
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Bhai Addan Shah then left for Lahore in search of the said seth and
after a little probe he located his address and called at him. when the seth
saw an unexpected, spontaneous and surprise visit of Bhai Addan Shah
at his residence, his pleasure crossed all bounds. He paid obeisance and
bade him a cordial and reverential welcome. He thought good luck had
dawned upon him. He straightaway placed his head, in reverence, upon
his lotus like feet and kept his offerings before him. He then, honourably,
guided him to his drawing room and made him sit on a well decorated
sleeping couch and in token of his devotion offered him a good amount
of money.
Afer a keen observation Bhai Addan Shah said to the seth, "O Godoriented shah sahib! I have cordial feelings for your offerings but I shall
not accept any thing out of these presentations. I came here only to bear
from you, the way you could tolerate the rude and abusive language of
your impertinent and purchased slave."
The seth with all his modesty replied, "My Lord ! Firstly, I called
him non-sence for his bungling. He then reproached me that I am a blockhead for my inability to twist a turban on my head. Then innately I
admitted that he had rightly cursed me. In fact, I am a nitwit who even
upto this advanced age am unable to twist a turban, in a good manner
on my own head. So I thought that did not befit me to respond him in
the same coin. Hence, I resolved to be mum and never to think of
punishing him to avenge myself.'*
Bhai Addan Shah was intensely pleased to hear from him the entire
account of the happening and said, "Dear Seth Sahib! this contentment
and patience will bless you the Divine Bliss and beatitude in this world
as well as in the next world. It is only the sublime achievement and the
benefit of the Holy company that we overcome the evils of lust, anger,
averice, attachment and pride, the outcome of ignorance or egoism. You,
verily, deserve thanks and gratitude. The supreme beings of your sort,
in fact, are liable to be called the supreme personalities/'
He, then, in his freak, bade adieu to him and left for Shahdara.
None is Evil: All are Good
A mischievous man heard from the admirers of Bhai Addan Shah
that he had conquered his mind and subdued the five evils. His faculties
were under his control. None of the five vices could flap their wings
before him. He ever remained in the state of poise, tranquility and
beatitude. Rare were the great men like Bhai Addan Shah. Moreover he
was rare amongst rare.
The ill natured man could not tolerate his laudation and remarked,
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"I shall put him into a test and shall see how he takes it and gets through."
He gathered some rubbish and in a follicular fashion wraped that rubbish
in a milky white cloth. He then proceeded towards the dharamsala to
present the said bundle to Bhai Addan Shah. Whosoever asked him to
where he was going with the bundle, he simply replied, "In the
dharamsala, brethren."
He reached the dharamsala with his bogus offering. At the time the
holy congregation was still in session. Besides the two hundred and fifty
sadhus of Bhai Addan Shah's established company there were many
others, rich and poor, who had come from far and near to hearken the
Katha and Kirtan (exegesis and chanting of Gurbani). He paid obeisance
in a pretended reverence and placed his bundle in front of Bhai Addan
Shah and got himself seated amongst the congregation at an availabe
place. Bhai Addan Shah kept a vigilant eye on him. After a short while,
he called one of his devotees and directed him to invert the bundle wraped
in the milky white cloth in the rubble . The servitor acted accordingly
and inverted the bundle in the rubble. This wonderous order and its
compliance, surprised everyone who witnessed it. The mischievous
tester also realised his folly and in repentence of his hypocritical miscue
he, apologetically, fell upon his feet and earnestly beseeched for a
pardon. He repeatedly requested and urged for forgiveness and said again
and again, "Be merciful and forgive me. Take pity on the sinner and
pardon me "and so on."
The generous Bhai Addan Shah took a fancy on him and
considering his penitence cordial, placed his gracious hand on his head,
forgave him and preached him the supreme tenets of sikhism. That
miraculous loving behaviour of Bhai Addan Shah entirely transformed
him into an examplary sikh devotee.
It is one of his several wonders that indicates about the solemnity,
sobriety and tranquility of Bhai Addan Shah. He sermonised even to the
mischievous persons and graced them with the Divine Name, liberation
and the essence of the Yogapraxis. Keep him aside, even the sadhus who
were in his holy company and proximity were also transformed into his
prototype, similar to the Dhak (an inferior trifoliate plant) and other idle
weeds in the close vicinity of sandal wood transform themselves into
Chandan (Sandal wood). They all were sobber and pacific in their nature.
They also called evil to none, for them all were good.
The Criterion of Holy Congregation
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We are talking of shahdara when Bhai Addan Shah had his sojourn
there in the Dharmsaia. The atmosphere there was calm, quiet and
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ambrosial. Neither there was any dependency of a householder nor a
fear of any recluse of ascetical magnitude. Everyone there into was
saturated with Divine Love and was enjoying a free, ecstasized and
dedicated life.
One day in the course of a religious discourse, someone raised an
important question as to "What is the criterian for a true companion of
the holy congrgation?" Bhai Addan Shah expressed, "We here have
posted many guards on the portico. One who escapes from their blockade
and joins the holy congregation is a true companion of the holy
congregation. We have set at going the exegesis of Taras Bhag' and
x
Massanvi' of Maulana Romi and have also kept a leather bucket on the
x
well. The Pandits (Hindu scholars) would say that Masnavi' is written
in the language of barbarians (Malechhas) and on the other hand Muslim
Maulanas will say that the 'Paras Bhag' is written in the language of
infidels. The Vaisnavites will affraid of the leather bucket placed on the
well. Only that man will join the holy congregation who will be above
partiality, prjudice and fanaticism of any sort such a man will be
saturated with the Divine Love and imbibition of the Divine Name and
will have aft equable indifferentiating mystic vision. The egoless man
bearing the above mentioned qualities may be called a true devotee and
the companion of the holy congregation.
Thus, the question, in the manner, was rationally solved.
M

Ever Am IA Sacrifice To Such As Top Divine Discourse Listen
Once, a high ranked seth (business man) of Lohore came to pay
his obeisance to Bhai Addan Shah. He was charmed to see his poised state
of mind, majestic look and glorious appearance. He was, verily,
fascinated after hearkening the Divine discourse and holy congregation
every day, regularly, without any break. He accomplished his pledge
with full determination, till he breathed his last.
The daily uninterrupted attendence of the seth in the Divine
discourse created some curiosity for him in the mind of Bhai Addan Shah.
Generally he was quite punctual in his attendence but, circumstancially,
if -he was late for some unf orseen reasons, Bhai Addan Shah waited for
him and delayed the discourse till his arrival. The postponement of the
Katha, so often, caused some inconvenience and discontentment in
certain minds. These discontented sadhus felt and whispered among
themselves, "What charm and greatness thatrichseth had in him that
Bhai Addan Shah breaks his own established programme and discipline.
We have never seen him caring so much for a man, however, rich or
stately he may be but we wonder what extra-ordinary quality he has seen
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in this man that he even delays the deliverance of the Divine Discourse
*

for him."

Bhai Addan Shah was conversant with their feelings and could
easily guess from their gesticulations the state of their minds but was
waiting for an opportunity to efface their suspicion from their minds.
One day, the seth was totally absorbed in hearkening the Divine
discourse that a man from Lahore came and whispered something to him.
The seth made him a gesture to be poised. Hardly, a few minutes would
have passed that another man came in and similarly whispered him
something in his ears. Even then he made a similar gesture. Both of the
messengers quietly returned without any murmur.
On the close of the Divine discourse, Bhai Addan Shah called the
seth in his presence and asked him, "Who were the people that came to
you during the Divine discourse and what news they had conveyed to
you?"
The seth replied (with both hands folded), "O Cherisher of the poor
! we, the worldly people are in many ways entanglad in several illusory
mammonish affairs and there is nothing so inportent to tell you in this
holy congregation." "But you must disclose that today." insisted Bhai
Addan Shah.
The seth could not deny the command and said, "The first man
came to inform me that my house has, incidently, caught fire and is in
coflagrations. Whole of my family has been rounded up by the
conflagrating fire. Mostly they are done for and buried in the debris. So,
I should lose no time to reach there and make a search for my family
members out of the debris. People do not dare to enter the fire. Moreover,
they affraid of being accused for theft in case they enter thereinto in my
absence. Kence my pesence there, he stressed, "is a must". I thought that
all depends on the providence. One must abide by the Divine Writ. How
can I save any one from the death if he is destined to it? one has to die
if one is so ordained. The loss which we were destined to bear cannot
be avoided in any way. Therefore, we must not worry for what has
happened or would occur, because that all is our predestined fate.
Moreover, I was hearkening a discourse which was held between Rishi
Vashishta and Lord Rama. If I would have missed that chance, It was
not possible for me to avail myself of such an opportunity in the near
future or even in my life. So, it was my resolve to go only when the
discourse was over. Therefore, I made a gesture to the messenger to leave
that place quietly and wait upon me when the discourse was over. When
the second messenger came, he, simply, whispered in my ears that I
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should not worry for any thing because my house and family was quite
safe and that the house that caught fire was of someone else. I made him
a similar gesture and in myself thought that the reality will be known on
my reaching the spot. I did not wish to miss the golden chance of listening
to the most didactic discourse."
The sadhus who were present on the occasion gave a proper
audience to his explanation. Bhai Addan Shah addressed them and said,
"You reverent sadhus ! saving your reverence, I may say that you
suspected me that I was unduly favouring the seth and often delayed the
commencement of the holy discourse till his arrival for his richness. But
now you would have realized that it was not his richness but his truism,
sincerity and truthful living. So, you should think over whether or not
the man deserves my affinity to wards him. What a heart-rendering news
wasflashedon him. Whole of his family was said to be in the jaws of
the merciless death. Moreover, his property worth millions was on fire
yet he preferred to hearken the holy discourse, leaving everything on the
mercy of the Providence. Now let me ask you sadhus! what will you call
that man a sadhu or a householder ? A worldly man would hardly bear
the loss of a petty penny. So, reverent sadhus ! 1 loved the man not for
hisrichesbut for his saintly nature and truism.
The sadhus then realised that they were on the wrong in their
conception. There ail doubts were, thus, on the fly, vanished altogether
and they admired Bhai Addan Shah for his clairyvoyance.
t

I

Bhai Nimana and His Faith

There lived an ecstatic Sadhu named Nimana. He had a devotional
affininty for Bhai Addan Shah and loved him from his very core. He
always sat facing towards him and dotingly stared at him as an Indian
red legged partridge enamours the moon and stares at him throughout
from its appearance to disappearance. He neither felt tired nor bored of
his constant staring at him.
One day Bhai Addan Shah in his freak remarked, "Bhai Nirmana
is my lover but hardly he would obey me. "Bhai Nirmana also overheard
the remark of the Master. He gave a deep thought to it and in himself
he said, "what has made the master to pass on such a cursing remark on
me ? It might be that I would have denied or ignored any of his order
in my negligence. If at all my reply to the above is in negative, then, what
did inspire the Master to pass such a cutting remark ?" When he could
not make out any thing from his memory he supplicated with folded
hands, "O cherisher of the poor ! Say what order of my gracious master
awaits for me ?" Bhai Addan Shah replied, "There situates a village
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Khudpur in die Deccanrigionof Punjab. There resides a devotee of Bhai
Sewa Ram. Bhai Sewa Ram, intermittently, paid several visits to him
during his life. He is a theologian and has an emotive and full knowledge
and understanding of Bhakti (devotion) and Vairaga (apathy) and applies
properly the clauses pertaining to these spiritual aspects. He never forces
unjustly an analogy for self-assertion. Verily, he is householder as well
as a man of devotion and dedication. For his above mentioned qualities,
Bhai Sewa Ram was used to pay his visits to him, occasionally, for his
devotion after undergoing a long and tidious journey. It is, therefore, my
keen desire that you should today proceed to Khudpur and bring to us
the news of his welfare."
Bhai Nimana, pleasantly, replied, "By all means, my gracious
Master! Kindly write his address on a chit and also the message you want
me to convey to him. Also please, make me conversant with die way and
the distance I have to cover to approach him."
Bhai Sahib wrote a letter in his own hand-writing and addressed
it, accordingly. He handed over the letter to him and said,"Bhai Nimana!
You have to go about eight hundred miles from here. Go, and deliver this
letter to him on the given address."
Bhai Nimana paid obeisance to the master and bade his loverily
adieu. Besides that he also paid his respect to the fellow sadhus of the
dharamsala and left for his directed journey.
After leaving Shahdara he became a lovelorn lover but in his
lovesickness, he bore the pangs of separation with patience and
complacence. He continued his journey along the Ravi's bank. It was the
rainy season and theriverwas in spate. He thought of jumping into the
river so that he could swim with the flow of the water. This, in his view
was a better way to cover the distance quickly with the help of the flow
and reach his destination earlier than a mere pedestrian. Thus, he acted
accordingly and swam with the rapid waves of theriverand ultimately
reached his destination. He had hardly stepped out of theriverthat he
saw a man coming towards him. He enquired from him the name of the
place and to his delight that was the town of his destination, the town
of his addressee.
The householder, the host, received Bhai Nimana with great
reverence and bidding him a hearty welcome he said, "It is my good-luck.
Fortune has really dawned on me and I feel, as if, I am witnessing a
blessing glance of Bhai Sewa Ram in person. He, usually, was
accustomed to pay his glorious visits, occasionally, and blessed me with
his charming look. I have been hearing about Bhai Addan Shah, who,
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I am told, is the prototype of Bhai Sewa Ram and similarly is a gracious
and god-oriented personage. This, too, I have heard that two hundred and
fifty sadhus do remain forever in his holy comapany and, thus, he enjoys
constantly the hilarity of the holy congregation.
The fact is prevalent that the swans fly to and assemble at the
Mansarovar Lake, likewise are the sadhus who assemble in the holy
congregation. It is only the Holy congregation which guides human
beings how to achieve their final goal, that causes the eviction of their
ego and merging into the Ultimate Reality. We, the householders are
always enmeshed in the intriguant wordly affairs wherefrom it is hard
for us to get escape. It is the greatness and generosity of Bhai Addan Shah
that he has very gracefully remembered me, his humble servant. I, infact,
submit that Bhai Sewa Ram himself in person has blessed me.
In the manner the householder devotee, the host, served Bhai
Nimana from the core of his heart and behaved him with cordial
reverence. He impelled him to stay there for many days. Bhai Nimana
at heart was longing for Bhai Addan Shah's fascinating glance and
wanted to approach him in no time. Ultimately, he made his host agree
for his return to the Master and to bid him a lovelily adieu.
He had hardly prepared himself for his departure from there that
some one advised him to have a visit to the temple of godess situated
nearby. He was also told that people in thousands from far and near come
daily to pay their homage to the godess and it would be a fortunate
occasion for him to have the blessings of the godess as well.
He, at first, agreed to the proposal and made up his mind to have
a visit to the temple and avail himself of the opportunity, but then he
rejected the idea within no time, for he had no concern with the godess.
He thought that it was long since he was separated from Bhai Addan Shah
and it was his ardent impulse to get a sight of his beloved Master which
was, in fact, a sight of gods for him. Moreover, going to the temple would
take him still farther from his Master. It would be better to proceed
towards home rather than going afar from him. Ultimately he begged his
leave from his host and commenced his return journey. The host devotee
wrote a lovelily and reverential letter to Bhai Addan Shah and thereinto
thanked him for his kind rememberence. He also expressed his gratitude
for keeping in his generous and noble mind a place for a man of no
consequence like him and he had taken that as a boon. He wrote much
more in his praise and lauded him for his generosity and benevolence.
He then handed over that letter to Bhai Nimana with his offerings.
He bowed his head in reverence and said, "Kindly pay my homage to
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Bhai Addan Shah and on my behalf bow your head on his lotus-likefeet.
Bhai Nimana, after undergoing a long journey, ultimately, reached
his destination. Bhai Addan Shah caught his sight from afar. He had a
mild smile and laughingly said, "Lo, Bhai Nimana had come. He would
have felt love-sickness and the affininty for home and would have
returned half-way." In the mean time Bhai Nimana also reached Jhere.
He spontaneously, fell on the lotus-like feet of the Master and paid
obeisance also on behalf of the devotee of Khudpur. He also handed over
the letter and the offerings of the said devotee. The sadhus present on
the occasion there wondered how Bhai Nimana had covered such a long
journey in short period. Bhai Addan Shah had also a similar thinking and
asked him a similar question. Bhai Nimana related to him the whole story
and said, "My Lord! It was all your grace and for your help and assistance
I could cover such a long distance, without any difficulty and even so
quickly. I remembered you and the Satguru and then jumped into the
inundated river and swam with the fast running current of theriver.The
flow of the river carried me comfortably with its waves and speeded my
arrival at my destination."
Bhai Addan Shah again questioned him, "You had gone quite close
to the temple of godess. Could not you find time to pay your homage to
the holy place of pilgrimage?"
Replied Bhai Nimana, "O cherisher of the poor ! Doubtlessly, an
ideation to this effect had flashed in my mind also and I
had even made a mind to visit the temple but I thought that I should go
still afar from you and moreover, I had no special concern with the
godess, I simply supressed the idea and decided to return to pacify the
lovelorn mind and to end the pangs of separation."
Bhai Addan Shah was profoundly pleased to hear a straight forward
and modest explanation of Bhai Nimana and said, "Obviously, Bhai
Nimana is a sincere, devoted and humble man. The man who cannot be
deluded by the fairies of heaven, how can he be enticed by an ordinary
woman of this world. Bhai Nimana is, in fact, Bhai Nimana. No one is
parallel to him."
By the grace of Bhai Addan Shah Bhai Nimana attained the final
Goal of the human life and realised the Ultimate Reality. It is true: Heaven, the mortal world, the nether world
and regions of the earth,
All beheld I to be Maya-gripped.
Liberator of the self and the man's whole family
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Is meditation on the Name Divine. (2) (3) (21).
(Dhanasari M.5, P. 676)
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Salvation of An Impetuous Sadhu
The enecdote concerns with the period Bhai Addan Shah was
sojourned at Shadara. There was a sadhu in the holy company of Bhai
Addan Shah in the Dharamsala. He was obstinate and impetuous by
nature. He was such a hard-hearted man that neither the Divine
discourses (exagesis the scriptures) nor any other understanding of the
truth had a least effect on his stubborn mind. Moreover, by the utterence
of uncivil and abusive language, he, so often caused resentment in other
minds. Bhai Addan Shah, knowingly, remained indifferent to his such
actions. If at all he expressed his displeasure that was by his pretended
silence or non-cooperation with him and that even for a short while.
Innately, he had an earnest desire to mend his nature.
One day the said sadhu lost his temper for some reason and after
due salutations to Bhai Addan Shah, he left the dharamsala for another
unknown place. Bhai Addan Shah, in his mind, said that he was an illfated, brainless and impetuous man and was abandoning the holy
congrgation for,his impetuousness and obstinacy. He, for his nature,
would experience discomfort and miseries for nothing. Compassionately, he sent another sadhu in his company and advised him to put into
his ears the verses of Gurbani which express to the suitability and
supremacy of the holy congregation. He instructed him to continue that
practice constantly till he recovers his senses and reconciles his nature,
accordingly.
The man in his company was also advised by the genrous Bhai
Sahib that he should keep his practice of reciting Gurbani upto the time
he is convinced that the impetuous fellow is on the up and up and repents
for the blunders be had committed, instinctively, and resolves with
determination to return and join the holy congregation.
It happened one day that he was reciting to him the text of "Sri
Sukhmani", the stanza came:"The Name Divine, commodity that thou hast come
into this world to purchase,
In the abode of God's devotee is found.
Discarding pride, in lieu of egoism of mind,
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Purchase it; The Name Divine in scales of your heart weigh.
Packing your load, with the holy should you take the path,
And all other, poisonous entanglement discard.
Thus all on you shower praise.
And to the portal Divine shall your face glow.
Rare are those that in such commerce engage.
To such is Nanak ever a sacrifice. (5) (15).
(Gauri Sukhmani M.5, P.283)
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The version had a desired effect on the mind of the obdurate sadhu
and he repented for his instinctive folly and said to the reciter, "Indeed,
I had commited a blunder in abandoning such a nice and godly
congregation. Now, I feel that it will not be possible for me to attain
emancipation from this world of miseries. I am now at my wits end and
altogether worried what will be my fate hereafter?" The reciter then
pacified him with the words, "There is nothing to worry, my dear friend.
I shall take you back to the Master (Bhai Addan Shah). He is gracious
and benign and will surely take mercy upon you. He will, I beliecve,
forgive you," He without any murmur agreed to the proposal and decided
to return. He was now clear of the dross of egoism and as soon as he
appeared in Bhai Addan Shah's presence, he fell on his lotus like feet
and in sobs begged for forgiveness. Bhai Addan Shah realised that his
repentence was sincere and, thus, forgave him and took him in his
gracious embrace. Here after he became modest and acted upon the
Guru's advice. Through the media of Divine Name and humanitarian
service he, ultimately, attained his union with the Ultimate Reality.
The Abdecative Tendency of Bhai Addan Shah
The laudation and exaltation of Bhai Addan Shah went on
increasing like arisingsun and he became more and more popular. Many
a rich, renowned and men of status called on him daily and paid
obeisance to him and, fortuately, got the magnetic touch of his lotus-like
and expurgatory feet. There were a good many who made their offerings
to him in cash. There were great many who presented their offerings in
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kind, such as shawls, fine clothings, comfortable beddings, etc. Bhai
Addan Shah never brought those presentations of offerings in his
personal use. The precious beddings were laid spread round the clock on
the sleeping couches for the visitors but he usually seated himself
wrapped in a ccarse blanket under a bed spreaded cot. He had absolutely
the abnegative tendency. The high ranking gentry took pride in
massaging him personally but he preferred to be a recluse and mostly
remained absorbed in his meditation. If there be the chanting of Divine
laudations or Gurbani he hearkened that throughout the night. Whenever
he beheld a mass of monetary products around him he became
disconsolate and remarked, "Bhai Sewa Ram was most fortunate person
who wore only a begger's blanket and passed his whole life as an
abnegator but on the contrary mine is rather foul and filthy. I had so often
renounced the worldly amenities and pleasures but even then the
mammon (Maya) had given me a good chase. In one way or the other
it has amassed aroud me and had given me a hot pursuit.
In fact, he was a true abnegetor but that was his wonderous play.
He, actually, was not in favour of accumalating or accepting the
valuabales or money in cash. If at all he did so that was just to pacify
and cause the seekers understand that he was not storing these materials
for his person but for the comfort and pleasure of others. Verily, he never
engrossed himself in the worldly amenities and recreations. By nature
he had no affinity for these beguiling substances. Moreover, such
material was a cause of his disconsolation, distraction and despondency.
If at all he had to come by these mammonish materials, he would have
to use it, unintentionally, and that even under compulsion. Innately and
instinctively, be was a true abnegator. For instance, when, Raja Janak
met, accidently, Sukdeo they bad a discourse. Raja Janak said, "Dear
Sukdeo ! Indeed, you are better than I because you have forsaken both
intrinsic and extrinsic maladies. Intrinsic melodies are abandoned by
both of us and as such we are identical with each other in this respect
but for forsaking extrinsic maladies you are marching forward than I. **
Exacitly, in the same manner Bhai Sahib coincided with them by saying,
"The achievement of wordly or mammonish assets (property and wealth)
is predestined" but despite all that he, verily, remained unattached and
immaculate. He was unattached to such an extent that whenever he
shiftedfromone encampment to another he left it in its profuseness and
lifted not even a sewing needle from there except his tuumbi (a musical
pipe of hollowed gourd).
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Egoistic Abnegation
At a time some usual companions of die holy congregation,
the abnigators, were sitting in purgatory and purifying company of
Bhai Addan Shah. Time was when they all were the masters of the
well amassed wealtli, possessors of plenty of the riches, property
movable and land. Each of them had abdicated a vast of worldly
expansion. They had a discourse amongst them on the subject of
abnegation. Each of them boasted that he was the best abnegator.
Someone declared that he had abdicated his vast kingdom. There were
still others who claimed that none could compete them in their
renunciation and as such each of them tried to prove that he had,
comparatively, resigned more than the others. Bhai Addan Shah quietly
and attentively, listened to each of them. When all of them had finished
their argumentation, Bhai Addan Shah intervened and said, "What is all
this nonsense hair-splitting. O sadhus! you have come in the holy
company for attaining peace and poise of mind and eradication of
egoism from the core of your heart. It is the egoism that creates all
dualism, the root cause of all miseries and the three maladies Adhi
(mental troubles), biyadhi (bodily ailments) Upadhi (psychic disorderss).
Egoism is, in fact, egoism whether it should be of abnegation,
renunciation or abdiction. All of you are suffering from this devilish
malady. Some of you are drowned in the marsh of egoism upto your
knees and the others are sunk upto their waste. It is only the holy
congregation that can save you from sinking into this dreadful marsh of
egoism but for your ignorance you are not availing yourself of the golden
opportunity graced to you by the providence. You boast of abnegating
the world. Can you tell me what sort of that world was which you have
renounced? Can you explain what part or limb of mirage can be had or
abandoned? Look! and think over, what Bhakta Kabira avers in this
respect: *

i

"Saitli Kabir: What avails it to give up wealth,
When pride is not cast off?
Pride to great sages has brought ruin;
all it destroys. (156)
(Slok Kabir Ji P. 1372)
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That sermon of Bhai Addan Shah made all of them quiet. They then
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repented at heart for their folly. Thenceforth, they foreswore not to repeat
that act of vanity till they breathed their last.
An Egoistic Sadhu who Lived on The Coarse-Diet
At a time there lived an ascetic sadhu who sat somewhere in his
meditation. A throng of people were gathered round him.lt was a chance
that Bhai Addan Shah also reached the spot, unexpectedly. When people
noticed that Bhai Sahib had come over there, they all thronged towards
Bhai Addan Shah to pay obeisance to him. After having the expurgatory
touch of his feet they said, "Reverent Master! This Faqir, indeed,
spiritually, is an approached Divine personality. To whom he grants a
boon for a son, he gets one and if in anger he curses one to die his
instantaneous death is certain. You may also have a sight of him. The
praise of the Faqir inspired Bhai Addan Shah, he called on him and asked
him, "Baba Ji ! What austerities and penances have you performed to
attain perfection ?" The Faqir answered, "Respected Baba Ji ! I had
perfomed austere penances and had taken nothing else but coarsediet for
complete twelve years. For these hard penances I have attained super
natural powers that a word spoken by my mouth becomes factual. If I
grant a boon to someone for a son, it is sure that he will get it and if I
curse one to die his death will be certain and instantaneous."
Bhai Sahib could, immediately, realise that the poor fellow had
been victimised by the devil egoism and for the reason he is, meritoriously, becoming a bankrupt. He took mercy upon him and sermonised
him, "O Baba Ji ! the new born baby granted to one by your boon will
be the son fo his father and the same formula can be applied to the man
who died of your curse. The birth and death pertained to the interest and
disgust of some other fellows, what benefit have you attained thereof ?
Your share in all that was only the coarse diet. Satguru a vers:"The pursuit of occult powers is worldly attachment —
TJte Holy Name thereby finds not lodgement in heart.
By devotion to the Master is the mind purified,
And the darkness of ignorance lifted... (1) (19)
(Vadhans Ki War ¥4, Slok M.3, P.593)
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That sermonet of Bhai Addan Shall had a desired effect on the mind
of the said Faqir. He repented for his fallacious selfishness and vanity,
He, then, vowed to be selfless and dedicated to the Lord of lords.
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Od Wonders
Unaccounted are the wonders of Bhai Addan Shah. His whole life
was miraculous and full of signs and wonders. As a whole he was
dedicated to Gurmat. He had a good many chances to meet the men of
letters not only of his own faith but of other faiths too and had religious
discourses with them, Whenever, he was chanced to discourse with a
scholar of some other faith, he liberally applied his knowledge and ability
to convince him with love and mutual understading. He quoted profusely
the Gurbani to inculcate in him the supremacy of Gurmat and,
convincingly, brought him in the fold of sikhism. He spent his whole life
in benevolence, humanitarian service and in preaching the mission of the
ten Gurus. We see him somewhere, liberating a sadhu, enmeshed by the
illusory mirage of Maya (Mammon). At another place we find him giving
right direction to a distracted sadhu to save him from the hard yogic
praxis or other austere practices such as keeping awake through out the
night, fasting, observing silence, causing self-created sufferings and
other hard praxis, especially, to theritualists.He preached to them to
adopt Highway Code of the Gurmat and, accordingly, control over the
mind and its faculties. At places we witness him advising to the seekers,
how to be compassionate to the sentient and non-sentient beings (birds,
animals, etc.). Often and often we see him even demonstrating psychologically, and mending the ill-natured men in accordance with the moral
aspects of Gurmat and transforming their instinctive tendencies by
narrating them the anecdotes of perfect saints. When we see him
sermonising Gurmat by various scientific means and practical demonstrations, indeed, we wonder to the extent of ecstacy.
Whenever we hear of some of his discourses with non-believers
or atheists we actually wonder that his brief, touching and rational.
argumentation silenced their atheistical atheology and, ultimately,
brought them in the fold of sikhism.
He was a theologian who saw God in all. It was his solenm view
that all religions are leading to one and the same goal. For him God was
Omni-present and all the names are, virtuallly, His names. No one can
say or point out a place where God has no reach. He is all pervading and
omni-potant. Just as the boats of different sizes, colours and shapes are
all capable of ferrying the boatful across the river. Similarly, all the
names of God are equallly capable of ferrying to the reciter across the
ocean of the world. It means that one may maditate at any of His names
and that will, surely, lead the meditator to Him.
He noticed that all the religious scriptures are in their respective
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languages and are in the tongue not understandable to all. For instance
the 'Visishta Purana' is in Sanskrit and 'Masanvi' of Maulana Romi is
in Persian and are the inheritance of Brahmans amd Maulamas. These
valuable treatises are far from the understanding of the masses. He,
therefore, made an attempt to get them translated in the colloquial, that
is, in the understandable language of the people.
In sum we can say that there are many such like anecdotes
pertaining to his life but for the short of space are not liable to be
described here. But even then we cannot ignore to mention some of his
wonders which indicate of his firm belief, dedication and devotion to the
Guru and about his understanding regarding the absurdity and littleness
of the human body. Hence we shall try to depict some of those in the next
few pages.
Indifference to The Master is Not Good
*

The peer of Lahore who was also the peer of the king and the
Royal familly, heard about the celebrity, splendour and glory of Bhai
Addan Shah. His reputation caused affinity in the peer's mind for him
and he longed for his expurgatory sight from the core of his heart.
Ultimately, he made up his mind to call at him at his Dharamsala in
Shahdara.
Bhai Addan Shah, somehow, got pre-information of his determined visit to him. Bhai Addan Shah on the other hand thought in
himself, that the peer's visit might persuade the king to follow suit and
that would be but natural for the ministerial staff of the king not to lack
behind. In case my presumption turns out to be true, then, firstly, the
sadhus will have to exert more to make arrangements for their welcome,
reception and entertainment. Secondly, several complainats and applicants will approach me with their requests for making recommendations
for the favourable judgements of their pending cases or approbations of
their applications. There will be no end to such approaches. For whom
I shall recommend or for whom I shall deny. So, it will be better for me
to proceed to Lahore and call at him."
Ultimately, he decided to take the first step and proceeded to call
on him at his residence in Lahore.
Bhai Addan Shah called on him just at the moment when the Peer
had seated himself on his planquin and was ready to start for his presumed
journey. He, at heart was much pleased to hear the pleasant news and,
thus, cancelled his intended journey to Shahdara. He came out of his
planquin, embraced Bhai Addan Shah, reverentially, and presented him
an honourable seat by his side.
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A while after, in amidst of their loving discourse, the king also
came there, spontaneously, and after his reverential salutation to die
peer. He had a casual glance at Bhai Addan Shah and seeing the long
liairs on his head he enquired of the peer most politely, "Is he the disciple
of Marela (Guru Gobind Singh)?" No, Your Majesty ! Not Marela but
Baba Nanak." On hearing the questionaire, Bhai Addan Shah, thunderously, said, "No, I am a staunch disciple of Marela (Guru Gobind Singh).
The king did not take much notice of what Bhai Addan Shall had said
and kept silent as if he had not heard it. The king was a great fanatic and
the worst enemy of the sikhs and was used to reward a sum of rupees five
to the man who brought to him the chopped head of a sikh. But,
knowingly he remained quiet at the moment and even could not raise his
eyes up before the glaring glory of die truUi. He could utter no word and
quietly left the place.
When the king had gone out of their sight, the Peer asked
Bhai Addan Shall, "This king as well as his courtiers even do not
toierate to hear die name of Guru Gobind Singh, His ancestors had
fought many bloody battles with him and he had, thus, turned up the
bitter enemies of die Sikhs. I, intentially, wanted to hide the fact
and said Uiat you are Guru Nanak's disciple. I myself make no
difference between Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh and believe
diem as one. Why did you differenciated between diem?" Bhai
Addan Shah replied, "Peer Shib ! There is nodiing wrong in whatever
you have said. Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh are one in spirit.
I Jiave die same faidi, but my statement to accept the discipleship
of Guru Nanak and denying that of Guru Gobind Singh would have
been a false attempt to save my desolate body. This body is
perishable and will be destroyed in one way or the odier. It is an
undeniable tact. Then why to hide the name of die True Preceptor?
Satguru avers:"Whoever to the Master is indifferrent,
listen you chosen ones, is not good:
All his capital and gain forfeited.
Nanak to you relates teachings of Vedas and Shastras- • Above these is the word of the Master, perfectly endowed.
To the Master's disciples is pleasing laudation
of the Master, Perfectly endowed.
The ego-guided ones are helpless to retrieve
the time lost. (2) (8)
(Gauri Ki Var M.4, P.304)
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Therefore, there is no worse meanness than to hide the name of our
true preceptor."
He added, "Peer Sahib ! Now listen, It may be possible that one
may not enter the river and keep one's clothings dry. It is but natural
because one has not stepped into theriver.There is no surprising in it.
The river be in spate. The strong waves may sharply be striking with each
other, The one who jumps into such a spated river, fights with the
crashing waves and even then keeps one's clothing dry is, verily, a
champion.
Guru Nanak did not enter the ocean of memmon (Maya). He kept
him far off from it, but Guru gobind Singh had not only entered it but
even battled with its surging and fatal tides. Moreover, he had fought with
involution of its whirl pools and had bravely subdued them. Despite that
he kept himself dry as a guinea hen who while swiming in the stream
keeps its wings dry. Then, tell me my reverent Peer Sahib ! Is not the
act of hiding the name of such a Guru, who is saturated with all the
sublime attributes, the meanest of the mean ?"
The Peer, indeed, was fully satisfied with his rational expalnation
and said, "You have acted nicely. Your exposition was to the mark and
perfect."
They had a lovely discourse for a while and thereafter, they bade
good-bye to each other.
The Panth is Actuated As Ordained By The Eternal
*

At one time a Sikh said to Bhai Addan Shah, "O generous Master!
There lives a Diwan of the king who is said to be the son of the grand
son or some-one from the descendents of Chandu. Having ill-feelings
agaist the sikhs he poisons the ears of the king and says that the Sikh Panth
was initiated by a Kshatriya and would also be desolated by a Kshatriys,
and boasts that the said Kshatriya am I." Bhai Addan Shah gave his ears
to what the sikh had said and then in his glory he replied," He is only
wasting his time for nothing. This Panth had been raised by the Eternal
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lord. What standing has that cursed fellow to harm or desolate His
creation?"
He, generally, was used to sit on the attic of Dharamsala and
listened attentively '_o the recital of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. The attic was
just in the corner of the street. Bhai Sahib, usually, sat by the
window of the attic wherefrom the by-passers could easily have a sight
of him.
Once when he was listening the recital, a devotee in a hurry came
to him and said, "It is being proclaimed publically by the beat of drum
that whoever shall bring a chopped of longhaired sikli would get a cash
reward of rupees five, from the government. I have corne here to inform
you and also to make a request to you to sit somewhere under protection
and away from the window to avoid a sight of the informer. This will
save you from some uncontemplated misseries."
Bhai Addan Shah heard him patiently and replied, "O gentle GurSikh! You must not worry about me. The man proposes and God
disposes. Thus, man's contemplations are mere fancies and fallacies.
One has to face and bear the Divine writ. Believe that the Divine writ
is unavoidable. Then why one should worry?"
Unaffraid of the warning, Bhai Addan Shah, undauntedly, remained listening the recital of the Holy Guru Granth, sitting by the side
of the very same window. No one could ever dare to arrest him or get
him arrested. Such a man of faith and undaunted determination was Bhai
Addan Shah. He firmly believed in the eternity of the Khalsa Panth.
Evil is Slander
*

-

*

Once upon a time a disciple tried to put up to Bhai Addan Shah
that such a one had such a defect and such and such had a certain
demerits. Bhai Addan Shall interrupted him and said, "Dear one ! talk
to me of one's merits. Everyone in this deluding world is faulty and
saturated with demerits, then, why to talk about any one's demerits, flaws
and faults?" That made the slanderer to shut his mouth.
Likewise a man wanted to disclose some of his grievences,
distresses and sufferings caused to him by his relatives and companions
but he could not avail himself of an opportunity because of Bhai
Addan Shah's constant engagement in the listening of the recital of
Gurbani, chanting of Divine L audations and hearkening of the Divine
Discourses.
One day he was going in the open to answer the call of nature. He
was all alone. It was a good chance for the man to disclose his heart. He,
therefore, availed himself of the opportunity to open his mind and have
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a heart to heart talk with him. He spoke of his contentions with his
relatives and frankly told him that the relatives of whom he was talking
of and with whom he had some altercations were men of his company
Bhai Addan Shall although nodded in affirmation but was absent minded
through out. When the man emitted all of his grievances, he asked Bhai
Addan Shah if he had understood all which he had said," No, my friend,
I was absent minded throughout, so please repeat it to me once more,
was Bhai Sahib's reply.
The slanderer could then undrestand that Bhai Sahib was indifferent to our personal and domestic contentions and had absolutely no
interest in our personal conflictions. When he had turned a deaf ear to
my deliberate statement, how it could be believed that he would do any
thing for us. When Bhai Addan Shah returned home someone asked him'
He would have frankly opened his heart to you today, if so, what
did he tell you?" NO, nothing, I did not hear him." replied Bhai Addan
* >
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Shah.

Bhai Addan Shah ever remained unattached even in the polution,
similar to the lotusflowerabiding in the company of mire and the water
yet remains unaffected by their polution.
The Hunger of Divine Name
One of the sadhu from his company asked Bhai Addan Shah while
he was sojourned in Shahdara, "You remain constantly immersed in the
recital of Divine Laudations and the holy discourses. What is the sense
and benefit of such an absorption?" Replied Bhai Addan Shah, "Dear
friend ! It is very hard to abide by the instructions laid by the True
Preceptor (The Satguru) but one should contrive one's all physical and
menial resources to comply with his imparted instructions." He then
requested him to elucidate, elaborately, the instructions sermonised by
the Satguru in this respect.
Bhai Addan Shah in his reply quoted the following verse from
Gurbani and said, Guru Nanak avers:"A sandy waste bx rain is not soaked,
nor fire by faggots slaked;
Rulers with their empire's extent are not content;
who can everfill up (Dry i. e.demanding more water, even though
full) the seas?
Saith Nanak; Such is hunger for the Holy Name,
beyond reckoning.
(VarMajh M.l, Slok M.IP.148)
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So, O God Oriented gentleman ! Although'it is not quite possible
for us to comply with all that has been laid down for us by the Satguru,
yet it would be better to make our best efferts as to our calibre and ability
to meditate on the Divine Name and long for hearkening the Divine
Laudations and the recitation of Gurbani.
It is for this very reason I ardently long to enjoy myself, round the
clock, the pleasure of immersion into the Divine Laudation and
discourse
The questioner was entirely satisfied with his experienced reply
and departed in deep contentment.
*
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Bhai Addan Shah's Encampmemt in Kartarpur Sodhian

There lived a sadhu nemed Bhai Rang in the holy company of Bhai
Addan Shah While he was in his encampment in Shahdara. In fact, Bhai
Rang was a devotional sadhu who constantly remained absorbed in the
meditation and chanting Laudation of the Most High. He was also an
eminent devotee of Bhai Addan Shah and in compliance of his command
he had his encampment in Kartarpur Sodhian.
In Kartarpur, the Diwans of the Sodhi clan were good devotees of
the Divine Sadhus and were broad-minded, generous and liberal. They
attained this Divine touch through Bhai Rang's holy company and
influenced by the perfection of Gurmat and the holy congregation they
had turned their worldly transemuted minds into the alienation of the
worldly passions and, thus, they thought of abandoning the princely
splendour. Bhai Rang was really a pious and farsighted, all knowing,
religious and God-oriented man. He knew the ropes and what's what. He
thought they were very pious and religious people. The subject under
their rule was enjoying all facilities and pleasures. God only knows what
short of officials were next to come. It was more than possible that some
wretched and torturous Diwans might replace them and they might
harass the subject. It would be better that they should continue, seek their
renunciation as house holders while engaged with the world and would
attain their liberation by devotion and transcendence. If they would be
destined to attend the holy congregation, regularly, they would be
destined to attend the holy congregation, regularly, they would then
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tlirive in this human career. Thus, he advised them not to forsake their
worldly positions, get a dharamsala built in their town so that they could
avail themselves of die opportunity to enjoy the hilarity of the Holy
Congregation daily and regularly over there. That will, surely, help them
to attain their liberation even in their householder's life. They would be,
then, above the pains and pleasures of this illusory world and would
thrive on vigorously and prosperously.
It had a desired effect and they, accordingly, got a dharamsala
constructed there with attics and basements. They also got a well dug
therein and spent nearly a hundred thousand rupees on its construction.
After giving a finishing touch to the building of the Dharamsala,
they in the form of a deputation called at Bhai Rang and requested him,
"Bhai Addan Shah had won laurels. Several mammonish and lucre
attached persons are transmuted as abnegators in his company. They
have renounced illusory mammon just as a snake casts off his slough.
The presence of two hundred and fifty sadhus always garnish his holy
company like swans on the Mansarowar Lake. Let you accompany us
to call at him and request him that he should sojourn himself along with
his sadhu associates and sanctify it with his expurgatory presence. The
Dharamsala is constructed in his name. If he would grace it by his holy
presence our desires would be fulfilled. We believe that Satguru would
not deny us his favour and give him (Bhai Addan Shah) incentive to
accept our innate urge. Guru avers:"All desires the Lord fulfils, of the state of
our mind is aware
(2)
(Sri Rag Ke Clihaht M.5, Dakhne P.80)
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And by the union of the chosen ones of god have
I found joy,
What the heart desired has been achieved.
(Rag Suhi M. I Chhant Ghar 2, P. 764)
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On listening to the devotional supplication made by the Diwwans,
Bhai Rang accompanied them to shahdara and after paying obeisance
and homage they prayed, "O cherisher of the poor! These devotees have
spent about a hundred thousand rupees and got a Dharamsala constructed
in your name at Kartarpur Sodhian. They have now come to you with
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a humble request to sanctify the same by your expurgatory presence and
make it long losting and prosperous sanctum.
Bhai Addan Shall gave a contemplative thought to their request and
contended that their request was devotional and sincere. It is hard for a
lucre attached Mammonish person to spend a penny on cheritable and
religious endowments but these liberal minded Diwans had spent a
hundred thousand rupees on the dharamsala. Hence, it would not be
advisible to disappoint them and injure their devotional feelings. Thus,
he agreed to proceed and encamp himself in the dharamsala at Kartarpur
Sodhian. Consequently, he made his sanctifying entry into the Dharamsala
in the year 1754 A.D. (Samat Bikrami 1811).
The Diwans were profoundly delighted to receive him there in
Kartarpur and with their families they came into his service and served
him at heart with true devotion. They prayed that they would bear all the
expenditure incurred by him on the maintenance of the free kitchen
(Guru Ka Langar), waiting room, hospitalising, holy congregation, etc.
and would make regular payments by the end of each month.
Bhai Addan Shah politely said, "Hon *ble Diwan Sahibs! We have
come here for your earnest, devoutly and devotional beseechment but I
shall not allow the sadhus to have a farthing out of the imperial exchequer
for it will foul their minds."
When the news reached to the ears of the Chief Diwan, he
rationally thought over the matter and said, "Then why should we
commit such foul actions which the saints may abhor ? The householders
from whom the holy saints or mendicants hesitate to accept food or
eatables are most unlucky and are simply wasting their lives. Believe,
that such a house is nothing more than a cremation ground. Look! Bhakta
Kabira avers:-.
"Syeth Kabir: A home in which the holy are not served,
And the service to the Lord is not rendered,
Is like the cremation-ground, wherin globins abide. (192)
(Slok Bhakta Kabira,?. 1374)
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It is, therefore, better to abondon such houses. What benefit should
they get from those wordly entanglements ? "Absorbed in such
conceptions, they remained sitting in the dharamsala and assumed that
sadhus often leave something uneaten in their plates. They would take
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a few parcels from their leavings and would satiate and maintain
themselves. Further more, by attending regularly the holy congregations,
Chanting of Divine Laudations and hearkening to the Divine discourses
they would amend, improve and make this endowment of human life
prosperous and successful.
Bhai Rang foresseing their determination, with folded hands
supplicated, "Maharaj! The subject is happy and leading a contented life
under the shelter of these Diwans because they are greedless, pious and
compassionate people. In case some men of doubtful integrity and
impious nature may take over form these noble Diwans the subject will
experience miseries and aggressions. It will, therefore, be advisible to
solace and encourage them that they should assume their responsibilities
and duties.
Even prior to this I gave them some consolation and had retained
them on their duties. I assured them to attend the holy congregations
regularly and they will achieve the Ultimate goal, of life by chanting the
Divine Laudations and adhering to the Divine discourses. If I would have
not done so, they would have renunciated their household and would
have turned up mendicanats because they are, instinctly, tired of the
mammonish life, worldly passions and are averse to the materialistic
pleasures."
Bhai Addan Shah was profoundly pleased to hear from Bhai Rang
and thought in himself that in general the people are avaricious and
mostly strive for the worldly pleasures, but look at these lucky fellows,
they are veracious, above all mammonish affinity and are entirely
unattached. They are practically, recluse in nature and are, indeed,
chivalrous and brave. Then he called them in his presence and said, "Bhai
Bhara is the incharge of the waiting room. He also looks after the patients
and gives them treatment either himself or gets them treated by some
eminent physicians. Besides this, he performs many other religious
duties. We have full regard for your devotion and devoutly renered
service to us and to the humanity, and in no case intend to disappoint you.
You may pay to Bhai Bhara, the amount he spends on the above
mentioned charitable services. That you can pay to him at your leasurc
and comvenience. Now you may please go and assume your duties and
resposibilities. Utilize your income within your capacity. Selflessly,
serve the humanity and see One in all and all in One. God will surely
grace you."
That sermon of Bhai Addan Shah had a desired effect upon the
Diwans. Their deviation had taken wings and they were appeased and
->
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poised. Consequently, they assumed their duties in the manner they were
previously performing.
The words of the sadhus are also the sort of an arrow which
penetrates deep into the heart and the wounded individual realises the
glory of Truth. Bhakta Kabira avers:Saith Kabir: As the heroic holy Preceptor shot his arrow,
When it struck, fell I to earth and, was my bosom pierced. (194)
(Slok Bhakta Kabira.?. 1374)
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Saith Kabir: Vie True Holy Preceptor I met
who shot an arrow of the Holy Word.
As it struck, into the earth was I mingled
And my brest pierced. (157) (P. 1372) Slok Bhakta Kabira
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All the while Bhai Addan Shah remained in Krfarpur, the Diwans
regularly paid all the expenditure incurred by Bhai Bhara on the
cheritable enterprizes run in the Dharamsala. The amount they paid was
near about rupees one Lakh a year. Bhai Bhara was so liberal that apart
from Diwans, he spent much from his own pocket and so often he had
to pawn his quilt and spent the lent money on the patients and the needy.
On getting such information from any source, the Diwans had to get the
quilt released on making the payment.
The time passed on. The news of Bhai Addan Shah's encampment
in Kartarpur Sodhian, gradually, spread all round. As the humming bee,
greedy for the fragrance, is attracted towards the flower or as a deer is
attracted by the sound rushes towards the sound track. Similarly, the
people who heard of his stay at Kartarpur poured in the dharamsala to
pay their homage to him. There was a similar hustle and bustle in
Kartarpur too and likewise J&mrau and Shahdara there also was constant
current and flow of chanting the Divine Laudations (Kirtan of Gurbani)
and the holy discourses of scriptures and Gurbani.
It was here only that Bhai Addan Shah had his first meeting with
Bhai Dukh Bhanjan.
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Wonder ous Thinking of Sad bus

Once, some children were shooting arrows from their bows in a
wilderness that Bhai Rang happened to reach there. He borrowed a bow
with an arrow from a child and shot it at rendom towards some birds
sitting on a tree. The witnessing sadhus were surprised at his that illaction. They remained silent at the moment but later on sounded the
matter to Bhai Addan Shah who simply said, "there must be some secret
in that".
Just to pacify the complainants he asked Bhai Rang, "I hear you
have shot an arrow aiming at the birds sitting on a tree. Why was it so?"
Bhai Rang modestly replied,"I saw that someone had cast net to
enmesh the birds. I took mercy on them and shot at random an arrow
towards the tree on which the birds were sitting just to frighten them and
cause them to fly,"Bhai Addan Shah then addressed the complainants
and said," Did not I say that there must be some secret in it? Now you
yourself may imagine what goodness and compassion was latent in his
action."
The complainanats had no reply. They were innately ashamed of
their irresponsible action. However, they said, "Bravo, Bhai Rang !
Bravo. You have well done."
At a time, when Bhai Addan Shall was encamped in Kartarpur
Sodhian, a Muslim Faqir was his contemporary and putting up in
Alwalpur, a place in the vicinity of Kartarpur. Bom of them knew each
other by name but physically they were unknown to either of them. Both
were well reputed and won laurels, Both were equally eulogized and
praised by the people and both were conversant with their prevailing
fame but they could not avail themselves of an opportunity to have their
mutual meetings in person.
Once a muslim Qaazi called on the Faqir of Alwalpur for his
eminence and reputation. Perchance, he was smoking hubble-bubble at
the time and had placed his rosary on the hub of his hubble-bubble. The
Qaazi was suprised to note that the Faqir had no respect for the Divine
precept of Islamic rules, regulations or laws of Shariat. He lost his temper \
and in his wrath asked him, "Since when you have placed your rosary >
on the hub of your hubble-bubble?" Thinking him a fanatic the Faqir
replied, "From the date I had known Mohammed simmilar to an ass."
The Qaazi could not tolerate the obstinate and disgraceful reply.
He instigated the Maulanas against him and consequently, the muslim
population in the vicinity was agitated and in their fury they attacked the
Faqir to stone him to death.
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When the Faqir saw the populace taking offensive against him, he
called for the assistance of his brother. His brother was a mighty and
powerful personage of the rigion and so often he had offered him
assistance and promised him to come for his assistance whenever he
needed him. He made a defensive attack on the mob, killed many
maulanas and caused heavy casualties on the mob. Atlast he succeeded
in quelling the riot. The riotous assembly was scattered and the rioters
fled on their heels. And in this manner the danger of his life budged for
the time being.
Bhai Addan Shah on hearing the news expressed his dispproval and
said, "The Faqir had arrested the so caused trouble but by the force of
his arms. He talked of attaining the zenith of spirituality and that of his
proximity to God but was affraid of sacrificing his mortal body. If he
v
boasts to be identical to Mansoor' he would have then sacrificed his
life."
However, the words of Bhai Addan Shah were conveyed to him
by someone. He felt sorry for his action and said, "I simply thought that
Bhai Addan Shah was a Hindu mendicant but now I realise that I am far
behind him in the race of spirituality. I shall now approach him to accept
me as one of his devoted desciple." Ultimately, he reached Kartarpur,
bowed at the feet of Bhai Addan Shah and modestly prayed, "I am rather
departed from the path ofrighteousnessand have come to you for the
right guidence. Kindly accept me as your disciple and grace me with your
cap of distinction. Bhai Addan Shah heard him patiently but remained
mum, The days passed on but he was still insistent and firm in his
determination. He prayed again and again for the fulfilment of his
request.
When a long time had passed but the Faqir had no change in his
basic and spiritual motivation, Bhai Addan Shah had then realised that
he was firm in his determination, his devotion is sincere and he is, verily,
a man of faith. He, then gave him his cap and sermonised him, "The
easiest way to approach God is to eradicate your egoism from the core
of your mind. This main evil is the root cause of all worldly entanglements. When this main vice is effaced from one's core, one percieves
God in every soul and every body is realised by him as His lodge. You
must realise that He is omni-present and is, therefore, present also within
you. Visualize God within you, within everybody, present everywhere
and at all times but keep the fact in your mind and do not expose it. Search
him within yourself. He is not away and apart from you. When this
courtain of egoism is evicted from your mind you will perceive Him
within your self."
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The Faqir inscribed this precept on his mind. By the grace of the
preceptor he erased egoism from his mind and, consequently, the sense
of duality was entirely washed away from his self. From his self now
sprouted the true love and like a fountain it sprayed the love all round.
Thus, the state of ecstasy prevailed upon him. He enjoyed that state of
his mind but it was unexpressable and beyond the power of explanation.
Bhai Dukhbanjan Ji
Bhai Dukhbhanjan was the resident of Faruka (a town in district
Shahpore sargodha, now in Pakistan). One day he went for a bath on a
well within the town. There, to his horror, he saw that a bullock of the
persian wheel had fallen in a pit within the gamut of the well. He
witnessed that on one hand the ox was physically too weak and on the
other hand the peasants were whipping him severely but even then the
ox was unable to get out of it, and was bearing the tortures afflicted upon
him by the peasants. Bhai Dukhbhajan had a compassionate mind.
Woefully, he thought in his mind that the afflictions being awarded to
him might be predestined for his inherited evil actions committed by him
in his previous births. Whoever is, involved in the worldly enmeshments
would be awarded the similar afflictions. Then why should not he take
his shelter at a place wherefrom he could possibly attain peace and poise
of the mind and emancipation from the cycle of birth and death.
In view of the above consideration, he left his home in the search
of a holy man who could pacify his mind in the world full of sores and
guide him to achieve the ultimate goal of the human life. He, came to
know from a good source that Bhai Addan Shah v/as the perfect man of
the era who could serve his purpose and, presently, he could find him
in Kartarpur Sodhian. When from all the sources he had to come across,
gave him the same advice, he had then no other alternative but to
approach Bhai Addan Shah and take his refuge. Ultimately, he with his
devout offerings called on him and in cordial reverence paid obeisance
to him and heldfast his expurgatory feet until he had cast his gracious
glance on him.
Bhai Addan Sbah at that moment was sitting there in a pleasant and
gracious mood. He addressed him compssioanately and said,"Brother !
Have you come here in peace and pleasure V The moment Bhai Addan
Shah uttered those words of grace, Bhai Dukhbhanjan, instantly, felt that
all his anxieties and worries had taken wings and he had attained the final
goal of human life and the state of beatitude. Guru Arjan postulates of
such attainment by which the pains are substituted by pleasures by a
moments gracious sight of the True Preceptor
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"By a moment's sight of you millions of joys
have I obtained.
Should you even once ask this sen ant
to be seated by you.
Endless is the joy thereof. (2) (23.46)
(SrarangM.5,P.l213)
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Thus, Bhai Dukhbhanjan stood before Bhai Addan Shah in
reverence and prayed, "O cherisher of the poor ! Your moment's sight
has blessed rne the good luck, my all pains and miseries are disappeared
and the treasure of pleasure have been opened to me. The words spoken
by you have turned up as the bestower of all pleasure and hilarity. Now
I have come to you to enjoy your benign shelter. Be kind to me and grace
your humble servent, the guidence to maintain, successfully, the
discipline dictated by you. "Bhai Addan Shah gave him an attentive
audience and said, "0 God-oriented gentleman! You should do the same
what the other sadhus are doing. They Labour earnestly, well enough to
earn their living and the rest of the time they spend in the recitation of
Gurbani, meditation on Divine Name, attending the Holy Congregation,
chanting of the Divine Laudation and listening to the holy discourses.
You should also do the likewise."
Bhai Dukhbhanjan earnestly heard the precept imparted to him by
the Master and in his reply, modestly, noded in its full agreement.
Bhai Dukhbhanjan had an art with him to earn some money. He
did never mis his daily routine of attending the holy congregation both
in the morning and evening, the chanting of Divine Laudations, listening
to the Divine Discourses and all other importent religious duties. Though
he spent only for a while for earning his living yet he saved fifteen rupees
from his earnings and offered the saved money to Bhai Addan Shah. He
did not appreciate him for that offering but instead admonished him and
said, "wherefrom have you obtained this money?" "My Lord ! from my
occupation " replied Bhai Dukhbhanjan. Bhai Addan Shah added, "It is
hardly a month has passed that you have saved fifteen rupees from your
earnings besides spending on yourself. Y'bu have not missed even to your
daily religious routine. In case you work for the whole day in your
occupation, you will, surely, earn a lot of money and will create for you
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more mammonish enmeshments. The man who is involved so much in
the worldly entanglements cannot carry on the saintly practices of a
recluse. It is, therefore, better that you should go from here. The man of
your status has no business with us, only those can, effectively, wend our
ways who are ignorant of the mammonish shrewdness. There is a
quotation in this respect:"We are intoxicated with love, we care not a pin
for the riches of the world.
We have no concern with the waves of wealth,
Then why should we entreat someone for it.
Whose words are wise people profess their faith in him,
We dote in love,
Tlien why shall we care for the conventions?
We the doting mendicants are on the altar lying,
with sword hanging on our head;
For what use are to us the valued andflavoury victuals.
We wear a cap and a lion cloth, a few inches in length,
and a piece of bread we eat,
What concern have we with its flavour.
We burn in love round the clock and are roasted
in the pan wihtout water,
compassion is our diet, calx is our clothing,
And to forbear without murmur is our nature,
Tlxen what we have to do with the wise counsellors."
(Redhta)
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After that scolding and admonition Bhai Dukhbhanjan thought in
himself, "Bhai Shahib has postulated that Divine devotees are distinct
from the worldly people. If, verily, I intend to earn more wealth, he says,
I have no place to be with him and shall go from here. But what he has
said is, in fact, in my interest and in my betterment, why shall I then feel
disppointed or disgusted, rather I shall feel happy. It is not a disdain but
is his benignancy. He does not admonish to everybody, he chides only
to those who are under his benign shelter. The men who are neitlier
advised nor censured by him are the most unlucky. They are far off from
his gracious sight. A goldsmith has enough of gold with him but only that
gold becomes the standard gold which is heated and melted by him in
the crucible. The gold which by the strong heat melts in the crucible turns
up the pure gold and is designated as standard gold. The gold which has
not been heated in the crucible to the melting point is yet impure and
amalgam. There is nothing to worry in such disdains or censures,
moreover, it is a matter of pleasure. Guru Arjan avers: Should the Master offer a rebuke, still would it be sweet;
should he show grace, that would be his greatness. (25)
(Suhi M.5, P. 758)
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In view of the above consideration Bhai Dukhbhanjan fell upon the
feet of the Master, held them fast and prayed:Man who each instant into error falls
By calculation of merits and demerits
never can get liberation.
Lord!forgiver of sins! show grace !
Pray carry Nanak aacross the ocean of existence. (I) (52).
(Gauri Bawan Akhri M.5, P.261)
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He continued, Kindly pardon me for the blunder committed by me
in the past. I pledge, to, strictly, abide by your instructions henceforward.
Bhai Sahib said, graciously, "If you, really intend to stay here with us
abandon then your lustful occupation and limit your earnings only to earn
your daily bread. You may add to your labour if only you required some
clothing."

•

Bhai Dukhbhanjan with utmost humility agreed with the Master's
command. He kept his promise so long he remained with Bhai Sahib and
thereafter too he adhered to it. He laboured only to earn his bread and
a bit more when needed some more clothing. He served Bhai Addan Shah
to die best of his capacity and ability. Besides that he also rendered
heartily service to Bhai Aya Ram or likes of him and to those who were
close at hand. Moreover, he served with heart and soul to all the sadhu
samaj (society). Usually, he passed his whole day in enjoying the hilarity
of the holy congregation, chanting therein of Divine Laudations and
listening to the holy discourses. In the manner he spent a good while
under the shelter of the benign Master, Bhai Addan Shah and ultimately
achieved the zenith of the human life.
It was long since Bhai Addan shah had sojourned in Kartarpur
Sodhian Constaniant chanting of the Divine Laudations and holding of
Divine discourses sanctified the whole environment and gave an
ambrosial and heavenly look to it. People from far and vide were used
to pour in massively to have an expurgatory look of Bhai Addan Shah.
But Bhai Addan Shah had in his mind something different. His
clairvoyant foresight was looking at the awaiting destruction of Kartarpur.
One day, spontaneously and collectedly, he addressed the sadhus
and spoke to them, "The Pathans will launch an attack on Kartarpur and
there will be a general mascre. Therefore, any of you if intends to go to
a safer place of his choice, may go. If someone needs money for the
expense of his journey, he may get that from me." The sadhus of the
encampment, on hearing those prophetic words from him began to wend
their way in groups. There were some who aimed at going to Multan and
the others to Maghiana. There were still others who intended to go to
Amritsar. There were a few who doted on Bhai Addan Shah. They felt
hard to bear the pangs of his separation, hence, they had their corporeal
end there and then on the spot. A tew of them met their natural death
and there were still a few who forsook their mortal bodies for the shock
caused by the separation of the master.
Bhai Dukhbhanjan thought within himself, "Whoever had his
corporeal end in the presence of the Master would, surely, find salvation
and will not fall in the womb again. By the grace of the saint the door
of liberation is opened. How fine it would be for me if I too may
myself corporeally in the presence of the master."
Under this apprehension he supplicated, "O cherisher of the poor!
I cannot bear the pangs of your separation, it will, therefore, be better
if I shall leave this mortal clay in your benign presence. Bhai Addan Shah
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in reply to his request said, "Bhai Dukhbhanjan! you are not justified to
say so. Moreover, you should beg from the Lord that whenever your time
comes to breatlie your last, you should die in Gurmat (the discipline
ordained by the Satguru) and so long you are in human life you should
live in Gurmat."
Before bidding adieu to each other Bhai Addan Shah asked Bhai
Dukhbhanjan, "How much money you require for your intended journey
so that I may pay that to you ?" Bhai Dukhbhanjan replied, modestly,
"My Lord! If your reverence is so pleased on me, them kindly bestow
me the expense by which I could easily cross the dreadful ocean of the
world in peace and pleasure and also get relief in the next world. Bhai
Addan Shah replied lovelily, "The principal expense by which one could
cross this dreadful ocean of the world is only tlie Divine Name. The man
who owns this principal will have no encounter to occur with Celestial
Judge. Guru Arjan avers:In this world have I found joy.
And no encouter with the Celestial Judge
have occurred,
Exalted in the Divine Portal;
Tliere-after one falls not again into the womb.(l)
(38.49) (Raga Ramkali M.5. P.898)
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So Divine Name is the real and principal expense. Therefore, make
it the ornamentation of your mind. This, in fact, is the provision of the
way and the joumey of the unmeasurable length. The other expense or
the provision, if any, will cause spiritual poverty and starvation and the
dishonour in the Divine Portal."
Just after the factual sermonising and discourse they bade goodbye to each other. Many other Sadhus of Kartarpur encampment also
accompanied Bhai Dukhbhanjan.
Farewell to Kartarpur Sodhian
The encampment of Kartarpur was by then assumed as a domicile.
One could avail oneself of all the comforts and facilities there. The
Sodhus of Kartarpur and therichdevotees had donated many valued and
precious beddings, quilts, pillows etc., and all of those articles were
safely stored in the dharamsala. In fact, dharamsala was provided with
all the essential amenities and necessities for the incoming mendicants,
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sadhus. travellers and visitors who intended to stay therein. In sum we
can say, that was a perfect rest house for everyone who have a privilege
to stay therein. The patients were also being looked after, lovelily and
lovingly, by Rhai Bhara.
Lastly, Bhai addan Shah assigned the dharamsala to Bhai Bhara
and having only a gourd (Tumbi) in his hand he got a move on from the
premises of the dharamsala and left Kartarpur. Most of the sadhus had
then gone and from the remaining ones, he allowed only a few, say about
ten, to accompany him.
There is an episode of a sadhu in.'Paras Bhag'.
"An ascetic sadhu after living in this perishable world for about
five hundred years left for his factual abode in the next world. The gods
of the next world, on his entry into it enquired of him about his experience
of the mammonish world and the manner he pulled through its
enmeshments. He replied, "As a traveller enters a town from one side
and gets his exit from the other side. You may take that just in the same
manner was my entry into the world and exit therefrom." They applauded
him and uttered "Bravo, Bravo, welldone, well done."
Bhai Addan Shah was also a sadhu of that type. He had a full
control over the five main vices and remained unattached, selfless,
unassuming and indifferent to this world throughout his life. He came
in Kartar pur, spent therein a few years, got the dharamsala fully
equipped with all sorts of amenities and fascilities but abandoned it,
lastiy, in no time. Just as a traveller stays in an inn during night and in
the morning he leaves it and gets his way on. Bhai Addan Shah also
abandoned the fully equipped dharamsala and assigning that to Bhai
Bhara he went off from there, simply, with a gourd in his hand.
The sodhies also left, collectedly, for some hill station on hearing
about the prophecy made by Bhai Addan Shah.
Bhai Bhara, inspite of ail that, looked after the dharamsala and
served the incomers viz sadhus, mendicants and travellers with all his
heart and soul.
The Prophecy Actaaiised
The prophecy made by Bhai Addan Shah prevailed in the town like
the wild fire. It caused dread in the mind of the townees. A great many
people moved from Kartarpore to their safe shelters. A very few had
plucked courage to fight with the time and bear the consequences. After
a short while an army of the Pathans attacked Kartarpur and caused a
general masscre. This was to happen because the sadhu in his meditation
had foreseen it, clairvoyaiandy, and then made a prophecy. Moreover,
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there is a common saying that words spoken by a sadhu nevr go in vain.
Guru Arjan also avers :NiglU and day and the constellations shall all be destryed;
so shall sun and moon.
Moutains, the earth, water and the air shall vanish
The word of the holy alone shall eternally last. (1)
Destroyed shall be egg-born, placenta-born, the atmosphere
born and perspiration born.
Destroyed will be four Vedas, the six systems
Immutable shall alone be the word of the holy. (2)
Destroyed shall be the qualities of energy, sloth and intellect.
A11 thai is visible shall be destroyed.
The word of the holy alone shall be limitless. (3)
(Sarong M. 5, p. 1204)
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The man who had faith in the sadhu's v/ord, left Kartarpur for a
safe shelter and saved themselves from the expected holocaust. Those
for want of aith evaded under some pretext to take some shelter had to
face death. One of the Pathans assaulated Bhai Bhara with a sword on
his neck. The neck was severely wounded but luckily, his aorta was saved
but even then he could not resist the blow and fell on the ground down
facewise. Whoever came under the sword of Pathans had a fatal end and
in that manner they massacred many.
When the invaders, after a genera! massaere,had gone, Bhai Bhara
thought in himself," My aorta is safe. Why shall not I recover my
consciousness and look after the other casualties. There is none else to
look after them at this critical juncture. He was a conscientious sadhu,
so, he regained his courage and by ironing his nerves, with the support
of hands he placed his cuts at their proper joints and bandaged his wounds
with his turban. There-after he bgan looking after the other casualties,
gave them the first-aid and water to quench their thirst. He remained
absolutely indifferent to himself or to his wounds. He even did not evince
that he himself was wounded. His main aim was to serve the others to
•
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the best of his ability.
The outsiders also brought their patients and casualties caused n
by the Pathan invaders, in the dharamsala and Bhai Bhara paid his
best attention also to them and, cordially and mindfully, gave them
the required treatment but to himself he. was, absolutely, heedless.
There is another anecdote prevalent in the common folk.
The incident was personally witnessed by certain people. The episode
goes on :"When most of the people left Kartarpur for their shelters under
the fear of the expected massacre, they donated the sugar in their hands
to the dharamsala and Bhai Bhara stored that sugar in the pantry there.
It was a blazing summer and people, especially, the wounded and the
invaders were throbbing for the water to quench their burning thirst. A
thought flashed in Bhai Bhara's mind, "There is plenty of sugar in our
store. It is lying waste in the pantry. Then way shall not I make the best
use of it. The people are writhing with thirst they want someone to quench
it "He then without any delay got that sugar lifted from there and poured
that in the well. He steered himself the persian wheel of the well.
Consequently, whosoever came there on the well quenched his thirst with
the sweetend water. Even the Pathans who shared the loot and the
massacre came over there and quenched their thirst. Just look ! Bhai
Bhara, on one hand was looking after the patients and the wounded and
on the other hand he was quite indiffenrent to his own wounds, however,
dangerous were they to his life. He, the benevolent sadhu, had the only
desire to serve others, irrespective of the friend or a foe or of the caste,
colour or creed. He was a humanitarian and even the murderers for him
were the image of God,
Atlast, the news of his untiresome, selfless and devoted service
reached the ears of the king who ordered his service men to produce the
benevolent and God-fearing sadhu, with great reverence in the Royal
Court.
The king, reverentially, stood on his arrival and in his modesty he
said, "Your reverence ! I am at your command. Say what service I may
render to you ? "Bhai Bhara gave no reply and remained mum. The king
repeated his request and said, "Your reverence ! I am at your disposal.
Be gracious and command your humble servant. I shall feel proud of *
being in your service. Your order of any sort will be obeyed and complied
with in no time. "On his repeated requests, Bhai Bhara, thus, replied,"
If you really want to give me something then I shall ask you to release ,
all the captives you have taken into your custody."
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The king adhered to his promise and ordered the release of all the
captives in {lis prison.
The king bade him a reverential farewell.
Bhai Bhara was such a selfless, self-forgetful, self-poised and a
benevolent humanitarian.
The Journey to His Eternal Abode
Whereat wealth, rule, land and a great many mammonish and
worldly enticements fail to enmesh a sadhu, afineyarn of love is enough
to bind him.

Bhai Darbari, a Sat-Kartari sadhu had his abode in Phagwara
(Punjab). He was a devoted Gur-Sikh (disciple of the sikh gurus). He had
a great affinity for having a gracious sight of Bhai Addan Shah. Bhai
Addan Shah was also aware of his doting mind and both had a mutual
lure for each other. Bhai Sahib, therefore, under m% spell of his love,
initiated his journey for Phagwara. He, along with his few sadhus was
in his way to Phagwara that Bhai Rochi Ram, carrying a bundle of
utensils and clothings, came running to him and in anguish said, "You
are so indifferent that you take no care of your men. With much difficulty
I have reached here." "Bhai Rochi Ram, What made you annoyed and
you are in so much anguish ?" asked Bhai Addan Shall. Bhai Rochi Ram
replied, "Don't you see I am carrying this heavy load on my head ?"
"Then throw it off said Bhai Addan Shah. Bhai Rochi Ram did
accordingly and threw the load off his head on the ground. Bhai Addan
Shah instructed his companions to have from the bundle any thing of their
need and choice and let the rest remain on the road. The sadhus obeyed
their master and accordingly, lifted the articles of their choice ignoring
the rest and leaving the surplus articles on the road, they marched on to
Phagwara.
Bhai Darbari's joy knew no bounds to hear about the arrival of Bhai
Addan Shah. He took delight in his arrival and in his profound pleasure
came to receive him, gave him a warm welcome, and most respectfully
conveyed him to his lodge. He was overjoyed to see Bhai Addan Shah
in his company. Besides serving him at heart, he said, "I am a sacrifice
to you my master! My luck has favoured me. I am gifted and benefitted
in all respects. "For the cordial love of Bhai Darbari, Bhai Addan Shah
had a pretty good time to stay there. He sojourned there for a good many
days. One day Bhai Darbari took some saffron and disolved it in water
in a broad and deep platter and placed that platter in front of Bhai Addan
Shah. He then sent for a roll of white cloth and requsted to Bhai Addan
Shah to dip his lotus like feet in that plate. He, then, got his foot-prints
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on the roll of white cloth brought for the very purpose. Under spell of
his love Bhai Addan Shah could not deny him and acted accordingly.
When the marks of his foot-steps were stamped on the white cloth, Bhai
Darbari in his intense pleasure said, "I have only the support of your
lotus-like feet and that I, by your grace, have obtained. I have caused all
this trouble to you for my selfish motive. Now I shall ever keep this
purifying sign with me. You are the benign master and I hope, you will
be kind enough to excuse me for my impertinence. I even hope that you
will keep a space for me in your core and will bestow me the honour of
being one of your earnest devotees. I have obtained this pious sign for
my meditation for which I was longing from the long since. I am now
intensely happy and am thankful to you from the core of my heart.
After that love-meet, he left Phagwara for kot Lehrh, a hilly station
and remained in that covert for the time it remained secret.
After a good while, the men of the holy company of Jammu heard
of his covert at Kot Lehrh. The Raja, his ministerial council and the man
of the holy company conferred and resloved among themselves that Bhai
Addan Shah should be approached, prayed, and insisted upon to return
to Jammu. They realised that he was the man of the century, spiritually
supreme and the zenith of the Sadhu society, he made a prophecy many
days ahead of the massacre at Kartarpur and sent forth several sadhus
of his company before the tregedy had occurred. To many he paid from
his pocket, the expense of their contemplated journey. He was distracted
from the enmeshments of the illusory world and had taken his shelter in
a covert in the solitude of a moutanious zone. They conferred, "If we shall
call on him at his covert and supplicate for his return to Jammu, it would
be a matter of privelege to us and many others will also be benefitted."
Having such consideration they made a written appeal to him,
stating therein their earnest desire to give a sympathetic consideration
to their request and return to Jammu and beneficientiy, grant to the ailing
souls the panacea of Divine Name.
Then a deputation of supplicants called on him at his covert. They
were told that he spent most of his time somewhere in a cave in the hills
and remained absorbed in his meditation, rememberence and imbibition
of the Divine Name. From time to time he enjoyed the hilarity of the
Divine Laudations and the holy discourses but only with the sadhus of
his own company. Besides that he kept very rare dealings with the out
siders.
The deputation was surprised to learn about his such a secluded
life. However, they could find a chance to call on him at his covert. They
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cordially payed obeisance and reverenciaily, presented their offerings to
him. They also placed before him the offerings sent by the Raja and his
ministerial council and also handed over their written appeal. With all
their modesty they supplicated on behalf of the people of Jammu that in
view of the beseechment of the holy congregation he should be kind
enough to return there and benevolently look after their regenration and
redemption.
On hearing their determined and sincere beseechment Bhai Addan
Shah politely said, "My dear ones ! this is a secluded place the place of
my choice and afar from all contentions. I feel myself much happy here.
So let me stay here in my solitude For a good many days they constantly
stressed upon him to give his consent to accompany them to Jammu but
to
their
dismay
all
were
gone m vain. It is an axiom that the true love knows not a
defeat and it ever wins. After a good long struggle and loverly discussions
Bhai Addan Shah had to yield for their love-quoted and sincere
supplications. Ultimately, he accompanied them to Jammu.
On his arrival at Jammu the Raja as well as his ministers and the
other devotees, collectedly, danced and rejoiced, jublliantly. There were
shouting of welcome slogans everywhere in Jammu. People greeted and
congratulated one another. Luck had dawned in Jammu once again, was
the common slogan of the day. They said, "It is only the all-knowing God
who has again sent the Master here." Thenceforth, there began again the
constant chanting of Divine Laudations and the holy discourses.
That state of affairs lasted long therein. All around there appeared
a grarnd scale of regeneration. A great many had their uplift to the zenith
of spirituality and redemption from the worldly entanglements. This
state of affairs went on for a great while. But, ultimately, the time had
come when the ray of life was to merge in the sun, the iight was to blend
in the source of light, and the soul had to attain perfection. So the time
came on the seventeeth of Baisakh (Sudi 8) Samat Bikrami 1814 when
Bhai Addan Shah had a call from The Most High and he went on High.
Like a snake casts its slough, he cast his corporeal frame and his soul
merged in its source as:"Into the sun is the ray absorbed, water into water,
light into the light is merged; perfietion attained. (4)(2)
(Bilawal Chhant M.5, P.846)
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Bhai Bhalla Ram Sahib
(Sarnat Bikrami 1778 to 1854)
"My self! Meditate on the Lord and practice
the preceptors Word.
Through submission to the Divine will
is attained the Lord and egoism cast off.
(Vadhans M.3, P.560)
U~cM mfe W Tjfc fe?" 3? fkWJ U§P Wfell
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On the previous pages in the chapter of Bhai Sewa Ram we have
already mentioned about the establishment of a dharamsaia in Nurpur
(Thall) by him. That too was evident from the biography of Bhai Sewa
Ram that he renounced the worldly attachment and roamed about in the
world, mainly, as an itinerant sadhu. He roved from place to place and
preached the Divine mission of the ten Sikh Gums. Wheresoever, he had
a little stay, the place had become a Sikh missionary centre.
The dharamsaia established by Bhai Sewa Ram at Nurpur
remained neglected since long. Bhai Addan shah had assigned its
expen
management
there for a long and returned
other. Bhai Addan Shah, pensively, thought over the matter and said to
himself, "I have sent so meny sadhus to Nurpur on my expense. To some
I have paid a sum of rupees one thousand and to the some even above
but all of them have proved themselves an utter failure and have returned
uncier one or another pretext. None have so far got stuck into the job."
One day when he was enjoying the hilarity of the holy congrgation,
the sadhu, who was deputed by him as the assignee of the Dharamsaia
at Nurpur, returned from there as a failure and made his presence before
Bhai Addan Shah. Bhai Addan Shah once again became pensive and said
to himself, "To whom shall I assign this odd duty now ? It is boyond my
might to manage its affairs. It depends on the satguru or Bhai Sewa Ram
only to manage or assist us to solve this problem.
He thought if he could find a self-abnegative, selfless,
selfcomplacent, self-confident and devotional sadhu for Nurpur, he
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might be successful to properly look after the whole encampment. In the
mean time Bhai Bhalla Ram appeared to his surprise and it flashed in
his mind that satguru had approached to the occasion and had sent a most
suitable assignee for his dharamsala. Bhai Bhalla Ram had all good
purpose
Ram
accept
is a true devote
assignment, I am comment he would surely be successful in managing
and looking after he installation. "He then in a sweet and lovelilv manner
called Bhai Bhalla Ram in his presence and asked him, "Bhai Bhalla
Ram! Will you give your consent to me if I assign to yoi; some particular
duty ?" "It will be a matter of pride for me, My Lord ! I shall deem it
a boon." Replied Bhai Bhalla
Ram.
Bhai
Addan
Shah
then
disclosed
to
a
said
primal
of Bhai Sewa Ram, that is, the dhannnala at Nurpur (Thail) is lying
vacant and unheeded since long. I wish that you may accept its
management and look after it, maintain it as an assignee and attain my
pleasure as well as blessings of Bhai Sewa Ram. I acknowledge the state
of your mind and understand it would be very hard for you to bear the
pangs caused by your separation from me and that is the sole reason I
have asked for your acceptance. If, wiliingiy, you give your consent to
what I have said, I shall then manage to send you off."
Bhai Bhalla Ram gave his full ears to the Master's command and
modestly replied, "O Cherisher of the poor ! I am your purchased slave.
What cleverness a purchased slave can dare to express. Belive me, I am
your humblest of humble servent and am living on your benign support
that is:"Our strength, prosperity and support- -all is Tkine
Thou art my Mighty Lord. (2) (4.45)
(Sorath M. 5, P. 622)
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So, my Master ! No pretext, Whatsoever, or argumentation can
depart me from the path of righteousness you have shown to me. It is your
benignity that had bestowed upon me the merit of self control and the
power to act. The player strums the string and it viberates. Thus the Guru
avers: As grants the Ijord, controller of the inner self,
Power to us to act.
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As the player strums the string and it liberates.
So do creatures and human beings.il) (I).
(Bilawal M.4., P.798)
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I am at your disposal My dear Master ! Your order is a must for
me. My Lord ! With pleasure I shall obey your command."
Bhai Addan Shall was profoundly pleased to hear his cordial reply
and regardfully asked him to have a seat. Bhai Bhalla Ram took his seat
accordingly and impatiently awaited for his next command.
Bhai Addan Shall then called in his presence Bhai Swai Rim and
Bhai Balak Ram and ordered them to accompany Bhai BhallaRam. They
also obeyed his order, unhesitatingly, and without any murmur.
Bhai Swai Ram had a double relationship with Bhai Bhalla Ram.
Both were cousin brothers as well as Gur-bhai (disciples of the same
Guru i.e. Bhai Addan Shah). Bhai Balak Ram had joined the holy
company of Bhai Addan Shah from his very childhood. The parental
name given to him was Budha but Bhai Addan Shah did not approve it
il
and remarked, You are yet a child, my boy ! Your name is unappealing
as it does not suit to your age. Hence, I shall, henoetoforth, call you Balak
Ram" From the date he became popular by the same name and every
body called him Balak Ram.
Bhai Bhalla Ram, along with his two fellow companions, came
prepared for their departure and to bid good-bye to the Master but as
heretofore, Bhai Addan Shall did not advance a penny to them for their
expense. He simply blessed them.
Some of the sadhus who at the time of their departure were present
4
there on the spot prayed, *0 Master! Previously, you had advanced some
money to all the sadhus deputed on this duty as their expense for the
journey but you are sending them totally blank. Kindly, pay them
something for their tedious, tiresome and long journey." Bhai Addan
Shall replied, "My friends ! It is not the expense paid by me that would
cause the installation of Nurpur to function. It would be the satguru and
Sewa Ram himself who would cause to administer it, successfully.
Morewver, Bhai Bhalla Ram is a devout devotee, benevolent in nature
and a great personage. His splendour would by itself prevail and
influence the general public to cooperate with him in his noble cause.
I, fervently, hope that he, by the grace of Satguru, would be successful
in his Divine mission."
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Though it was, exceptionally, hard for all of them to bear the pangs
caused by the separation of their beloved and benign Master Yet no
excuse or argumentation could stand against the Master's command.
Ultimately, all of the three sadhus paid their reverenltial obeisance,
kissed his lotus-like feet and bade their heartfelt farewell.
From Shahdara To Nurpur (Thall)
*

•

It was, in fact, unbearable for Bhai Bhalla Ram to endure the pangs
caused by the separation of his beloved Master. His heart was throbbing
with the pangs of separation:"Just as a calve pines to fondle the mother cow
but tethered at its manger helplessly groans.
Just as a forced labourer labouring in a palace,
in vain longs for its internal sight.
Just as a love-sick woman shatters all shackles
of worldly conventions, and, undauntedly,
sticks out for her beloved.
So, are the Divine lovers.
Tliey bear the pangs of separation remain unshaken
And firm to the word of their True Master (520)
(Bhai Gurdas)
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Even then he had some consolation in his mind and had a good
impact of the following verse:Myself! shelter with the sole lord thou seek;
And the Master's teaching repeat.
Accept the Lord's command as true;
With thy heart acquire this wealth,
Tlius shalt thou in joy be absorbed.
(AsawariM.5,P.4W)
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Thus, he found shelter in the acceptance of the Master's command
and after his reverential salutations to the Master, he left Shahdara for
Nurpur (Thali). The sadhus of Bhai Addan Shah's company gave them
a hearty send off and in bondage of their love with them, they walked
a good distance before seeing them off.
Their journey was incident free. They reached Nurpur unintrupted
with, absolutely, no impediments laid down in their way. They lodged
straightaway in the Dharamsala, paid their reverence to the Barandari (a
big hail with many doors), presented their offerings there and, subsequently, had gone to bed.
The news of their arrival prevailed all over the town and its vicinity
by the next morning and there began the same hustle and bustle from
therafter. It was a common talk amongst the people of Nurpur that the
new entrants appeared to be sagacious and practical. Especially, the
assignee, evedenily, seemed to be a noble-spirited, glorious and a
pacified personage. He had a broad and radient forehead. As and as
people heard the news, they flocked therein to have his blessings,
magnetic touch and the gracious sight. In a while the sight-seekers
flooded into the dharamsala with their offerings.
Bhai Bhalla Ram made a thorough round of the dharamsala and
realised that the building had become crisp and dilapidated. Besides a
vast repair, the most of it required reconstruction. It would be better to
start with the repairs without any delay We would have only to render
our service and make endeavours. The completion rests upon Him and
we fervendy hope that we would, certainly, accomplish it. Guru Arjan
avers:He whose task it was accomplished it
What is a poor man?
(Suhi M.5,P.784)
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"So let us make an effort and take the initiative" Said Bhai Bhalla
Ram He then took the initiative and commenced its reconstruction.
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People were much pleased to see the start of the reconstruction work and
with all their heart die devotees began to present their offerings and
donations for the noble cause of reconstructing the long since neglected
and decayed building. They associated themselves with the other
volunteers and rendered their services both financially and physically.
The offerings presented in the form of Karah Prasad (a pudding prepared
with Ghee, sugar and floor) was distributed among ail those who
rendered their services honorary, voiunterily or otherwise. As such the
reconstruction work got a momentum and the dharamsala at Nurpur,
once again, became a place of splendour and elegance. The assembly of
holy congregation, thrice in a day, was recommenced. There were
chanting of Divine Laudations and Divine discourses both in the
morning, noon and evening viz;-morning 3 A.M. to 10 A.M., Noon 3
P.M. to 5 P.M. and evening from 7 P.M. to 9 P.M. The evening session
of the Holy Congregation was daily closed by the recitation of Kirtan
Sohela' (A version of Gurbani recited by a sikh devotee before he goes
to the bed). That was a routine procedure. In the manner the holy
congregations were held daily and regularly and the participants enjoyed
the hilarity of the Divine glamour.
What is more, the gentry and the city fathers also enjoyed the
grandeur of the holy congregation and became the men of faith. They,
too, shared in the construction work, laboured voiunterily, and also gave
some financial help.
Pa than Invaders
4

The rulers of Muitan conferred with their council of ministers and
referred to them, "The state authorities of Nurpur Thall are mere
plunderers. They are causing afflictions to their subject and rob them of
their wealth. Let us teach them a good lesson and set themright.It would
be arightstep io invade Nurpur and punish the culprits of their highhandedness and brutality," Then they addressed to their army officers
and instructed them, "In case anyone opposes you, give him hell or make
him a captive. Make their women your captives. Leave none of them
behind, kill them or hold them captives so that they should, completely
be uprooted
Accordingly, the army marched towards Nurpur to launch an
offensive. The news of that intended attack reached the ears of the rulers
of Nurpur. They made miltary preparations to take a defencive step and
counter the aggressive and offensive designs of the enemy. They
them elves in me vicinity of the fort. But soon after they
retreated from there for the enemy's superiority in mev? and arms and
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entrenched themselves within the bounderies of the fort.
When the women-folk of the town came to know of their retreat
from their outer defence line they put their men to shame and said, "You*
cowards are affraid of the invaders. You all have heard that there will
be a general massacre and your women will either be killed, kidnapped
or raped. You will all be slain or made captives and will, thus, be entirely
uprooted. The dread of the invaders has, actually, snatched your valour
and courage. So, let you wear the bangles and perform duties of the
household women. Handover your fighting weapons to us to encounter
the enemy and defeat them.
At the same time they saw that Bhai Bhalla Ram was standing on
the roof of the dharamsala and was waving a stick over his head.
Normally, he was used to wave his stick to disuade the dogs to enter the
dharmsala but he, especially, waved the stick over his head on seeing the
invaders. When the women of the town saw Bhai Bhalla Ram waving
the stick over his head they said, "Look you cowards! Bhai Bhalla Ram,
the great saint, is waving the stick over his head. There must be some
secret latent under it. We believe that the great sadhu is in your favour
and his waving the stick in this manner is a sign of victory for you. The
land where the sadhus reside is free of all fears and dangers. They are
the saviours of the humanity, in fact. So cast off all your fears and bravely
encounter the enemy. Victory will, surely, be yours. In case you hesitate
to give them a bitter fight, handover your weapons to us and allow us
to counter them. Will it not be shameful for you if they took us away in
your presence and in your sight?"
These taunting words of their women and waving of the stick by
Bhai Bhalla Ram inspired and incited them to give a severe encounter
and a defeating blow to the enemy. They lost no time to give a furious
attack to the advancing enemy and blocked up their prgress.
A severe battle was then raged. The trumpets were blown and the
cannons thundered. There was fierce fightingfromboth sides. There was
a great gun-fire and in the thick of the battle the haughty and proud
commander of the invading army who boasted to make the women-folk
his captive, was fatally shot in the heart and he, instantaneously, fell dead
on the ground. His Sudden death caused his army to lose their heart and
they dispersed in confusion. The people of Nurpur had won the day and
they being victors returned in the town with many a prisoners.
When the state governers of Nurpur returned in the town with a vast
loot and a great many captives Bhai Bhalla Ram called on them. This,
spontaneous visit of Bhai Bhalla Ram was a matter of great pleasure for
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them. The rulers as well as their wives fade him a hearty welcome. They
were profoundly pleased to see him unexpectedly there and respectfully
said, "O cherisher of the poor! your esteem and benign-self has graced
us with a great favour to pay your kind visit to us. It is just as God Himself
has come to grace us". Bhai Bhalla Ram then said, politely, "God, the
Almighty, has graced you the victory, hence I have come here to beg
something from you." The sikdar (the ruling authority) then stood in
reverence and modestly said, "It is just your benevolence that you are
honouring your humble servant. It is you only who has caused us to attain
the victory over the agressor, otherwise who were we to win. We shall
take pride in abiding by your benign and esteem order, irrespective of
the sort, whatsoever. Kindly command us, what service we can render
to you?" Bhai Bhalla heard them patiently, and said, "Release all the
captives without any delay."
The order was immediately complied with. All of the captives were
released there and then. Bhai Sahib got them claded in their respective
uniforms and with due respect they were sent to their homes. That act
of benevolence was inculcated in the cores of their hearts which they
could not forget all through they lived alive. So far they lived in this
human frame they paid their full respect to the sadhus of the Nurpur
encampment. Whenever they perchance met a sadhu belonging to the
Nurpur dharamsala, they knelt before him in reverence and said, "You
are really, the sadhus, worth worship as you belong to Bhai Bhalla Ram's
camp and the holy company."
A Hasty General Emigration From Nurpur
The Punjab had always been raided and invaded by foreign
invaders. Time and again it was invaded by either Nadir Shah or Ahmed
Shah and it was plundered by Pathan aggressive armies, every now and
then. There were occasional general massacres and loots and as such
Punjabis were always under the dread of a foreign attack, invasion or a
plunder and so often they were forced to migrate themselves to some of
their hiding places, in woods or in mountaneousrigions.In case one had
to stay somehow, one had then to suffer forced convertion or to face
death.

Once, the Pathans launched a raid on Nurpur. Bhai Bhalla Ram was
also then there in the dharamsala. The residentiary of Nurpur had to
migrate to some safer places either in woods or some hilly regions and
the town had a deserted look. The deserters also persuaded Bhai Bhalla
Ram to follow their suit but he totally denied to coincide with them and
*
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determinate! y said, "No 1 will not leave the dharamsala and shall boldly
guard it."
He stood fast on his words and did not leave the Dharamsala
unmanned and unguarded.
It was moon-lit night when the Pathans raided the town. They had
an information that the residentiary of the town while leaving the town
had deposited (heir valuables in the dharamsala. They after making
investigations and enquires raided also the dharamsala and made a
thorough search for Bhai Bhalla Ram. surprisingly, Bhai Bhalla Ram
claded in white clothes was sitting on the outer rostrum of the
dharamsala. Inspite of the bright moonlight, the Pathans could not see
him. They entered the Barandari of the dharamsala in search of Bhai
Bhalla Rm but he could be seen no where. They began shouting, "Catch
hold of Bhai Bhalla Ram, catch him, "Providentially, it so happened that
whosoever made a shout was struck with some pillar of the barandari and
got himself wounded. In that manner many of them got their forheads
severily hurt or wounded. Ultimately, they realized that the saint with
whom they were battling was not an ordinary personage. He, in fact, was
a perfect saint, a Divine Faqir and an approached heavenly personality.
Touch not any of the articles belonging to the dharamsala lest God would
give them hell.
They then assembled meir comrades and collectedly addressed
them/'Doubtlessly, Bhai Bhalla Ram is a true saint. We advise you not
to touch any of the articles belonging to the dharamsala, otherwise, the
hellish providential hammer will fall upon you. Many of us have got our
foreheads hurt, swollen or wounded and if you too want to have your
share then make a trial and experience your fate."
Conseqently, none of them could dare to enter the dharamsala and
all of them bolted off to Sahiwal.
It was a wonder that throughout the raid, Bhai Bhalla Ram in his
white dress remained sitting on the frontal rostrum of the dharamsala and
no body could catch sight of him. Truly:"As was devotee God's Name repeating,
A brute at him aimed an arrow.
Saith Nanak: God's devotees by devotion to God
are saved
TJie arrow has hit who aimed it. (1)(13).
(Var Kanara M.4,Slok M.4.,P.13!7)
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Bhai Jagta Meets Bhai Bhalla Ram
How Bhai Jagta, the next assignee of the dharamsala at Nurpur,
came at his Master's feet, how he was accepted as a disciple and brought
in the Sewa Panthi fold of Sikhism and a great many anecdotes of his
life will be given in the next chapter under the rubric, 'Bhai Jagta'. In
this chapter we shall simply say that he met Bhai Bhalla Ram and came
into his fpld, providentially, and in a wonderous and mysterious manner.
Another Loot By Pathan Invaders
Once again, the Pathan foreign invaders made a raid on the North
Western province of India. The Panic prevailed in all the Western Zone
and the people of Nurpur were also panic-sticken and thought of shifting
to some safer shelters in the woods are hilly zones. They deposited all
their valuables in the dharamsalaa with Bhai Bhalla Ram. Bhai Bhalla
Ram stored and locked those deposits in the basement of the dharamsala.
A joint deputation of Hindus and Muslims called on Bhai Bhalla
Ram and informed him about the attrocities and the cruel nature of the
Pathan invaders. They earnestly requested him to accompany them to the
woods at that critical juncture. Bhai Bhalla did not agree with their
proposal and said, "Everything is pre-ordained by the Providence and we
feel incumbent to abide by the Divine Will." But later on, he could not
stand against the unanimous urge Of the people and had to coincide with
them with the words, "I am not affraid of any thing nor bewildered by
the fear of death but I cannot go against your forceful unanimous
resolution and thus give my consent."
He then assigned the dharamsala to Bhai Hanuman, an old aged
sadhu to look after the dharamsala and along with the other sadhus of
his company accompanied them.
Soon after Nurpur was raided by the Pathan aggressors. They were
informed by their deputed informers that most of the residents, before
fleeing to their shelters, had deposited their valuables with Bhai Bhalla
Ram in the dharamsala. They then raided the dharamsala but inspite of
their keen search for the valuables they could have no trace of them.
Ultimately, they arrested Bhai Hanuman to get some clue from him.
They forced Bhai Hanuman to disclose the secret of deposits but he
expressed his ignorance. They then hanged him inversely, and brutally
tortured him in various manners but could not get any information about
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the deposited valuables. Ultimately, Bhai Hanuman thought that there
was no other alternative for him but to face death or to disclose the secret
of the deposits. He preferred to save the situation and pointed them to
search the basement for the deposits. The intruders then broke the lock
of the basement and plundered everything from there.
Bhai Bhalla Ram was much displeased with Bhai Hanuman and
said, "Damn it all, what have you earned from your this act of cowardice.
This mortal frame never remains for ever. Sooner or later one has to
forsake it. If you would have sacrificed it for benevolence and for the
good of others it would have been a blessing for you. You have saved
your life at the cost of the odiers."
Bhai Hanuman was ashamed of his cowardice. In contrition he
cursed himself and said, "Surely. I have committed a blunder."
A Curse to The Cow Killers
A sanguinary ruler got a great many cows for their slaughter. The
news reached also to the ears of Bhai Bhalla Ram. He sent a deputation
of sadhus and distinguished gentlemen to him. The deputation called
upon him and requested him not to kill those innocent animals for his
momentary savouriness and enjoyment. To appease his relish and that
of his men, he could get from Bhai Bhalla Ram as much of sweets and
delicious victuals as he liked. They urged, beseeched, supplicated and
persuaded him not to slaughter those domestic and innocent animals but
all their requests and persuations fell flat on him. The rude and egoistic
ruler attended their requests with deaf ears. In his vanity he said, "Oh,
I have seen that mendicant, he himself begs his food from others and
sends his mandates to us.
To those, whom the Creator casts off from Himself are
snatched of all the virtues. Such unfortunates lose their all goodness,
balance and poise of mind. They are also mentally bankrupt.
They become blind in egoism and, temperamentally, commit evils.
So was the case with that brute-minded ruler. The disappointed
members of the deputation conveyed the gist of their conversation with
the ruler to Bhai Bhalla Ram and complained him of his rude behaviour.
Bhai Bhalla Ram listened to them patiently, then uttered, spontaneously,
These niggers would all go to hell
If remained any would suffer hell on the earth;
or would be flooded and flown into the ocean,
And would be noosed by the gallows of the Yamma.
* *

*
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The words spoken by a sadhu are immutable. Bhai Bhalla Ram
was also a perfect sadhu, hence, his words would also have the possitive
and lasting effect. The family members of the rulers met their fateful ends
one after another. The whole of his family had a sad demise. His kingdom
had totally been destroyed. He himself died in agony. If anyone of his
family escaped death, he became a pauper.
One of his grand or great grand sons, named Gawar Khan realised
from some source that their deplorable plight was the result of a curse
put on their family by Bhai Bhalla Ram for an egoistic and brutal action
of his great grand father. He then without losing a moment marched
towards Nurpur and straightaway reached the dharamsala Bhai Jagta
was then the assignee of the dharmsala. He fell upon his feet and
supplicated, "Reverent Baba Ji ! Benignly, pardon us for the sins
committed by our elders. We have suffered, tremendously, for them. Our
ancestral family is near to meet its end. Our kingdom has totally
been annihilated. We, the kings in the past, have been, actually, dashed
to paupers. Baba Ji ! Be kind to us and lift the curse put on our
family by your elder Bhai Bhalla Ram for the egoistic stupidity
of our forefathers. We are really sorry for that and supplicate for
forgiveness."
Bhai Jagta was deeply moved by his sincere supplication
and gracefully consoled him by saying, "Let the seventh progeny
of your elder, who was cursed by Bhai Bhalla Ram, come into
existence. Any of the seventh progeny should come here and beg
pardon and pray for the lifting of the curse and that would then be
granted.
On hearing those words of consolation from Bhai Jagta, Gawar
Khan hopefully returned and awaited for the time to come .
A man named Nur, a descendent of the seventh progeny of the
cursed ruler called on Bhai Ralia Ram, the then assignee of Bhai Sewa
Ram's dharmsala at Nurpur and begged from him, the pardon for the sins
committed by his elders and lifting of the curse put on them by Bhai
Bhalla Ram. Bhai Ralia Ram advised him to pay obeisance to Bhai Jagta
before his mausoleum (Samadh) and pledge never to slaughter a cow
breed in future. He acted accordingly and was pardoned. This occured
in Samat Bikrami 1920 (1863 A.D.).
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Bhai Bhalia Ram Determined Tradition for Sadhus
*

The construction work in the dharamsala was in progress. The
sadhus of the dharamsala were taking keen intrest in the construction
work. They had, volunterily, to labour for its construction and also to toil
for earning their living. Besides that laboreous work they had to maintain
their regular attendance in the daily held holy congregations. They never
missed the hearkening of the daily chanted Divine Laudations and the
Divine discourses, regularly, conducted in the dharamsala, daily.
Bbai Bhalia Ram himself was used to fan the holy gathering and
from at heart rendered other needful services. He had a peculiar way to
check the lethargic sadhus who absented themselves from the holy
congregation under any pretext, intentionally or unintentionally, whenever, he saw such lethargic sadhus sitting idle in their rooms, he simply
challenged them (metaphorically) by making a coughing signal and
alerted them about their slackness. That was enough for them to realise
their negligence. They Jhen, in a blink, stealthly, slipped into the
congregation.
There was then a state of famine and acute shortage of food grains
in Nurpur. Moreover, me dharamsala was under construction. Everybody there was busy in its manual service. They could get only a ladleful
of each, the boiledriceand the pulse to appease their appetite from the
free kitchen but even then they with heart and soul laboured for the
common cause.
The news of this scarcity, anyhow, reached Bhai Aya Ram, who
after the expiry of Bhai Addan Shah had settled himself in Maghiana.
he addressed to the sadhus in his company and said, "Brethren ! Let us
march for Nurpur and assist our fellow brethren in the construction work.
The poor fellows are striving hard and serving without sufficient food
due to the state of famine and scarcity of grain. We are enjoying here
the numerous delights of the palate but the poor fellows are getting there
only a ladleful of rice and an equal amount of pulse to appease their
appetite but even then they are labouring hard in the construction work
and are rendering both the mental and the manual services. Now
say ! does it suit us to sit here and enjoy the various palatable victuals?"
In view of the above Bhai Aya Ram along with the band of his
fellow sadhus reached Nurpur. Simmilarly, Bhai Dhannu and Bhai
Mehra also reached there with their respective bands of sadhus. Bhai Sehj
Ram also joined them and there was once again hustle and bustle of the
holy companions in the dharamsala at Nurpur. The construction work
was also stimulated and had taken a good momentum.
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Bhai Sehaj Ram chanted daily the Divine Laudations and Gurbani.
Bhai Gaararhuu and Bhai Manguu, the great Persian scholars gave
exegetically, the explanation of 'Paras Bhag' and 'Masanvi' In this
manner there was a constant flow of Katha (Divine discourse) and Kirtan
(Chanting of Gurbani). The holy congregation, heartily, enjoyed the
hilarity of these divinised programmes. It so appeared that Nurpur was
transmuted into heaven on the earth. An, exactly, similar tradition and
discipline that was in vogue at Shahdara was also determined here.
Everyone there had satisfaction in his mind. Everyone was happy in his
respective trend and trade, that is, the tailor in his tailoring, the mason
in his masonry, the carpenter in carpentry, etc,. One who was interested
in twisting the Munj twine enjoyed in the trade of his choice. Despite
their own occupation and hard labour, they never missed their attendance
in the holy congregation and fully beatified themselves with the delights
of the Divine Laudations and discourses.
When the devotees experienced and withnessed a constant flow of
visitors and increasing assemblage of saints, they began to offer their
cows to the institution, as they felt that it was, practically, not possible
for them to provide daily the required quantity of milk. In this manner
the men in the holy company could easily be provided with the desired
quantity of milk and butter milk. The institution in this way possessed
then a sufficient number of milch cows and their progeny.
The cows were once stolen from the cattleyard of the dharamsala
in a similar manner as in the past stolen from Shahdara in the time of
Bhai Addan Shah. Bhai Bhalla Ram also repeated the same story and in
the similar manner the thieves had to regret for their folly. As it
happened, heretofore, the thieves personally came to return the cows and
beseeched for a pardon. Bhai Bhalla Ram prayed for their reformation
and pardoned them.
Bhai Chanuu Jaachak of Gbazni
*

*

There lived a man Chanuu Jaachak by name. He was resident of
Ghazni and the servant of a millionaire. His master had a son who had
a great affection for Bhai Chanuu and generally did not part company
with him. Both had a great affinity for each other. One day the youth fell
sick and became unconscious. It was thought that he was at death point.
According to the rites in vogue, he was removed from his sleeping couch
and floored on the ground. That caused bewailing in the present
relationship.
After a short while he recovered his senses and became alert. On
regaining his consciousness Bhai Jaachak asked him," What have you
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witnessed in your faintness?" The boy replied, "The messengers of
Yamma took me in the court of Yamma. The messengers of the Yamma
had a dreadful look. On casting his glance on me the Yamma said,
"Messengers ! You are mistaken to bring this man to me. You had a
misunderstanding. There is another man of the same name as of his and
lives in the certain lane in the same town. Take him back to his house
and bring that man instead."
"When his messengers were carrying me back, I witnessed that
dreadful messengers of the Yamma were fiercely beating the beings. I,
then, asked them? Is there anyone who could be spared form your hellish
beat?" They replied," Ordinarily all beings on the earth are under our
jurisdictiction far the abode of Bhai Sewa Ram in Nurpur where var
entry is barred. Those who die in the premises of that abode are free from
us. We can in no way harm them."
They then left me at my residence and hurried upto the house of
my name sake to carry him to the Yamma's Court. Chanuu then went
to the lane where his name-sake was living and found that the man had
expired. He then became confident that the boy's statement was hundred
per cent correct.
After a thorough consideration Chanuu Jaachak said to the young
man, "This world is an illusion, unreal and transitary. It is the reservoir
of miseries. Death is unavoidable and ultimately everyone has to face
it. Everyone who has taken his birth is the pray of the Yamma. Then why
should not we abandon it and take our shelter under the gracious umbrela
of Bhai Sewa Ram and amend ourselves by the imbibition of the Divine
Name (Name-Simran).
The young man did not appreciate the suggestion. He was actually
enmeshed in many worldly involvements. Despite advising in many
ways he remained firm and did not agree to abneagate the illusory world.
When he determinately rejected his proposal, Chanuu Jaachak alone had
to leave for Nurpur. Sheikh Farid had rightly asserted: "Farid! despite loudest shrieking warnings and
exhortation to the good,
For the heart led astray by Satan what turning away?
*

*
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When Bhai Chanuu Jaachak reached Nurpur, fortunately, Bhai
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Bhalla Ram, Bhai Jaggta and many other sadhus were present in the holy
congregation. Bhai Chanuu Jaachak paid obeisance and related his
whole story before the holy congregation. He beseeched that the aim of
his coming over there was to attain trie benign shelter under the aegis of
Bhai Bhalla Ram and to achieve from him the nectar of Divine Name.
With a resolve to ever live in his benign company until he breathed his
last, he had come to him which he fervently hope would not be denied
to him.
Bhai Bhalla gave full ears to his request and said, "It is good and
the best. You may stay here by all means in our company and serve
heartily to the holy congregation and the mendicants. It will be
imperative for you to attend regularly the holy congrgations, chanting
and listening of Divine Laudations and discoureses and never to mis
them. Repeat silently and constantly, at heart, the word wahiguru, the
Divine Name."
There are devotees who, actually, had witnessed him in person. He,
till he breathed his last, had abided by the instructions imparted to him
by Bhai Bhalla Ram and, ultimately, attained the zenith of human life,
the state of perfection.
Whereat the aneedote is a good example of self-abnegation, it also
proves that Nurpur for its Divine sublimity was accepted in this world
as well as in the next world.
Some Lovely Meetings
I

*

Once Bhai Bhalla Ram has an impulsive urge for paying homage,
in his earnest, to the golden temple (Sri Harmandir Sahib) Amritsar. He
then assigned, temporarily, the management of the Dharamsala to Bhai
Jagta and also detailed some sadhus to assits him in his assignment. After,
being care free he proceeded for his intended journey.
In his way to Amritsar, he had his first stay at Shahdara. His fellowdisciple, Bhai Jai Singh cardially welcomed him and gave him a hearty
reception. During his short stay in Shahdara, he learnt that Bhai
Ramdayal was also putting up there in the grave-yard and mostly used
to pass his days in deep meditation, somewhere, in the solitude of the
burial ground. He had an impulsive eurge to see hinT Putting off his
customary white dress he cladded himself in an ordinary manner and,
then, called on him\at his covert. Bhai Ram Dayal gave him a hearty
embrace and welcomte but, simultaneously, detailed a sadhu to fetch for
him from the dharamsala the customary white dress of Bhai Sewa Ram
which he had put off there prior to his coming over to him. The order
was immediately obeyea\ The dress was brought before him without any
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loss of time. Bhai Bhalla Ram was asked to wear it and was also advised
not to repeat such action any more. He said, "I reproach or admonish only
to the imposters or to the mercurial and playful individuals. Everything
suits to the poised and peaceful persons of your type. Satguru avers:"The food and sustenance and wearing of raiment
and wealth.
Of such is pure as to the Name Divine are devoted. (16)
(Sorath Ki var M.4,P.648)
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Alter this lovely meeting he left Shahdara and proceeded towards
his intended destination.
At last, he reached Amritsar and with his utmost faith and devotion
he paid his homage to the sacred and august Harimandar Sahib. After
a short stay there he made his departure for the homeward journey. He
had again to break his journey at Shahdara. The cordial and loving
behaviour of Bhai Jai Singh chained him in his love-tetters and he had
to stay there for a good while. Howeo ver, he managed to recommence
his journey but ihe affinity of Bhai Rochi Ram, one of his fellow
disciples, had again intropted his progress towards Nurpur. He had to stay
for a while at Chak Ham id with him. Therefrom he had again a start for
his home joumey but was again obliged for a break at Pind Dadan Khan.
He withnessed there a great flow of visitorsfromfar and wide and felt
that the travellers had to face a good deal of inconvenience to lodge
themselves for want of an inn or a dharamsala. He, spontaneously,
uttered, "It would have been much good if a dharamsala would have been
built here, the place badly needs a shelter for the travellers." The words
spoken by a true sadhu never go waste. Shortly, after his utterence, Bhai
Kirpa Ram, a Sewa Panthi Sadhu, evidently, gave that truism a practical
shape and got a dharamsala established therein.
From Pind Dadan Khan, He proceeded further and reached Bhera.
There, too, Bhai Dukhbhanjan another of his fellow disciples, gripped
him in his love-shackles and made him to stay with him for a while.
Bhera be marched onward to Chak Ramdass, his native village. His grand
mother and Bhai Ramdass received him with parental affection. Though
that was quite a natural phenomenon of parenthood to have affection with
their progeny yet it was something abnormal there. They took him as a
saint rather than a son and had a devotional love for him, as that of a Guru
1
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and a disciple. In this manner the love knots were rather more hard and
tight. Moreover, it was a heavenly atmosphere there. Bhai Kanhaiya
Ram, regularly, chanted the Divine Laudation and Bhai Bhalla Ram in
the company of sadhus hearkened Kirtan (recitation of Gurbani) with
love and devotion. That- indeed, gave a heavenly look to the place.
In the mean while Bhai Jagta looked after the dharamsala at Nurpur
with best of his ability and devotion. The sadhus detailed by Bhai Bhalla
Ram to assist Bhai Jagta also acted nicely and performed their duties to
his entire satisfaction and, thus, there was a state of beatitude and bliss
in Nurpur also.
Bhai Jagta mostly had wakeful nights and strolled in the town to
avoid a sleep. If during his such strolls some peasants or travellers came
across him and they asked him for some food to appease their appetite,
he simply requested them to wait and let him bring them the food from
the dharamsala. He then made a double for the quick service, had some
eatables (Chapaties and the appetizer i.e.Dal etc.) from Bhai Balak Ram
and satiated them, there on the spot. His that sympethatic and selfless
service earned for him a good reputation. People admired him for his
benevolent nature and the common folk in appreciation of his thiis
nature, devotionally, called him Bbai Jagta Sahib.
Bhai Bhalla hardly had his stay at Nurpur for six months and mostly
passed his time in Chak Ram.lass for the devotional ties of Bhai Ramdass
and loving fetters of his mother. Once he was comingfromchak Ramdass
and he was in hfs way to Nurpur with the band of some sadhus that he
came across a gang of robbers and burglars. The gang surrounded them
and thought of giving them a good fight but they soon realised that their
victims were mere sadhus. They had a sudden change in their minds
and politely said, "Do you belong to the monestry (Dharmsala) of Bhai
Jagta T You are, perfectly,right.We belong to Bhai Jagta*s monestry.
replied Bhai Bhalla Ram. The thieves then bowed in reverence and said,
Indeed, Bhai Jagta is a great saint." They then made thamse! ves away
in peace.
Bhai Bhalla was profoundly pleased to hear such an admiration and
appreciation of Bhai Jagta and said in himself, "Everyone is happy with
the selfless service of Bhai Jagta, it would, therefore, be better to assign
the management of the dharamsala to him.
As soon as the news of Bhai Bhalla Ram's arrival reached Nurpur
and its vicinity, the people in the dharamsala under the guidence of Bhai
Jagta advanced to welcome him. On having Ihe loving sight of his master,
Bhai Jagta, emotionally, had a lump in his throat. He, instantly, fell on
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his feet without uttering a word. Bhai Bhalla could easily imagine the
state fo his impulsive and throbbing mind and in his intense pleasure said,
4
* Bhai Jagta ! today we had a narrow escape from a notorious gang of
burglers by saying that we belonged to your band. Had we not uttered
n
so we would have been even uncladed. Bhai Jagta hearkened his cordial
remarks but did not swell in pride for being puffed up in the manner by
his Master, He, instead, became more humble and modest.
Everyone present there looked for a chance to pay obeisance to
him. One by one came forward and had his turn to touch and kiss his lotus
like feet. It took a long time to get Bhai Bhalla Ram enter the premises
of the dharamsala. Thus after a lapse of long time, bhai Bhalla Ram could
get a chance to step in the dharamsala at Nurpur (Thall)
Departure Form Nurpur
The Tiwana rulers, once, called on Bhai Bhalla Ram and said,
"Your disciple Saapre Shah suspects us of having enmity with him.
Under the very suspicion he employs armed servants and trades below
his stature. Considering you a perfect and true saint we assure you that
we have no jealousy or rancour with him. convey to him on our behalf
that he should efface from his mind all doubts about us and should have
faith that we shall never harm him in any way. Bhai Bhalla Ram listened
to them patiently and then, spontaneously uttered the following verse of
Guru Nanak:"Should cloth be reckoned impure if blood-stained,
How may minds of such be deemed pure,
A s blood of mankind suck ? "
(SlokM.l,VarMajhM.l,P.140)
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Tiwanas were annoyed to hear bis symbolic remarks. They could
not utter anything form their mouth but, malaciously, kept a rancour in
their mind. They devised to arrest and make any how, Bhai Bhalla Ram,
their capli ve. In case they could succeed in doing so they could realise
the desired amount of money from the sappraas. Bhai Bhalla Ram
ciairvoyolently, guessed about their malice but remained mum.
One day, as usual, he marched out of the town, as if he was going
to answer the call of nature. Spontaneously, some sadhus also accompanied him for the purpose but Bhai Bhalla Ram did not disclose his mind
to any of them. He could have hardly covered a short distance that he
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eame across Bhai Jagta who was coming from the opposite direction.
Bhai Bhalla Ram enquired from him if he had some water with him. Bhai
Jagta replied modestly, "My Master! I am ashamed of replying in the
negative but I could manage it any how in no time. "He then said, "That
is alright, you need not worry for that and come along with me." Hardly
they would have gone a few steps further that Bhai Bhalla Ram addressed
Bhai Jagta and said, "Bhai Jagta! You may better return to the dharmsala
and look after it. Come to me only at my call. "Bhai Jagta noded in
obedience and after paying his due reverence and salutation to the
Master, he returned with a heavy heart. Bhai Bhalla Ram then continued
his journey and proceeded for Sahiwal.
Bhai Jagta did return to the dharamsala but half heartedly, in his
utter disappointment. He repented upon his folly and cursed himself for
not keeping the water bucket in his band. He thought if the water would
have been in his possession that would have served some purpose to the
Master. Thenceforth, he never missed to have a bucket full of water in
his hand.
After that event Bhai Bhalla Ram visited Nurpur only once and that
even for a single day, particularly, on the beseechment of Bhai Chela
Ram.
Bhai Bhalla Ram while leaving Nurpur had assigned the management of the dharmsala, simultaneously, to the two assigness. That is,
Bhai Jagta and Bhai Chela Ram. Each of the two had to take his turn for
looking after the institution for a continuous period of six months. He
also had nominated some sadhus to assist each of them on their respective
turns. Each of the two sadhus along with his assistants had to manage
the affairs on his turn and the other had to report to the Master with his
assistants wheresoever he would have been.
Once, when Bhai Chela Ram was on his duty to look after the
Dharamsala one Uddasi Sadhu named Surjan Dass visited Nurpur and
deluded Bhai Chela Ram by demonstrating to him some Yogic Sadbanas
(connivences) such as pranayama, pritahar, dharna, dhian, etc. He then
approached Bhai Bhalla Ram at Isa Shah and began to eulogise the sadhu
before him. He made an earnest suggestion to Bhai Bhalla Ram to have
a meeting with the scholarly sadhu and mutually exchange some
ideological aspects with him. Bhai Bhalla Ram had firstly disagreed with
the proposal but when Bhai Chela Ram laid a great stress upon his
suggestion and emphasized that he had given him an assurance that he
would bring the Master there, he, ultimately, agreed to accompany him
and, consequently, accompanied him.
f
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When the devotees in Nurpur heard of Bhai Bhalla Ram's arrival
they flocked in the dharamsala to have his godly glimpse. They in
reverence placed their heads oa his lotus-like feet and presented their
offerings before him. Being free from his devotees he called at the
sadhu's hermitage, the Udasi Sadhu Surjan Dass gave him a warm
reception. After a short meeting with him Bhai Bhalla Ram returned in
the dharamsala and, thus, spoke to Bhai Chela Ram, "You said that he
is a glamouring sun but to me be is not even a twinkling star." Bhai Chela
Ram in his ambashment replied, "My Lord ! I am a man of meagre
intelligence and no consequence, what do I know the substance of right
or wrong." He could say no more and became mum. Bhai Bhalla Ram
passed that night at Nurpur and then departedfromthere.
Malik Sher, the ruler of Mitha Tiwana, had an inkling of Bhai
Bhalla Ram's arrival at Nurpur. With an idea to make him a captive, he
marched towards Nurpur, the same evening, to reach there before dawn
and arrest him but Bhai Bhalla Ram was a supreme spirit. He,
ciairvoyatuly, foresaw the malafide and deceptive intention of Malik
Sher and, consequently, he had his meals early in the evening and quietly
left Nurpur without informing anyone of his departure. Even the sadhus
of his company were ignorant of his contemplated move. On hearing of
quiet and uninformed desparture, many of the sadhu of his company ran
at the double to catch him in his way and atlast got him in the midst of
his journey. When Malik Sher reached Nurpur Bhai Bhalla Ram had
already then ferried theriverfrom Bule-de-Patan (Ferry of Bulla). Malik
Sher's designs became an utter failure. He, atlast, realised that Bhai
Bhalla Ram was a supreme spirit and can peep into the innate and hidden
desires of the others by clairvoyance.
I henceforth, he never came to Nurpur and permanently, assigned
the management of the Dharamsala both to Bhai Jagta and Bhai Chela
Ram.
After Nurpur
Since Bhai Bhalla Ram's departure from Nurpur he had never been
stationary to a certain place. He spent his whole life, then, in the selfless
service of the humanity, contemplation of the Divine Name, advancement of the Divine mission of Gurmat and benevolance. Nothing could
bind him at a certain place except cordiality and that even for a short
period. We can reckon such pauses as love-meets.
He had his first stay at Sahiwal. The love-fetters of Bhai Mehra,
Bhai Dhannu, Bhai Singha, etc., had fastened him for a great while. It
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was from there that he sent for Bhai Swai Ram, Bhai Balak Ram, Bhai
Wasti Ram Kaira, Divine musician (Ragi) Krishsn Lai and many otfcer
sadhus. That too was from there that he assigned the management of the
dharamsala at Nurpur to both, Bhai Jagta and Bhai Chela Ram with
instructions to take half yearly turn. He also detailed their respective
assistants and commanded to both of the assignees that on completion
of their tenure of duty each of the two with their assistants should join
him wheresoever he might be. He stationed there for a good while and
with a volition to make the place his permanent sojourn, he even got an
attic built over there but an impulse to meet Bhai Dharam Dass hauled
him towards Shah Jiwana and he had to leave the place and proceeded
further for Shah Jiwana,
On his arrival at Shah Jiwana, Bhai Dharam Dass bade him a hearty
welcome and gave him a loving reception. This cordiality and loving
affinity caused him to stay there for a considerably long period.
Whenever, Bhai Bhalla Ram expressed his desire to gofrommere Bhai
Dharam Dass bound him in his love-bonds and beseeched, "'This
institution is of none else but simply yours. I am, belive me, your humble
and obedient servitor, therefore, you shall never think of going from
here." Bhai Bhalla Ram, ultimately, resolved to make there his
permanent abode and got an attic erected over there, (That attic even
today is passed by the name of Bhai Bhaila Ram.)
After a short while, Bhai Roshan, the assignee of the
dharamsala at Maghiana (appointed assignee after the death of Bhai Aya
Ram) came over there and succeeded in taking him along with him to
Maghiana.
Bhai Roshan Lai also shackled him with his love-ties and fastened
him for a good while. The devotees from far and near came to pay their
homage to the great apostle of peace and love. There held daily the holy
congregations. Sadhus and scholars from all round associated in those
holy gatherings and chanted the Divine laudations. The saintly scholars
and anecdotists elucidated the exegesis of Gurbani and other scriptures.
All the associates fully enjoyed the benefit of those religious assemblies.
The whole atmosphere had a heavenly look. It appeared to be the
environment of beatitude and Divine bliss. But that pleasant atmosphere
even could not bind Bhai Bhalla Ram for a long and one day he,
spontaneously, had a move from there.
When the devotees came to know his quiet and desired departure,
they with their offerings approached him accompanied him to the river
bank and therm they bade him their heart broken good bye.
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Bhai Dharam Dass once again attracted him to Shah Jiwana, but
this time his all devices and pleas failed to detain him there for a long.
Then came across Bhai Sadhu Singh, a perfect abnegator, the real
personification of love. He, with his loving affinity took him along at his
roost in the village named Chnatta. The so called mammon (Maya) was
so much affraid of him that she badly quivered at his very sight. It is said
that once she personated to delude Bhai Sadhu Singh but he smimply
waved his hand and she was off. That great personage detained him there
for his cordial and lovlily behaviour for some time. Then came Bhai Prem
Dass whose command was so supreme that even Warn Devta (the god
of rain or kh waja Khizar) could not dare to deny him and theriverswould
have an inverse flow. He took him along to his village Lauu.
Bhai Bhalla Ram was profoundly pleased to witness there in the
free kitchen several lame, crippled, blind, one—eyed, simpleton,
desolate and handi-capped persons dining in the same row. There too he
stayed for a short period for his love saturated behaviour.
He was yet in Lauu that the Panchas (Arbitrators or the headmen
of the village) of Kot Isa Shah learnt of his stay in the village. They,
collectedly, approached the Saapras of Isa Shah and said, "Bhai Bhalla
Ram is our Pir (spiritual guide) as well. If you allow us to call on him
and request him to embrace our town and institute a dharamsala therein."
They also acquainted him of the circumstances under which, in his
disappointment, he had to leave Nurpur. Isa Shah gave them the patient
hearing and then said, "Let me also to accompany you for this noble
cause." Consequently, they collectedly called on Bhai Bhalla Ram. Isa
Shah represented them and as their spokes man said, "I have founded a
town and with the panchas have collectedly called on you to invite you
to embrace the town and institute a dharamsala therein, for it will be of
a great service to the suffering humanity. I shall donate all the timber
required for its construction." He listened to them and replied, "you
know, Bhai Narain Dass had already instituted a dharamsala in the town.
Erection of a new dharamsala of a similar type will not suit him. I do
not wish to hurt his feelings in any way. Therefore, I disagree with your
proposal." They then unanimously made a new proposal and said, "If
B hai Narain Dass comes in person to you and makes the same request
as ours, will you then agree with us?" "yes, if he approaches me with the
same suggestion, I shall have then no objection to meet your request."
Replied Bhai Bhalla Ram.
The Panchas along with Isa Shah then, collectedly, called on Bhai
Narain Dass and related the whole story to him and advised him, "Bhai
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Narain Das! the success rests only upon you now. If you assure him of
your willingness, he would then agree to institute a dharamsala is the
town. You know, he is a man having no rancour of any sort with anybody.
Your acquiescence in die matter will surely win laurals for you/* Bhai
Narain Dass thought it a good luck for him and coincided with the
proposal. They then formed a deputation with Bhai Narain Dass as their
spokesman and approached Bhai Bhai la Ram. Bhai Narain Dass took the
initiative and said, "Bhai Sahib! It will be a matter of profound pleasure
for me if you give your consent to institute your dharamsala in Kot Isa
Shah. You will have my full cooperation in the matter. It is my belief
that you will neither interfere with my income or impede my provisions
nor usurp my farming, well or village. I also know that you and your
sadhus are proletarians, earn their living by interwinding the coarse twine
of munj and are self contained. I am confident that I will experience no
difficulty in your presence here. Believe me my Joy will Know no bounds
if your benign good-self would establish here a dharamsala. It will really
sanctify the whole town." This assurance satisfied him and he accepted
the proposal and, accordingly, established the desired dharamsala.
It became a customery decorum in the newly constituted dharamsala
that the cooked meals were not accepted and the doners were directed
to offer their cooked meals to the free kitchen of Bhai Narain Dass's
Dharamsala. Bhai Bhaila Ram himself, so often, called on Bhai Narain
Dass and bad cordial meetings with him. On the other hand Bhai Narain
Dass also attended the Holy Congregation daily in the newly constituted
dharamsala of Bhai Bhaila Ram and enjoyed the pleasantness of Divine
Laudations, Divine discources and elucidation or the exegesis of the
scriptures. In this manner both of the great men maintained a mutual
cordiality among themselves.
Mysteriously Donated Money Refunded
A penniless pauper if renders a devotional, selfless and humanitarian service, the men of God or the saints of the great personage do
acknowledge it. But on the contrary a pretender wealthy man who
apparently shows much devotion but innately shirks to spend a farthing
in a good cause is in the view of saints an impostef and a cardinal sinner.
They disapprove his pretentions and express their displeasure on him.
Under the above impression, a gentle woman brought in her lappet
some gram-pulse, but in it she concealed a sum of rupees one hundred,
wrapped in a piece of cloth. She picked up a pitcher from the dharamsala
and poured the contents of her lappet in that pitcher. She placed that
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pitcher before Bhai Bhalla Ram and said, "O cherisher of the poor! I have
brought this meagre amount of pulse for use in the free kitchen. I shall
deem myself fortunate when the holy persons will taste it. Kindly accept
this humble offering of mine, "saying so she placed the pitcher under
Bhai Bhalla Ram's sleeping couch and went off.
The same evening, Bhai Balak Ram asked the master, "What pulse
or appetizer shall he cook in the kitchen today ?" The Master replied,"
A gentle lady had placed a pitcher under my sleeping couch. It contains
some gram-pulse. Take the pitcher from there and let you cook that
pulse."
When Bhai Balak Ram inverted that pitcher in his scarf, he was
surprised to see the money in the lot. He informed of the fact to the Master
who, immediately, sent for the lady and returned the money to her. While
returning the money he frankly said, "You have donated this money
without the knowledge of your husband. It is no less than a stolen money
and is not acceptable to us." The woman returned home with the money,
absolutely, dejected,. She was pensive as to what had happened. She was
so sad that she did not accept even a morsel of bread or a sip of water.
When her husband came home and saw her in such a remorseful plight,
he asked her about the cause of his dejection. She related him the whole
story. Her husband then added rupees twentyfive more in that amount
and called on Bhai Bhalla Ram along with his wife. After due salutations
and reverence he beseeched, "O cherisher of the poor ! she did not
conceal anything from me. That was her earnest earning. It was her innate
desire to donate the money for a good cause. So be kind enough and
accept her devotional offering."
Bhai Bhalla Ram was then satisfied for their sincere prayer and in
cosideration of their true devotion accepted the amount and spent that
on getting a well dug in the premises of the Dharmsala.
In the manner Bhai Bhalla Ram instituted a dharamsala in kot Isa
Shall, got a well dug therm and after Nurpur had his abode there.
Release of Bhai Wasti Ram From The Multan Jail
Bhai Bhalla Ram had his sojourn at kot Isa Shah. His diciple Bhai
Wasti Ram with the permission of Bhai Sahib went to Bhera for paying
his reverence to Bhai Dukhbhanjan. He, for a while, had his stay there
with him. A kushatriya of Bhera prayed before Bhai Dukhbhanjan,
"Maharaj ! My brother is a prisoner in the Mulatan Jail. The jail
authorities had imposed many restrictions on him. It is, therefore, not
possible for us to deliver him a letter. None of my men is so capable to
cantact him. If you, for God's sake, detail any of your sadhus to perform
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this tedious task, I believe, he will surely be able to do the jobsuccessfully. There is every hope that the letter if delivered to him will
get him released.
Bhai Dukhbhanjan asked Bhai Wasti Ram, "Bhai Ji! This man has
made us a request for God's sake. Moreover, this is an act of benevolence.
The beseecher is also a perfect gentleman. If you take this resposibility
on your shoulders and make an attempt to deliver the letter to the man
concerned, the desired aim can be achieved. None else other than you
can do this job. Bhai Wasti Ram noded in acceptance and undertook the
resposibility of delivering the letter to the said prisoner. The man
assigned him the letter and he, accordingly, left Bhera for Multan.
He with the Guru's grace, safely completed his comtempolated
journey and reached his destination. Before entering the main entrance
of the jail, he secured the letter in question in the bottom of his shoes,
He experienced no difficulty in crossing over the first gate and the antichamber of the jail. He met with no interception but on the second gate,
the sentinals on duty, thoroughly, searched him from top to bottom but
they could find nothing objectionable. Bhai Wasti Ram then reproachingly said, "I am simply a mendicant and have come here only to visit
the jail. Do you think it proper to tease a person dedicated to God ?" The
sentinels on duty expressed their helplessness in the matter and said,
"Maharaj! We are duty bound to do this, therefore, kindly excuse us for
the inconvenience caused to you. Now you may remove your shoes here
and be pleased to visit the jail (fort). The instruction for removing the
shoes there on the gate, drooped him in suspense and fear. He hesitated
to remove his shoes and that vacillation created some doubt in the minds
of the sentinels. They then forced him to remove his shoes and,
consequently, got the letter. They arrested him and brought him in the
presence of the jailor who read the letter and ordered them to fetter the
culprit and put him behind the bars. The order was, immediately,
' complied with and he was made a prisoner.
Bhai Wasti Ram was quite a prudent and wise man. He sat therein
as if entirely unconcerned and was absorbed in his meditation. He uttered
Gurbani, recited Kirtan Sohila before going to the bed and then enjoyed
a sound sleep.
In the midnight, the supreme spirited and clairvoyant Bhai Bhalla ,
Ram, mysteriosly appeared on the spot to get his devoted disciple
released from his captivity. He made Bhai Wasti Ram awake from his
slumber and said, "Get up Bhai Wasti Ram. One must thoroughly,
examine all the pros and cons of a case before committing an act of
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benevolence." Bhai Wasti Ram could easily recognise the voice and
became sure that awakening sound was of Bhai Bhalla Ram. He
instantly, got up from his slumber, but Bhai Bhalla Ram was seen
nowhere. He disappeared before Bhai Wasti Ram could see him. His
fetters became loose at that very moment. Bhai Wasti Ram came out of
jail boundery without any hinderence. He saw that the sentinals were in
their slumber and the gates were open. He marched straightaway to his
abode. Shortly after that occurrence that man was also released.
Such a benefactor was Bhai Bhalla Ram who helped and assisted
at all times his disciples and preached them to abide by, strictly the
precepts of the True Preceptor.
Departure For His Divin Abode
*

The human structure is divided into two parts, viz, body and the
soul. The body is the temporary abode of Atma or the human soul. This
temporary abode is allotted to the soul by the Providence, for a limited
period. The end of the human body is not the end of the man. This creation
of the great Creator is governed by the law of Karma, enforced by the
Creator. The Karmas or actions committed by one under the influence
of egoism or I-am-ness are the main cause of one's transmigration.
Unless and until one effaces egoism from one's mind, one cannot attain
one's union with the Supreme Reality or become one with the Ultimate
Truth. Governed by the Law of Karma one moves in the cycle of birth
and death. Complete dedication to God and surrender to His Supreme
will eradicates completely the egoism from one's mind and one becomes
one with him. Such mergence into Him gives a complete closure to the
cycle of transmigration.
Thus, the end of physical body is not one's Ultimate end. It is only
an act of shifting from one house to another. This change of abode in
other words is called death. A perfect soul after death merges into God
and becomes one with Him. The law of Karma or transmigration has no
concern with such a merged soul. As far as the physical body is concerned
both, the perfect or the imperfect soul has to leave it. Avers Bhagat
Kabira: Be one Yogi, celibate, ascetic sanyasi,
Or wander over numerous bathing spots;
Be one Jaina Monk with hair plucked or a Bairagi
with girdle of straw,
Wear matted hair or observes woes of silence
All ultimetely must meet death. (1)(5).
(Asa Kabir P.476)
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Thus, a sadhu has also to leave his physical mortal structure. Bhai
Bhalla Ram was no exception. The death has to ring its bell for him also.
He foresaw it, clairvoyalantly and sent for the sadhus of his holy
company to present themselves in his proximity. He instructed Bhai
Jagta, Bhai Balak Ram and of his proximals that they should have no
bewailment or crying after him and abide by the precepts of Sri Guru
Amar Dass who avered:By his wish the holy Guru his entire family
to hi self called.
Sayeth the Guru: lest any after me should cry.
Such shall no way please me.
Those in love with their friend shall feel happy
in his honour and joy.
Consider, mx sons and brothers f
Tlie Lord the holy Guru has honoured.
(4)
(Ramkali Sadd, P. 923)
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Moreover:- At the close thus spoke the Holy Guru:
After I am gone, sing the God's praise holy (5)
(Ibid)
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Since then there was constant chanting of Gurbani. When the time
approached for die soul to fly apart from the body to the Most High, a
dazzling lightflashedin the sky. The onlookers were astounded to see
such a dazzle. Bhai Sahib took leave from the holy company of the
sadhus. covered himself with a sheet and laid down. The whole
congregation began resounding the sound of Wahiguru, wahiguru,
Wahiguru. Bhai Bhalla Ram himself resounded and repeated the same
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and atlast the soul left the den of body and merged itself in the Ultimate
Reality in the manner:As is the wave in the water absorbed,
Is light of the self Divine Light immersed.
Saith Nanak: Illusion's door-panels are hacked—
Moreover shall separation from the Lord come. (4)
(19.26)
(MajhM.5,P.102)
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And then:Blessed is service to him, approved the devotee
serving him:
He is the controller of the mind's faculties,
Lord among mankind.
Blessed and exempt from morality is one,
In whose self is He lodged.
Saith Nanak : By meditation on Lord
in holy company,
Is the devotee immortalized, to eternity attaining.(8)
(22) (Gauri Sukhmani M.5, P.293)
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This occured in Samat Bikrami 1854 (1797 A.D.). He in all
enjoyed seventy-five years of his life .

\
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Glimpses From Bhai Jagta s Biography
Bhai Jagta, virtually, was a gnostic saint who saw God in all and
all in God. He was strictly a unitarian having absolutely no tinge of
duality. By nature he was an ecstatic who saw only God. To him
everything was nothing but the image of God and to God he only served.
, Hereafter we shall now depict a few glimpses of his gnostic life which
1
may frame a true picture of his unparalleled saintly career.
*

At the Feet of the Master
Bhai Jagta, the hero of this biographic sketch belonged to
Maghiana (Distt. Jhang of Punjab, now in Pakistan). He and his elder
brother Bhai Channa earned their livelihood as loaders in the market.
One ominous day someone made off with a rosary having a few
gold beads stringed into that, from the place they were loading the
burden. Efforts to locate the rosary were made by the master to no effect.
Eventually, the hammer fell on the two poor brothers and they became
the suspects. The master of the rosary accused them of the theft. When
all the arguments of their defence fell flat they were produced before the
Sayal Chief
The Chief tried his best to make them confess. When love and
solace failed, the chief reprimanded them severely and threatened them
for their life. However, they most humbly pleaded for their ignorance in
the matter. This all provedfruitless,the irritated chief turned down all
their defence and became more stern.
At last, when their requests could in no way pre val upon the chief
they said, "We have on our persons only two Bhuras (coarse knitted
shawls) which he may sell to make up the loss" The Chief took such offer
as a taunt and became furious.
In his rage, he announced his verdict to rotate red hot iron rods in
their eyes. The order was to be executed sharply. When the executioner
brought the red hot irons near them, Bhai Jagta bursted into a laughter.
That action of Bhai Jagta rendered the Chief all at sea, and he bounced
them in a surprise and said, "O fool! What makes you laugh at this
$

These episodes are based upon Sri Sant Mala written by Sant Lai Chand
(Sewa Paathi) of Noorpur (Thai)
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critical juncture ? Can't you realise how mercilessly you are being
deprived of your eyes ? Don't you think you are being forced to be
blind?" Bhai Jagta again gave his rejoinder in a smile and said,"I am just
making out who of us two will be the first to embrace the Divine Will,
the

*?

This simplicity and truthfulness of theirs turned the tides. The
Chief, captivated by their modesty and infraudulent nature, assumed that
such innocent mendicants could never commit a heinous offence of that
sort. Consequently he acquitted them.
On their release from the Chief s captivity they thought of their
future. They realised by then that the world was nothing less than a blind
ditch and a reservoir of distress, pain and misery. People bewitched by
ambitions are rashly indulged in accumulating wealth by hook or by
crook. Lo ! they were being made blind for no fault of theirs. Then why
they should involve themselves in that intricate perplexity. Why should
they then strive for that bewitching hobgcblin ? Instead, they should do
something to achieve the best end and the beatitude. This high peak could
only be gained by love and devotion.
Soon they thought of Bhai Bhalla Ram, the only ecstatic saint
of the time. Thus, they left Maghiana for Noorpur. Virtually, that
was the only asylum for them, wherefrom they could acquire their
desired magnitude. Henceforth, they arrived at the holy feet of the
master.
Bbai Jagta's Acceptance in the Sewa Panthi fold
*

Bhai Bhalla Ram was a man of super-natural powers. He was
clairvoyant too. He could see through a brick wall. Hence, he at the first
blush saw something super in Bhai Jagta and systematically disciplined
him in bis fold.
Bhai Jagta, on the other hand, was also a man of faith. He solemnly
dedicated and surrendered himself completely to his Divine Master.
The construction of the Dharamshala in those days was in vogue.
He joined the masonary staff as an honorary labourer, wallowed and
mellowed mud, kneaded mortar and carried on his head the pans full of
the material to the masons. During nights he interwined coarse twine of
munj and thus earned his bread by its sale. His brother Bhai Channa also
followed him
Although that practice went on for several months yet Bhai Bhalla
Ram remained indifferent. Their services he never appreciated even
apparently. They were not even asked to have their meals from the
Gum's free kitchen.
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Thai did not matter much to the devoted brothers. They thought
they were needy and not he. Their duty was to serve devotionally and
not to brother for the fruit. Whensoever he wished, he would bless and
grace them.
They earned a meagre income from the sale proceeds of twine they
intertwined.
Once it struck to their mind that they were lacking in the service
of Sadh Sangat (the holy congregation) which was rather more essential.
Their earnings were, verily, much meagre. That was why they were
helpless to undertake that vital purpose. However, they planned to
abolish that obstacle by adding some more hours in their night labour and
thus increased their income by twisting some more twine. That produced
the desired effect.
Soon after they began to serve daily, the Saidai (nutriting drink
prepared by grinding almonds, peppers, sugar etc.) to all the members
attending the holy congregation. This service was successfully and
regularly conducted by them every day. That devotional service was
appreciated by every one including Bhai Bhalla Ram.
6n another occasion itflashedin the mind of Bhai Bhalla Ram that
he should watch how Bhai Jagta daily manages to appease his appetite
as he was not having his meals from the Guru's free kitchen.
Bhai Jagta did not know even how to cater. He just as usual kneaded
the milletflour,made a roll of that and placed that on a hot iron plate.
He pressed the roll toflattenthat with the palm of his hand. He did not
wait even to get the roll fully baked. Moreover, he scraped the baked
portion with a scrapper and simultaneously ate that. Thus he finished the
whole cake before that was fully baked. The process he repeated till he
was fully satisfied.
Bhai Bhalla Ram was stealthily watching all that from behind.
Bhai Jagta was unconscious of his presence until he heard from behind
the sound of someone's foot-steps. He abruptly turned his head and was
taken aback to see the master standing just aback. He collected his wits
and immediately prostrated before him with all his modesty and
reverence.
Bhai Bhalla Ram then advised Bhai Jagta to have his meals from
Guru's free kitchen, thenceforth. He could do that even earlier but
according to the sikh traditions a disciple has to undertake many tests
before he is accepted in the fold.
That was the auspicious occasion when Bhai Jagta was accepted,
in the Sewa Panthi fold.
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Popularity
An overwhelming urge for pilgrimage to the holy Golden Temple
swelled in Bhai Bhalla Ram's mind. He after consigning the management of Dharamsala to Bhai Jagta and giving some helping hands to him,
left for his intended goal. He visited a few places and enjoyed some
cordial meetings with certain saints by the way and that took a long
interval. He reached Amritsar, contented himself with the holy singing
of Divine hymnody and some dips in the holy tank of nectar there and
with profound consolation he returned home (Noorpur).
Bhai Jagta in his absence made much of his time. During his night
strolls, occasionally, he came across several gangs of bandits and
burglars. For his gnostic nature he saw God in all and served them with
meals and water with all his devotion. This indiscriminate service and
his ecstatic nature made him so papular in the area that even bandits,
burglars and dacoits revered him.
While Bhai Bhalla Ram was on his way to Noorpur he with his
accompaniers came accross a band of bandits. On hearing the sound of
the foot-steps the armed bandits became on the alert and in an instant
they besieged Bhai Bhalla Ram's party. The besiegers soon realised that
their prey was only a group of Sadhus. They enquired of Bhai Bhalla if
they were men of Bhai Jagta. Bhai Bhalla said," Yes, indeed we are men
of Bhai Jagta."
The bandits then reverently made a bow and requested for a
quarter. Bhai Bhalla Ram smilingly blessed them and made his way to
Noorpur.
This appalause and admiration of Bhai Jagta had a pleasant effect
on Bhai Bhalla Ram's mind.
The news of Bhai Bhalla Ram's arrival in Noorpur and its vicinity
spread like a wild fire and the devoteesflockedin from far and near. Bhai
Jagta on seeing his Divine Master was over joyed, emotionally he
prostrated and eventually absorbed in a state of ecstacy.
Bhai Bhalla Ram gave him a pat on his back and said, "Bhia Jagta!
we are saved today by the grace of your name, otherwise, the bandits
would have even removed our clothes."
Bhai Jagta was not puffed up for those remarks. Moreover, he
became more modest.
The Final Test
*

*

•

#

It was not long since Bhai Bhalla Ram returned from his
missionary tour that one day in hisfireakhe called in Bhai Jagta who
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immediately made his presence and with folded hands awaited for his
benign orders.
Bhai Bhalla asked him to bring a hoe. Bhai Jagta hurriedly ran for
the hoe. He would have hardly covered a few steps when he had another
call from the master. All of a sudden he had to return. He was again
ordered to bring a ladder. Without any loss of time he made for the ladder
but would have gone a few steps that he was again called back. On
making his presence he was asked to bring a tassel. No sooner had he
started for a tassel (chhabba) he was recalled and reordered to fetch a
pitcher full of water. In obedience to that he hastily strived for the pitcher
but was again interrupted by another call of the master. With an empty
pitcher in his hand he again appeared before the master and modestly
stood on his knees.
Bhai Bhalla Ram then admonished him and said, "Bhai Jagta you
were asked to do so many things, but so far all are in abeyence. Why is
it so ?" Bhai Jagta sobbingly replied, "My Lord, I am a brute, unlettered
simpleton and, methodically, I am ignorant of serving the master. Hence,
I am a failure. You are the cherisher of the poor whereas I am a
blunderhead who commit wrongs every moment."
"I, the blunnderhead commit wrongs every moment.
Thou art powerful, unconceivable and infinite,
f
O Generous Master! I am under your shelter
And am Tliine immature lad O' Lord. "(I)
(Gauri Bawan Akhari M.5)
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Thus, he in tears went on repeating, "I am forgetful, a blunderhead,
a simpleton, a defaulter, O' kind master ! I beg your pardon, do forgive
me, my Lord."
Bhai Bhalla was now fully convinced that Bhai Jagta had a crystal
clear pure mind and is absolutely free of false pretence and deception.
He was now sure of his sincerity and indiscriminate nature. Emotionally,
he embraced him and the very touch revealed to him the highest truth.
He then graced him with the Divine Bliss and the beatitude. "You are
a super man, O' Bhai Jagta", said Bhai Bhalla Ram, "Indeed, You are
a winner, you have successfully crossed the deceptive ocean of the
world."
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The blessings reminded him of the boon once granted to him by
Bhai Aya Ram. In fact, that very boon came to fruition on that fortunate
day.
After a short stay at Noorpur Bhai Bhai la Ram entrusted the charge
of the Dharamsala To Bhai Jagta and he himself intended to move for
somewhere else. He addressing to Bhai Jagta said, "O' Bhai Jagta !
henceforth, you have to look after the interests of Dharamsala at
Noorpur. I am leaving for another place to start with a new one."
Bhai Bhalla did not disclose the date of his intended move and the
days passed on as usual. One evening he abruptly decided to leave
Noorpur. Without disclosing his intention to any one, he with some of
his accompaniers started for the intended journey. It appeared that he was
going out on a routine stroll or as usual going out to answer the call of
nature.
Hardly, he would have covered a mile when he saw Bhai Jagta
coming from the opposite direction. Bhai Jagta in no time reached the
party and made a bow. Bhai Bhalla Ram asked him if he had some water,
"Very sorry my Lord, I have none with me, but it can be arranged if you
1
so desire." Replied Bhai Jagta "No, that is alright, come along and
accompany me," said Bhai Bhalla. Bhai Jagta accompanied him
accordingly, but after a shortwhile he was asked to go back and to look
after the Dharamsala. He obeyed the command and with a heavy heart
returned sobbingly to the Dharamsala.
Untiring Service
Bhai Jagta was an evergreen humanitarian and remained always
ready for the service of humanity. There was acute scarcity of water in
the area. Tiwana rulers mostly stuffed the wells other than those belonged
to the State. Only some few including one within the city walls were
available to meet the daily needs of the residents. During day time these
wells remained adundantly occupied by the residents. The sadhus could
only avail themselves of their turn after the mid-night and that chance
thay never missed.
Noorpur was a busy market town and people poured in there from
all round. Water was the foremost necessity and could not be denied to
any one. One had to quench one's thirst. Hence, it was an unavoidable
essentiality for the Dharamsala also, where from it was gratuitously
served round the clock. Hence, sadhus had to labour throughout the night
to store it in the Dharamsala premises.
*
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Thenceforth he always kept a pail of water in his hand whenever he had to
go out of the Dharamsala on a stroll or otherwise.
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Bhai Jagta in the tenure of his service left no stone unturned to
provide all sorts of comfort to the humanity. This was his nature and
under the influence of this philanthropic instinct got some earthen
cauldrons dug in the cremation ground and kept them filled with
water upto the brims, so that the people could make best use of it. Thus
there was plenty of water stored in the Dharamsala inspite of its acute
shortage.
What was more, he had love for every sentient. Purposely, he got
a pond dug in the north-eastern vicinity of Noorpur for the animals to
quench their thirst. Every night he carried there some chapaties from the
Dharamsala to feed the jackals there. The pond, even today, is called after
the name of jackals that is 'Gidaran Da Tobha'.
He was ever active in the service of the Dharamsala. During night
he roamed about in the outer vicinity of the town and rendered
humanitarian service to the needy. He made required repairs to the
Dharamsala in the day time and the routine went on till his last.
In fact, the management of the Dharamsala was consigned both to
Bhai Chela Ram and Bhai Jagta separetely for a tenure of six months
each. On the expiry of one's tenure one had to join Bhai Bhalla Ram at
the place where he was then stationed. Bhai Jagta on completion of his
tenure consigned the charge to Bhai Ghella Ram and himself joined Bhai
Bballa Ram at Kot Isa Shah (now in Pakistan).
Bhai Jagta serves butter milk to a low caste
While Bhai Bhalla Ram was in Kot Isa Shah and Bhai Jagta
was still in his attendance, an out caste came and begged Bhai Jagta
to give him some butter milk to drink as he had to go deep in the
exceedingly hot Thai' (desert). He said, "For God's sake favour me
with the drink and help me to undertake this tideous journey conveniently."
Bhai Jagta gave him a patient hearing and immediately went into
the kitchen to bring some butter-milk to meet his request. He found that
Bhai Balak Ram, the person incharge of the kitchen, was not there, he
noticed that the churn-staff was still lying in the churn and Bhai Balak
Ram for some reasons had to leave it half done. He tried his best to locate
him but to his dismay, he could not be located from anywhere in the
Dharamsala and he without his permission took out of the churn a jugful of the buttermilk. He thought that the request made for God's sake
must be recoognised. He would beg for quarter from Bhai Balak Ram
when he would accuse him.
*
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He came to the poor man and gave him the butter-milk to drink
to his entire satisfaction. After that he set out on his journey. .
When Bhai Balak Ram returned to the kitchen he was surprised to
see something missing from the chum. He asked the sadhus in the kitchen
if someone had meddled with the butter-milk in the chum. He was then
told Bhai Jagta had taken a jug-ful from the chum and had served the
drink to a wretch.
That was much for Bhai Balak Ram. He could not tolerate
such an interference. He, thus lost his balance of mind and
approached Bhai Bhalla Ram. Being beside himself he requested him
to consign the management of the Kitchen to someone else. He
said, under the ceircumstances, he would not be able to carry it any
more.
Bhai Bhalla, smilingly, enquired of him the cause of his irritation
and he then narrated to him the whole story. T had to go, haphazardly,
on some kitchen business leaving the churning process half done. In
the meanwhile Bhai Jagta committed his arbitrariness and took away a
jug-ful of unchumed curd from the chum. He would have not felt if that
would have been served to a sadhu but that, instead, was served to a
wretch."
Bhai Bhalla Ram was fully conversant with the instinctive impulse
and devotional emotions of Bhai Jagta but just for the consolation of Bhai
Balak Ram, be gave an appearance of anger and said, "Call in Bhai Jagta
at once." The order was immediately carried out and he was brought
before the master. He made a bow and. reverentially awaited for the
orders. Bhai Bhalla looked away towards Bhai Jagta and called him to
account,"What non-sense is that all ? Why did you offer the non-churned
butter-milk to a wretch and that even without having a consent from Bhai
Balak Ram?
Bhai Jagta replied with all his modesty, "My Lord ! it is you who
have taught me that God dwells in all. I always bear from you that one
should see God in every soul and serve all to win His pleasure. The poor
fellow had to go deep in the desert. The summer time is at its peak and
the thirst in the desert, especially, in this seasori, torments everybody.
He, for God's sake, asked me for the butter-miJk. The Gum's words
echoed in my mind *

*
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"Tltefire is latent in all vegetation
And the Ghee (Butter-oil) in all species of milk,
So is, the Divine Light prevalent in all beings
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Low and High,
God dwells in all souls."
(Jaitsari M.5, P.697)
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O* generous Master! I did not take him for a low caste or a wretch.
I saw in him the image of God. I served only God and not an individual.
I tried my best tofindout Bhai Balak Ram but I regret, I could not trace
him any whrere in the Dharamsala. Now it depends upon your benignself
to decide the punishment Uiat I deserve."
Bhai Jagta continued, "I usually make defaults, I am a sinner, a
simpleton, a forgetful creature. O, benign Master! You are pardoner by
nature; ignore my wrongous actions and pardon me. Do excuse me my
benevolent master! do forgive me. This is my most humble and repeated
request."
Bhai Bhalla was a supreme spirit, a teiepathist and clairvoyant. He
knew that Bhai Jagta had a crystal clear pure mind and was also even,
both in dictum and action. He took him to be a man of godly vision,
truthful and a man of upright character. Thus, he addressed Bhai Balak
Ram and said, "Lo ! my dear, what can I say to a man who perceives
God in all."
On hearing that Bhai Balak Ram without making any gesture or
comment, silently, left for the kitchen.
Bhai Jagta, as it is said, was at Kot Isa Shah only for his tenure of
six months. When that period of his tenure was over, he accordingly
begged permission of the master to undertake his turn of tenure at
Noorpur, but Bhai Bhalla Ram forseeing his corporal end ahead said,
"Bhai Jagta ! I hereby terminate the system of tenure and assign to you
the sole management of the Dharamsala at Noorpur. Go, and look after
it with all your zeal and sincerity."
Bhai Jagta with all his humbleness completely surrendered to the
sweet will of the master and taking leave of him left for Noorpur, the
other day.
A Tru Yogi
9

Bhai Jagta in a short while earned popularity for his generosity,
benevolence and gnostic nature. He was, verily, a valiant who had
victory over the five villains (passion, anger, avarice, allurement and
egoism). It was a public opinion and a common belief that one if desired
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to see a true acstatic mendicant, hermit or a devotional humanitarian he
should find the true image of that in Bhai Jagta.
There is a popular episode that Baba Sahib Singh Bedi (a direct
descendant of Guru Nanak Dev Ji) was attending to the text of a chapter
from the 'Paras Bhag' which related to the qualities of a gnostic saint.
Bhai Ballu was the reciter of the text. The qualities of the gnostic were
so beautifully depicted therein that the men who gave audience were
astounded.
Bhai Ballu, the reciter of the text, enquired of the reverend Babaji
if that was a fancy or a reality. Was there existing a man of such a
splendour ? Baba Sahib singh Bedi replied in affirmative and said, "Dear
Ones ! nucleus is always there, it never altogether annihilates though it
becomes very rare. If you have a desire to see such a superhuman
personality you may see that in Bhai Jagta, presently, residing at
Noorpur."
Amongst those who were giving audience there was also an old
woman. She said, "You are a benign and benevolent Master, why do not
you invite the great man here ?" Baba in response to her query said,
smilingly, "O, good woman ! how can one dare to call for a man of such
a credibility and splendour ? One should cover the distance on foot to
have his holy sight. Every step trodden on that path will fructify equal
to that of an Asavmedh Yajna.
"In fact Bhai Jagta," He added, "is a true yogi who coheres with
and remains absorbed every moment in the Omnipotent God."
Bhai Jagta's Generosity
*

*

Bhai Hazari was a selfless devotee and humanitarian. Bhai Jagta
especially admired him for his devotional service and, virtually, was
generous to him.
One day in his freak he asked Bhai Hazari to take over the charge
of kitchen and execute the duty in an appropriate manner. Bhai Hazari
bowed to his sublimity and gladly took over the arduous job.
Bhai Jagta by nature was bounteous to such an extent that he
disbursed all that he had been offered by the devotees to the needy and
the poor and saved not a penny with him. It became hard for Bhai Hazari
to keep up the standard of the free kitchen. Bhai Hazari took a chance
one day to express his difficulties he experienced in the thorough
performance of the kitchen and pointed out to his hard job. He with all
his modesty said, "Reverend Master ! you disburse all the offerings
amongst the poor and the needy without saving a single copper farthing
for the expenditure in the kitchen. Now your honour may imagine
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yourself how far it is possible for me to carry on my duty to your
satisfaction and run the kitchen without provisions."
Bhai Jagta gave him a patient hearing and after due consideration
advised him that he should take all the offerings made to him within the
kitchen premises and should utilise those for the purpose accordingly.
But the offerings made to him elsewhere would be disbursed by him and
he would have no say for that. The proposal was thence forth carried out
and the things went on quite smoothly.
On occasions Bhai Jagta neglected to take his meals. Bhai Hazari
remained always cautious about such omissions and made repeated
requests for making him agree to take his meals. It happened so often
that he stubbornly denied to take meals. However, Bhai Hazari carried
on his persuation until he agreed to dine.
More often he beat a parley before he agreed to Bhai Hazari
for taking his meals. He would say, "Unless you give me some
chapaties from the kitchen for distribution to the poor, I would not take
my meals." Bhai Hazari had no other alternative but to yield and
accomplish that.
Bhai Jagta issued instructions to his women devotees that they
should take out a handful of flour while kneading the flour daily and
accumulate that in a pitcher exclusively maintained for the purpose.
When the pitcher becomes full to its capacity that should then be baked
into chapaties and distributed to the poor.
This procedure remained in vogue through and through and all
through by the devotees and Bhai Jagta's glory and splendour got wind
all over the area.
Do Not Expose One's Penury
Once a mounted gentleman, apparently, seemed to be a noble,
approached Bhai Jagta. He curiously and modestly begged from him a
rope used for drawing water from the well.
Bhai Jagta according to his generous nature offered him the desired
rope. After, thankfully, receiving the rope he with due reverence made
a bow, and made himself away. The sadhus who witnessed all that
transaction enquired of Bhai Jagta, "The man appeared to be a noble. He
had gold bangles on his wrists and possessed a costly Arabian horse
valuing no less than rupees five hundred. He could easily pay for the rope,
why did you give him that rope free of cost ? We would have not felt
if that would have been offered to a poor or a needy fellow, but giving
this to a man who could easily afford to pay has rather hurt us. We may
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admit that he might be short of money but he was not a pauper. He could
sell his bangles or some other belongings and could procure the required
money."
Bhai Jagta listened that all, broadmindedly, and then replied in a
polite manner, "Dear fellows ! He asked me to give him the rope in a
humble and polite manner. The way in which he made his request clearly
gave me an impression that he was penniless and helpless to pay the cost.
We have no concern with what he was or what he could procure. We have
only to see if we can possibly help him. If by God's grace we are in a
position to serve him then, why should we hesitate or desist from doing
so ?" He further added, "O' Dear ones ! a man basically is not a begger,
he is originally a benefactor. One who dares to beg, verily, stamps on
his conscience and then begs. So we should not split hairs and do not
expose one's penury."
A Gnostic Vision
As you know Bhai Jagta by nature was used to enjoy night strolls.
During one of his usual night strolls he came accross a band of burglars.
The burglars saw Bhai Jagta and availed themselves of an opportunity
to request him for providing them something to eat. They said, "O' Bhai
Jagta ! we are dying of hunger, would you please manage some meals
for us ?"
Bhai Jagta replied, "Dear fellows, you may kindly wait for a short
while and allow me to fetch some cooked meals for you from the
Dharamsala. Be sure, I shall come back in this very moment."
He then left the place at the same moment and ran to the
Dharamsala to fetch them the required food, he took some chapaties,
cooked pulse and vegetables and immediately returned to the spot where
the burglars were waiting for him. He took them as godly people and with
love and devotion served them the meals till they were satiated.
Later on, it flashed in the minds of burglars that the sadhu was an
innocent and simple-minded man. Possibly, he might convey the news
to the others and we might be in hot water. They conferred amongst
themselves and resolved that he must not be allowed to move from there.
The leader of the gang then requested Bhai Jagta to wait for them on the
same spot till they return. Bhai Jagta accepted their request with pleasure
and said, "Be rest assured you good people, I shall surely wait for you
here."
He then sat there in meditation and soon absorbed himself in a
trance.
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The burglars made them away and were soon out of sight. The night
waned in the due course and the day dawned but Bhai Jagta was even
then in his trance.
When sadhus in the Dharamsala found Bhai Jagta missing from
there, they were non-plused. Everything to them without him seemed
gloomy and deserted. However, an all round search was made and
consequently he was seen sitting in his trance on a sandy mound in the
vicinity of the Dharamsala. Thus, the sadhus heaved a sigh of relief. On
hearing the news, sadhus rushed to the spot and found him in deep
meditation. His splendour and glory at the moment was rather
unsustainable.
The sadhus then aroused him with a solemn request to accompany
them to Dharamsala. Baba Jagta in reply said submissively, "Look, my
dear fellows ! there came some godly people who had asked me to wait
for them here until they return. They will come back and may be Teeling
hungry. If I be absent from here who will then serve them the meals ?
So, please, let me wait for them here till their return."
The Sadhus then said emphatically, **0' generous Baba, why do
riot you realise that they were mere burglars and have simply dodged you
? They will never come back. Believe us, O' master, and come along with
us; the devotees in Dharamsala are longing for you."
Bhai Jagta replied, "You may say they were bandits, but, in fact,
they were some godly people. I saw the image of God in them. They will
surely come back. They were then hungry and thirsty too. God graced
me and I could serve them some meals and water. You too are Goddevotees, the divine people. I cannot even deny you. However, I obey
and accompany you but my prayers are that God may always grace me
and bestow me the occasions to serve the people of God."
His Philanthropy
i

Once a poor kashatriya approached Bhai Jagta and after due
salutation said, "I badly need a wooden support for the roof of my hut.
I have tried my best to obtain it from elsewhere but to my dismay it could
not be made available to me. Dear Baba Ji! you are now my only hope.
This is my dire necesity without which the whole construction will be
held up and my family will be up the pole without a shelter. Be kind 0'
gentle Baba, help me on all accounts by granting me a pole."
Bhai Jagta called him close by a gesture and whispered in his
earstocome that night when it would be totally dark. God who is the only
nourisher, adorner and accomplisher will also do the needful for him
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The man reported to him that night when it was total dark and Bhai
Jagta took him along in the cattle yard. He pulled out a pole from its roof
and handed it over to him.
The next day when after dawn the Sadhus noticed the spot they
informed Bhai Hazari of the loss who arranged for another pole and made
up the shortage.
A Peculiar Vow
There is another episode of his benefaction. Generally, some
devotees were used to offer to Bhai Jagta some quilts, woollen wrappers
and blankets for protection against cold. He was not in the habit of
keeping them stored in the Dharamsala but passed those on to the poor
and needy. Hardly, such offerings remained for more than twenty-four
hours in his possession.
One day a true devotee got a quilt especially made for him and with
love and devotion he presented that to Bhai Jagta. With a humble request
he prayed, "Bhai Jagta ! I got this quilt especially made for you with
profound devotion. You generally do not keep the things with you and
pass it on to others. I wish that the quilt you must not give to anyone else
and use it only for yourself. Kindly take a vow that you would adhere
to my humble request."
He accepted the offer with the words, "My dear fellow ! I do take
an oath, and say, by God, that I shall never give this lovely gift to anyone
else with my own hands.**
The devotee offered the quilt and went off. Soon after his departure
a poor man came to him and beseechingly said, "Benevolent Master !
I badly shiver with cold and pass these winter nights in distress. I am in
a dire necessity of a quilt. For God's sake give me the quilt and save me
from this deadly cold.'*
Bhai Jagta thus spoke, "Dear fellow ! I have vowed for not to give
this quilt to anyone else and use it only for my own person. So, it would
not be possible for me to pass it on to you with my own hands but
whenever I shall go to answer the call of nature in the open, I shall put
it off and place it on the ground. You may then, in my absence, avail
yourself of that opportunity and make off with it."
He acted accordingly and made off with the quilt.
When the devotee who so devotionally had offered the quilt
and the other sadhus who had witnessed the offer accepted with a
vow, saw Baba Jagta coming without the quilt, they could not
contain their sentiments and in anguish they said, "Baba! say, what had
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happened to Uiat quilt for which you had taken a vow to keep it with
you."
The mere reply was, "While answering die call of nature I placed
it on the ground. I have not given it to anyone by my own hands. I have
kept my oath. The poor fellow had taken the quilt and made away with
that. I am not to be blamed for that.
That was his fortune and that he had realised.
His Philanthropic Nature
There are numerous anecdotes of his benediction an philanthropy.
It is not possible to mention all of those in this booklet. However, a few
of them are rather exigent hence need a mention.
Once there occured an acute scarcity of grain. The poor and the
needy mostly assembled in die Dharamsala and girdled round Bhai Jagta
and inundated him wiUi their demands. Bhai Jagta gave his sympathetic
ears to everyone and accordingly he wrote notes on the small pieces of
broken earthenwares (Thikarian) with charcoal. The quantity of commodity (varying from a quarter of a seer to one seer the maximum) and
handed that over to Uie seeker with an instruction to exchange the
commodity for the note from a certain shopkeeper. Mostly he issued such
notes in favour of Lachhi Ram or Tula Ram but there were some others
too who were favoured with such notes. In short, every body who
received the note, honoured that. In fact, they took those notes as the sign
of his grace and this is also a fact that prosperity and good luck dawned
upon them.
Once a certain devotee from Dera Ismail Khan sent a letter to Bhai
Jagta that he was sending by hand one hundred rupees for him Uirough
a certain man who would reach his village on a certain date. So he should
collect the amount from him in due course.
He on receiving Uie news collected a good number of broken pieces
of earUien-wares and went on writing notes wiUi charcoal for Uie needy.
Whosoever heard of Uie news approached Bhai Jagta and placed before
him his earnest demand and got a note from him. Fvery body who made
a request was honoured and a note for a suitable amount was handed over
to him. As such, Uiat amount was disbursed even before Uie date the man
reached his village.
According to his philanUiropic nature he never left anyUiing saved
for Uie Dharamsala or himself. Whatsoever he received from any source
he disbursed all Uiat among Uie needy. His balance was always nil and
in reality Uiere was noUiing wiUi him to be carried forward.
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Even die cooked meals were at the first instance served to the poor
and needy. Occasionally, there was nothing left for the Sadhus in the
kitchen to satisfy their hunger and they had to remain blank or to
undertake an undesired fast.
More often the people in locality got that sad information anyhow.
They then flocked in for help and used to carry from their homes cooked
meals, boiled milk, sweets and other eatables to satiate the sadhus. They
could only rest when the sadhus were satisfied.
No body could dare to comment against Bhai Jagta' s philanthropic
action.
If by chance a sadhu made a murmur and dared to say, "Bhai Jagta!
you care so much for the poor and needy but you remain indifferent
towards the sadhus. If you may pay a little heed towards them, the things
would prove much better."
/
Bhai Jagta would simply smile and say, "My dear fellow ! look,
when sadhus remain blank the people are used to be all at sea. So much
so that they rush to the Dharamsala with whatsoever they could bring
from their homes. Cooked meals, pudding, fried victuals, sweets are
amassed in the kitchen to satiate the sadhus. But if a poor dies with hunger
even in their presence they care not a pin for him. They hesitate even
to give him a drop of water.
Hence, I care for the needy and poor. The fast of sadhus absorbs
them in devotion but the hunger of the needy takes them for off from God.
Undoubtedly, Sadhus are also near and dear to me. I certainly love
them. But, virtally, they are more dear to Him to whom the sadhus are
completely surrendered.
In short, we can say that Baba Jagta in charity was unparalleled,
he donated his all, even his self for the needy and the poor. His life is
fare illustration of the undermentioned verse of Baba Farid:"The man who expresses himself ignorant;
Though he may be a man of letters,
Being a man in power uses it not for the weaker section.
Having nothing to give he gives his own share in charity.
Such a man should be called a Bhagat (Devotee)."
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Bhai Jagta's Benefaction
A sugar dealer visited Khushab (a town in Distt. Sargodha, now
in Pakistan) on a business tour. He had with him a number of sugar bags
for sale. He sold all of his bags but one, at very high rates. He had no
other alternative but to deposit that with Bhai jagta with an impression
to get that back on his next visit.
One day a gentleman approached Bhai Jagta and requested him,
for God's sake, to give him a handful of sugar which he needed for some
medicinal purpose. Bhai Jagta could not refuse him and gave him a
pitcher-lid-ful of sugar out of the trader's bag.
The news got wind and the beggars from all directions approached
Bhai Jagta with the similar requests. He tried his utmost to convince them
that the sugar was simply deposited with him and was not his personal
property but that all had gone unheeded. All his emphasis went in vain
and at last he had to yield when the demand was made from him for God's
sake.
He went on distributing sugar from the trader's bag, a pitcher-lidful to each until that was totally exhausted.
After a good while the trader turned up and asked for his deposited
bag. Baba smilingly said, "O* Shah! the poor stressed upon me their dire
necessities and demanded that, for God's sake, which I could not ignore
and distributed all of your sugar to the poor and needy. Though I did not
give more than a pitcher-lid-ful of sugar to anyone yet your whole bag
was exhausted.
The trader lost his temper and in his fury he called Bhai Jagta
names which the sadhus, sitting by, could not tolerate and said, "Shah
! why do you bark at unnecessarily ? Did not you know that he cares not
even for his attires and departs with even those if some needy fellow begs
of him for God's sake ? He considers nothing his and acquires nothing
for himself All his possessions are for the poor. You would have thought
of his benevolent nature before depositing the bag with him. Now hold
in yourself and offer no insult any further."
The trader presumed that no one would listen to him there. Sadhus
instead of sympathising with him blamed him for the deposit. Tiwana
rulers would also attend his complaint with deaf ears as they too were
devoted to him. He decided to return quietly. On reaching Khushab he
chalked out a device to confine someone of Bhai Jagta's Sadhus till the
account was squared.
Bhai Dukh Bhanjan, a Sewapanthy Sadhu in Khushab, when heard
of his insincere and corrupt device, sent for the Shah and made him the
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payment for his deposited sugar to avoid any further trouble.
He also advised Bhai Jagta to refrain from dealing with such a
stone-hearted dealer.
To Him As is Gold So is Dross
Once Bhai Jagta along with his several accompaniers was on his
way to Amritsar with a motive to pilgrimage the pious city of Guru
Ramdas, the fourth Sikh Guru. They had a passionate emotion to have
dips there in the holy tanks and to enjoy the fascinating extolling of God's
hymnody (Shabad Kirtan)
The whole party was love-sick and was writhed with the pangs of
separation. Imbued with love, they were carrying on their journey.
Lovely imbibition of Naam continued during the whole journey. Thus,
the ambrosial fragrance of die Divine recital incensed a lovely atmosphere and made the heaven of this anguishing world. That looked like
a band of heavenly gods perfuming fragrance throughout the path.
Marching and encamping when they reached Lahore they came
across the Royal procession of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. When the
Maharaja saw these love imbued sadhus, it seemed to him as if the moon
with all its nebula had descended on the earth to sprinkle coolness. He
then asked one of his ministers by making a gesture. "Who is that great
personage ? It so appears to me that gods from the heaven have come
down to becalm the town. No doubt, their feet are on the earth, but their
insight rests in supernal regions, that iss in the Region of Truth."
The Minister then told him that be was the world renowned gnostic
Bhai Jagta whose eulogies are extolled even by the birds in ambrosial
hours of the dawn. His aim of life is to render devotional and
humanitarian service. His discipline, alliance, knowledge, salvation,
taking it all in all, is selfless service of humanity.
On hearing that he dismounted from his elephant, walked barefooted to the place where Bhai Jagta was standing and placed down his
head, wearing crown, on his lotus-feet. He then offered him a jewelled
gold Bairagan (a "T shaped support that is used by the yogis while going
into meditation) and with folded hands most modestly said, "Reverend
Baba Ji! it is very kind of you thai you have graced the town with your
supreme and graceful presence."
Graced by his benediction, the Maharaja made bis way. Bhai Jagta
incidently caught sight of a yogi standing near by. That yogi allured by
the beauty and the jewellery of the bairagan turned his face towards Bhai
Jagta and said, "O' Bhai Jagta ! of what avail is this bairagan to you ?
It is not the symbol of sewapanthi sadhus. You know, the symbol pertains
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to yogis and is, therefore, our entitlement. Baba, be kind enough, and pass
on that to me so that I may usefully apply it." Bhai Jagta on hearing him,
indifferently, handed that over to him, and marched on.
A sadhu standing by his side could not bear such a philanthropy
and unhesitatingly, said, "Maharaj! it is a rare and most precious thing,
you have given that to him wihtout any consideration."
Abouting his face towards the critic, Baba Jagta said, "Dear Sant
Ji ! it is only the affair of vision. Is gold more precious than a handful
of dust ? May be ; in my opinion gold causes bloodshed but the dross
so often causes blossoms to efflorescence. My dear ! I have not made
it a waste. Certainly it will bear fruit."
The sadhus then conferred amongst themselves and said, "He has
today practically illustrated to us the factual annotation of the following
verse of Gurbani:He whose heart loveth God's order
Is said to have obtained salvation during life
To him joy and sorrow are the same ;
He is ever happy and is never separated from God,
To him as is gold so is dross,
As is nectar so is sour poison,
As is honour so is dishonour,
As is the poor man so is the king,
He who deemeth what cometh from God as best,
Shall, 0, Nanak, be said to have
obtained salvation during life. 7.9.
(Gauri Sukhmani M.5, P.275)
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Bhai Jagta A Fatalist
There was a pond in the vicinity of Noorpur, situated about two
kilo-metres from the town. It contained rainy water and was a nice
reliever for the people dwelling in its surroundings and also for the wayfarers. The tired and weary travellers made themselves fresh by having
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a bath and quenching their thirst from the pond.
It remained neglected and uncared hygienically and became
maggoty and infested with insects. Consequently it became detrimental
to the public health and unfit for human consumption. When Bhai Jagta
heard about its contamination he took along with himself a good number
of volunteers, a sulficient quantity of porridge (Karah Prasad) and
reached the pond.
On his arrival there he chalked out a simple device to cleanse the
polluted pond divided it into two segments, he then got the whole pond
water filtered systematically. When the process of filtration came to an
end the pond water became completely free of maggots and other insects,
he lavishly, distributed the porridge among the volunteers who devotionally laboured to cleanse the water.
Exactly at the same moment, incidentally, a disciple from a far off
circle approached and offered one hundred rupees in coins to Bhai Jagta.
He accepted the offering but, instinctly, became pensive. As you know
by nature he had no pecuniary affinity. He thought within
himself,"Monetary illusion is a bewitching allurement, it is apparently
sweet but bitter in taste. Outwardly, it looks charming like a she-snake
but inwardly, is virulent. What have I to do with this witch ? It is better
to do away with this illusion."
He then shouted loudly and said, "Come, O' friends! come, here
lies the money. I need it not, it is being squandered; come and share the
loot."
He had.hardly uttered this thatthere was a commotion and instantly
the whole money took wings.
When the information reached Bhai Hazari he mildly expressed his
grievance and said, "Maharaj ! you fully know that kitchen is already
short of commodities and funds. We are hardly making both ends meet.
With difficulty we wear for the day. Occasionally, the sadhus had to go
without the food. Lavishly, you have squandered a sum of hundred
rupees without having a thought. Say ! how to manage for today. There
is hardly any stuff therein for today."
Bhai Jagta went on listening and laughing.'Casually he caught
sight of a rupee coin lying by his feet. He picked up the coin and
gave that to Bhai Hazari and said, "Manage it for today. I think it would
be quite enough. Tomorrow's worries will be to Him who runs the
kitchen.
•
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Bhai Jagta A Philanthropist
A low-caste, blind and shaggy hag approached Bhai Jagta for help.
She was in rags and that even exceedingly filthy. Tresses of her matted
locks were making her ugliness more clumsy. There was so much
lousiness in her hair that the lice were creeping all round her body. Filth
was coagulated in every pore of her sKn. In brief, she was a gross figure
of foulness and wretchedness.
She came and appealed to Bhai Jagta for help. In a shaky and
wavering voice she said, "O' generous Baba ! hear you own even those
who on this earth are mean, sluggish and desolate people. I have none
in the world to look after me. There is no one so unfortunate and
miserable as I. My community, my kinsmen, that is, all of my kiths and
kins have deserted me in my this calamitous plight. Even my decayed
and flimsy body has defied me. Every limb of mine has become defiant.
O' benevolent Baba! after all, I have taken your shelter. For God's sake,
O' benign Master ! as is, you do help me."
Baba Jagta attended to her request generously, with a sympathetic
heart. He got a nice cottage built for her in the vicinity of huts of
low caste which were already in existence. He used to accomplish
in person all her needful formalities of life. He himself washed her
clothes, arranged for her bath, washed her hair, gently combed her
hair and picked up Lice from her person, This became his daily
routine. Moreover, he cooked for her the meals twice a day and scoured
her befouled untensils. He, devotionally, carried on that service upto her
end.
In fact, he was a philanthropist as he saw God in all. Everyone
seemed to him the image of God. Hence, he was not serving a low-caste,
ugly woman but in her he saw His Divine Master. Thus, he was arranging
bath, cooking meals, feeding and pumicing the feet, not of an individual
but of God.
To be brief, he saw God in all. For him every being was the image
of God.
He Saw God in all
It was a cold winter night. The weather was cold at its climax. The
torrential rain brought the temperature down to the freezing point. The
chilly wind was blowing with aflutteringsound resembling the hising
of a cobra-snake and was causing a severe shivering to the individuals
busy in their out-door affairs.
Bhai Jagta even at this critical moment was sitting in the Baradari
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of the Dharamsala. In his glorious and ecstatic state he was enjoying the
grandeur of nature.
Just at that moment some low caste aliens entered the Dharamsala
premises. Awfully dreaded, they were trembling with fear lest they
should be turned out from there because of their being low caste,
otherwise they were shivering all over with cold also. They were totally
drenched with the rain. The water was dripping from their clothes, They
were bitterly shivering. And that's that they were helpless as there was
no other refuge for them. Bhai Jagta saw them in that pitiable plight. His
heart was filled with mercy and emotion and compassionately, he raised
his voice and said, "Dear fellows ! you are badly wet and are shivering.
Why don't you come in here ?"
An elderly man from amongst them replied, Maharaj ! We are
coming from a long way. It rained heavily by the way. We have taken
1
shelter under the projection. As we are 'Halal Khor' we do not feel
ourselves fit to step in any further.
Bhai Jagta was comprehending the bitter cold and its fatal effect
on the poor travellers. He thought they would either die of cold or would
have a fatal cold attack. Hence, he again called them in and said, "We
x
being Haram Khor' (die corrupt people) are comfortably sitting
v
wrapped in quilts or are basking but you though being Halal Khor',
drenched by rain are yet suffering the petrifying cold of the dark winter
night. Please do not waste time, hurry up; and come in."
They then entered the Dharamsala. Bhai Jagta himself laid matting
for them and gave them coarse blankets to wrap themselves up against
the cold, he himself prepared langer (cooked meals) for them and satiated
them.
Bhai Jagta was profoundly pleased that he had seen that day his
Lord drenching in the rain and shivering in the winter's freezing cold.
Thus he himself was fortuned to call Him in, lay matting and serve Him
'the meals. For him they were none else but God Himself, because he saw
only God, that is, God in all and all in God.
When it dawned, one of the Sadhu's sarcastically said, "Who will
touch these defiled clothing without a wash ?"
Baba made no reply to the Sadhu but addressing to the guests he
said, "Dear fellows! when you go, carry also these blankets and mattings
along with you, as the poor sadhus hesitate to touch them. Indeed, these
are unvitiated for you.
*

*

9
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Halal Khor' literally means honest and lawful personage but the phrase
idiomatically is applied to the out-castes.
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Bhai Jagta And Maharaja Kanjit Singh

Shcr-e-Piinjab Maharaja Ranjit Singh once visited Khushab. The
Tiwana Chiefs being the true devotees made their humble request to Bhai
Jagta by availing themselves of the best opportunity he should take diem
along and arrange for their meeting with the Maharaja to get Uieir mutual
relations conciliated. For his this act of benefaction Uiey will ever remain
grateful to him.
Bhai Jagta as usual took his water-ful bucket in hand and
accompanied diem to call on the Maharaja. As soon as the Maharaja
came to know that Bhai Jagta, who percieves God in all and serves the
humanity indiscriminately, had come to see him, gave him a majestic
welcome and modestly bowed to him by placing his crowned head on
his lotus feet. As a devoted sikh, he with all his modesty said, "Reverend
Baba Ji! be kind, and favour me with any service you deem I am fit for.
I am ever a devotee of the saints, hence, am at your disposal. I shall take
a pride in complying with your exalted orders."
Bhai Jagta in reply said, "Maharaja! the poor Tiwanas are the landholders. They have come to make out some meagre presents. Kindly,
accept whatsoever Uiey have brought, however, scarce it may be. This
is die most they can offer at me moment. This will be virtually your
generosity if mat gets your approval."
Maharaja gladly accepted his valuable suggestion and with folded,
hands repeatedly thanked Bhai Jagta and respectfully beseeched him for
the honour and grace by granting him a chance to serve him in future
also.
When the Tiwana Chief after presenting Uieir offers in forms of
camels and other cattle wealth, had Uieir cordial meetings with the
Maharaja, Bhai Jagta gloriously and gracefully patted him.
On an other occasion Bhai Jagta with Tiwana Chiefs had another
chance to call on the Maharaja. The Counsellors of Uie Maharaja took
it ill. Apparently, they were respectful but at heart Uiey were his adverse.
They contemplated, "When-soever we set our mind to mend matters
with the Tiwanas this sadhu having a bucket in hand turns up with them
and misguides the Maharaja. Though outwardly they gave him a
deserving respect yet inwardly they sent their detachments to amend the
Tiwanas. The troops in compliance with the orders passed on to them,
untethered their catUe wealth. EvidenUy, Uie Tiwanas faced the occasion
and just at the time when their troops tried to goad and drive the cattle,
the Tiwanas made a smashing attack on them. They could not stand the
sudden attack and had to flee, facing a disgraceful retreat.
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When Maharaja came to know about the incident and the
conspiracy contemplated by his counsellors, he cursed them and said,
"May God damn you O' conspirators. Did not you know that you were
playing a folly with yourselves or in the other words, digging your own
graves ? The grace of Uie saints can only be achieved by sincerity and
devotion and not by hypocrisy. The hypocrites are paid in the same coin
by the Almighty. No doubt, the saintly personalities most oftenly appear
very simple to the hypocrites and they take them as simpleton but they
soon come to senses when their false pride puts them to shame. A
hypocrite considers that he is much astute and the saints are merely
duffers and cannot catch his craftiness but he, the ignorant, errs to
think so. He must realise that the Lord enthroned in their minds is the
wiser than the wise. He would never tolererate that his devotee should
ever be let down. Moreover, he punishes die offenders who play
mischief with his devout. You have now yourselves witnessed the
repercussions of the hypocrisy you planned against the saint. So, be
careful in future and don't play such a silly and deceitful game with the
Divine people."
Then the Maharaja most humbly requested Bhai Jagta, "Baba
Ji ! be kind to us and forgive us for all the wrongs we have committed.
Believe us, we are your humble and devoted servants. We hope you
would ever keep us in your generous mind. O' Great Baba ! grant us the
chances, time and again, to serve you and your noble mission. •
So far there remained the link between the Maharaja and Bhai Jagta
the relations between Maharaja and the Tiwcjia Chiefs remained cordial.
However, any tangle if happened to occur, Bhai Jagta's intercession
straightened that anyhow. After him their territory came under the
Maharaja's hold.
Maharaja Kharak Singh and Bhai Jagta
Once Maharaja Kharak Singh reached Sahiwal on a surprise visit.
Tiwana Chiefs sent Bhai Jagta to see the Maharaja on their behalf and
mediate for their conciliation.
Ram Singh a counsellor of the Maharaja behaved rudely and
sarcastically said, "Bhai Ji ! are you the saviour of the Tiwanas ?
Whensover we come to mend affairs with them, you come along them
and intervene unnecessarily. Avoid such interference in future." Bhai
Jagata as to his nature made no reply and abruptly turned and went back.
While leaving the place he made no remarks and made his adieu politely
N
by saying all right'

It is a fact that Bhai Jagta left the Maharaja's camp without any
ill-gesture or remark but consequently trie same day, the young Maharaja
felt the pangs of stomach-ache, it was the colic pain and inspite of full
medical aid and attention the ache went on increasing. The Maharaja
writhed with pain. At last when all the attempts for recovery failed, a sikh
sitting nearby said, "Bhai Jagta had no personal benefit in coming along
with the Tiwanas. He by nature is a peacemaker. His choice is always
to avoid conflicts. Whensoever a man in distress requests him for help,
for God's sake, he never disappoints him and stands by his side. If he
had come with Tiwanas, it was not for his personal gain, instead, it was
to ensure concilation between the Maharaja and the Tiwana Chiefs. His
inner urge was to avert confrontation. It is no good to be rough with him
or to displease him in any way. Let you approach him and mend matters.
All your sufferings will come to an end/'
His suggestion was carried out. The mother of the Maharaja most
submissively requested, "O' Great Baba Jagta Ji! tor God's sake ignore
the misdoings of my son and be kind to grace us with your glorious
presence at my humble camp. O' benign master!, forgive us for our
follies and accompny us to the place where my ailing and ill-fated son,
the Maharaja, is being hospitalised. Your pious touch will act as a
panacea for him
Bhai Jagta regarded me submissive appeal of the Maharani. When
he called on the Maharaja his counsellors bowed on his lotus feet and
begged apology for their wrongous utterances. They assured that die
Maharaja will ever obey him and will be at his disposal for any service.
When Maharaja Kharak Singh devotionally placed his head on his
feet he caressed him with his generous hands. The pain altogether
vanished spontaneously.
When the Maharaja repeatedly made requests for any service, Bhai
Jagta said, "Arrange for the feed of the birds and loaves for the dogs daily,
without fail."
As long as me Maharaja lived, quota of grains was regularly issued
by the government to the Dharamsala of Bhai Swaya Ram in Sahiwal.
The Request Made For God's Sake, Cannot Be Denied
*

*

»

*

The Tiwanas, in fact, were the devotees of Pirs of Uch. Once when
they approached them to have their blessings they advised them, "You
come here a long way. Why do not you get the blessings and your
requisitions accomplished by Bhai Jagta who lives close at hands to you.
Moreover, he has a better access to God than we. It is just the same to
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serve him there." Thenceforth, they revered Bhai Jagta as good as their
Pirs.

•

It was a common belief that Tiwanas had their full faith in Bhai
jagta and they revered him as their Pir. As such, they were of die opinion
diat die Tiwanas for their unflinching belief in him would never deny
him. Therefore, every person having some purpose with Tiwanas used
to come to Bhai Jagta with a request for God's sake and took him along
Bhai Jagta objected to none and accompanied everyone.
On one such occasion, Tiwana Malliks made a polite plea and said,
"Maharaj ! you accompany everybody and it becomes difficult for us to
deny you but it disrupts the whole governmental administration. It
becomes rather impossible for us to hold on the routine. Kindly come
only with the genuine cases."
Bhai Jagta in his earnest said, "When these people come to me and
express their distresses, my mind feels compassion. Moreover, they
make requests for the sake of God. In such cases I have no other alternai ve
but to accompany them. I can neglect everything else but when appeals
are made to me for the sake of God I have no other alternative but to
accompany them. You know, He is my benign Master, the Supreme
being. How can I deny the request which is made for His sake ? I have
to come and will not desist from it even in the future. For God's sake
means for the sake of my Master, my everything, my life and breath. I
am His servant of the lowest degree. My emotion is that the glory of His
true name should blare in every nook and comer of die world. So, my
dear people, it will not be possible forme to avoid such accompaniments.
But all my requests will not be a must for you. I will never force you for
their acceptance. I shall realise my duty and you may realise yours. You
may take your own way."
Mercy is The Outcome of Compassion
Once, the son of Tiwana Mailik (Chief) fell seriously ill. The
Hakims and vaids failed in their efforts to cure him. When all the means
of cure fell flat with their back to the wall, the Qazis and Maulanas were
consulted. The religious authorities counselled him that he should offer
sacrifice of a certain number of cattle in God's name and distribute their
meat to die poor. Gracious God would certainly spare the patient's life
and he would live long.
The Chief, in consonance with their counsel accumulated many
cattle for the purpose. As soon as Bhai Jagta heard of this merciless
counsel he straightaway called on the Mailik who welcomed and
honourably made him sit on a bolster.
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Bhai Jagta then politely said,"Dear MaJlik ! what for have you
accumulated so many cattle ? Mallik made a submissive reply and said,
"O' generous Baba ! with your blessings the gracious God had blessed
me with a son who at the moment is dangerously ill. The qazis and
maulanas have advised me to offer in God's name sacrifice of these cattle
and God, die merciful, would spare his life. Hence, I have managed this
collection for the said purpose.
On hearing this explanation Bhai Jagta emotionally kept mum for
a while but he could not hold himself in for long and at last had to break
the ice. "Mallik Ji! as your son is dear to you as such are die buffaloes,
cows, goats and lambs dear to their parents. One who sharpens carvers
for the dear ones of others can never expect mercy from die Merciful
God. Why the Creator would interfere with His own made laws of nature.
Consider it soberly, whether it is possible for any one to sow acacia and
%
hope it will bear grapes. As you sow so shall you reap' or drink as you
have brewed* are the common proverbs. Think over it dispassionately
that you are sowing cruelty. Will it be possible for you to grow
compassion out of it ? Mercy is die outcome of compassion and not of
cruelty. Take it for granted mat prayers conducted with blood-strained
hands are totally unacceptable to the Providence. The sapling of cruelty
is never watered or nourished by me Supreme Fosterer. Goodness begets
goodness. It is a fallacy that slaughtering of innocent and weak cattle will
yield a compsassionate effect."
"So if you want your betterment then liberate Uiese bleating goats
and lambs, lowing cows and buffaloes. Leave them free in the meadows.
Fodder diem, feed diem widi corns and gratify them. God will surely
bless and pacify your bosom."
This appealed to the Mallik and he honoured Bhai Jagta's advice
in word and spirit. Bhai Jagta by special providence caressed his son widi
his sacred hands. This caused an electronic effect and the very moment
die child became alert as if he had never been sick. His smouldering heart
miraculously became calm.
t

The Call of A Hawk-Cuckoo
Bhai Jagta once journeyed to Maghiana. By the way he had to cross
arivuletknown by die name of Megh. It crossed Bhai Jagta's mind that
people might be experiencing hardship while crossing it during me rainy
days when so often it is in spate. Why should not he Uien manage to bridge
it for an easy passage.
Bhai Jagta was very prompt to put the flashes of his mind into
action. Postponement was out of his nature. He was a man of ideas and
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implemented his very thoughts. Whenever he engaged himself in starting
with a certain tiling the other sadhus had also to follow suit.
One day when it was noontide, Bhai Jagta asked the volunteers
labouring on tlie site to march afoot for the Dharamsala. He himself took
tlie initiative and tlie others followed him. One of the artificers took
courage to say, "Maliaraj ! the sun is blazing, tlie sand under the feet is
as hot as a furnance, it singes and blisters tlie feet." Bhai Jagta replied
smilingly, "Come on, have a seat on my shoulders, I shall carry you
across the sand." The artificer submissively added, "Generous Baba Ji
! I am not talking of myself. There are many more suffering from the
burning heat. This or that whom you shall carry. In fact, I made a gesture
for the rain so that every body may fell cool, fresh and comfortable."
Thereafter, Bhai Jagta at first, glanced at the burning sand and
thereafter at tlie sky. Instantly the sky was dense with the howering
clouds and consequently it rained in torrents. The whole atmosphere
became pleasant and incensed.
The people said, "How could the god of rain desist from pouring
the rain. The call of a hawk-cuckoo shakes even the throne of God.
Silence is Golden
Bhai Jagta was busy with the erection of the bridge on the Megh
rivulet. He needed some wood and from its vicinity he got some trees
felled for that common cause.
Some one among the neighbours informed the owner that his trees
had been cut down by Bhai Jagta and were used in the erection of the
bridge
he owner lost his temper and in his fury appeared on the spot,
ately, and without any consideration he barked at and barked out
Jagta and also hurt him physically. Bhai Jagta made no murmur
and kept mum.
Bhai Jagta was regarded by everybody residing in that area and
they could not bear the insult caused to him. Everyone who heard about
this aggression protested against the aggressor.
District Jhang (now in Pakistan) was then administered by the
Sayal Chiefs who, in fact, were the admirers of Bhai Jagta and had
reverential regards for him. One of his selected devotees, Bhai Roshan
Lai, could not contain himself and made up his mind to report the matter
to the Chief but Bhai Jagta did not allow him to do so. In a bad temper,
Bhai Rashan Lai protested and said, "Don't object to it, Maharaj Ji! I
shall call in the Sayal Chief on the spot and you will see how he gives
him befitting chiding. He will surely admonish and reprimand him to
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such an extent that he will forswear to repeat such a heinous act in
future.
Bhai Jagta said smilingly, "Bhai Roshan Lai, when you will call
in the Sayal Chief here to hold an enquiry, I will be the first man to be
asked for making a statement. I will then deny that anything had ever
happened here. I shall say that neither anyone had offended me nor have
I been insulted or abused by any body. All these instruments are played
by the Unique Instrumentalist. No one has any power to do anything
without His sweet will. When every being is a puppet dancing under the
direction of the Omnipotent Primal Force then how can we blame some
one else ? I think this is rather injustice."
Roshan Lai now realised that Bhai Jagta is above honour and
dishonour. For him friend and foe are alike. He is a philanthropist and
loves even the aggressors. So making a complaint to the sayals will bear
no fruit. So he gave up the idea and became calm.
On the same night Israil the angel of death appeared in the house
of the culprit and victimised his son. His son expired. People said, "He
lies in the bed he has made." But Bhai Jagta said, "To err is human; to
forgive is divine," Hence, cast out the evil from your mind and be friend
to all.
Love Ever Wins
y*

* »
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Marching in various phases Bhai Jagta once was chanced to reach
at Chhote Bakhshe. The village was the dwelling quarter of Bhai Sadhu
Singh.
Bhai Sadhu Singh casually saw Bhai Jagta by a stroke of luck. He
was overjoyed and could not contain his mirth. With an over-whelming
enthusiasm he bade him a befitting welcome and gave a profound
reception. He in his iove ties fastened Bhai Jagta to such an extent that
he had to stay there for a considerably long period. The news of Bhai
Jagta's arrival at Chhote Bakhshe' spread all round and the devotees
from far and wide rushed to pay their reverence to him. Every blessed
morning the congregation assembled in an increasing number. It so
;
appeared that heaven in .ts full bloom and brilliance had descended on
the eartli. In fact, the whole congregation, in the loving and super
company of Bhai Jagta, enjoyed well the extolling of the Divine
hymnody and imbued themselves with the Divine Naam.
One day, the idea of move flashed in Bhai Jagta's mind which he
expressed to Bhai Sadhu Singh but he beseeched for some more
extension. He importuned him with the urge of his devotees and the
impact of his benedictory tour over die daily attendance. But all his
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arguments had little effect on him. He verily, had started his move but
Bhai Sadhu Singh still persisted to detain him. Bhai Jagta thus asserted,
"Bhai Sadhu Singh Ji ! we have already started our journey and have
crossed the boundry of your village. If it rained I shall return.
He would have not completed even his sentence that the clouds
from behind the horizon hovered all over the sky. Instantaneously, it
rained in cats and dogs. Bhai Jagta had to keep his promise and return.
He then postulated, "Love ever wins."
Love Brings Victory And Peace
When the Divine love slips away from one's core the physical
attachment emerges.This corporal afftnty takes the phase of egoism
which involves one in the tangles of I-am-ness and ultimately creates a
wall between God, dwelling within, and the individual soul (jiv atma).
The ego thus created closes down ail the outlets of love and a fountain
continues to spray abhorrence hatred and enmity. Consequently, an
individual enmesheh himself in the shackles of duality, discord
and discrimination. Finally, he gets totally gripped in these entanglements.
The individual thus engulfed in these fetters of egoism commits
Karmas (actions) under its influence and rotates in the cycle of births and
rebirths. In each birth he accumulates more and more filth of egoistic
actions. This filth is so dirtily coagulated on the core of individual that
it appears impossible for him to get his emancipation from that rot. The
true Guru bestows upon his devotee his special providence and grants
him alms of service and recitation of his Naam (Simron) which washes
away all his accumulated filth of egoistic actions and thus redeems him
from its involvements. The individual then imbued with Divine Naam
is transformed into a philanthropist, fataalist and ecstatic person. At this
stage he merges into God and perceives God in all. Hence his all actions
are providential now. So he becomes indiscriminate and loves all the
humanity as if that were only the image of God. The cycle of births and
rebirths for him thus comes to an end. Guru Amar Das avers :Thefilthof many births hath attached to man's mind,
and hath become quite black.
An oilman's towel will not become white by washing,
even though it be washed hundreds of times.
His nature altereth, who by the Guru's favour,
while alive is dead, (eradicates his ego)
Nanak, no impurity attacheth to him,
k
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and lie shall not again enter a womb.(l)
(SorathKiVarM.5,P.651)
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Bhai Jagta was a living example of the above and the episode given
hereunder will be a practical illustration of his egoless and philanthropic
life.
It happened one day that a sepoy of Tiwana Mallik, with out any
cause, aggressively disgraced and rebuked Bhai Hazari. The sadhus who
witnessed the incident could not bear that drastic action and such a maltreatment of an ordinnary sepoy meted out to a sadhu. They enmasse
along with Bhai Hazari approached Bhai Jagta and said, 'it does not
appear appropriate and plausible to live at a place where there is no
justice and sadhus are malignantly disgraced ar«d barked out for
nothing.
Bhai Jagta acceded to their suggestion and decided to abandon* the
place. Immediately after that they enmasse marched on for another
destination. The mahajans of the village also coincided with the sadhus
and many of them accompanied the evacuees. Everyone else of the
remaining mahajans (money lenders) also set themselves in preparations
to pack themselves for the departure and to follow their fellow cotraders.
When the Tiwana Mallik came to know about that sad happening
he, abruptly awoke from his slumber and became so nonplused that he
forgot even to wind his turban round his head. He rode his unsaddled
horse and galloped the horse towards the route the sadhus had gone. The
sadhus would have hardly reached Purana Kot, merely three miles from
the village that the Malik approached them. He made a modest bow and
after kissing the feet of Bhai Jagta apologetically made his repeated
requests to forget the past and return to the village. Anyhow, he prevailed
upon Bhai Jagta for his modesty and sincerity and ultimately, he made
him agree to return. He offered his horse to Bhai Jagta for the return
journey and arranged for a comfortableridefor him. He himself marched
behind him in his attendance. On reaching back to Dharamsala he,
submissively, placed his head on Bhai Jagta's feet and said apologetically, "I am your humble servant and am ashamed of the sepoy's
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notorious act. I wonder, how the devil had dared to be so aggressive.
Now, he is at your disposal. I shall obey whatever you say. If you ask
me to hang him till death I shall then do so. If you so desire, I can give
him life imprisonment. I am just awaiting your order. Kindly say how
shall I deal with him now/'
Bhai Jagta then patiently said, "Do you really want to please me.
If you, in fact, want my pleasure then obey my commands. Will you?"
"Surely", said the Mallik, "I shall feel myself lucky in doing so."
Bhai Jagta then paid a glance to Bhai Hazari and said, "BHai
Hazari, will you accept my decision, cheerfully ? Bhai Hazari with all
and sundery jointly and submissively replied, "Who are we to defy your
benign orders. Your will is a Divine will for us. We shall happily abide
by that."
Then Bhai Jagta gave his verdict, "Bhai Hazari, I wish, you should
prepare some churi, (crushed bread mixed with ghee and sugar), take that
to the sepoy's residence and request him to eat that. When you cast your
enmity from your mind, he will also drive out all jealousy from his mind.
An emotion of love will then be inspired in his inner self. Guru Arjun
asserts :"They who expel evil from their hearts,
Regard the whole world as theirfriends"(2)
(Gauri Sukhmani M.5)
1
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Bhai Jagta continued, "It is beyond doubt that the sepoy was
aggressive, but when you cast out enmity from your mind the sepoy will
also feel complacency. Both minds will be relieved from affliaction. By
conviction and punishment one can only calm the flares of vengeance.
There is a tinge of enmity in revenge, it does not extricate from one's
mind the sense of jealousy and enmity."
Bhai Hazari gladly honoured the verdict and acted upon that
accordingly. He took along the sugar mixed churi to the sepoy's
residence. When the sepoy saw Bhai Hazari calling on him in such a
friendly manner, he was taken aback and felt that ihe ground under his
feet had shaken. he abruptly bowed his head on his feet and washed those
I with the tears of penitence. He repeatedly said, "I am a defaulter, a sinner,
an aggressor. I have offended a man of God. I shall be denied a shelter
even in the hell."
A while after, Bhai Hazari proceeded towards the sepoy's home,
a sadhu, in his anguish reproachfully said to Bhai Jagta, "You have not
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done well. It was not right to send Shai Hazari to the culprit's house. The
poor fellow who had so dirtily been insulted has been sent to that
aggressor not only for reconcilation but also to feed him the sugar mixed
churi. Is this a justice ? I don't think it is."
Bhai Jagta gave him a patient hearing and then calmly said, "My
dear! sadhus never keep with them the debt of some one's aggression.
Bhai Gurdas avers:"A true devotee (Gurmukh) defeats his
I-am-ness and wins the whole world"
U^d ^ # U 3 W TfdT TftWl IH IIHO 11
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It means that a sadhu wins over others by accepting his own (ego's)
deteat. A wordly man though apparently is victorious yet inwardly he is
defeated. A sadhu assumes responsibilty before God, hence he is more
answerable to Him than the worldy people, The sepoy had aggressed
upon us. We could not tolerate his aggression. Our vacating the village
was our defeat. The Tiwana Mallik renounced his high position for a
while and by making an apology for the fault of his employee has actually
won the game. His modesty and submissiveness was his moral victory
and on the other hand evacuation of the village
was
our
moral
defeat.
a
A defeat does not befit a sadhu.
Bhai Jagta continued, "Bhai Hazari took along churi to the culprit's
residence. This is a bare proof of his tolerance. Obviously, He is
victorious. The virtue of sea is earnestness and a sadhu's glory is serenity
and solemnity. It is love that wins. Enmity ever creates distress and
calamities. Love brings victory and peace.
A Fumigation That Fumigates No Smoke
A muslim faquir, descended from the west, came to the Dharamsala
as soon as the Katha (annotation of scriptures) had commenced. He
directly proceeded to the spot where water filled pitchers were placced
on their stands for the way-farers so as to quench tlieir thirst. He removed
one of the pitchers from its stand and made himself away with the pitcher.
The sadhus were vigilant and were quietly watching his actions. They
were also giving proper audience to the Katha (apologue). Some of the
sadhus thought of stopping the faquir from doing so but Bhai Jagta made
them a gesture for non-interference.
The next day trie same faquir turned up again at the same time when
Katha had begun and at his leisure removed another pitcher from the
stand and went away. This time, too, the sadhus ignored his aggression
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and made no utterance. He appeared again on the third day at the same
very moment and repeated the same procedure. The sadhus as here-tofore kept mum as if they were not seeing. He went on exercising the
similar practice repeatedly for many days and the sadhus also intentionally neglected him. Bhai Jagta was also aware of everything that
happened, studied his activities soberly and all the same kept himself
hushed at all.
Consequently, the faquir realised the magnitude of his society and
the grandeur of Bhai Jagta and then bowed and scrapped before him and
k
said, T have seen many fumigations, they blaze and fumigate smoke.
Your society is altogether different, one of its own kind. Here in your
society love inspires affinity for God. This Divine affinity inflames pangs
of separation. These blazing pangs in their shine show the love-sick
individual a glaring image of God in all humanity. He then perceives God
in all and loves all.
I have seen your sadhus and all this congregational assembly as
assembly of philanthropists, humanitarians, gnostics and selfless people.
To be brief, I may say that this assembly of God-inspired people
has kindled a fumigation which fumigates the fragrance of love and
devotion. It is the fumigation that fumigates no smoke.
Dispel I-Am-Ness From Your Mind
*

It rained heavily one day. There was no one else in the Dharamsala
at Noorpur except Bhai Kanhiya, a gur-bhai (disciple of the same guru)
of Bhai Jagta.
Sewa Panthi sadhus generally earned their livelihood by
interwinding coarse twine of munj, intertwine the twine and lastly to
desicate it in the sun. Desication of the twine was essential so that the
water, in any degree, should not weigh with the twine when sold. They
believed, "As is the cows blood so is the dishonestly earned money for
them."
That day when it rained, the sadhus as usual had laid their twine
in the open under the sun for desication and were themselves away on
some other business. At the time it rained none of the sadhus was in the
Dharamsala except Bhai kanhiya. He took care of his own twine and
placed that on the safe side but paid no heed to the twine belonging to
the other sadhus. Bhai Jagta noticed all that and he then himself secured
the remaining lots of twine.
After a short while he called Bhai kanhiya and asked him the
meanings of a proverb most commonly used in Punjabi, "Eh Hai guru
di Thapna, paraya ghar apna." Bhai kanhiya being his Gur bhai felt shy
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and remained quiet for a little while but then made a request. "Maharaj!
I have, in fact, little understanding about it. Kindly give your learned
annotation of it. "Bhai Jagta then explained," On whom the benign SatGuru bounteously, places his holy and purifying hand, he is then blessed
by him, the two virtues which emanate spontaneously in him. To begin
with, he becomes enterprising and secondly he abnegates altogether his
I-am-ness. Moreover, he takes care of die others property as if that is his
own."
He further added, "Sat Guru even goes so far that one should
protect the property of others even at theriskof one's life. The fact is,
when we see that our property is being damaged we leave no stone
unturned to protect it, but on the other hand, when we see the
deterioration of some other one's belongings, we become absolutely
indifferent and disinterested."
He went on saying, "Evidently, we have attachment for our own
things. This attachment gives birth to 1-am-ness and the selfishness is
thus developed. This selfishness blocks up the springs of truth, benefaction, solace and pleasure. On the contrary, it gives birth to duality,
jealousy and enmity and causes sorrow, misery and calamity to the
individual.
Dharamsala is an institution in which everything is in common for
all. The common property is more dear than a single man's property.
Hence we should be more careful for our common property. Those who
are indifferent to the common property are mentally sick. A sadhu
remains afar off from this mental disease and is rather a benefactor by
nature."
Then striking a direct hit to Bhai Kanhiya he said, "You had been
watching that the twine of sadhus was getting wet but you ignored
altogether the sense of commonness and cared only for your own twine.
By doing so you actually accepted the evil of selfishness. It does not befit
a sadhu of your capacity, rather it belittles you. So my dear fellow, dispel
this I-am-ness from your core and make yourself freefromthe bondage
of egoism."
Bhai Kanhiya made a bow and determinately resolved to act upon
Bhai Jagta's precept.
A Hoe, A Winnower And A Weeding Knife
Sewa (service) and simran (imbibition of Naam) were inculcated
in the nature of Bhai Jagta. He had a belief that one if imbibes naam with
his tounge and keeps his hands occupied in the service, one's union with
the God becomes self evident.
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A hoe (Kahi) is the symbol of development. It is a sign of labour
and hard work. It is instrumental to the digging of wells. Water channels
are coursed and thorny bushes are disrooted with it. It excavates (he
barren soils. Canals, wells and ponds are dug with a hoe. With it barren
lands and deserts are converted into gardens and orchards.
When a well is being dug, one's heart who conducts this selfless
service is also being filled with nectar and ultimately that nectar drops
out of it. When the thorny bushes are weeded out, vices from the
adherents mind are simultaneously uprooted. When the houses are
constructed for the benefit of the humanity, the devotee employed for
the service develops and exemplary temple of character in his purified
mind. That's why a devotee of Bhai Jagta's accompaniment always
carried a hoe with him.
The second essentiality was a winnower (Chhaj). The winnower
decants grains from the chaff. It while processing decantation detaches
dust from the grains, diffuses dust in the air and separates largish and
lowish grains. So winnower is the symbol of purification.
Those who thresh grains for the kitchen, by nature, they develop
an understanding of threshing out truth from untruth and those who
comprehend the difference between truth and untruth will never allow
amalgamation of the two. They adopt only the truth, accept the virtue
of benefaction, thresh out evil and falsehood from their nature. With the
outer working of a winnower the inner winnower of comprehension and
understanding also begins to work simultaneously in the mind of a true
devotee. Hence a devotee in the accompaniment of Bhai Jagta was used
to keep a winnower with him.
Bhai Jagta was never workless. He remained moving about within
the Dharamsala every day and night. Whensoever he found a cat or dog
passed its night soil and made the place dingy, he covered it with soil
and scrapped it with a weeding knife or a hoe, carried that out of the
Dharamsala and buried that at a considerable distance.
During his whole life he never passed his urine inside the boundary
of the Dharamsala. He usually said that Dharamsala is the paradise of
the Lord. Set aside me act of urinating, he abstained even from spitting
and throwing die snivel in the Dharamsala compound. Throwing of any
kind of refuse and foulness was meant for him a sin for that created a
nuisance in the house of God. He wanted to see the Dharamsala premises
more clean than a hospital. In his opinion, as is the hospital an institution
for the cure of physically sick persons, so is the Dharamsala a
convalescent place for mentally distracted and psychic patients.
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He thought that the relation between truth and sanctity is that of
a husband and wife. Truth can be realised by adoption of sanctity and
the latter is the channel to approach the truth. The union of the truth and
sanctity unifies the seeker with God.
The nasty language also pollutes the whole atmosphere. The filthy
language is rather more detrimental and infectious than any other sort
of noxious and contagious contamination. The man in the habit of using
abusive and fillthy language every now and then is a fare proof of his
indecent and uncultivated parentage. Abuses are never revealed. Generally these are emanated from a mal-society. As the man by nature is
a social animal, he spontaneously adopts the habits of the society to
which he belongs. This is also but natural that an uncultured society
inculcates in the mind of an individual an uncultured instinct, pollutes
his nature and ultimately he adopts the nefarious habit of using malign
and foul language. Without a polluted mind a tongue is nevei; liable to
utter abusive and filthy language.
Whereas the cleanliness of the house and its vicinity is necessary,
the physical sanctity and sereniiy of clothes is also essential. Whereas
the purification of mind is prerequisite to lead a spirtual life, a cleantongue is equally imperative.
Baba Jagta in view of the above alwas kept with him a hoe, a
winnower, and a weeding knife. All these are the symbols of cleanliness,
rectification and internal comprehension and understanding.
The Welfare of he Beings is the Eternal Trance
It was mid-June (Jeth) and the summer was at its peak. The blazing
sun, hot blasts and winds were making the earth a hell. The days were
scorching hot. The out door people were feeling as if their bodies were
being singed in an oven.
Potters of the town used to tether their donkeys under the bosket
of the Dharamsala. The asses enjoyed the adumbral shade of this bosk.
Their masters disentangled them at the time of the verging sun for their
business When they were untethered, in their joy, they pranked much
orgy, They kicked with their hind legs, skipped, ran haphazardly, jumped
and brayed. For their blatant actions naturally they raised dust and the
sadhus in the Dharamsala often felt annoyed.
Bhai Hazari conveyed to Bhai Jagta the grievance of the sadhus
and in response Bhai Jagta said, "The comfort and the pleasure of the
donkeys is, in fact, a comfy to us. They verily, frisk for the relief they
get from here. They express their mirth by their frolics. To win the
pleasure of these poor and mute beings is the real trance. The trance one
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experiences in tlie welfare of the others is, in reality, the true and eteral
trance/*
"These poor beasts of burden are every now and then loaded with
the double sacked burden and as a serpent tlie stick of the potter
every when remains hissing on their heads. If they pass a few peak hours
of heat in the Dharamsala, I don't diink they cause any damage or harm
to the Dharamsala.**
, "Whereas this Dharamsala fulfils the needs of the needy and poor
persons there over it is also meant for these poor and mute creatures to
accomplish their necessities from here/'
Every distressed and the needy person or any other living being has
equal right to have help from us.
Eradicate Anger From The Mind
There lived a man named Kaku in Noorpur. The man was
illnatured, il!-iempered, abuser, and an antagonist of sadhu-saints. One
day it so happened that Bhai Jagta had to go out at a distant place in the
sandy surroundings to answer the call of nature. He for the purpose
mounted on a sandy mound. Kaku was also somewhere there who
casually saw Bhai Jagta sitting on a mound. He, according to his nature,
could not hold bis tongue and began calling names. "You a tricky fellow,
pretend generosity for getting yourself worshipped. You never care for
the poor, distressed and desolate persons like me.
Bhai Jagta quietly left the place but this madcap followed him and
went on saying whatsoever flashed m his insatiate mind. He remained
bearing all the venomous stings of this viperous sc^rpion.He neither
turned his head and glanced at him nor bent his brow in anger or scorn.
At last, they reached the gate of the dharamsala. Bhai Jagta stopped there
for a while and then politely said, "O* good fellow, spill all abuses and
the ill words that you want to offer to me here. I have purposely stopped
here to listen you. Waste your breath. If you dared to repeat these words
in the Dharamsala the sadhus will not tolerate those and may cause an
insult to you. I wish that as my inner man respects you, the others should
also do the same/'
These words of Bhai Jagta moved him and he set up his bristle
aside, brought himself to senses and his heart at rest. Bhai Jagta then
asked him to bring a piece of paper and a pen.
Kaku at once complied with his orders and handed over to Bhai
Jagta the paper and the pen. He wrote a note on the paper in favour of
Bhai Hukam Singh Lahori, instructing him therm to issue Bhai Kakis
#
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daily and regularly a seer of wheat flour along with a takka (a two paisa
coin) in cash.
Bhai Kaku when read the scribble, he kissed the paper a hundred
times and respectfully placed that on his head. He was intensely happy
then. In his pleasure he thanked Bhai Jagta and said, 'O, Bhai Jagta you
are really great, a divine man and a true benefactor. You have a place
in your mind for a distressed and desolate man like me. I shall never
forget you."
It is The Transference of Desire Into A symbol

A nude ascetic once deposited his beggar blanket with Bhai Jagta
with an expectation to get that back in the coming winter. Bhai Jagta kept
that safely in the store room.
It was long since that the ascetic had gone. He did not return for
years. Bhai Jagta thought of his departure long before and took a long
view of it. He presumed that the ascetic must have died otherwise he
should have come to get back his deposited blanket.
He then asked Bhai Hazari to bring out the blanket. Bhai Hazari
brought that in no time, and handed that over to Bhai Jagta. He unfolded
that but to his surprise he saw a small snake coiling in the blanket. It
atonce came into his grasp who that serpent might be. He ordered Bhai
Hazari to spread the blanket and search for some money in it by turning
that upside down and to his expectation he could see some coins stitched
in the blanket. On unstitching that a few gold coins were found within
there.
Bhai Jagta then called all the sadhus then sojourned in die
dharamsala and addressed them as such, "You know that the depositor
of the blanket was a nude ascetic but he had pecuniary vision. One is not
born to die, but to become aware of life. Death like life, is not the end,
nor even beginning (for nothing ever begins or ends, it only transforms).
It is the transference of desire into a symbol, and back again.
Guru Nanak puts his finger on the subject and had rightly
averred:"One designs his next symbol of birth according to his ultima
desire and formed tendency."
(Sri Rag M-l, page 75)
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Accordingly, if a man at his end is inclined to the monetary effect
which, in fact, is a mal-ambition, under its nasty influence that man
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transmigrates into die form of a snake. That is why that nude ascetic has
adopted this malacious form and has entered his blanket to watch and
guard his deposited money.
Bliagat Tarlochan asserts, "One who at death point has an
over-whelming tendency for money and dies in that
plight, he consequently takes his rebirth in theform ofa snake."
(Dhanasri Bhagat Tarloshan Ji) (2)
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"so my dear fellows," said Bhai Jagta, "This anxiety is the worst
type of inclination which transmigrates into various animate symbols.
To some it causes to adopt the form of a snake, to the others of a pig and
to some others it gives the form of a mal-practitioner-prostitute, a harlot
or a concubine according to the transference of his last moment desire.
"I shall, therefore, advise you to detach yourself from it." He
added, "Hand over to me all the money you have in you possession so
. that I may spend that for a noble cause. The money used for the welfare
of the people or for a common cause is rightly used." He said
emphatically, "You must not make any delay in departing with that lest
providence should treat you like the nude. Think over it that a few silver
or gold coins may not broom out all your devotion and worship (Japs and
taps)"
"Look" said Bhai Jagta, "It was a time when that man was a nude
ascetic. He renounced the world altogether but for a little attachment for
money he was reborn in the form of a snake. A sadhu is respected by
everyone but on the other hand everyone is the enemy of a snake. People
pay their best respect to a sadhu, give him an honourable seat on a
cushion, but unless they crush the head of a snake they would never be
at rest. Therefore, Bhagat Kabir postulates: "O, the Lord of Universe, this illusion (the Maya)
has distracted us from the path ofyour love,
And we have forgotten the blessing ofyour benign feet
By the influence of this bewitcher the devotee
has lost all his love for you and is miserabely helpless now." (3)
(Bilawal Kabir Ji, Page 857)
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The sadhus gave an honest and sincere audience to Bhai Jagia and
abiding by his advice gladly paid him whatsoever money they had in their
possession. The maximum amount that one possessed was rupees seven
and rupees two the minimum. Bhai Jagta spent the whole accumulated
money for benefit of the people.
He assembled sadhus in the same manner after every couple of
days, abstracted from them their savings of the earned money and
made the best use of the money by spending that for the wlfare of
humanity.
There were exceptions too, who had sufficient surplus money, but
were reluctant to depart with that. They did not disclose their possessions
ever to Bhai Jagta. Ultimately they left Noorpurfor some other places
where they established their own dharamsalas.
Baba Jagta, verily, was much pleased with them and often
remarked, "A dharamsala is instituted for a common cause and for the
service of humanity. More are the dharamsalas established the more is
the benefit to the public, so where lies the harm in building some more
of them. Welfare of the humanity is more essential and must be watched
properly. In a dharamsala die sick are being hospitalised, they are
provided with the free medical aid. People get free boarding and lodging.
Above ail, these are institutions wherefrom religious and other necessary
education is imparted."
"Only those sadhus who had a natural tendency of abnegation and
benefaction could establish a dharamsala. Such sadhus never think of
accumulating wealth, moreover, they cast their bread upon the water and
simply have an impulse to render devotioneal service to the humanity.
They never hesitate to receive offerings from the public but, in fact, they
are abnegators by nature. They keep not even a copper farthing for
themselves but spend ail for the welfare of the humanity. They are the
holy people, verily, the sadhus and benefactors."
If one speaks something even below one's breath to the second ear
that takes wings and becomes an open secret. Thus, the news reached
Bhai Jagta that such a sadhu had plenty of money with him but had given
deaf ears to his advice. Bhai Jagta, then called him in and politely asked
him if he had any surplus money. He solemnly said, The money with the
sadhus is not meant for its accumulation. They keep money to use that
for the welfare of the others. I do hot wish that a sadhu should have his
rebirth as a snake and get his head crushed. Hence you must spend at least
half of that money for some noble cai e. You regularly attend the holy
congregations but still are ;
4 with the money, it would be better
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to use it for the betterment of the general public. It does not suit a sadhu
to be a money-monger."
The sadhu quietly left for his room. Bhai Jagta awaited his reply
and silently watched his activeties for many days but at last he realised
that the sadhu is reluctant to depart with his money. He neither expressed
his inability nor was intended to make any payment. Bhai Jagta protested
against his stubborn attitude and left the dharamsala for the forests. The
sadhus and other devotees could not bear his such a peculiar relinquishment. They collectedly approached Bhai Jagta at his repose in the forest
and appealed to him for his return but he emphatically responded that
the best thing to do would be either the sadhu should spend half of his
money for a noble cause or quit the dharamsala.
He added, "When he will shift at another place and spend his
money for the establishment of a dharamsala, it would be a comfy for
the needy. Undoubtedly, it will satisfy the hunger of the many. Travellers
will repose there and will become fresh. This will not only please me
but will also be a matter of pleasure for the Sat-Guru.
The Sadhu left Noorpur and selected Avadpuri for the purpose of
establishing a dharamsala. He then spent all of his saved money for the
cause of humanity and got a fine dharamsala built in Avadhpuri. He
welcomed the travellers there with an open and sympathetic heart, gave
them free boarding and lodging and also provided, to a certain extent his
bread by interwinding coarse twine of munj and used the proceeds of its
sale for himself. Bhai Jagta's mission was served and he was intensely
pleased.
Thine Will Be Done
Once, Bhai Jagta in his glory called Bhai Hazari in and said, "Bhai
Aya Ram spent about five hundred repees on labour etc. and got a vast
pond dug in the Thai. Undoubtedly, that proved very comfy for the
beasts. Domestic animals like cows and buffalos refreshed themselves
by taking dips in that and quenched their thirst from there. That pond had
been neglected for several years. That has totally been stuffed with sand
now and has no sign of it. It has struck in my mind that the pond may
be redug and for the future we shall take the responsibility of its
maintenance, safe keeping and safe guarding. I feel that the poor mute
animals are being distressed without any refreshing water reservoir in the
area.
Bhai Hazari most submissively pleaded. "O' Cherisher of the poor,
Babaji! I exactly coincide with you, but its situation is at a desolate and
deserted place about eighteen to twenty miles afar off from here and that
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even without any inhabitation. Baba Ji! be thoughtful and say,how can
we take the responsibility of this huge task without having any surplus
•>
money with us
Bhai Jagta said smilingly, "Bhai Ji! you yourself are Hazari (master
of thousands) moreover, your name is Hazari (one in a thousand), then,
why do you worry for the money? Thousands of people having plenty
of money will follow you. Your business is to make efforts and start with
the work. When once you exert yourself with the cause, everything will
be arranged automatically by the gracious Sat-Gum, the All Doer. You
shall have no worry. I believe, He himself will look after you and your
holy cause.
Bhai Hazari made no further comments, bowed and submissively
accepted the advice. Bhai Jagta reaffirmed and assuredly said, "Bhai Ji,
have no suspense in your mind, go and start with the work and leave
everything else for the All Doer, the Sat Guru. He will bless you and look
after you. His unexhausting treasures will remain every-when unlocked
for you.
What of that, Bhai Hazari accordingly, took a small quantity of
flour and other commodities aiong with him and left Noorpur for the
proposed site. Bhai Jagta thus asked the aged sadhus to stay in the
dharamsala and all the youngers to accompany Bhai Hazari to the site
and abide by his instructions. The instructions of Bhai Jagta were carried
out and the sadhus accordingly marched for the site of service along with
x
Bhai Hazari.
The digging of the pond was immediately started after their arrival.
When the sikhs in the surrounding villages saw the Sadhus labouring for
the common cause they collected plenty of necessary commodities for
langar (the free kitchen) and brought those there in many camel loads. »
The pond under service was situated in the village 'Van-wala* at the
distance of about six to eight miles afar off the villages of 'Mari' and
^Bulion'.
Taking that a noble cause conducted for the welfare of the
humanity, sadhus from all directions joined hands to serve for tlieir
determined target with devotion and selflessness. The news spread all
over the Thai and Bhai Sant Lai from Kot Isa Shah, Bhai Sachu from
Sahiwai brought their men to assist Bhai Hazari in the cause in hand. Bhai
Darbari from Shah Jiwana brought a camel load of wheat flour with him
for use in the kitchen (Guru ka Langar). In the same manner the
commodities for langar poured in from Maghiana also.
Reeling and dancing in love and devotion the sadhus carried on the
»
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work and thus completed the digging work. The work of digging the pond
was almost completed when Bhai Jagta called Bhai Hazari back to
Noorpur.
Bhai Hazari on receiving the call, collectively, addressed the
sadhus and said, "As the work of digging the pond has almost been
completed and Bhai Jagta's instructions to close the work are also at
hand, I request you all to close the work. With hearty thanks I beg a
quarter from you and thanking you again for your kind co-operation and
hard labour you have partaken in the common cause, I bid my farewell
to you. I hope we shall depart now from each other with the same
devotion and love in mind."
Thus, the whole gathering of holy and devotional volunteers
dispersed in a short while. The work came to a halt and the sadhus left
the place for their abodes.
Bhai Hazari with his batch left the place last of all for Noorpur.
On reaching there he with all his modesty bowed on the lotus feet
of Bhai Jagta and bade, "The Master has got his work himself done, what
is the capacity of the poor man to boast for having done it.'
Vow That Was Backed Out
It was not long since when Bhai Jagta after pilgrimising the holy
temple of Amritsar returned at Noorpur, a mysterious and miraculous
incident thus occured.
Two Ameja brothers, Bhagu and Sukhoo, came to pay their
homage to Baba Jagta and to have his blessings. They were, in fact, the
true devotees of Bhai Jagta.
Once, they conducted a very profitable bargain. They purchased
at low rates some articles having heavy prices in the market and
consigned a full boat load of those articles. The boat which carried their
consignment was set afloat in the river (Indus) on an auspicious day.
They expected high profits for that lot but to their dismay the boat was
caught in an eddy of water. The sailors tried their best to take the boat
out of the eddy but at last they lost their hopes to save it from a wreck.
The sailors then advised the travellers to pray to their favourite gods,
deities or spirtual heads according to their faith. Everyone prayed
accordingly but the advance of the boat towards its wreckage could not
be checked. The two brothers then thought of Bhai Jagta and earnestly
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vowed to offer him a hundred rupees if the boat was saved from its
wreckage.
All of a sudden, to their pleasure, the boat came out of the eddy
as if someone had set one's shoulder to the wheel of the boat and had
lifted it out of the eddy.
Here, at Noorpur, when the day dawned and the sadhus in
the Dharamsala came to Baba Jagta as usual to pay their homage.
Bhai Jagta asked Bhai Hazari that he v/as feeling an acute pain
in his shoulders and he should, therefore, apply some turmeric and
salt paste over the injured place and also steadily give a hot
fomentation.
Bhai Hazari and others who saw shoulders swollen and beaten
black and blue they were taken aback. It appeared to them as if he had
lifted a heavy metal load.
when the sadhus asked him the cause of that hurt he put behind the
query as if unheard.
The Arneja brothers turned up long after the actual occurrence.
They after paying their homage to Bhai Jagta offered him only fifty
rupees. The offer he abruptly rejected.
Bhai Hazari and others who were witnessing the occasion said in
recommendation, "Maharaj ! the two brothers are your true devotees,
why don'tyou accept their offering ? Kindly do not disappoint them. This
is our humble request."
Bhai Jagta simply laughed at their request and then smilingly said,
"As you know, I had been labouring from the very start of my life. I was
a loader and had been lifting loads on my back. I can do everything else
but cannot spare my settled affairs.
The two brothers then offered another fifty rupees and apologetically submitted, "O' Cherisher of the poor Baba Ji! we are the sinner,
' defaulter and forgetful creatures. In fact, we have backed out our
vow. We actually vowed for a hundred rupees when our boat was in
trouble. It was just near to its wreckage but no sooner had we vowed
for its safety then the boat was out of eddy as if somebody had set
his shoulders to its wheels from the beneath and lifted that out of the
eddy."
This discourse of Bhai Jagta and the two Arneja brothers was
reminiscent of the whole mystery of asking Bhai Hazari to apply the
turmeric and salt paste and of the fomentation for the acute pain in his
shoulders.
*
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Do Your Best And Leave The Rest
*

There were many milch cows at Noorpur in the Dharamsala. One
ominous night a band of thieves raided the Dharamsala, untethered the
cows, made away with them from there, leaving behind their calves
tethered close to their mangers.
The night was nearing to wane. The milking hours were coming
apace. As and as the milking time approached near the calves pined for
their mothers to fondle them. Their hunger and desire for sucking added
to their restlessness. Their mothers they could not see. Thus dejected by
homesickness they groaned and lowed. As for as the time passed on there
was an increase in their longing and lowing and that went on increasing
more and more.
This pitiable yowl also reached the ears of Bhai Jagta and he asked
Bhai Hazari, the cause of their fulmination. Bhai Hazari explained to him
of the incident and said, "Maharaj ! thieves have raided our cattle- yard
this night and have driven to Mankera all the milch cows, leaving their
calves tethered at their mangers. We spared no effort to feed them and
divert their attachment for their mothers, but when we go near, they sniff
our hands' suckle our clothes but wihtout their mothers they do not come
to peace, Instead, they groan more bitterly and try to break their ties. So
that's that, God does not grace both love and milk else than a mother.
Actually, we are in a fix now and are at our wits end to find out a deal
for them."
Bhai Jagta listened all that patiently and said, "Bhai Hazari! you
know, the thieves have forborne all inconvenience for the milk, but
cows will not allow anyone to milk them wihtout their calves.
Moreover, when a mother cow is separated from her calf, she feels
the pangs of separation and these pangs make it dry. When the cows
deny them milk they will then stay and drive them out in the desert.
No one cares for a dry cow. Presently, it is not possible for us to
get the cows back but we can take the calves to them. In this
manner the thieves who travelled through out the night by keeping
themselves awake and have succeeded in stealling the cows will also be
benefitted.
The milk is undoubtedly a nectar and progeny is also a precious
bestowal. To be separated form one's progeny is the worst curse. The
pleasure gained by the natural union of the mothers and their progeny
is unparalleled and that cannot be had from anywhere and at any cost.
Hence, my dear fellows, take these calves, without any further delay to
their mothers and lessen the pangs from either side. So that by their
#
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mu(ual union their restlessness may come to an end and the pleasure and
peace may take place."
Bhai Hazari coincided with his divine master, paying his homage
to him he deputed some sadhus and graziers on the job and after
entrusting the calves to them he collectedly advised them as such,"Go,
and the house in which you find your cows tethered, leave these calves
there in a manner that the house:— holder should not know of it, Return
immediately from there after the calves enter there."
The thieves though were in die possession of the cows but even yet
they could not succeed to milk them. The udders of the cows were stiffed
with the milk and there was odour of milk in their breath but what of
it ? The milkman could not dare to go near them. In anger they made
cross attacks like the furious lions. Set aside their biting at the green
fodder or eating concentrated food, they did not see even towards their
mangers. The thieves were in themselves distracted for their neglection,
but they were wonder-struck to see all of a sudden the calves coming up
in clusters and running in leaps towards their mothers. The cows with
pleasure then allowed milkmen to milk them without hamshackling.
Thieves were deeply impressed by that action of die sadhus. Their
rigid minds became flexible and they thought that they had committed
theft of die property of such generous and benevolent sadhus that they
should be disgraced in both of the worlds.
They had known our place now and also had seen their cattle
tethered over there but instead of getting us arrested or ill reputing us they
had not whispered even to die second ear and had even calmly left their
calves. They, verily, in their penitence reproached themselves.
They unteUiered all die cows and drove them back with their calves
to Noorpur. As soon as they reached Uiere, they approached Bhai Jagta
and widi all their humbleness bowed at his feet and washed them with
die tears of penitence. They uttered most submissively,"Baba Ji, we are
die defaulters, die dunderhead, forgetful and the sinners, Kindly do
forgive us and retain with you your cows which we had sinfully stolen
from die Dharamsala."
Baba Jagta politely replied, "You needed these cows and at all
hazards had risked your lives to have these cattle. We have the least
desire to retain the cattle with us nor we are displeased with you in any
way. Moreover, we shall be happy to see you drive them back to your
home."
The Uiieves were now entirely changed. Their minds were now
absolutely purified. They were now determined to abstain themselves
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from that sinful and ugly profeesion. They said, "Baba Ji ! believe us,
you have entirely washed our minds, we not only pledge to refrain from
such heinous habits but sincerely forswear to lead an honest and truthful
living in future."
Bhai Jagta then in his glory patted their back and honourably
served them the langer (cooked meals from the Guru's free kitchen) with
paternal love and affection. After they had been properly fed they were
bidden a respectful fareweil.
The transformed thieves then gave a befitting advertisement to the
effect and the episode reached every ear far and near.
Surety For A Tortured And Desolate Person
Once Bhai Jagta, as usual, had gone for off into the desert to answer
the call of nature. He saw a man of Kushairiya clan tied up tightly with
the ropes and hung downwards from over a tree. When Bhai Jagta asked
about him from a man standing nearby he said, "Maharaj! he is Bhagata
by name and is our farm servant. He had embezzled a revenue of rupees
five hundred. The malik has demanded from him the embezzled money
and has hung him here for the non-payment. The malik has resolved,
either he should pay him the due money or he would rape his virgin
daughter and then forcibly marry her to his son. The fact is, that he is
a pauper with no money in his hand to pay and in default is undergoing
such a cruel and inhumane tortures."
After giving a patient hearing to the man Bhai Jagta proceeded
towards Bhagta, caressed his diffused hairs, solaced him and then called
on the malik and said, "Malik Ji, Bhagata is being inhumanly tortured
for the non-payment of your five hundred rupees. I stand surety for him
and shall pay the amount to you. Kindly release him immediately." The
Malik unfastened him and released him on Bhai Jagta's surety.
When the sadhus in the Dharamsala heard of the incident and of
the surety given by Bhai Jagta they submissively appealed, "Maharaj !
Don't you know that these Turks are the blood-suckers? You are also not
unaware of the state of the Dharamsala. There is nothing hidden from
you. You know all ins and outs of it, and you even know that we have
to go without food often for the shortage of funds. Then say, from where
will you pay this huge amount of surety ?"
Bhai Jagta said politely, "Dear fellows! indeed it is a difficult task,
the man is an oppressed fellow and is being tortured in an unbearable
mode. This is our foremost duty to help the distressed and oppressed
people. Any man who has a human heart cannot bear to see a man so
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mercilessly tied up and hung down from over a tree. Why do you worry
for die payment of the surety ? We fully depend upon the Sat Guru who
is an unparalleled bestower. All our worries are to Him and He will look
after us in all respects. Our worrying in this way will be of no use. I
entirely depend upon Him and have absolutely no worry."
In the very next morning Bhai Jagta wrote to all his devotees,
residing in Noorpur, Maghiana, Chhote Bakhshe, Sahiwal, Kot-Isa-Shah
etc., explained to them the whole story of Bhai Bhagata and his tortures.
He also explained about his standing as a surety for the embezzled money
and the consequences of its non-payment. He also wrote to them that it
was his inner impulse that forced him to stand for the surety. He agreed
that the cow runs in the marsh had been redeemed. Now, that was not
Bhagata who was the debtor but that was he, who actually was
responsible to redeem the debt.
The letters were delivered to the addressees. Whosoever received
the letter, sent some money either in person or by hand. So much money
was received that after redemption of the surety the money was still left
surplus. Bhai Jagta used that spare money on the digging of another pond
and completed many other pending projects and thus made the best use
of that surplus money.
A Lovely Chit-Chat
It was just in his boyhood that Bhai Subhaya asked for a certain
thing from Bhai Jagta. Bhai Jagta said, "Certainly, I shall give you your
requirement butfirstly,bring for me some sand from the outside." Bhai
Subhaya said, "It is very hot at this time, the ground is hot like embers.
Let it be a little cool. I shall go and fetch you some." Bhai Jagta said,
"No, I want it just now. Go and bring it immediately." Bhai Subhaya
made no comments and submissively proceeded for the task.
Bhai Subhaya would have hardly stepped out that the sky became
cloudy and it drizzled. The weather became cool and pleasant. Bhai
Subhaya did not take long to bring the sand. Bhai Jagta was cordially
pleased and gave him the promised article.
Bhai Jagta's Love And Respect For Gurbani
It happened one day that Bhai Kanhiya was extolling songs of
Divine hymnody (Shabad Kirtan). He would have hardly terminated
eulogising that someone from the congregation started the recitation of
Kirtan Sohela (a bani of the routine recitation, recited at the time of
termination of the evening congregational programmes).
Bhai Kanhiya unhesitatingly turned half of his back sidewise from
9

the reciter. Bhai Jagta internally did not appreciate that action but hiding
his emotions he put him through his face and said, "Bhai Ji, you are a
divine eulogist and must be knowing the factual annotation of the verse
of Gurbani postulated in Var Gauri by the Fifth Guru on page 319 of Sri
Guru Granth Sahib. The verse reads as"Nanak Jache ek Naam man tan Bhavanda"
Bhai Kanhiya most humbly prayed, "Maharaj Ji ! why are you
putting your humble devotee to shame ? How can I dare to annotate it
in your luminous presence ? It is merely showing light to the sun. So
please, 1 earnestly request you to be kind enough and give your effective
experience and expression as well as your emotional expansion and that
will be, beyond doubt, a factual annotation."
Bhai Jagta then politely said, "Bhai Kanhiya, dear, if the Naam,
verily, befits your mind and body then say, why did you turn your back
v
to the reciter of the Kirtan Sohila'?"
Bhai Kanhiya had no reply to it. He at once realised his folly and
most apologetically bowed at the purifying feet of Bhai Jagta and
profundly expressed, "Reverend Lord ! I am very sorry, I have actually
disrespected the true revelation, the Gurbani and disregarded the reciter,
it is, in fact, a sin 1 have carelessly committed. You are the true pardoner.
I, therefore, pray for forgiveness. I shall be very careful in future. So,
please be kind to me, forgive me and set me on therightfor the future.
This is my cordial and humble request."
A Peculiar Greivance
9
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One day Bhai Wasti Ram of Shahpur paid a visit to Bhai Jagta. Bhai
Jagta at that time was sitting by chance in the free kitchen (Guru ka
Langar). Bhai Wasti Ram after getting the information straightway went
in the langer and bowed at the feet of Bhai Jagta. he devotionally paid
his offerings to him. Bhai Hazari lifted the amount and accordingly used
that for his essentialities of the kitchen.
When Bhai Jagta came out of the Langar, accidently, Bhai Wasti
Ram met him by the way. Bhai Jagta expressed his grievance against him
and said, "Bhai Wasti Ram, why did you offer the money to me in the
kitchen ? Could not you offer the same when I was somewhere out of
the kitchen ? If you would have paid that money to me otherwhere I could
have distributed that to the poor and the needy and those people would
have been benefitted.
Bhai Wasti Ram apologetically said, "Baba Ji! excuse me for my
fault. Actually, I did not know that you are more pleased to receive the
offerings outside the kitchen. Bhai Jagta said, "It is a settled affair from
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the very first day. There is a mutual understanding between Bhai Hazari
and myself tltat whatsoever would be offered to me in the kitchen would
be taken by Bhai Hazari for the kitchen expenditure and the amount
received by me elsewhere will be at my disposal and I will use that to
accomplish the needs of the poor and needy. Bhai Kazan manages for
tine kitchen, anyhow, but to look after the worries of the desolate and
distressed people is my responsibility.
Bhai Wasti Ram gave cordial audience to what Bhai Jagta had said
and gave an extra equal anount to Bhai Jagta.
He stayed there for a few days after that and enjGyed in all respects
the glory of the daily congretation, singing of Divine hyrnnody and
fascinating annotation of Gurbani.
But at last he had to go. So, after getting approval and pleasure of
Bhai Jagta, he left for Shahpur.
He Himself Destroys And Himself Recreates
Tiwana Chiefs were once fated to be in hot waters. They received
an information that the Nawab of Mankera or someone other would
invade their territory. They for their defence stuffed all the wells in the
outer area of the town so that the enemy should go wihtout water and
the scarcity of water might impede their advance.
One of the Tiwana Chiefs on a reconnaissance visited the
Dharamsala and scaled its surroundings. It struck !o him that the enemy
might take their positions in the shelter of these walls and might scale
their guns above the roofs and mount an offensive on them. He thought
of dismantling the building. He had hardly mentioned his demolishing
scheme that his men actually started the task and in a short while they
reached the Barandari. Bhai Sewa Ram, the founder of the Dharamsala
got that Baraandari built in hss time. When they made an attempt to
dismantle the said Barandarn all of a sudden it rained in cats and dogs.
Bhai Jagta also took a hoe and began hoeing other-where in the
compound and laughingly sang the verse, "Dhahe Dhahe Usare ape
hukam swaran haro" (^3 ^ 7 §fT^ W ? U^IU H<£'d£ Wty
which means, "He Himself destroys and Himself recreates his creation.
It is His will that mends individuals and they lead a virtuous life."
As and when Bhai Jagta hoed the ground, so and then it rained more
heavily. Such was the heavy rain that the dreaded incumbents forsworn
not to repeat that heinous action. The Tiwana Chief also took that as the
mmvmm.jmm^mmmmtmamK^m^m^tm^mmamamj^mmmKmmt^mm^^wm^^mmm^MmmmmmrimmK^Kmmmmmimmmm^mmmmmmamrmrm
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wrath of God. He dreadfully thought within himself and said, "In fact
he is an accomplished Faquir. Possibly, he may curse us and destroy our
whole dominion. We have not yet started the dismantling that it rained
in a manner we have never experienced in our life.
After due consideration he stopped his men from any further
destruction and himself bowed at Bhai Jagta's feet and said sobbingly,
"You are the beloved man of God. We, the sinners have committed a
serious blunder. Be kind and generous to us and forgive us for the bitter
past. We forswear not to repeat that any further.
Bhai Jagta regarded his submissiveness and mercifully said, "Go
home, and sit peacefully there. There is no one now to harm you." The
Tiwana Chief left his anxiety and all pre-war preparations. He peacefully
took his seat at borne. After a short while he was informed that the
assailant had deserted his idea of invading his territory and there was
absolutely no fear of any attack.
Actually, he then realised the magnitude and splendour of Bhai
Jagta and also appreciated his capacity of endurance.
»
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God Never Denies His Beloved
It happened one night when Bhai Jagta was sitting on a sandy
mound somewhere out in the vicinity of the Dharmsala that four burglars
turned up there. As to his nature Bhai Jagta served them water and the
meals to their satisfaction.
The satiated burglars counselled within themselves that Bhai Jagta
is a simple minded man and possibly, he might talk to someone about
them. If that happened to be so, they would get into trouble, It would be
better if he should be made to sit there for some more time. They them
said to Bhai Jagta, "Dear Babaji, we shall be coming back. If you please
wait for us here for some more time, believe us, we shall be coming back
in no time." Bhai Jagta just agreed and remained waiting for their return.
When the burglars entered the town they saw some cows sitting
there in a round. They wece-not aware that the cows belonged to the
Dharamsala. They thought of driving them home but when they tried to
goad them, they lost their sight. They then set the cows free and to their
surprise they got their light back. They made another attempt to drive
the cows but to their dismay they again became blind. They then • ;Kfr
more released the cattle and regained their sight. This action they
repeated for five times and experienced the same result. Ultimately, they
forsook that idea for good. Lastly, they returned to Bhai Jagta and
revealed to him the whole truth about them and said, "We could obtain
nothing today and are going home blank." Bhai Jagta advised them to
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leave that unfare profession and earn their living by some other honest
means. Surely, if they come to fare dealings God will help and bless
them. One of the four burglars agreed to his advice and pledged to forsake
that heinous profession for good and all but the rest could not dare to take
that bold step and carried on their unsocial and unfare deal.
The men who acted upon Bhai Jagta's advice and adopted a fare
profession, indeed, became much prosperous.
The time passed on. Bhai Jagta had left his corporal structure and
had gone to his divine abode. Bhai Hazari, his successor had also to leave
this mortal world. A gur-sikh from Noorpur on some personal business
had an occasion to go to Deccan and, spontaneously, met one of the four
aforesaid burglars who had adopted a good profession according to Bhai
Jagta's advice. He was then a prosperous and well reputed businessman.
Realising within himself that the Gur-Sikh to whom he had met
seems to be of his sort, he asked him, "Bhai Ji, to what sort have you
come from ?" "I have come from Noorpur and am one of the true devotees
of Bhai Jagta." he replied.
On hearing the name of Bhai Jagta he without any delay bowed
at his feet and related to him all the story of his past. He also told him
the way he was advised and blessed by the true saint Bhai Jagta. He said,
"Baba Jagta was really a great man. What you see today is due to the
boon be granted to me. Today by his grace I have all the worldly
amenities and facilities. Really, I am today a big businessman, blissful
and contented,"
He further added, "Those three, my then accomplices, who did not
care for his sincere advice and remained neglectant are even today in hot
waters and are every now and then enduring disasters and desolation.
This is true that God never denies His favour to His beloveds."
*
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Wisdom Latent Under Simplicity
Similarly, on an other occasion when Bhai Jagta was on his routine
night stroll, he came across a gang of burglars who said, "Baba Ji! we
are dying of hunger, it will be too kind of you to arrange for us something
to eat. We shall be highly thankful to you," Bhai Jagta as to his nature
arranged some cooked meals for them and with love and devotion fed
them to their satisfaction.
The block-headed culprits conferred among themselves that this
simple-minded and unfraudulent sadhu if leaked out the secret of their
meeting with him, they shall be in trouble. That will be better if they take
him along with them. After taking the decision they said,"Dear Baba,
accompany us to our residence and purify that with your Divine touch
\
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of feet." Bhai Jagta made no conditions and comments but accompanied
them. They went on walking through out the night. The day was coming
apace and it was near to dawn. The thieves consulted one another
about the location where they were roaming about. There was no
second opinion that they were still roaming in the vicinty of Noorpur.
In a surprise they saidV'We had been walking the whole night but after
the lapse of so many hours, it appears to us that we are simply
circumgyrating the surroundings of Noorpur. How it is so, is beyond our
understanding.
One of the culprits said, "This is the miracle of the simple hearted
sadhu whom you have been unnecessarily beguiling for the whole night.
He fed you nicely, but you, on the contrary, are tormenting him for your
mean conception, he is a man of super powers and has kept you in
circumambiency.
All the members of the gang then fell upon the feet of Bhai Jagta
and apologetically said, "Dear Baba Ji ! we are the blunder-heads, the
sinners, the forgetful and the most ungrateful people. The night has now
totally waned. Tiwana Chief will recognise us and will take our hold as
captives. Kindly do something to save us from their captivity. O'
generous pardoner! pardon us for our culpable and wrongous deeds. Save
us O' Saviour."
Bhai Jagta heard their version attentively and said gracefully, "Go
dear ones, go fearlessly to your homes. No one shall see you today."
They paid their homage to Bhai Jagta by bowing their heads at his
feet and thereafter made away for their homes fearlessly and peacefully.
~ They reached safely at their homes and eulogised Bhai Jagta, all around.
Astral Spirits Beg For Service
I

Bhai Jagta so often went somewhere out for a repose in solitude.
On such occasions die astral spirits were used to appear there to compress
and press Bhai Jagta so that he could enjoy a sound sleep.
Once these goblins begged of Bhai Jagta to bestow them any
service at his discretion and which he thought they were fit for, so that
they should also get emancipation from such a silly life. Bhai Jagta
accepted their request and said, "There are some bricks lying on a certain
pond, you should transport those to the Dharamsala.
The ghosts replied, "You should arrange for a cart, Mabaraj! and
ask your men to leave that carl on that pond. Then it will be our
responsibility to transport the said bricks on that cart and cause them to
reach the Dharamsala.

Bhai Jagta accordingly arranged for the cart. This business went
on for a good while. All the bricks on the pond were safely transported
to Dharamsala. Anything which was required for the Dharamsala was
similarly conveyed on the cart by the astral spirits. That was how the
astral spirits served the human cause and got the approval for their service
from the gnostic saint, Bhai Jagta.
Submerge My Dead Body In Some River
One day Bhai Jagta was sitting in the company of the Tiwana Chief
at his residence. Tiwana Chief with his both hands folded in his respect
was awaiting his benign orders when, spontaneously, Bhai Jagta said,
"Malik dear ! will you obey what I say to you today?"
Command O* Master," replied the Tiwana Chief.
Bhai Jagta added, "Well, when I am commanded by the Almighty
to shun this body then accordingly I shall have to do so. Submerge my
mortal body then in some river or stream.
The Tiwana Chief modestly replied, "My Lord! our responsibility
will be to convey your will to the sadnus. The rest depends on them. We
have no command over them. 1 hey are masters of their own sweet will.
Anyhow, we shall positively convey your wish to them. This we
promise."
Selection of The Successor
Bhai Jagta atfirstblush had realised that Bhai Hazari was genius
and morally a man of exemplary character. That's why he entrusted him
a tedious assignment of free kitchen (Guru Ka Langar) and that even with
a scanty income that was attained by the offerings made to Bhai Jagta
while he would be sitting in the Langar.
He was also happy with him for his sincerity, modesty, devotion
and selflessness.
Bhai Hazari remained occupied in the kitchen affairs round the
clock and all the year round. At one occasion a sadhu asked him to give
him a certain thing. As Bhai Hazari at the moment was engaged in some
other business he could not attend him properly and caused some delay
in the compliance of bis order. That indignant sadhu lost his patience and
temper and drew a smouidring wood out of the hearth and struck that at
the head of Bhai Hazari, but bravo to Bhai Hazari who turned a blind
eye to that and remained so calm and quiet as if nothing had happened
and continued the task in hand.
After a short while the sadhu became in a good temper and realised
his high-handedness. He thought that the job had been assigned to Bhai
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Hazari by Bhai Jagta. Hence, under the circumstances, his stay in the
Dharamsala, for no longer, would be advisable. He, then packed and
lifted up his paraphernalia and was about to leave the place that Bhai
Hazari got the information of his move. He immediately ran upto him
and unhesitatingly bowed at his feet and said, "Maharaj! that was my
fault. It wasrightlymy neglection and for that I sincerely apologise and
fervently hope that you would pardon me. Kindly do forgive me and
cancel your intended move from here .*'
Bhai Hazari's modesty and that apologetic behaviour moved the
mind of the sadhu. He was much impressed that he wept bitterly and
washed his feet with the tears of repentance.
The news reached Bhai Jagta. He was much pleased to hear that
and thought that only such a patient, forgiving, calm and generous man
can look after the interests of the Dhaiamsala. Thus, in the round he made
up his mind to appoint him his successor.
Appointment of Successor And His Corporal End
One auspicious day Bhai Jagta called Bhai Hazari, Bhai Sahib
Ram, Bhai Bhag, Bhai Mula, Bhai LeeUa Ram, Bhai Kanhiya, Bhai
Mahtab Singh, Bhai Javaiya Ram, Bhai JassaSingh, bhai Wasti Ram etc.
and all other Sadhus lodging in die Dharamsala.
When the said sadhus reached in his presence and paid their due
homage to Bhai Jagta, they were respectfully given their seats in the
congregation. Then he called Bhai Hazari to come close and in the
presence of the whole congregation had with him a discourse Bhai Jagta :
Bhai Hazari Ram, will you obey to what I say ?
Bhai Hazari:
By all means, my Lord ! who am I to deny you ? O'
generous Master! command me. You are my all in all.
I, your humble servant, am always at your disposal.
Bhai Jagta :
Time for the abdication of my corporal frame had
come apace. Hence, I ask you to accept the assignment
of the Dhaiamsala.
B hai Hazari:
Maharaj! it is too heavy a load for me. I shal i be unable
to lift it. I am a meek and weak man. I pray that this
heavy responsibility may kindly be assigned to someone else.
Bhai Jagta :
Bhai Hazari ! you must not shirk the responsibility.
You have simply to shoulder it. Be rest assured the
whole thing will be executed by the Sat Guru, the All
Doer. He, the main executor will Himself conduct
every thing. You will only stand by. Now listen once
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Guru Nanak asked Bhai Bala to get to be a shopkeeper.
Bhai Bala argued that he was a peasant and that was
not possible for him to manage a shop. The Guru then
advised him to simply stand by die shop, God Himself
will operate it. This is what I am telling you to do and
leave die rest to God.
Bhai 1 lazari :
Maharaj ji! exactly it is so, but for me it is too heavy
a load. If at all you so desire, men give me anouier
partner. It is not one man's job to successfully handle
it.
Bhai Jagta :
Two sword blades can never fit in one sheath. Do not
be afraid of anyUiing. All the world will anxiously seek
to have kind look of you. None on the earth has the
power to Uiink ill of you. God will be your accomplisher. I shall be ever with you in spirit. All of Uiese
sadhus will obev vou in all respects. None of them will
be envious of you. You will never experience any
monetary trouble. But one thing you must not forget
that you have to look after every well in die Noorpur
area. You have to see that none of these should decay.
After hearing diat all Bhai Hazari had no comments and in
acceptance he bowed his head on die master's feet. Bhai Jagta in his glory
and grace, generously patted his back and asked all me others present
on die occasion to bow before Bhai Hazari and that was willingly done.
Lachhi Ram and Tula Ram also followed suit.
After diat Bhai Jagta absorbed himself in a trance and through his
inner eye perceived diat death and famine is hovering over every head
and every corner of the Thai area and the common folk are suffering from
die scarcity of water. In the round he said, "I shall now abnigate my body
to save people from die agony of famine. This forsaking of my corporal
frame will cause rainfall.
Thus on die ominus day of 2nd Magh, Samat Bikrami 1868 he
renounced his mortal body and himself merged in die Ultimate reality,
diat is, the Eternal Truth. This caused sadness and dejection amongst all
the sadhus and odiers present on die occasion.
The news spread like wild fire and whosoever heard of the sad news
reached Noorpur. The Malikanies (house wives of the Maliks) on hearing
the news came immediately over there and said, "Bhai Jagta Ji, a week
ahead had asked us mat his body after his deadi should be submerged
in some river or stream." Bhai Hazari remarked, "He had never expressed
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his will to us. If he would have expressed his desire to us we must have
acted accordingly." The Maliks responded, "It was our duty to convey
his wish to you and that we have done. Now that rests upon you to accept
it or not. We have done our duty and that is all we could do."
The funeral pyre was set with sandal wood for his cremation.
Throughout the cremation period the Gurbani hymnody was sung by the
eulogists. Wheresoever the news was heard people from there flocked
in to join the cremation ceremony. It so appeared that gods from heavens
had descended on the earth to partake in the ceremony and they shouted
slogans of Jai Jaikar that is Bravo, O' Bhai Jagta, you have won the world,
you are victorious.
When die cremation ceremony was accomplished, Tiwana and the
members of the Gram Panchayat called on Bhai Hazari and made a
request for the erection of Bhai Jagta's samadhi (Mausoleum) in the
Dharamsala so that devotees could pay their homage to him everyday
or time and when they get a chance to visit the Dharamsala.
The suggestion was approved by everyone and with the cooperation of all the Samadh was constructed there. This samadhi became
well renowned in each and every corner of the country.
Hindus and Muslims without any discrimination of caste and creed
paid their homage there and vowed for the fulfilment of their desires. On
the accomplishment of their vow they paid the promissed offerings and
that happened every now and then.
After the partition of the country the Tikana Sahib of Noorpur had
been reestablished by Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh Ji at Goniana Mandi,
Distt. Bathinda (Punjab). The Samadh has also been reestablished. The
Tikana Sahib is presently being administered by Mahant Bhai Tirath
Singh Ji who is leaving no stone unturned for its development and is
rendering a yeoman's service to the nation.
The same practice as at Noorpur is also in vogue now in Goniana.
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Mahant
Gulab Singh
(Samat Bikrami 1928 to 2007).
(1871 to 1950 A.D)

o

Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh Ji
Samat Bikrami 1928 - 2007
(1871 A.D. to 1950 A.D.)
Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh was born to the fortunate mother
(Mata) Seva Bai in the village Fazil, district Mianwali (Now in
Pakistan) in Samat Bikrami 1928 (1871 A.D). His father Bhai Khazan
Singh was an ardent devotee of Bhai Jagta and his successors. He was
a cattle trader and mostly traded in the sale and purchase of camels and
oxen.
Once Bhai Khazan singh visited Nurpur to pay his homage to Bhai
Lakhmi Dass, the then assignee (Mahant) of Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib.
While returning his home Bhai Khazan Singh made a vow within
himself, "If God blessed me with another son I will then dedicate him
to the Tikana Sahib." By the Guru's grace his wish was accomplished
and after a month from the date of vow, he was blessed with a son. The
new born child would hardly have attained the age of two years that Bhai
Khazan Singh had a call from the Most High. Before forsaking his mortal
frame he sent for his nephew Nidhan Singh, the son of his elder brother.
He then disclosed both to his wife Sewa Bai and Nidhan Singh the secret
of his vow and said, 'T have vowed for dedicating my son Gulab Singh
to Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib. It is, therefore, my wish to hand over the child
to Mahant Lakhmi Dass at your earliest convenience. I am sure you will
not defy my pledged will/*
He, then breathed his lost and went on High. Accordingly, when
the child stepped in his tenth years, he was handed over to Bhai Lakhmi
Dass.
The affection and attachment of the mother with her son obliged
her to borrow Bhai Gulab Singh back to her house after six months.
Engrossed by the attachment of her son she forgot altogether to send him
back to Tikana Sahib. At last she had a sever attack of a serious
abdominal disease. When she was nearly at her death point, Bhai Nidhan
Singh had a dream which gave him a hint that sewa Bai would not
recover until and unless she returned her son Bhai Gulab Singh to Bhai
Lakhmi Dass. But even then she could not dare to return the child to the
real trustee for a complete one year. Ultimately, there was no other
*
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alternative for her but to send the child back to his real abode, that is,
Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib.
The affection, attachment or mother's tender emotion is like a
sharp shaft which when penetrates into one's mind, cause such an itch
that the pain becomes unbearable. Similar was the case with mother
Sewa Bai. She could not bear the pangs so caused by the separation of
her son. The itch so caused by the sharp arrows of separation forced her
so often to borrow her son, anyhow on one or another pretext and, then,
interrupted in her mind the ill-intention and she became the defaulter of
the breach of trust. She repeated this ma!-practice twice or thrice but
every time she met with the same ill fate, and the fatal disease held her
fast. But at last she stiffened her mind and assigned the child to the Tikana
Sahib with full determination. The child by that time bad entered his
teen-age.
Mahant Bhai Lakhmi Dass entrusted Bhai Gulab Singh the duty
of collecting the cow-dung from the cattle-pen and to dab it into fuelcakes. He considered this duty as a devotional service and performed it
with all his heart devotion and ardent passion. Mahant Lakhmi Dass was
fully conversant with his ecstatic and carefree state of mind. He became
so indifferent to his physical activities that the women devotees of the
Tikana Sahib, forcibly, caused him to wash and comb his hair once in
a couple of months. They also combed and sorted out lice from his hair.
He remained always absosbed in his Divine duties and alert to his alloted
service and performed that from his heart. He also kept his mind,
constantly and instinctly, occupied in the recitation of Sri Japji Sahib.
Mahant Bhai Lakhmi Dass clairvoyalantly, foresaw his end
coming apace. He sent for Mahant Bhai Bhagat Singh and the Panchas,
had a counsel with them and as the result of that conference resolved to
assign the management of the Tikana to Bhai Gulab Singh. He then called
him in his presence from the cattle-pen while he was dabbing the fuelcakes of the cow-dung. He was then caused to take a bath, was claded
in a neat and clean dress and traditionally, twisted on his head the turban
of succession. With fixing a mark of saffron on his forehead he was,
ceremoniously, assigned the management of the Tikana Sahib. This
auspicious ceremony was performed in the month of Asuj, Samat
Bikrami 1965 (September 1908). After a month of the event, Mahant
Bhai Lakhmi Dass flew apart from his mortal frame on High to his Divine
abode.
At the time when Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh took over the
assignement of the Tikana, the institution was running under debt of
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about rupees three thousand. The creditors expressed in various ways
their annoyance for recovery of their dues but Bhai Gulab Singh, soberly,
replied to them, "Friends ! do not be in a hurry. Please control your
tempers. After all you have to realise your due amounts. Your debts will
be cleared but have some patience."
He went to the musoleum of Bhai Sahib and prayed for the
clearance of the debts and smooth running of the institution. After
making the due prayers when he entered bis room, he thought of a pitcher
lying under his bed-couch. That pitcher was filled with small shells. He
drew it out but was astounded to see that it was then filled with rupee
coins. Thenceforth the Tikana had never experieced any pecuniary
distress.
In a little while the mud huts were rebuilt in a bricky mansion with
several residential quarters.
The construction of Harimandar was decently designed and
manipulated. There were some other constructions too. That is to say,
some cabins and attics for the sadhus, the inn for the travellers and
. separate cattle-pens for the domestic animals. In sum we can say that all
the buildings in the compound of the institution were reconstructed and
given a new design, apart from the construction at Nurpur a big tract of
land in Sadhwala and a mansion in Lyalpur was also purchased in the
name of Tikana Sahib.
He rendered remarkable service for the progress and advancement
of the School at Mitha Tiwana and also for the Gurdwara at Mohanpura.
He got a fine attic constructed at Nanakana Sahib and a room at Amritsar
in the Tikanas passed By the name of Mahant Bhai Jawahir singh of
Mitha Tiwana.
He wore quite simple dress like the ancient saints. He was famous
for his benefaction. He did never disappoint a Needy person. Whosever,
called on him for any sort of help, he was dealt with sympathertically
and was duely helped to his satisfaction.
Dismalness of any sort was miles away from his nature. He was
always found in a good temper. Whosoever came across him ever found
him smiling as if splendour and glory were his natural heritage.
Everybody who had a chance to come across him thought him as his own.
In sum we can say, he had completely effaced duality or sense of
otherness from his mind and that was why everybody who met him found
him generous, fosterer and protector for his parental behaviour.
Whereat he was a man of continance, chaste, charity, poise,
righteousness and benevolence, therein he was a regular reciter of
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Gurbani. He was the very first asignee in the pedigree of assigness of
Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib who presented himselt in person before the five
beloveds (Panj Piara) and beseeched from them the nectar of the sword
(Khande Ki Paahul) and became a baptised sikh (Amritdhari Singh). He,
then, not only advised his disciples to get themselves baptised according
to die rites of the Klialsa but even inspired numerous Sehajdharies (the
sikhs without long hairs) to keep long hairs and unshaved beards. In his
time, granted to him by the Providence, he got countless Sehjdharis and
unbaplized disciples transformed into Amritdhari (baptised) Singhs.
Everyone of his disciples considered himself fortunate to be at his
service and felt pride in complying with his benign command.
In this short space, it is not possible for us to mention all the
tableaus of his life. However, we shall try to depict here a few of them.
The Man Without Rancour
There lived in Nurpur Sardar Mohan Singh who had a sense of
enmity with Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh due to some misunderstandings,
he initiated a movement against him and made several attempts to
instigate people to join him in his propaganda against Mahant Bhai Gulab
Singh. He made many unsuccessful attempts to attract the public by lot
of malicious publicity against him. He held public meetings against
him and made therein antagonistic propaganda, used filthy language
and called names to him. Bhai Gulab Singh remained quite indiffernt to
all his Mal-activities and paid no heed to whatever he was doing or had
done.
Unfortunately, his young son died in his teenage. His funeral
procession, traditionally, had to pass through the Tikana Sahib whereat
the dead body of the deceased was to be caused to pay obeisance at the
Mausoleum of Bhai Jagta Sahib and to receive a robe of honour from
there. Any of the sadhus could have accmplished the tradition but in this
case Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh came himself to perform that formal
custom, paid due respect to the funeral and offered the robe of honour
to the deceased. This unenvied behaviour of Mahant Sahib had an
everlasting effect on the mind of Sardar Mohan Singh and he had an
entire change in his envious nature towards Mahant Gulab Singh. He
repentantly and remoursefully fell on the feet of Mahant Sahib and
appologised from the core of his heart for the sinful Maltreatment he
had given to him. thenceforth, he became his dedicated and staunch
follower.
*
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Immutable Shall Alone Be Word of The Holy
One day, almost all the sojourners of the (Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib)
were present in the Dinning Hall that they saw a cobra hissing in a large
pitcher. The onlookers in terror began to shout, "snake, snake." There
was a great tumult but none of the men present on the occasion dared
to come forward. The snake at its place became more alert and began
to hiss more vehemently. On hearing that uproar, Mahant Bhai Gulab
Singh came on the spot and said, "What is this fuss for nothing ? You
are simply babbling, it might be a black rope." He then put his hand in
the pitcher and threw out the rope.
The men who actually saw the cobra were surprised to see this
miraculous act of Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh and could only say,
"Immutable shall alone be the word of holy."
Once, some sikhs of Goharwala were collecting some firewood
from the forest for the free kitchen of the Gurdwara that the village
Namberdar (Chief) asked them,*"I have heard much of your peer but I
shall only believe in his supremacy if he will fulfil my desire." He was
issueless and was desirous of being granted the boon of a son. The sikhs
advised him, "O Namberdar Sahib ! you shall call on him and pray for
the boon of a son. We are sure you will not be disappointed and he will
meet to your desire, possitively."
He, one day, took an opportunity to call on Mahant Bhai Gulab
Singh at Nurpur and beseeched with deep humilitly the boon for the
grant of a son. Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh in reply to his beseechment
said, "Well, Namberdar Sahib! After all you have come." He than patted
him on his back and said, "Go my dear ! God will bless you
with two sons but it does not suit you to test the spiritual capacity of a
sadhu."
In the due course, the said namberdar was blessed with two sons
and the said boon was accomplished by the Satguru. Thenceforth, he
regularly attended along with his two sons, the death anniverary of Bhai
Jagta at Nurpur, annually. He carried on this practice till 1947, that is,
the year of partition, of India. We are not aware of whether or not he had
carried on that practice after the year of Partition.
His Power of Tolerance
•
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Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh was a diabatic. In the year 1935 A.D.
a diabatic carbuncle errupted in his right thigh. He was under the
treatment of a team of three doctors viz Fauja Singh, Kishan Singh and
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Rajinder Singh. He was to be operated in the Civil Holpital Lyalpur.
Before the start of operation he was asked to smell a bottle containing
chloroform for causing him to be unconscious. They were just thinking
U
of the bottle that Bhai Sahib forbade them to do so. He said, I am strictly
a temporate and am against any sort of intoxication or drug addiction.
I am lying here and shall keep my leg stiff and still as desired by you.
You may operate it. I shall neither move it nor shall I assibitate. In case
ever would youfindme assibitating or crying you may designate me an
impostor rather than a sadhu." The doctors had no other alternative but
to operate him in his consciousness. The operation covered a space
measuring nine by two and a half inches in length and breadth. The
operation was completed and the wound was bandaged but Bhai Sahib
was lying in calm and quiet consciousness without any murmur.
Throughout the process of operation he remained absorbed in the
recitation of Sri Japji as if he was in his deep meditation.
The Real Abnegation
I

The Gurdwara Sudhar (Reform) Movement got its start in the
second decade of the current century. The demolition of the boundry wall
of Gurdware Rakab Ganj, New Delhi, on January 14, 1914 to provide
a straight road to the Viceregal Lodge marked the beginning of the
struggle. The movement got momentum after the first world war when
a Shahidi Jatha (band of martyres) started for Delhi to do the job of reerecting the wall. The Government relented and reconstructed the wall
on December 1, 1920. After some notable achievements the reformers
turned their attention towards holiest of their shrines, viz Golden Temple
(Harimandar Sahib) Amritsar and Sri Akal Takht Sahib. There too the
controvercies were resolved and that resulted in a compromise between
the priests of the Golden Temple and the reformers.
An ad-hoc commitee was then formed by the reformers to look
after the management and interests of the shrines. The Ad-hoc committee
so formed was consisted of 17 members and was headed by S. Teja Singh
Bhuchar. The committee utilized the opprtunity to call a meeting of the
sikhs on november 15, 1920 and theliukamnamas for the meeting were
issued by the Akal Takht. Inspite of the Governments disapproval of the
change, the Sarbat Khalsa (a general assembly representing all the sikhs),
in pursuance of Hukamnamas, assembled in front of the Akal Takht, on
November 15, 1920 for the formation of a managing committee to look
after the Harimandar Sahib and other histrical Gurdwaras. This assembly
resolved to constitute a committee of 175 members to control all the
Gurdwaras in Punjab as well as in the other provinces of the country. The
*
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so proposed committee was designated 'Siromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee'.
The first meeting for the so formed Siromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee demanded the passage of a suitable legislation to secure
redemption of all the Gurdwaras from the clutches of the Mahants.
The Sewa Panthi Deras (Tikanas and dharamsalas) were also
aimed at and would have been brought under the jurisidiction of the
Siromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee if Mahant Gulab Singh
would have not shown his spirit of abnegation.
When the proposal was set forth before Mahant Gulab Singh, he
simply replied, "I am also a humble member of the Khalsa Panth. The
Panth is the Master and I am one of its humble and obedient servant,
rather a servant of the servants. Here are the keys of the institution which
you think is under my control. The broom and the bucket are inherited
to me and are my heritage. Why shall I, then, hesitate to handover the
charge and the keys of the institution to the real master?" His this spirit
of abnegation had a lasting effect and the Siromani Gurdwara Parbndhak
Committee decided for good to exempt the Sewa Panthi institutions from
the jurisidiction of the so proposed Gurdwara Act.
Such was the spirit of Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh. He was an
abnegator in the real sense.
Intuitiveness of Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh
In the year 1942 A.D. Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh had a chance to
visit Malva Region of the Punjab Province. He lodged himself in
Gurdwara 'Lakhi Jungle*. The people of the place made him a request
and said, "Maharaj ! spiritually, the people of the land are far behind.
They are absolutely barren in the field of divinity. They require the
fertility of their land of minds by Naam-Simran (recitation of Divine
Name and its constant rememberence) and humanitarianism. It is,
therefore, beseeched in the barren zone of Malva the branch of Tikana
Bhai Jagta Sahib and irrigate it by the assemblies of the holy congregations daily and by regular chanting of the Divine Laudations. "Mahant
Sahib, smilingly, replied, "Dear ones! Do not think of a branch. The time
is coming apace when the Tikana itself will be shifted in this very region
of the land.
The present Tikana Sahib iln Goniana Mandi is an evident proof
of the fulfilment and accomplishment of that prophecy.
It so happened, one day, in 1940 A.D. that the present ass ©
the Tikana, Mahant Bhai Tirath Singh in his teenage after washing his
hair was cleansing his feet in a basin containing soapy water and was
*
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rubbing them with a pumice . Perchance, zaildar Jawahir Singh called
on Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh who at the time was sitting in the compound
beside the young boy (Bhai Tirath Singh). After paying obeisance he sat
close by and reverentially addressed Mahant Sahib and said, "The
expansion and proceedings of the Dera have sufficiently been diffused.
It is the need of the time that your disciple must be a learned man who
could control and manage the expanded business of the Dera befittingly."
Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh in his usual smiling accent replied, "To
whom shall I educate ?" "The boy who is just cleansing his feet in your
front." Pointed out the Zaildar. Mahant Sahib replied spontaneously,
"The time will teach him by itself." "Teach him English also, this is the
necessity of the day." Added the Zaildar. Mahant Sahib replied him in
affirmative and said, "He will also be taught English. "Zaildar further
said, "Kindly, pay your best attention towards the uplift of education
through schools and colleges. Also please pay your special attention
towards the public health by instituting health centres and hospitals as
the Christian Mission gives priorty to such educational and medical
institutions/' Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh exactly agreed with the Zaildar's
suggestions and sobberly replied, "I may not be able to carry on with your
valuable suggestions but the boy you are pointing out will successfully
execute these progressive duties and run such institutions but he will not
be my disciple but of my successor Bhai Asa Singh's neophyte.
The prophecy has obviously been materialised, Besides these
suggested institutions there are many other prograssive devices and
projects accomplished under the management of Tikana Sahib and most
of these are executed and instituted by the present Mahant Bhai Tirath
Singh Ji.
There is much to be said in this respect but due to the scarcity of
the space we reserve it for some other time. Bhai Fateh Singh had
published a booklet on his biography, and if graced by the Satguru, we
shall also publish his biographic sketch in the coming future.
Partition of India
August 15, 1947 was a black day for India. On this day India was
declared divided by the British Government in two mojor parts viz India
(Bharat) and Pakistan according to the population of the two major
communities, that is to say, Hindus and Muslims. The line of demarcation was Ravi Canal in the North West and river Ganges in the East.
Accordingly, the western Punjab beyond the Western Bank of Ravi
Canal and the whole of die North-Western Frontier Province in die north)
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and East Bengal by the Eastern bank of theriverGanges was given to
the Muslims and the rest of the country to Hindus and other communities
belonging to the Land. The territory allotted to the Muslims was called
Pakistan (East and West) and that to the other communities was given
the name of 'Bharat' or india'. As Nurpur (Thall) was in the Western
Punjab and also had a major Muslim population. It, therefore, was bound
to come under the flag of Pakistan.
The British Goverment in their declaration did not mention about
the change of population but practically, the partition resulted in the
change of population. It, politically, caused an upheaval, tumult and
turbulence. There were murders, loot, robbery and arsons on both sides.
So to say, it was the reign of terror or a rule of fire and sword on both
sides of the partitioned India for the first few days of the partition.
Nurpur (Thall) was also rich in Muslim population and was also
su rounded by the well populated Muslim Circle. It was, therefore,
indispensable that the town should have come in the Jurisidiction of
Pakistan. To enforce a forcible change of population, the Hindus and the
sikh population of the area was attacked by the Muslims of the land and
that took the worst shape. There was bloodshed all round and as such,
there was no other alternative for the non -muslims of the area but to take
shelter wherever it was possible for them. Consequently, affraid of that
revolutionary upheaval and turbulence near about five thousand Hindus
and Sikhs of the area had to take their refuge in the Tikana Sahib.
Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh for his clairvoyant prowess had already
foreseen the bad times coming ahead. He had, therefore, stored
sufficiently, the commodities, audibles and other unavoidable necessities for the sufferers. When he guessed that his foreseen time had come
and refugees from far and wide are pouring in, he opened the doors of
the stores for them and asked them to help themselves in grinding,
cooking and baking the provisions. He advised there to satiate themselves and cause others to satiate. That practice remained in force for
seven weeks. Atlast the Transport was made available for them which
conveyed them to Sargodha Refugee Camp. That was a noteworthy thing
that Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh did not step in 2L lorry until all the refugees
who took shelter in the Tikana Sahib had their proper seats in the lorries
of the convoy.
It is said that during the seven weeks of the encampment in the
Tikana Sahib, the riotous mob attempted several attacks on the
dharamsala but had to remain two hundred paces afar of the Tikana for
the burning heat emanating from there. Ultimately, they had to return
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every time repentantly. In their awe they had hardly sheltered in
Sargodha camp for five to six days that a convoy of twenty-four lorries,
escorted under the protection of a protecting force, was detailed by the
Government to convey them to Amritsar. Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh was
not in a mood to leave Sargodha for a certain reasons but for the repeated
and impressive incentive of Mahant Bhai Hira Singh of Tikana Bhai
Ramkishan Sahib, Shahpore (Sargodha), agreed and made use of the
convoy along with his company men. Nothing unpleasant happened
throughout the journey and the convoy safely reached Amritsar.
For a while, he lodged himself in the Dharamsala of Mahant
Jawahir Singh Ji of Mitha Tiwana but thenceforth, after a cursory visit
to certain places,finally,reached Goniana Mandi (District Bathinda) and
settled there. He pruchased there a tract of land and re-established the
Tikana passed by the name of Bhai Jagta. On the Baisakhi festival in the
year 1950 A.D. he visited Amritsar to pay homage to the holy city. He
payed obeisance to Sri Harimandar Sahib, Sri Akal Takht Sahib and other
Gurdwaras annexed with the Parkarma of Sri Harimander Sahib. He also
had a dip in the holy Amrit Sarowar (sacred tank of nectar). He performed
all the dueritesconcerning the holy visit with devotion and dedication.
During that visit, too, he lodged himself in the dharamsala of Mahant
Bhai Jawahir Singh of Mitha Tiwana. His health denied him all
cooperation and went on deteriorating day by day. There was no lack in
his treatment but doctors failed to recuperate him. It is a fact :Who may save one whose time of life is ended ?
How long may physicians suggest remedies ?
(PhunaheM.5,P.1363)
ftJH oft y # ty&U fe# tf&Z &* rf / /
(fffd" hf: H Tfar 9 3dB)
Atlast. a call from the Most High came to him on the 8th day of
Baisakh, Samat Bikrami 2007 (21 April 1950 A.D.) and he went on High
to his factual Divine abode. He abnegated his mortal body and himself
merged into the Ultimate Reality:As water into water mingles,
Does light of the self with the Divine Light merged. (8) (11)
(Gauri Sukhmani M. 5, P.278)
IttTr&HfoTr&wfcWdWII
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After the completion of the traditional and customary functionaries
pertaining to the body, all the sadhus related to Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib
returned to Goniana Mandi to make preparations for holding the function
of the 17th day to perform the final rites and the concerning ceremonies.
Sant Bhai Nischal Singh, the then president of the Sewa Panthi
Sabha was at that time in Patna. He was telegraphically, intimated of the
sad demise and die assembly of the seventeenth day. He reached on the
occasion and attended the ceremony. All other Sewa Panthi Sadhu
Samaj, present on the occasion, unanimously resolved to appoint sant
Bhai Asa Singh, his chief disciple, his successor and the Mahant of the
Tikana Sahib. Sant Bhai Hari Singh, his next senior disciple was
appointed to assist him in tlie managemnt of the land pertaining to The
Tikana and also to counsel him in the general management.
Mahant Bhai Asa Singh, Sant Bhai Hari Singh and Bhai Jamiat
Singh all the three sadhus unitedly and incessantly administered tlie
progress and further development of the Tikana Sahib with the best cf
their ability and devotion.
Note :
Mahant Bhai Jagta Sahib abnegated his mortal clay on
2Magh 1868(1811 A.D.). Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh
took-over the management of tlie Tikana in the month
of Asuj Samat Bikrami 1965 (September 1908 A.D.).
There is a gap of about nintyseven years. In this gap
there were the following four more assigness :(1) Bhai Hazari
From 1811 to 1886 A.D.
(Samat Bikrami 1868-1883)
(2\ Bhai Sahai Ram From 1826 to 1844 A.D.
(Samat Bikrami 1883-1901)
(3) Bhai Ralia Ram From 1844 to 1870 A.D.
(Samat Bikrami 1927 to 1965)
We have much to say about these great spiritual
personages. It needs a good deal of research. We shall
attempt to write their biographic sketches, separately,
in another composition.
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Mahant Bhai
Asa Sin
Samat Bikrami 2007 to 2030
(1950 to 1973 A-D.)
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Mahant Bhai Asa Singh Ji
(From 1950 to 1973 A.D.)
Bhai Bhalla Ram, indeed, was thefirstassignee (Primal Mahant)
of Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib, Nurpur (Thall). After him there were nine
more successors and Bhai Asa Singh, the hero of this essay, was the tenth
in the line of assignees (Mahants). In this manner we can say that he was
the eleventh in the pedigree of the Mahants of the said Tikana.
Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh, the tenth assignee, breathed his last on
die 21st day of April 1950. On the seventeendi day of his death, that is,
on the 8th May 1950, as is aforesaid, he was traditionally, appointed his
successor, the eleventh Mahant, of Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib.
By his nature, Mahant Bhai Asa Singh was a progressive religious
head and a saintly sikh missionary, a real propagator of the Gurmat (The
way of living sermonised by the Sikh Gurus). It was his innate ambition
to construct a decent Darbar Hall in the premises of the Tikana Sahib.
Accordingly, he laid its foundation after three and a half year of his
taking-over the management. The date of laying the foundation stone
was Asuj, 20,2010 (Samat Bikrami). Today, it, is, in its splendour, a good
looking and magnificient hall in the town and its vicinity.
Whereat Mahant Bhai Asa Singh was, perfectly, a glorious,
radient, continent, virtuous and the man of his word, therein, he had an
inherited aptitude of living in the way of Gurmat. He suited his action
to his word. He was a prideless, practical and proficient scholar. Chanting
and hearkening of the Divine Laudations was his spiritual sustenance.
He was used to enjoy the hilarity of the holy congregation daily and
chanted or hearkened therein the Gurbani Kirtan (chanting of the Gum's
word). In the beginning, he himself was used to chant, the Asa Di War,
in die ambrosial hours of dawn but later on he made it his devotional
routine to recite musically the 'Sukhmani' (a classical composition of
Guru Arjan Sahib) with concentration and poised mind. This routine he
carried on till his last breath. He was tipsy of preaching and propagating
Sikhism, the mission of ten Sikh Gurus. Cherishing of the poor was
inculcated in his nature. He had a mind to listen the agonies of every
individual and not only sympathised with them but also tried to dispel
those, to the best of his ability and capacity. He was generous,
sympathetic and amiable man by nature and sincerely, helped the needy,
physically or pecuniarily, according to his need. In sum we may say that
whosoever approached him with some expectation was never denied.
Whoever sought from him the solution of his domestic or spiritual
I
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problems his solutionis! mind earnestly tried to solve his problem to the
most. He had determined for him a regular, lengthy and daily vowed
programme of routine duties. Besides the presctibed Nit-Nem (Daily
4
vowed programme), he included in it Bawan-Akhri' (a classical
composition of Guru Arjan Sahib) and was also used to recite daily many
other compositions of die Sikh Gurus from the Holy Guru Grantli Sahib.
He was on early riser, woke up every morning at 1 A.M., and, exercised
rehearsal of Naam-Simran (rememberence of Divine Name), By 3 A.M.
He made himself free from his physical and mental performances, and
he wasUien used to complete the rest of his routine duties by 4 A.M. daily.
Thereafter, he was used to join the holy congregation in the Darbar Hall,
waited upon Sri Guru Granth Sahib as a gesture of respect and along with
the holy company commenced the recitation of Jap Ji, Jaap Sahib, etc.,
the compositions of the routine duties. After the completion of the above
prescribed routine, he, then, himself played harmonium and commenced
the musical chanting of 'Sukhmani'. The rest of the companions of the
holy congregation also joined him in this recitation. This whole
programme was completed before dawn and then started the Chanting
of Asa-di-Var. The exegesis of the holy scripture (Sri Guru Granth Sahib)
was also an essential inclusion in the daily congregational programme
which was held after the Kirtan (Chanting) of Asa-di-Var. From the right
4 A.M. to the end of all the congregational duties and the prayer he waited
upon Sri Guru Granth Sahib sitting in a concentrated and poised posture
with his legs crossed. He was a sincere friend of those who worshipped
God and meditated upon the Divine Name. He had intense pleasure in
serving himself the meals and the light refreshments to the new incomers.
He was well experienced in the following assertion of Guru Nanak :Saith Nanak: By reducing sleep and partaking of
Spare sustenance
Is realised the Divine Essence. (8)
(Sidh Goshti M. I, P. 939)
T
T
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As aforesaid he was in the habit of getting up early in the morning
at I A.M. daily. He, rarely, had a sleep during the day time and that even
for a short time in summer after taking his lunch. For the rest of his time
he sat in a poised posture with the sport of his sleeping couch and
meditated on the Divine Name.
In the short period of his life, the service he had rendered to the
Dcra (Tikana Sahib), mendicants, the incomming guests and the
devotees was marvellous, examplary and of its own kind. In sum we may
say, "They, who love God alone, will realise him." Humanitarian service
was the aim of his life. His innate intention was to give the Tikana a
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heavenly, monestic and paradisiacal shape. The sightworthy appearance
which we see of it today is the irrefutable proof of his inspirational,
exuberant and enterprising nature.
Mahant Bhai Asa Singh had a special interest in the farming and
was in the habit of paying a regular visit to the Tikana's agricultural
Farm. Whenever, he was chanced to see the clouds hovering over the sky
he became ecstatic and had been a sacrifice to the nature and recited in
its appreciation :A sacrifice to the Lord am I, In His creative might manifested.
Unknownable is the extent. (1 Pause)
(Asa-di-Var M. lt SlokM. 1, p. 469)
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In bis state of ecstasy he repeatedly chanted the verse.
Whenever he was chanced to enjoy the company of some elderly
men of letters, he had a loving discourses with them about the instability
and mortality of the human body and repeatedly recited the following
assertion of Bhakta Ravidassa :Mad woman! What art thou proud of?
Like mushrooms in the rainy month, b iiadon (August-September)
Are even quicker than that ended. (1 pause)
'
(1) (Basant, Bhakta Ravidassa, p. 1196)
3* Spfe 'dldlhd W^&Tll
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In the fourth quarter of the year Samat Bikrami 2029 (1972 A. D.)
all of a sudden an ideaflashedinto his mind that he should appoint his
successor during his life time. He had two major disciples, viz, Bhai
Tirath Singh and Bhai Kahan Singh. Bhai Kahan singh was always
available to him and was all the times at his command. He mostly
remained by his side. During the night time he slept by his side on the
floor but awoke to his orders so that none of them be left unattended.
The scholarship, modesty and the supreme personality of Bhai
Tirath Singh had a good impression on his mind but the Jaunty nature
of Bhai Kahan Singh had no less attraction. He had always in his memory
the event, when once, he had asked him, "Bhai Kahan Singh! I have to
go for answering the call of nature. Will you please bring me a bucket
full of water." He abruptly, awoke from his slumber and for his care-free
nature began to fuel the oven. Perhaps he in hs slumberous state had
misheard his Master* s Command and in his obedience, being unmindful
of proper or improper time, just obeyed him.
m
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Thus, Mahant Bhai Asa Singh had a great regard for both of his
disciples. He, therefore, expressed himself to the both. Bhai Kahan singh
with all his modesty expressed, "Bhai Tirath singh is elder as well as the
most fit person for tike job. only mat one is crowned and throned who
is capable of holding the throne. Guru Amar Dass postulates :"Let such alone be seated on the throne as is fit
(6)
(Var Maru M. 3, P. 1088)
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Bhai Tirath Singh is a man of letters as well as of merits and is,
therefore, rally fit person to hold this cumbersome responsibility." On
the other hand Bhai Tirath Singh was also reluctant to shoulder this
highly responsible obligation. He, therefore said, "Bhai Kahan Singh is
quite a fit person to hold this reponsibility and he should be endowed with
such a heavy and responsible obligation."
A great thought was given to the matter and lastly it was resolved
that Bhai Tirath Singh should succeed him but the traditional ceremony
of Dastar-bandi (a tradition to twist a turban on the head of the successor)
was postponed till the next function of (samagam oO the death
anniverary of Bhai Jagta Sahib which was to be held on the 14th day of
January 1973.
Atlast, the day dawned when the whole Sewa Panthi Sect was
represented by the various Sewa Panthi Sadhus of the different Deras
(Tikanas) under the shelter of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Mahant Bhai Asa
Singh himself made the mark of sandal and saffron paste on the forehead
of Bhai Tirath Singh. Thus, the ceremony of Daster-bandi was administered on the 14th day of January 1973 and as such Sant Bhai Tirath
Singh was appointed the twelfth assignee (Mahant) of Tikana Bhai Jagta
Sahib.
Mahant Bhai Asa Singh lived in the human frame for about a year
after resigning the management of the Tikana and passed his days in the
deep meditation of God. It was a new year day, that is, January, 1,1974
when he was called by the Most High. Thus, heflewapartfromhis mortal
body and merged into the Ultimate Truth :As is the wave in water absorbed,
Is light of the self in the Divine Light immersed.
Saith Nanak: Illusion *s door-panels are hacked
Nevermore shall separation from the Lord come. (4)(19)(26)
v
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(Majh M. 5, P. 102)
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APPENDIX—A

Mahnt Bhai Tirath Singh
'Sewa Panthi'
(in the eves of the author)
Mahant Bhai Tirath Singh, a Sewa Panthi Sant, is a heavenlyminded man who, in fact, remains always absorbed in the Most High.
Presently, he is holding the assignment of TIKANA BHAI JAGTA
SAHIB, established in Goniana Mandi By Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh
Sahib, after the partition of India, in the year 1950 A.D.,
He is a gnostic saint of High spirits. His innate absorption in the
Ultimate Truth reflects and explicates upon him His manifested image
and he beholds the same prevailed in the outer world. Thus, he feels that
God in His immanence is all pervasive and in an ecstatic state of equity
he perceives God and only God. In this wonderous state of rapture he
enjoys and relishes the unfathomable splendour of the formless,
inaccessible, omni-present Ultimate Reality and thus chants in
harmony :Above the vedas, koran and the whole world,
Is the Nanak 's Divine King
Manifest to sight :
(Asa M. 5 P, 397)
•
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He loves nature and in it he perceives its all pervasive Creator.
Devotionally, he imbiibes the Holy Word and immerses himself in the
unfathomable ocean of Divine love. In the holy and supreme state, he
chants the Divine laudation thai each hair of his body begins to recite
the Holy Word. His inner insight and understanding then assumes that
the Cherisher of the Universe, the Lord of felicity or the Ultimate Reality
isfriskingand dancing in the aature. Exhilarated and intoxicated in the
Divine Word, in the state of ecstasy he sings :\,
Whithin the self and without He is alone abiding.
By His vision is Nanak in deep fascination caught. 4.23.
(Gauri Sukhmani M. 5> P.294)
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I too am an anecdotist and have also given audience to
many scholiasts of Gurbani. Doubtlessly, I appreciate their scholiastic
knowledge, ability and spirit. I have also attended Sant Bhai Tirath
Singh* s knowledgeful discources, orations, sermons and scholiastic
elucidations. Ofcourse I must, unhesitatingly, submit that a blessed
wife is indeed, a blessed. It appears to me that his each utterance in fact,
is saturated with Divine Love. Every word of his spirngs from the
very core of his mind and is lubricated with earnest devotion.
The wordage that develops from his lovelorn mind is charming,
penetrating and pathetic. Verily, his oration enamours the audience in
Divine Love.
It is no exaggeration if I say that he gives to the audience a factual
annotation and emotive elucidation of Gurbani which suits the action to
the word. His ecstatic and beatific oration magnetizes his listeners.
Sometimes during his oration he dives deep in the unfathomable
depths of Gurbani that a heavenly glamour reflects over his countenance
and his melted mind, in ecstacy, mingles with the Ultimate Reality viz
its original source. Just as Bhakta Kabira asserts :A hail stone, into water it melts,
And mingles again with the sea its source, 177.
(Sloka Kabira P. 1374)
^^^^^^

Or in other words, he abides in His formless essence :Where His formless essence lies,
Abide His devotees 8.21.
(Gauri SukhmaniM.5, P.292)
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When Gurbani reflects its true beauty upon his love-absorbed mind
and full of devotion he depicts that to his audiece, those men whose vision
is restricted within the worldly limitations and are unable to visualize
beyond the mammonish boundaries also cross the impediments laid
down by the mammon and enter the region of knowlege (Gian Khand).
An urge to fathom the unfathomable with love and devotion arises also
in their love-lacking minds and through the regular saintly associations
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they are inspired with the Divine Devotion and love. Hence his nature
is changed in the due course.
The saints too have an aim of life before them though it entirely
differs from that of the mammonites. Varily, the dominant saintly
persons live like monarchs in the heaps of wealth and enjoy all of the
mammonish comforts and facilities. But inwardly they lead a detached
life like the lotus flower in water or a guinea hen who keeps her wings
dry even in the deep water. Tbey have a noble cause before them and
they never let their strings loose to accelerate their progress to attain the
desired goal.
Their aim is not to amass wealth. They themselves imbibe the
essence of Divine Name and generate in others generosity, morality,
compassion. Divine laudation and propensity for the recitation, repetition, and imbibition of the Divine Name. They are benevolent and bestow
on others the gift of true life and inspire in them the true devotional love.
Guru Arjan thus avers :Such are benefactors of mankind, exempt from birth and death,
Bestowing gift of the true life, to devotion they inspire the self.
And with the Lord grant Union.(2) (7.54)
(Rag Suhi M.5, P.749)
m
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In other words we may say that such saintly personalities are the
bestowers and inspirers of gnosis, divinty and heavenliness.
We find Sant Bhai Tiratfi Singh exactly meritorious like the saintly
personalities mentioned above. The skill of benefaction, continuous
absorption in the Most High, insight to see the unmanifested in the
manifested, the spirit of humanitarian service, the full understanding and
sagacity of Gurmat (Sikhism) and all these collectedly, make a nosegay
of merits and beautify his genius genuine.
Heredity
m

Nawan Jandanwala is a village in the arenaceous zone of district
Mianwali (now in the Pakistan) where lived Bhai Tara Singh, a wellknown sikh gentleman. He was an eminent person of exemplary moral
character. Being a faithful sikh he was well versed in Gurbani (the sikh
scripture) and having unfading faith in Gurbani he was a devotional
routinist. In his daily routine he read many compilations of Gurbani such
as Sukhmani and Bawan Akhari (composed by Guru Arjan, the fifth
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incarnation of Guru Nanak). Primarly, in his routine he used to read daily
one reading of Sukhmani, he added one more after some time. Even two
reading cou|d not appease him and he began to recite one more in his
routine to count three daily. Then four and then again five daily but even
the five readings of Sukhmani could not satisfy his hunger for Gurbani.
He went on increasing the number of daily readings of the composition
in question. If some one asked him how many readings of Sukhmani was
he reciting in a day. He simply replied, "Satguru only knows the number.
By his grace, I only carry on the practice of reciting it."
Bhai Tara Singh was also an efficient house-holder. He has a
family which apart from his wife had four sons and seven daughters Bhai
Bishan Singh was his eldest son. The two daughters Davinder Kaur and
Bharawan Bai were the second and third issues respectively. The fourth
was Sant Bhai Tirath Singh, our well-known personality and hero of mis
artical. Bhai Arjan Singh the next and Bhai Mohan Singh the youngest
and then five daughters.
So-to say, all of his family members were God-oriented and
devotional sikhs but Sant Bhai Tilth Singh was in God's good grace.
Bhai Tara Singh enjoyed eighty years of his life and had a call
from the most High and eventually, went on High on the fifth day of
February, 1968.
Childhood And His Basic Education
He was born in the village Jandan Wala on the twelfth day of
February, 1925 A.D. It was an auspicious day for the family. Bhai Tara
Singh in his gratitude consulted Sri Guru Granth Sahib and to his
pleasure, the Guru's version which came before him read as follows:What good my going off to bathe at holy spots?
Tlie name Divine is the true holy spot.
Vie true holy spot also is contemplation of the holy Word
and enlightenment within....1.
(Raga Dhanasri Chhant M. 1,P. 687)
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As the first word of the version was 'TIRATH', his sagacious father
according to the Guru's assertion named him Tirath Singh and he, thus,
spontaneously, conducted the Naam-Karan ceremony (ceremony by
which a new baby is given a name).
He got over his primary course from his native village school
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headed by Maulvi Gul Imam. The headmaster had a good liking for,
Tirath Singh for his intelligence and genuineness. In the first lower
primary he was taught Urdu by Mr. Ghulam Mohd, Barang. In the second
and third his teacher incharge was Mr. Mohd Hussain. In the fifth class,
he was tutored by the Head Master Gul Imam. He was considered one
of the genius and intelligent students and earned merits in every test.
Once, The District inspector of education who gave the test
rewareded him his personal fountain pen for his standing first in the class.
The headmaster selected him for appearing in the examination to
be held that year for the scholarship, but later on, it was dropped for the
disagreement of his father who was uninclined to send him afar for the
test.
Whereas he was considered educationally a selected student he
was also thought to be a good player. He learnt to play the game of Volley
Ball from Mr. Ghulam Mohd, a reputed volley ball player and he under
his able guidance had a good experience to play the game. He always
gained first position in the school race competitions.
Though he could not get higher education in the college yet he
passed matriculation examination and Gyani (High proficiency in
Punjabi).
He passed about thirteen years of his childhood in his native village
and lived there upto 1938 A.D. After that he took a peculiar turn in his
career.
In The Sewa Panthi Fold
*

t

Bhai Tirath Singh would have hardly entered in his teens that Sant
Bhai Asa Singh had a chance to see Bhai Tara Singh in Nawan
Jandanwala at his residence. There he had a kind look at Bhai Tirath
Singh who was then not keeping a sound health. He looked for his
betterment and asked his parents to entrust the lad to him and he would
look after him. With the consent of his parents he took him in his hand
and brought him at Noorpur in the presence of Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh,
of Tikana Bhai Jagta Sahib, and requested him to bring up the genius lad
under his care.
He had a good time there to be much good and come to good.
He learnt Gurbani by heart and also in the abstract. Apart from the;
above he continued his schooling too.
j
Where as he made himself conversant with certain modalities and
tenets of sikhism in the Dharamsala he had also his association with
certain Sadhus who divinized him in spirit and demonstrated him how
to practise ceiebacy, modesty and purity. They also inspired in him the
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I spirit of imbibing the Divine Word, equity and rendering humanitarian
I service.
There used to be a great flow of Sadhus, scholars and scholiasts
in Tikana Sahib (Dharamsala) at Nurpur. Every day, there came
anecdotists, orators, Gurbani chanters and musicians. He had daily the
new contacts, new associations and the new communions. This natural!y,
I gave him an all-round knowledge viz, ecnomical, social, practical,
religious, spiritual, mundane, etc. He acquired now the insight to
distinguish between right and wrong, real and unreal and also had an
understanding to adopt what isrightand real. He had by that time fully
understood about the falsehood of the egoistic and mammonish world
and had also realised the beauty ofrighteousnessand the Divine Word.
Hence, he, determinately, wished to adopt the way of Gurmat (Sikhism).
Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh also appreciated his talent. One day
while talking with Zaildar Jawahir Singh he prophesized that Tirath
Singh would also aquire the knowledge of English. It will not be far off
that he would prove his worth. Undoubtedly he would be accepted as a
good spirtual guide and a true Sikh missionary. He will impart to the
public the practical annotation and elucidation of the Sikh scriptures. He
also foretold to Mahant Bhai Jawahir Singh of Mitha Tiwana that he
would be brought in the Sewa Panthi fold by Sant Bhai Asa Singh and
under his discipleship he would install certain educational, charitable
and religious institutions.That prophecy of Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh proved altogether true
and a fact requires no proof. However, the institutions run by Tikana
Sahib are in itself an uncontradicted proof of the fact.
It will not be out of point to say that Sant Bhai Tilth Singh also
learnt and experienced the etymological annotation and grammar of
Gurbani from Sant Bhai Amir Singh Sewa Panthi of Dera Sant Bhai Amir
Singh, Satto Wali Gali, Amritsar who was the most popular and practical
scholiast and annotator of Sikh Scriptures. He also enjoyed for some time
the good company of the prominent scholar Sant Bhai Nischal Singh
(Pandit), the president of All India Sewa Panthi Addan Shahi Sabha
Amritsar and acquired from him a good deal of the theological
knowledge and experience.
As mentioned above he was brought into Sewa Panthi fold by
Mahant Bhai Asa Singh who had three disciples viz, Bhai Tirath Singh,
Bhai Kahan Singh and Bhai Harpal Singh. Sant Bhai Kahan Singh passed
most of his time in the attendence of his master, while Bhai Tirath Singh
generally attended the outdoor missionary duties. Both were very close
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to Mahant Bhai Asa Singh, Both were equally liked by him, and were
in his good books.
Once, Bhai Asa Singh thought of appointing his successor. He said
the days of life are counted. One cannot estimate when he has to meet
his end. Hence, it would be better to appoint his successor during his life
period. To his mind he had two names Bhai Tirath Singh and Bhai kahan
Singh. He was affectionate to both of them. When he spoke his mind to
them, none of the two agreed to his proposal. Each of the two shirked
from holding the responsibilty but when they came to know that he had
made up his mind to relinquish his assignment and is determined to
appoint his successor from one of them, they dropped hints on one
another. Bhai Tirath Singh suggested for Bhai kahan Singh and Bhai
Kalian Singh proposed the name of Bhai Tirath Singh. This course went
t

on for some time. Finally Bhai Tirath Singh was marked out for the
purpose.
It was the fourteenth day of Janurary 1973 when a mammoth
gathering assembled at the Tikana Sahib, Mahant Bhai Asa Singh
himself, amongst several eminent Sewa Panthi Sadhus, performed Lie
Tilak Ceremony (saffron mark on the forehead) and handed over the
assignment of the Tikana Sahib to Sant Tirath Singh in the loud slogans
of "BOLE-SO-NIHAL, SAT-SRI-AKAL." This ceremony was performed a year before Mahant Bhai Asa Singh's deaih. Thus Sant Bhai
Tirath Singh became Mahant of Tikana Bhai Jagata Sahib. He was then
of forty eight years age.
It will not be an exaggeration to say that he is earnestly a tipsy
of Gurbani and in his mind has an unflinching affinity for the
advancement and prosperity of Khalsa Panth. His contribution in the
field of education can best be estimated from his activities mentioned
hereunder :The Chief Khalsa Diwan Amritsar, under whose auspices the sikhs
as a community in its good spirits had gained a great significance in the
field of education, for some reasons was slacked up in the successful
conduction of its annual Educational conferences. We may say that its
whole system was almost wraped under the cover of formalities and
modelities that he joined hands with the Chief Khalsa Diwan in this
juncture and came in their close association and gave momentenn to the
cause and revived its whole system in its primal glamour.
In the year 1985, he invited the 55th All India Sikh Educational
conference in Goniana Mandi (Distt Bathinda). Under the inspiration of
that conference, consequently, Sri Guru Harkishan Public School had its
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successful initiation in Bathinda and is now running and progressing by
leaps and bounds.
Consequently, 56th Conference was held in Malout Mandi, in the
year 1988 which resulted in the establishment of Guru Teg Baliadur
Khalsa Polytecknic College, Chhapranwala (Malout) and that, too, is
prosperously advancing.
The 57th conference was held in Ludhiana in the year 1990. There,
too, it was resolved to give speedy initiation to the establishments of
1
Baba Saliib Singh Bedi Engineering College and Gum Teg Bahadur
Medical College and both the projects in question are in the immediate
process of time.
Recently, in May 1992 the 58th Conference was held in Patiala
wherein it was decided to establish The Institute of Advance Studies,
in the memory of late Maliant Bhai Gopal Singh Sewa Panthi and also
'Medical Research Heart Institute and Hospital under the management
of Dukhniwaran Tmst (Regd) Patiala on the pattern of Appolo Madras
and Escorts Delhi. Both of these projects are being processed earnestly
and will soon be materialized.
To sum up the artical I may say that Sant Bhai Tirath Singh is well
known for his Philanthropic nature, benefaction, equity, modesty and
humanitarian service. His mind has an unending throb for the advancement of Sikhism. His mind thrills in compassion and becomes impulsive
for help to the sufferers or men in misery. In short he is a heavenly person
and leads a high-minded and high-spirited life and we find him always
in high spirits whether in glory or in gloom.
I may add that the Sewa Panthis have honoured and elected him
their President. Hence, he holds this honourable chair and is designated
as the President of Sewa Panthi Addan Shahi Sabha (Regd.) Amritsar.
I
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Sant Bhai Kahan Singh
Sant Bhai kahan Singh was born at Dullewala, a suburb of
Goharwala, in the arenaceous region of Distt. Mianwali, now in Pakistan.
He was born to the auspiscious mother Asa Kaur alias Asi Bai on the
felicitous sixteenth day of September 1943. His father's name was Bhai
Deep Singh.
Bhai Deep Singh was a devotional and baptised Sikh (baptised
according to the sikh rites with the nectar of the double-edged sword).
He was a heavenly minded man, a divine person and a routine Gurbani
reciter.
Bhai Kahan Singh was yet a child when India was partitioned. He
with his father and the rest of his family came in India with a caravan
of refugees from Sargodha (Now in Pakistan). His family'sfirstSojourn
in India was at Chheharta (near Amritsar). There he had a severe attack
of small pox but by the grace of the Satguru (True Preceptor) his mother
wa\s historically advised and inspired to give him a dip in the Holy Tank
of Sri Amrit Sar and that she acted, accordingly with full faith. After that
holy dip he was totally cured. Thereafter, the family had a shift from
Chheharta to Goniana Mandi, a renowned srain and cotton market in
District Bathinda (Punjab). It was the year 1948 that he had the golden
opportunity to come across Mahant Bhai Gulab Singh. That was just a
cursory and casual sight because he was yet a playful boy, indulged
mostly in childish games having absolutely no divine tendency. He had
his rare visits to Tikana Sahib and that even with a childish mentality.
Providencially, his dedicated parents assigned him permanently to
Tikana Sahib in the year 1950.
Bhai Asa Singh, the then assignee of the Tikana Sahib got him
admitted in a Primary School. He passed his nursary and the 1st standard
from that school but Mahant Bhai Asa Singh was inclined to train hiim
in Divinity, hence, he shifted him from that school and arranged for him
a tution for coaching in Gurmukhi (Punjabi) and Gurbani. For the
purpose he was entrusted to Bhai Pokhardass for educating him in a
healthy manner. Bhai Pokhardass induced him to learn Gurbani by heart
under his keen guidence and, consequently, in a short time he learnt by
heart several compositions of gurbani viz Sukhmani Sahib, Bawan
Akhri, Japji Sahib, Anand Sahib, Kirtan Sohela, Rehras Sahib, etc.
Mahant Bhai Asa Singh paid special attention to his progress. He
-
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encouraged him to get die emotive and etymological knowledge and
annotation of Sikh Scriptures. Under his kind shelter and nice guidence
he turned upto the mark and became an excellant scholiast and a learned
anecdotist.
I le by nature was a genius, had a bent towards humanitarian service
and gaining the knowledge of divinity. He did not miss any scholar or
anecdotist to give himself his hearty audience and to attain, somehow,
the knowledge to the best of his ability. For instance he learnt to play
Tabla (a musical instrument) from Bhai Fateh Singh, an alluring Gurbani
chanter, an expert harmonium and Tabla player and also an apt
anecdotist. Moreover, he attended daily the exegetical discourses on
Sikh Scriptures viz Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Suraj Parkash, Sant Ratan
Mala, etc. That inspired in him an ardent and selfless desire to serve the
humanity. He spent about two months under the shelter of Mahant Bhai
Hira Singh of Tikana Bhai Ramkishan Ji sahib at Patiala and learnt from
him the exegetic knowledge of 'Saarkataawali' All the while, he was in
Patiala, he had a good chance to read the proofs of Parchian Bhai Kanhiya
and Bhai Sewa Ram which were under publication in the press there.
Besides all that, he gave there a dedicated audience to the
exegetical annotation of Sri Gutu Granth Sahib from the very begining
to the end as was discoursed by Giani Narain Singh of Muzang, a
renowned scholiast of Sikh Scriptures. The second role of its annotation
was begun by Sant Bhai Tirath Singh (the present assignee) in 1961 A.D.
who discoursed it for about two and a half year. It was then taken over
by Sant Bhai Surjit Singh Ji who carried it over to the end and was
traditionally completed on die twentieth day of April 1973. He gave his
dedicated audience to it throughout.
Its third rotation was then given a start and it took about nine years
to complete it. Various scholiasts took their parts in its elucidation during
Uiese nine years and Bhai Kahan Singh had to perform his major part for
the duration. It is runing the fourth rotation now and is being attended
by many dedicated listeners. Sant Bhai Kahan Singh is its main
conductor. In sum we can say that he may be cosidered amongst one of
the selected few scholars and scholiasts of the Sikh Scriptures.
He was deputed on the duty by Mahant Bhai Asa Singh in 1964
A.D. to give coaching in Gurbani to the children lodging in the Tikana
Sahib as well as to the outsiders desirous of it. When the people of
Goniana Mandi and Nihanwala came to know about the start of the new
class they sent their children to avail of the chance and, consequently,
a good number of children took occasion by the forelock. Thus, a regular
class was held daily in the evening for teaching Gurbani. The start was
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given from Jap Ji Sahib. To enable the learners to become apt reciters
of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, they were, primarily, put on the recitation of
Panj Granthi', Bhagat Banf and then the Sanchies (Guru Granth Sahib
in parts) of Guru Granth Sahib.
Besides that some students were caused to remember by heart the
five Banis of the daily routine (Japji Sahib, Jaap Sahib, Sudhaswaye,
Rehras Sahib and Kirtan-Sohela).
In view of the public demand and the need of the time Bhai Asa
Singh had to institute a primary school in the Dera premises under a
separate managing committee. S. Dalip Singh was its first manager and
S. Fateh Singh, the secretary Sant Bhai Kahan Singh was appointed by
Mahant Sahib the honorary teacher of divinity. Similarly, the necessity
was felt for a girls college in Goniana Mandi. On the request of Sant B hai
Tirath Singh and the people of the ward, Bhai Asa Singh Girl's College
was established in the year 1973 within the campus of the Tikana Sahib.
Therein, too, he had to profess to the students the subject of divinity. The
regular service of professing divinity continued regularly untill 1975 but
after that it could not be practically accomplished and was reduced to
once a week and as such till today every monday the first period is
allotted to divinity and is taken by Sant Bhai Kahan Singh.
On each and every annual gathering or anniversary functions
competitions in divinty or held under the supervision of Sant Bhai Kahan
Singh and the winners are awarded suitable prizes.
He was an exemplary disciple, completely, dedicated to his
Master, Mahant Bhai Asa Singh and was used to spend most of his time
in his attendence. He rendered heartfelt service to him. There are certain
episodes of his obedience, absorption and iovelily service. I may quote
here for instance only one :Mahant Asa Singh was an earlyriser.He was accustomed to leave
his bed at 1 A.M. daily without fail. One day he gently asked Bhai Kahan
Singh to avail him of some water in a bucket as he had to go out for
answering the call of nature. Bhai Kahan Singh was in his slumber. He
suddenly left his bed. In his doze he ran to the kitchen and lighted the
oven at that odd time. He indeed, misheard that he was ordered to do so.
This shows he knew only to do and not to comment for therightor wrong.
In short there was no what and why in him. He only knew to do or die.
He passed about twentythree years of his age with Mahant Bhai
Asa Singh and in this long period he never dared to sleep in his presence
on a cot. He always laid his bed on the floor.
Once he asked Mahant Bhai Asa Singh, "His mind often runs
towards vices and mammonish attachments. Is there any means to impede
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will
Mahant
Once "he had a fortunate chance to accompany Sant Bhai Nischal Singh
as a pilgrim on a pilgrimage train arranged by him for visiting and pilgrimaging
historical Gurdwaras, places and bathing spots. He enjoyed that journey to his
most and also had an experience to serve the devotees by arranging such
pilgrimage trains. He then arranged several such journeys and made many trips
in the service of humanity. Only recently, in April 1988, he had arranged a party
of pilgrims to pilgrimage Rawwal sar and Manikaran (in Himachal Pardesh).
The party was consisted of fifty four pilgrims.
Once he had another good chance to accompany Mahant Bhai Asa Singh
in a similar pilgrimage train. He enjoyed the occasion by devotional service to
the pilgrims and added to his experience fresh knowledge and skill.
*

He had also arranged many pilgrimages of Sri Hem Kunt Sahib and
inspired the pilgrims by introducing to them the sacrifices made by the great
Guru and also made them conversant with the Quru's enthusiastic versions.
Hemkunt is the place where Guru Gobind Singh had pananced in his previous
birth. The place is situated in the Himalayan range (in Uttar Paradesh) at the
height of 15232 feet above the sea level.
Continuous imbibition of the Divine Word and the service of the Master
were developed in his nature. To rise early in the morning, to arrange for the
Masters bath, to manage for him all necessary articles of utility and to remain
always alert in the Master's attendance, had become in him the instinctive
performances.
He had always been a voluntary selfless labourer in the Dharamsala's
construction and comparatively did more manual service then the paid
labourers.
He was baptised with the nectar of the double edged sword and was
brought in the khalsa fold in the year 1958 A.D. and from that date onward he
with
Khalsa
modest
possesses
sikh missionary and with a spirit
sikhism in the true sense within and without
but also abroad.
Educational
occasion
Malout Mandi (Distt farid kot), he was elected chair man
mi nee and served the Sikh Panth to the best of his ability
and devotion.
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Prof. Bhagat Singh 'Hira' is a veteran
writer who in the words of Prof. Dewan
Singh (formerly. Prof. & Head of Department of Guru Nanak Studies. Guru
Nanak Dev University. Amritsar) is a
writer on Sikhism in his own riaht and
has many publications of importance to
his credit, has certainly passed through
this onerous discipline of continuous
writing and composition for perhaps,
more than half a century which means
achievement in itself. It has been rightly
said that genius is runty-nine per cent
perspiration. This holds true in the case
of this writer also who is still usefully
occupied in the business of writing and
publication at the advanced age of eightysix.
Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli. Ex Professor
& Head. Panjabi Department. Panjab
University. Chandigarh also corroborates with Professor Dewan Singh's opinion and considers that Mr. Hira may be
considered as one r.mong the distinguished half a dozen living commentators of Sikhism. Similarly. Dr. Darshan
Singh. Prof. & Chairman. Department
of Guru Nanak Studies. Panjab University. Chandigarh, Principal Harbhajan
Singh, former Principal of Sikh Missionary College, Amritsar, Dr. Miss
Gurdip Kaur Principal. Bhai Asa Singh
Girl's College. Goniana Mandi (Distt
Bathinda-Punjab) and Others corroborate with the opinions given above.
Mr. Hira's attempt in this valuable composition is to bring to light the biographical history of a few saints of the
Sewa Panthi sect of Sikhism who saw
only God and had served and still serving selflessly. indiscriminately and devotionally to the ailing humanity. It can
be rightly said that the said saints were
and are. in fact, the beacon light of the
humanitarian service and the apostles of
peace.
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